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ABSTRACT
This document, a revision and retitled version of

"Implementing Different and Better Schools," 1969 (ED 051 110),

attempts to provide guidelines for change in schools to help those

educators who need to be convinced of the need for change, 2) those

who are ready but need to be told what to do, and 3) those with some

experience of change who need additional ideas. The material is

organized in four major sections: 1) "Introducing Challenges for

Relevant Educationll Alternatives," which includes the description of

one specific school program to indicate that the ideas set out are

practical and not theoretical; 2) "Why Innovation and Research Demand

Priority," which explains why a great deal more innovation is

necessary in all the schools of the country and analyzes present

practices and offers suggestions for evaluating program

effectiveness; 3) "How Guideline Recipes Achieve Optional Patterns,"

which identifies 69 changes, both general and specific and discusses

them briefly in six grailps of components: philosophy, instruction,

learning, structure, technology, and reporting; and 4) "Summarizing

Commentary with Descriptions and Bibliography," which includes

extracts from two articles on innovative schools and an extensive

bibliography divided into two parts, "Literature Answering ir and

"Books Suggesting How." (MBM)
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Chapter 1

Explaining This Revision

This book is a fairly complete revision of the paperback publication, Implemen-
ting Different and Better Schools, by the same author, produced by Campus Pub-

lishers, December, 1969, and revised in April, 1970. Though the book sold many

copies in its brief existence, cover:Jig 47 states and seven foreign countries,
and was continuing to receive good support, a complete reorganization and
approach was felt desirable, even to the extent of a new title.

There were three basic reasons for this need: one had to do with the general
mechanics--organization of the material, repetition, and style; the second, and

one that should always be present in the ever changing innovative efforts in
schools, was the development which had occurred in education during the two years

it took to write and publish the volume; but third, and most important, came from

the many requests to separate the "why" from the "how."

The overall comments about the original book have been overwhelmingly supportive
in relation to the ideas, concepts, beliefs, and guidelines suggested. But more

and more educators, as related to change, are falling into three categories:
(1) those who still need to know why schools must change, or who want a rationale

for change to help convince their communities; (2) thrjse who are ready for change

but who want some how-to-do-it recipes--what changes and how do you achieve them;
(.3) those educators who have had some experience with the newer revisions in the

schools and who now need to exchange theit ideas, programs, and knowledge with
others interested in innovation, as a way of dissemination of information and

further retooling.

These reflections led to this revised approach with the more precise title of

Creating Humane Schools. Section A is introductory in nature, designed to
explain the need for the book and to show in Charter , thr de -rirt-in

of one specitic ochool program. ' sugges!_l_ons iv h1J are

not theoretical. The iaeas (10 work j_LI most situations and can 1...sually be imple-

mented in rapid, dramatic fashion.

Section B has beet pullei together to provide answers for those lookin for help

in developing, a ra7,iona1e for change. It attempts to explain why a gra_ deal
more innovat:Lori is still necessary in all the schools of the country. C&':tainly

those yet la_eled "conventional" need great revision, but so do those_2urrently

described as the "lost innovative"; in addition, the dozens of instittrrik is which

achieved great charage in the past, but which have now reached a platea-a, and

those schools or pTojeots presently creating their own innovative prog=ams in an
effort to help develop an entirel:, new educational system f-or the Unit- States

must seek -sw horizons.

Section C is a-.77 attempt to provide reipes, though this effort is almo-: an

impossibility. The field of education has no planned mechc-mism for acl'eving

change. What fs successfuL for one innovator does not work for anoth; nor do
the same tactios wr-Drk for the specific situation. Another reason that recipes

are difficult ds the time element. Chapter 22 advertises 69 magic el-.7.7ents of

change. Whether there ar acual1y only 6 or really 106 is not the ir4ortant
issue; the prolem is that to try to explain all 69 of the listed elements in
how-to-do-lt recipe form could occupy at least 69 fairly extensive bo("ilets.
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For example, a manual on one of the changes, daily smorgasbord scheduling could

easily fill 50 to 60 pages of the same size found in this book. Each of the

elements are important enough to warrant that kind of attention. But wher nne

to work in a so-called innovative school, engage in some speaking and con-
sulting activicies--as always seems to be part of the reward--there is just not

enough time in the year, and the years go by.

What has been attempted in this revision is to identify some of the changes, both

general and specific, and some of the how-to-get-started ideas, and discuss them

in short chapters. Someday the opportunity may come to write extensively in all

69 areas to show that the concepts and ideas are practical and can be achieved

in any type school--big, small, inner city, suburban, exurban, rural--with any

type of racial, economic, or religious mixture as related to the students and

the community.

Each month new books, pamphlets, articles, and proceedings are being published

about changes in education. More and more information is appearing with specific

recipes. The topics selected for this manuscript are those which seem to appear

most often during question and answer sessions with individuals and staffs

attempting change. Hopefully, more teachers and administrators at the "grass-

roots" levels will start to disseminate the methods, models, and guidelines

already developed and in use in a number of schools; practical, wforkable sug-

gestions are one of the great needs in education today. One person writing one

manual cannot hope to accomplish the goal.

Section D, a summary, relates to the spread of information through a general

bibliography and some published descriptions of the school in Chapter 3 to fur-

ther show that the guidelines appearing in this book are practical, useful to

for achieving change. They are the ones the author has learned over the past
twelve years of personal experience with the national change programs, and in
actully helping to develop a numbar of schools which have been labeled "highly

Previous attempts in organizing bibliographies have run the continuum from
attempting very specific listings under such topics as non-grading, scheduling,
individualizing instruction, affective domain, planning, evaluation, and other

similar terminologies, to just a general alphabetical listing of books by

authors. In. this volume, only two broad subdivisions have been attempted--one

a collection of those aiming more at "why" change, including many from sociology
and psychology--and the second containing those which aim more at "how," with

emphasis on the type usually used by educators. However, so many books "cover
the waterfront," as this one does, that it is really impossible to be accurate

without a great deal of cross reference cataloging.

Further, no attempt has been made to include the excellent articles published in

such journals as the Kappan, Educational Leadership, Learning Disabilities,

Research Bulletin, Instructor, School Management, the journals of the secondary

and elementary principals associations, the national monthly household magazines,

as well as other media adding to the growing library of books, tapes, and films

on change. Many of these, however, are referred to in the books listed in the

bibliographies in Chapters 24 and 25.

Finally, this revision, though completely reorganized, and with a new title,

certainly makes ..L,o claim to be "new." Much of the content is the same. In

fact, many pages and some chapters remain intact. Often the material has just
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been shifted to a different chapter. However, the information has been updat-A;

a number of new ideas and concepts are included; several completely new chapters

have been added; and the organization has been streamlined to enable specific

information and recipes to more easily be identified. The original version was

written with the focus on the process of change; this effort deals more with the

mechanics of the innovations.

There is still some repetition. Ideas used as illustrations of why sch,rols must

change are sometimes repeated in slightly different form to describe how to make

the change. Hopefully, this referral to previously used examples will provide

continuity to show that in changing a school, those involved must understand the

"why," the "what," and the "how," and that theory is completely interwoven with

reality in the practical application and the everyday excitement of the new kind

of school.

The original version of this book was written purposely in a smorgasbord approach.

Change is a smorgasbord; you start putting potato salad, cottage cheese, cole

slaw, beans, carrots, ham, roast beef, chicken, shrimp, and more on the platter

until it is overflowing; individual items are hard to find, and the entire plate

looks chaotic, but good, exciting, and inviting. However, for many their first

encounter with a smorgasbord is a frustrating experience. Thus came requests

for a book that would spell out in more detail how to achieve change through the

standard menu formula rather than through a smorgasbord.

This volume is an attempt to do that. These introductory chapters are meant to

serve as the hors d'oeuvre; the why section is intended as the soup and salad;

the how section includes the mec.t and potatoes; and finally, the summary is the

dessert. In other words, this book hopefully provides some help for those who

prefer the nine course meal to the smorgasbord. Both approaches are good--both

are needed; but regardless of which method one chooses to follow, there stil] is

no real mechanism for change. However, we are getting closer.

But more than anything else, this book is a plea for maxi-education, Dr. William

Alexander of the University of Florida has described present educational efforts

in terms of women's skirts: mini-education, the kind we have had for many years,

like the mini-skirt, covers the bare essentials, but leaves much to be desired.
Midi-education, those attempts made by the many team teaching, modular scheduling,

open pod efforts of the 60's, like the midi skirts, cover more and leave less to

be desired. Though these schools, which still form only a small portion of the

programs in America, are generally great Improvements over the mini schools of

the past and present, they still did not and have not gone far enough. What

Dr. Alexander suggested as the next step was the maxi--a school which would cover

most all and leave little to be dei:,:ired; mAxi-education would find school programs

developed around humaneness, relevancy, options, and alternatives.

No public school in America is a maxi school yet; a few are trying to break

through the lock step of the mini and midi restrictions. Chapter 3 of this book

briefly describes just one such current effort. It is not a maxi school, but it

does indicate that present theory can become practice. The new ideas, technology,

and developments coming in the 70's will soon make the-school in Chapter 3 and

many of the ideas in this book very obsolete. We must all dream toward 1999,

hoping that by 1980 we can have programs which will prepare individuals not only

for the present society, but for living in the world of the 90's. The 70's must

pave the way; regardless of how "innovative" a school now professes to be, it

already belongs in the pages of past educational history.



The coming maxi school is possible. It is with this plea then, that all schools--
whether they now consider themselves mini or midi--really begin further dramatic
retooling so that we can reach the present portraits of maxi education by 1980

in order to be prepared for tremendous, fantastic, revolutionary change which will
descend upon education in the last twenty years of this century. The private
"free" schools are not the complete answer; ALTERNATIVES MUST BE PROVIDED WITHIN

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM.. The 70's will see the trend toward open schools,
while the 80's will add vast technological developments. The 90's will bring

an end to the current fifty year cycle, setting the stage for another round of
innovations in the early years of the 21st century.

In the pages to come we are going to be discussing different curriculas, different
school organizations, and different human relationships. The focus should be on
the adult-youngster, adult-adult, and youngster-youngster roles, preceptions, and

relations. The adult will sometimes be called a teacher, or a consultant, or an

advisor, or a counselor. The youngster often will be called a student, or a
learner, or a child, or a he or a she. These intr.:mixed terminologies should be

no barrier, for usually a concept is learned best when it is taught, L_nd there-

fore the learner should be a teacher. The importc.nt factors are learning, the
enjoyment of learning, the learning process, and the human relationships which

are established between two or more persons who are learning together.



Chapter 2

Those Who Dream

In 1943, Dr. Fred G. Bratton wrote The Legacy of the Liberal Spirit, one of the
truly outstanding interpretations of freedom and liberalism. He felt the volume
came under the category of "necessary," for in it he attempted to describe the
spirit for which the allied nations wer( at that moment fighting to defend; he
sought to interpret the history of freedom in its most critical stages.

Today America faces further crises--in its totsl society, and in the schools of
that society. Though these crises are perhaps not as crucial as defeat would
have been in World War II, nevertheless, they are issues for which we must seek
answers. The present schoolhouse in America needs to go the way of the dinosaur;
it is well into the period of obsolescence. But boys and girls still have a need
for something we call education. It is in this spirit that this book is justi-
fied as necessary--it is an attempt to evolve a replacement for the dinosaur--
to develop a school program--whether conducted within the traditional school walls,
or in another facility or area of the community--that truly is significantly
different and significantly better.

Schools are not the only part of the society calling for change. in the past few
years, America has witnessed many individual and national calamities. We have been
sorrowed by the deaths of the troops in Vietnam, by riots and shootings on college
campuses and bombing in cities, by accidental personal tragedies in everyday
living, and by the shocking assassinatiors of men like John Kennedy, Martin King,
and Robert Kennedy.

Each of these men, as have others before them, had a dream; they dreamed of a
better world, of a better life for those in need, and of a better nation for all.
True, they gained personal recognition and power, but this was not their driving
force; in no way can their personal gains balance the sacrifices to their fami-
lies and to themselves as they attempted to provide leadership toward a better
society.

Their Ideals, their Beliefs, their Dreams, which were sometimes criticized,
scoffed at, and even made the brunt of ridicule and laughter, and which some-
times were planned or implemented incorrectly, were none the less great goals
for the nation. The goals have suffered a setback, but they will not be stopped
by their deaths. It: is up to nose who follow to see that the ideas become
realities.

We in education can in no way measure the problems of the schools with those
faced by the world as a whole, and those of the total American society. But
we do have demanding issues. The time has come for educators to dream again,
but this time to reach for newer, greater, and higher clouds--to dream of sig-
nificantly better schools. No longer can we content ourselves with the kinds
of schools we have now in the United States. No longer can we content ourselves
with the snail's pace of change. We must do better, and we must make the improve-
ments faster than ever before.

And if we in education can improve, perhaps we can contribute ever so much more
to the dreams of those who envision a better America. Not only must we dream of
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the future, but we must implement many of those dreams now. We must have a commit-

ment to action. We mtst stop petty bickering about Carnegie ULIts, B minus grades,

and the length of the lunch period. The time has come to dramatically change the

educational system. Wc must search deeply for answers as to how we can make more
significant contributions to ,_he society. Giving students the ability to read, to

compute, and to respond to examinations is not enough.

This book has been written for chose who dream about better, more humane schools.

Further, it is a way of saying thank you to men like Dr. J. Lloyd Trump, whose

lifetime of dedication to the vision for better schools has especially inspired

many, many young educators over the past fifteen years; but even more it is a way

of saying thank you to those students and teachers at the Canyon del Oro School in

Tucson, Arizona, whose dreams of living in the most exciting school in America

were never fulfilled because they were deserted by their school board, parents,
teachers, and administrators; additionally, is a thank you to those students and

teachers in Port-au-Prince, Haiti; Taipei, Taiwan; University City, Missouri; the

Lake Region of South Dakota, the Wilson School of Mankato State College, the ad-

ministration at Mankato State, the author's audiences at conferences in 36 states,

all of whom have listened to constant criticisms of their slow efforts to improve

each day the educational experiences of Pete and Sally. It has been these stu-

dents, parents, and educators, in these communities, who have taken time to listen

and to try, who hay made the practical application of theory possible; to them

this book is dedicated.

The chapters which follow are generally not about one school or the author's cur-

rent efforts in innovation, except where such comments might serve as a practical

example; rather they attempt to describe how teachers, administrators, school

hoards, and parents in communities in every state in North America can achieve

rapid revision of their current programs as soon as that need is identified. This

book does focus more on helping change the "conventional" schools, but hopefully

it will help cause a renewal of energies in many of those labeled "innovative";

so many of the change efforts, especially those which were among the early

pioneers, are now in a rut and no longer progressing Zorward; many fine programs

developed in the early 60's, such as modular fleYible scheduling, now face

obsolescence in the 70's.

From time to time throughout the book, reference will be made to a particular

current program as illustrative that change can occur in very practical situa-

tions; most of the examples givea are only one avenue. For example, Chapter 3

is a description of the 1970 Wilson program. Hopefully, the point will be clear

that no one is advocating this specific approach as "the answer"; it is only

used to show that the experiences the author has had the past twelve years in

personally helping implement innovative programs in Spain, Taiwan, Haiti, Arizona,

Missouri, South Dakota, and Minnesota, and as a consultant to over 200 other

districts in many states and provinces, experiences which are used in this book

as the basis for suggesting to others possible ways to create more humane schools,

have received the practical test of reality.

No one is asked to agree with all the concepts, ideas, methods, models, or recipes

presented. The only intent is to convince educators and the public in general that

schools can change, and must change, and that improvement can be made overnight,

even in a "hard-core conservative" area, if educational leaders will put the inno-

vative efforts, theories, and research of the past four decades into practice.

Present conventional schools are among the most inhumane institutions in America.

They closely rival the prisons; the only difference is that after 3 p.m. and on



weekends we lct the prisoners escape. Visit a prison, and then go immediately to
a conventional elementary school from 9 to 10 a.m. It is possible to have target
practice--even shoot a cannon down the halls; no one will get hurt. The warden
has ordered the guards to keep all the prisoners in their cells from 9 to 10. It
isn't exercise time. Everyone knows that the only valuable activity in a conven-
tional school at 9 a.m. is reading; the special music teacher had beLter not try
to interrupt class during that hour; the specialist may end up in solitary
confinement.

A minority of schools throughout the nation in 1970 are attempting to create
humane alternatives. The reason these educational programs are undergoing dra-
matic overhauling is that it has become more than obvious that schools have become
inhumane institutions. The early chapters portray some of the questionable con-
ditions forced upon students over the past and present years in the majority of
schools. Later chapters attempt to describe a few of the steps that can be taken
to correct some of the flaws. The task of each educator is to determine how their
individual efforts can help create a more humane program for the students in the
public, private and parochial schools of North America.

Fortunately it is true that especially during the past ten years there has devel-
oped a growing commitment to change. But because we are moving at a relatively
slow pace in revising schools, the decision was made to try in this book to express
as enthusiastically as possible on paper, WHY schools must change, WHAT changes
must be made, and HOW they might best be accomplished. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to include many illustrative visuals which might have helped to explain
a number of the comments. Further, though Section C is marked as a "how-to-do-it"
effort, in this manuscript no attempt has been made to spell out line by'line how
a specific school was changed; the actual step-by-step procedures vary from school
to school, are primarily mechanical, and with dedication and hard work can easily
be learned by creative members of the staff. For not spelling out such step-by-
step detail each of the 69 or more revisions under way in education, some have
criticized this effort as just another theoretical book. This is far from the
truth; remember this is an effort to talk about change by one who has been on the
firing line of change--in the public schools during the past several years--and
who prior to these retooling days worked in conventional schools, thus providing
some subjective measure of comparison.

One of the biggest obstacles to changing a school is lack of a real commitment to
an innovation philosophy. This statement is not theoretical; many teachers and
administrators get impatient when change is discussed because they want to know
"how"--they don't want the "philosophy." But usually these educators soon are
lost; they do not make the effort to really understand the rationale for a change,
and thus quickly uay "we couldn't do that here," or "we must move more slowly."
Before any change can be successful, there must be commitment; thys part of this
book stresses the why of change. Once educators understand the why, they can turn
to what changes should be madc; after that, they are ready to study the how of
change, realizing that the how has two parts: (a) the process of change; and (b)
the mechanics of change.

Hopefully this book is all practical and not theoretical. Hopefully it has the
proper balance or blend of the why, what, and how. If the reader will consider
carefully all of the materials presented in tho various chapters, the parts will
fit into a whole. There has been a very definite attempt to specifically and
generally describe both some of the processes and mechanics of changing individual
schools; the ideas which are presented are applicable to all age levels: the tra-
ditional elementary, middle, and high school years.



Until just recently, for whatever value they might be, there has not been time to

summarize the convictions gained through personal experiences in Changing schools;

unfortunately, those.teachers and administrators who are now meeting the day-to-day

problems which develop when starting massive new programs usually do not have time

to write. Some of the most valuable "how-to-do-it" materials are not on the market

today simply because those on the firing line do not have publication time and out-

lets. Most of the books on change currently available in the bookstores have been

written by college professors who are not on the daily school production line, or

by principals who developed one program, wrote about it, and then went on to other

pastures, such as superintendencies, consultantships, college teaching, or private

foundations. Very few of the original grass roots "change agents"--those princi-

pals, for example, who started a school in the direction of innovation ten years

ago--are still directing a public school. They have left the implementation of

innovations to those who followed them. Fortunately a few of the early leaders of

the 60's are returning to the battlefields for the challenge of the 70's.

AS a result of the change leaders moving often, most of the so-called innovative

schools of today are merely replicating patterns developed by the early innovators

five to ten years ago. A specific example is the switch to modular scheduling.

The type of plan which Stanford University and Marshall High in Portland started

several years ago is not new, nor is it the latest, nor necessarily the best.

Individualized learning and smorgasbord scheduling offer much greater promise.

But all over America, schools are just new adopting modular scheduling as "new."

Speeches given several years ago on large group and small group methodology, open

labs, unscheduled time, independent study, and open pod facilities are no longer

new. In fact, in many communities those speeches are far out of date; but, unfor-

tunately, they are still valid in the great majority of schools and being used by

many to explain programs to those who are yet operating traditional programs.

The Nova, Marshall, Ridgewood, Walker, Meadowbrook, Granada, Melbourne, Brookhurst,

Abington, Evanston, Ferris, Fox Lane, Roy, Lakeview, University City, Thomas,

Oakleaf, Matzke, Canyon del Oro, and all the other explore schools--the early,

exciting attempts to change American education--as good as they were or might still

be, are already obsolete. These types of schools and their teachers and students

were real pioneers. They showed that we could change schools; they did not prove

they were better schools, but they did prove we could develop different, alterna-

tive ways of educating boys and girls. And their efforts will not be lost; they

provided the breakthrough to enable eventual development of schools which will be

truly significantly better. But these are not the kinds of schools we should be

developing now. We ought to be able to build upon their experiences and go far

beyond. We need some new types of pioneers--to show that though many of these

ideas developed in the original staff utilization schools are still applicable,

they are now only stepping stones to what must come soon in a more humane society.

Unfortunately most schools Changing now are adopting 1963 programs, when the focus

should be on the new developments coming in the 70's. Certainly the psychologists,

sociologists, and other observers of the current educational scene are not advo-

cating the 1960 model. Where are the 80's? How accurate is the Philco-Ford pro-

duction of the movie titled 1999 AD, when students may attend a "formal" school

only two days a week.

The research currently being published, the efforts of Title I, II, III, IV, and

V of ESEA, and the findings of psychologists and sociologists are helping the

cause of change. Popular magazines are aiding by writing feature articles, using

the ideas developed by many of the leaders of innovative schools, but who unfor-

tunately were not heard under their own bylines because they lack a publication



outlet. Fortunately for education, these lay writers are finally talking about
the year 2000. As more schools begin to switch, as we implement the ideas of the
70's, the current literature will be badly in need of revision.

Why then another book on how to change a school as we begin the 70's? The reasons
are twofold; first, only 30 per cent of the schools have in some way moved into
the innovation stage, and most of those are just in the fringe stages. Probably
only 15 per cent of this 30 per cent are really deeply and significantly involved
in change. Another 40 per cent are talking about some changes; they are becoming
aware of the need but are sitting on the fence. The other 30 per cent are still
resisting change--they are content with the status quo. The second reason for
this book is the great disappointment in the results of so-called innovative
schools; the results found in the 15 to 30 per cent who have a reputation for
new programs have not been sensational.

As educators have an opportunity to travel in America, many are immediately bocl.
encouraged and discouraged. They are :-Icouraged by the evi:lences of the growing
commitment in 30 per cent o: the s-ho=ls to at leas-11 try sor.le new ideas. More
schools are adopting modular schedLli m. even though it is a form soon to be
replaced by daily smorgasbord anC cad:- computer scheduling or non-scheduling.
More schools ire building open classr.:-cms, providing large .and small group areas,
purchasing acpustical flooring, deve_l_Ding huge resource cel-Iters, adopting inde-
pendent study, team teaching, noli-graC----_ng, teacher aides, new curriculurr
materials.

Unfortunately, in most of these schools, in spite of the adoption of some mechan-
ical and curricular changes, Johnny and Mary are not getting a much better educa-
tion, or at least there is little evidence of it. There really seems to have
been little impact at the classroom level. Group-paced instruction is prevalent;
students still get D's and F's; we still have the problem of the in-school drop-
out; the ghetto and rural schools are reminders of failures; the suburban schools,
snug in their middle class A and B college oriented values, still are resistant;
in examining individual children, individual teachers, dnd individual classrooms,
the findings seem to indicate that in only a small percentage of the situations
has there really been a significant improvement. More evidence of better effort
is now growing in the affective domain; the cognitive has lagged, but it is
changing. We are finding it has occurred in some classrooms. The challenge now
is how to draw it all together; the research should be more related to the
affective and psychomotor patterns.

Fortunately, the few rooms in America where this exciting improvement has really
taken place have provided America with a growing cadre of educators committed to
the idea that schools can and must improve or cease to exist. Further, this
cadre is learning how to make changes. The task now facing educators is to decide
what changes really are an improvement, and then answer how we can best implement
them. We must stop experimenting with those innovations of the past ten years,
and move ahead to those beckoning in the 70's and 80's. The refinement of the
new adoptions of the 60's will come as we interweave them with those of the future.

As stated, one purpose of this book is to bring together the author's experiences
in changing schools the past twelve years to show that it can be done. In Spain,
Taiwan, and Haiti we had to innovate to survive. The existing conditions were
such that one could not run a traditional school. For example, in Haiti we were
forced to conduct school for everyone, K-12, from 7:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.--a total
five hour day. Forty-five minutes of.this time had to be instruction in French.



The author's whole concept about the length of the school day and the time needed
for each class or subject changed dramatically as a result of forced innovation.

In Arizona we developed one of the first daily flexible schedules in America. It

was in successful operation at the time the Stanford schedule was marketed. Stu-

dents ate doughnuts and had a great deal of freedom. This experience led to a
position as full-time consultant for innovation in ,:he University City Schools,
a suburb of St. Louis. It was probably the only position in the American public
schools at that time with no other responsibility than to help speed up the process
of change in the 13 elementary and secondary schools.

The next position in change was the wonderf-11 opperLtp,i7v to move from a big city
suburbia to a neglected rural state. The challeng v-as :hereto see if the same
ideas and notions would work in a conservative stati=_ hie=-Lat br- financial problems
and previously isolated from the mainstream of educ,7tiol &=,=,elopment. There,
working in cooperation with the staff of the Lake Edu:.t.-ional Planning

Center, with a tremendous array of national consult7: 711ent, with the local
educators in that region, with the State Superinten&en: of Puillic Instruction
and with the State University at Brookings, contribuTA: s we= made to the devel-
opment of new concepts in innovation in South Dakota. = wa quickly ascertained
that all of the new notions in education were applic:lb_ie to ral states; only
methods of implementation had to be altered.

As this book is written in 1970, we are in the thir:' y,a: of f.ne challenge of
helping to chafige a good conventional college laborat-Dry schojl, PreK-12, into
a good innovative one. It was difficult to give up ,-. full-time consultantship,
but some educators must work at the daily nuts and bolts implementation level.
Chapter 3, following, attempts to describe one of the many schools now making an
effort to reform education. Hopefully, it will help to inspire others to look
into the future, to dream a seemingly impossible dream, but then proceed to make
it come true. Help is on the way from the colleges, too, as a few are beginning
to graduate teachers trained to work in open schools. The need now is for more
public schools and universities to begin to operate 1980 programs during the
1970's.

1 3
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Chapter 3

The Current Effort

The present Wilson prog-ram is centered around several_ key wcrds: humaneness,
options, alternatives, relevancy, quality, and evaluation. Goal related to
decision making, self-direction, self-imagcl, and responsibility dre primary.
With freedom goes responsibility, and courtesy is an often coined phrase. Even
knowing that a number of the staff will leave, that the school 1 11 change again
in the near future, and that many of the present programs and : -s will be out-
dated very soon, the decision was made to include a description o the 1970
directions in this book as a practical illustration that massive, rapid change
can occur in a school if the desire is there.

The paragraphs of this chapter are thus designed to describe some of the 69 ele-
ments of change which are part of the current edition of Wilson. It is true
that this is a school laboratory funded jointly by the state college board, the
state department of education, and the local school district, with students
ranging in age from 3 to 19 (the old nursery school through seniors) mixed to-
gether under one roof, along with a constant influx of both pre-service and in-
service teacher education programs. But all of the programs and methods operate
cn the "average" cost per student for Minnesota districts and have been used in
ti normal" public and private schools in the United States. The changes made can
be accomplished in most school districts; in fact, many of the ideas have been
achieved as well or better in a number of schools throughout the nation.

however, in this writing, Wilson has probably gone further than most any other
public school in the implementation of daily smorgasbord scheduling, student
selection of teachers and counselors, self-selection of curricular experiences,
the elimination of all required courses and report cards, optional attendance,
student freedom and responsibility, and freedom of choice for "elementary" aged
children.

On the other hand, the school has not developed the school in the community con-
cept to the extent of the Parkway type schools, nor has it become as well involved
in the lighted community school concept as has been the focus of several districts.
What follows then is a summary of what is in actual practice in the fall of 1970.
The rationale for these programs and the "recipes" for accomplishing them follow
in Sections B and C.

To fully comprehend the present programs, and the impact caused by the rapid,
dramatic transition that took place (the same rapid transition is immediately
possible in parts of districts, and in schools or parts of schools all over the
United States, and will become increasingly true in the early 70's), it is
necessary to first back up to July, 1968, just two years and a few months prior

to this writing. At that time, Wilson could best be described as a good, conven-
tional school.

It was good in that in general overall student scores were "above average" on the
usual national achievement tests; a high percentage of those entering college were
successful; the parents as a whole were satisfied with the Wilson program; and
there was the same grouping of teachers as one finds in mosi every school--those
who were rated superior, many of whom had developed outstanding programs within



the confines of their four walls, and then the group of weak teachers Ac eq tlot

fit into the then Wilson program and probably should not have been in 0,c1-15-kg,

or at best in tilat situation.

Wils was conventional in that students and teachers had to put up wt-01 411- he
usual but completely unnecessary restrictions and rituals still in ef0.. lp Ole

majority of schools today. The elementary children were locked into "Oelt-
contaminated" rooms; the secondary school, which was in a separate par-r ot c1 A0

building, had period 1, 2, 3, 55 minute school-bus type schedules. Thee Wek.0
study halls, bells, hall passes attendance notes from home, and at jAv01.01

the two great tragic evils of the present conventional systems: group/10C5a

instruction and group required courses. Tbe only opportunity to exper)-11101vv

that which an individual teacher chose to do within the confines of hi

room, or in the 55 minute period, or in some type of back-to-back scheO0Allg

arrangements. In other words, it operated as a conventional public nOtpLoqOul
attendance area school. The teachers received little help from the co)-lAe'

either in pre-service or in-service education because the outmoded 7..eaaho

cation institutions and teacher certification requirements continued tO .fiAtOtoe

the traditional approach.

On July 1, 1968, a dramatic revision began which was to drastically altef

above description. The effort was hampered by all the usual restrictioW 110

money, no consultant help, no planned staff workshops, antiquated facilt0e
materials, and all the rest. But the new director came committed that 4010t0
Wilson either had to become one of the most innovative, experimental, akl-t.1

schools in the United States, or it had to close. Fortunately, many of Ole
lege administrators and thcl existing Wilson faculty felt the same. A cliAototAl
decision was made, and that was to attempt massive revision as rapidly 0 e01191e.
All the staff had in common among the change leadership who supported the 613,rec-

tor's decision was the commitment that schools had to be significantly 1~r.
The first effort was to develop an ongoing program of innovation which wkIld

attempt to implement and interrelate all the new, imaginative, excitio2 GWAePtA

in education. From the initial discussions came Wilson's magic list ot 69

ments of change, listed in Chapter 22. The following paragraphs descbe oc)1/1a ot

these currently in operation. More detail on how to implement them 1.0 g\>07A 941

Section C of this book.

The major emphasis at Wilson in 1970 is in the area of human relationo, i -M--

plement a humane school, students at Wilson choose their own instructes
upon six "match" factors: personality, perception, age, sex, interes AO skill,
Teacher and student images and relationships that really match are stiAl 1114Asl-1g

in most innovative programs built around team teaching, nongrading, arA fWtIble

scheduling, and they are certainly missing in conventional programs wrAra Avin-
istrators make decisions on required courses, and students are either lAapq 4t

computer assigned to classes on the basis of even class size and conWorOee
time schedules. Positive motivation and self-image, daily success, allA 50,t,

direction are more important at Wilson than the study of subject matt0k,

Students also select their own advisor-counselors. The school no lonOf 110S the

traditional counselor assigned to 300 students. Each consultant (teaAer)
being trained to be a counselor-advisor to small groups of 12 to 15 WIdahS Ithc)

select each other on a mutual desire basis.

The adult-student match is the single greatest change made at Wilson 0-11(1 clon

more to create a humane school than any of the other 69 changes. The '`v1-1dell0



and teeche0 ,rsonalitOs 1110,st 11.atch to the extent that, k4ey can discv% eua,

hug, icss, makeup. kiis nd Of relationglliP thete, poi1

ing 1_0 abs04. The same i0 true for Perception. The stAvut 1/1u3t te
the teeche varceives hAO. heV to ba a "great ;.--Ad"; it klie teacher

the stde n. as a °dumb 1,1-4 ikot," ti if the 0tudeist tlt opiniv 01.3

teache's lot . A makes a 01,10 studel,/ clo

great \qth t.,E "young slAtPr if? the short skirt,' btrr f hj Votilent ,J-1V1

ecane 'need 0- °grandma." 9-111portant too; scfie _111

teache5, some it doAD t Illa'tter, but some need all 111\as; some 'flVk gttq.1"

studePt5 rled. Dad, yet "5f 011 Drimary so-1001s provIde Ny Pl()Tas.. ITZ1t,t

a fao't0r.vieans that th 1rt eallY excited about
Tnatcheq wiA a butterfli vPV1ler, not 00e who caU't stee vea.constrctO.,,,

ntonkee, guinea pie iP iLhe toom. And, of cokIrse, 441 xs of

the sIden'r Vants to te" 0Aart e motor, it is heIpflA 17 Ole adult ,Avd-V31P

knows %oille'thing of this 'ofke- OW maty schools teallY pl,j.sider all thio cflic al,

humarle faofa and e11 ov75'Rleints and teachers to fina mutoally be0,3?-q1

humarl

This Persoql touch in qe VjeCtion Of their tealler eour10e1ors 1"ja tp

Dersonalied programmin\ 401efla1y each student seleee with help tr", tvhg

adu1 at ellool and hi0'0 11I 1)ere/s1s, a Progulti that relevant to COt

iudiduai et thia momeP 1-11 time. Studeots Pl vtlel_t coufses

there ere no "teacher tAyit and school tequiredi vype e ()IIrses. Au 0-yz.,41e.

tor eaolil 01111d is deve10144 0-Wollgh dLdUa1 conferer", Stodents sAt
thei pwn learning area0, vechef 0-t1i whom thOY cqe elat, and 1110,/kal

apPrOPiat to their in"l and need5. Each 3-ngvk" is nuique; 17dfiltotry

more Ahd 061.e validate5 1()0-0t 1. of tadiNidual.haedo, \wesrs,
desie%; tøe tormer 0)1)10 have been Witte ttc prAcal1y every NA0tioul,
textV°ok "lished in Ay elltIlry, triforturlatey, 1100 have ",/

arPd eeldom actuAb., Palf peen realities 3-11 Apols and clqoAros.

A5 a of these coAVYnts, thee are no equteci )_assoes, even

"pril0qty OW children, etendetce opcional; e1 oPe, Policy

lowed- s'Ittlents can go 1eep if nothiog iy offered dy; jay.

To stesOtlillY implem" vhee Uotione5 a poll-ey 4 0_11dow shopp0

E01101ved. Students coo, 0 Och()01 a0c1 vieit the tally ,11ber0 of study '11P. re

avaii-ehle/"`those traditeeli-3, known ,35 aft, muoo, eh,,V att, matileljk"
aud 0evefx othero, but VAII have now hecq m00 J-nto five Af114,1lg

team0 titi'd the Creat0e1 VcAssive, Sy5tem, CQmblna04 afvzi

Team, sOkdents may st'kW jì y sifl%le area, OZ ill an/ comlAnation f Olte-
disc)-1)Iin0y er MultidiAcnety apPtoaches theY ftod Qt interest anq VA10,
RopefklIly khe nest few 1V6 Vila WttlIOSS great CleV0-121DINt Ot interrOAtPq

learOng #V that the i(IN Of tile five teallls wi1J- be rQpIed 1))/ *more /1"11-h0-K0A.

com0-IlatiOlAs. Wilson 11% ,carted, 4tp the ultinlate ge6 of having oil, )c,t

inteelad leafning A'Pr inatead of a comPatIllental7vd Moo1 at heWileuto

and Niets'

In 1,AdolOhoppi0g, 010 saldant obserws what ie beØ e 127 others, ciciV a,

ehe and has VkV2-dtlel intviews with the Aoultqflts (teqA5ro.

if Ole ccflultatic ean euggest a lyogrem oprepriate, 1st the

studellt cAlA suggest ad- dAi,se his o or if a ob ill")n Ot atudarlOty4
teacNr 0%as seeM to At 'Cogealer, the 5tuder cn 0taft to Work tmnt0-3,,.

If n°411.0 seems to jeA, cen contione to wtUdow 014 1,11 that cen-V dr A

any ()t tpe other areas/ Aore are no olaximum Miotik, tiumbu' of cokOry,a0-40.

of °c011ry%" a student d Oke, nor to ehere a oCk he mount ot



tk may take two couS CA "experiences," which is really a better word than
flt,(iursee in the 04011, W11c1sop1Y) in depth, or may be selective in ten. One

pkdsQit May be folic" 9k 4n eAaus tive four weeks, or it may only be scanned

fof four weeks; it A4 Pe Illie5tigated for 18, 36, or 66 weeks--the student

Pkdsties the inquirY NA 5tisfied o r until time and other interests lead him
tip qizest elsewhere. ,,0 tf'' chool fully develops its 12-month program, there

v01 be no need for (IV tOlsr041 registration other than an initial one. As stu-

deots stch couZ5 V V2AtIlin A team, the rearrangement is handled through

the talll.. If a stNN "nes teams, then an,individual drop-add procedure

1,s provided at the tilv ewed. Thus, the staff always has a "count" on
fler011111entoll

Stlidellt progress is eVuAted in terms of learning objectives set through con-
fo'ences With the 1,,,kocc,)0, and with the parents whenever they request in-

%%nation or involl/A" Oc=ipefnlly much of the insight into student progress

geined through VAIrr tiblw, chats with students at home; but when teacher

"PO'spectj-ves are Je57'0, tri'y are readily available by merely reauesting a

6.0ferenCe or waiCit" Or tr/ written teacher evaluations which are made avail-

%/a several time5 * Vkr' To ba able to respond to the parents, the areas

1,r1g pufsued by VII,WleV are recorded by the advisor-counselor and are kept

44 file 5.11 the cente:A Y-IdOnt folder. Their studies are readily changeable;

tilderits May start eciP .4-r)ti15es whenever it seems desirable--whether November

or March or August-- 4A lifticula is self-developed on a continuous progress,

SOI-pacad approael9 d.te no magic semesters or quarters or report cards

d obviously nc fjtyAk el110. And there are certainly no "4th" or "7th" or

100.1" grades. St1.14NO any ages work together; the appropriateness of the

i5 t1 Criterj-Or0, tile number of years spent in school.

'41,us a program is 1,
Vle.40-Iy diagnosed and prescribed by and for each student.

'blese dia%nosis/prv-WO- elements take into account student, parent, teacher

an-ci_socW, loDuts, Theoretically, a studemt may take, and many do

1)1.yrsue, "anything Vkt,' There are no graduation requirements other than

Ilyst general guidaUNP 4e° ChaPter 15, Section C) over a 3 to 5 year period;

1)(iVevet, these ara eVi 0-11.4elipe5 and are tailored to fit individual students.

Vteft in practical dIVWofi, trie student choice is made and modified through

1)4reat influences, 04Plie Alid counselor suggesti.ons, and some colleges and

wbloyers Who demall VADA cayd (transcript showing a diploma with certain

joirSes)-

& etudents folloP Wofkl testrict ions, it is their choice. They are told

q the altarnacivl tIAP n gamble on a future job or college based on maturity

qed other factors; ,rV "1, go vo a junior college or vocational school; they can

Wn the army or gS ot make other Personal choices. They are told many

011ges no longer Oe I-N,t1t four years of English, three years of social studies,

aod two Years of fOlAtl allguage. Dut they are advised that some still do, and

wat LE hey want t, they should take all the "nice" courses. To grad-

tiOta froril Wilsoa, tileY can major in "basketweaving" if they so desire.

Wlson till gets "e P.-16 and does give regular Minnesota diplomas so they are

hpt 'ld up in tbelf igtAe decj-Sion9 by lack of a piece of paper. Many state

cOthge5 have open Aell-Illerlt policies, so no student is denied the right to

aild College, 5N tp% q101ce maY .cimetimes ba more limited.

\Wun%er students h6 clioice and follow the same program. However, at

all levels, if th (Ay°0- fally feels the student is making a tragic mistake,

toe student can to 1141.1ifJ Lo take a certain "course." For example, a five year



old usuallY needs a great deal of motor development. Wilson tries to make the

program so atttactive that all who need it will choose it; but if a poorly coor-

dinated stkIdenr does not choose motor developmenr, and if the staff is fairly

certain t1.3.5 this is an emergency crisis (the surgeon may make a decision abcut

an -mica nscious dyt-ng patient), the school will srep in and operate. At this

writing, the staff feels that some, but not all, traditional grade 1 students

need a Po'rtion of their week structured during the "fall quarter," with a truly

balanced gtotap diet for the first few weeks of the "year" to help them learn to

make dec-'filorts; however, the majority of each week and of the early years, they

still have f7=7ee choice based upon individual considerations. The same could

again occur at periodic times during their 14 years in school if students and

staff felt vhis desirable. However, at this moment, all students at Wilson have

a completely open program. If the school does ever return to requirements, it

will certaillly treat all subjects as equally important. For example, never

would the stff decide that four years of English must be taken, but no home

economi-Cs. 8ecause of the Importance of child growth and development, home

econoMj-Cs fot both boys and girls would be one of the first requirements. Thus

if requirements were imposed in a traditional high school, perhaps one year of

each of twelve areas might be required, but whenever selected by the student as

being tneaningful and relevant at a particular time of life. At present, though,

the optiorlal choice pattern is working quite well, but the above could be recom-

mended for a school wishing to start more slowly, or for one of the school-

within-a--school options which are being developed in the better high schools

in the nation.

In the elementary years, placing the 6 year olds in the early childhood center

as part ot the 3-4-5-6 and some 7's program works well. "First grade" students

can then have More structure to start but gradually wean out as individual

readinesa occurs, which might be at any age. Some will still need amounts of

structure et age 7 and 8, while others are quite independent at age 4. Each

school mvit decide on its amount of openness for young folk; the basic decision

may be gelleralized for the group, but must be decided specifically on individual

needs. The settle applies not only to younger students, but to older ones as well.

A decisioll Must be made whether to let the traditional non-reader 5th grader

avoid reading nntil he selects it, or require it when the prescribers deem it

best.

Most day s etudents attending Wilson select from the daily smorgasbord schedule.

It tells Wriat foods are available on the menu fcr that daywhat fruits are in

season. MAAy activities on the smorgasbord are student planned. Because all

activities are optional, the daily program for the student is ia most cases

deterrainod hy the individual student. The only reason for a "schedule" at all is

to let students know if any special events are beiug offered, or if any areas are

closed, or if a consultant would especially like to see them, or to indicate that

a group hé.3 been scheduled to meet for some specific purpose. Only about 20 per

cent of the activlties need to be scheduledotherwise the menu is really not

needed. The schedule is developed daily by four persons; students can help

schedule, but usually these are teachers and paraprofesionals who serve about

three daYs a month each on a rotation basis. It normally takes them about one or

two hours a Jay to construct the schedule for 600 students. There is a part-time

clerk slid a 2art-time administrative coordinator to handle ongoing schedule prob-

lems. The dai.ly schedule and individual biochemistry demand that food service be

available all day The assigned lunch period at a specific time has been replaced

by an eat what you want when you want philosophy. Flexible food service is impor-

tant in an c2er, personalized school.
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Wilson features individualized learning and phase teaching. Once a student has

chosen art as part of his personalized program, he individualizes his pursuits

within the field of art, or through interrelationshl:ps with other fields, such

as in a combination of other "subjects" within the Expressive Center. About 85

per cent of the day the student follows his own individually chosen schedule,

although this is not rigidly fixed and varies from student to student and day

to day. This 85 per cent is only a guideline; during this time the student is

often in informal groups formed through individual needs and friendships, but

not required or scheduled by the school.

The most important of the five phases of "instruction" at Wilson is the one-to-

one tutoring or conference between student and instructor. The curricula for

each student is determined this way and is followed by many tutoring and con-

ference sessions. These can be scheduled by the stuuent and teacher whenever

botb are free and do not appear on the "master" schedule for that day.

The second phase involves open laboratory or open studio. This simply is active

involvement by the student in some phase of his study (painting his picture).

When this type of opportunity is available, which is usually 95 to 100 per cent

of the day, the schedule merely reflects open studio under the "art center"

columnthe student can go there whenever he desires. Closely related to open

lab, but of less active physical involvement is the third phase, that of inde-

pendent study (an example would be reading or listening to a tape in the Media

Center, or reading poetry in the Creative Center). This is usually open to all

students in every area most days; occasionally there may be some type of conflict

which would close this possibility for some part of the day, but other areas are

always open as alternatives.

The fourth phase is small group. Groups still play a role at Wilson but ere only

scheduled when students or teachers feel a need for fhem. A small group to dis-

cuss the topic of student unrest cbuld meet when background study or interest

indicates that such a session might be of value for those who would Choose to

attend. No groups are automatically scheduled to meet so many times each week

at some specific time. The fifth phase, large group, is of the common thread

variety and is an example of the specials on the daily schedule. Perhaps a

well-known artist is in town and agrees to discuss his art form and demonstrate

some general techniques to a group of interested students for a short period of

time during the day.

Thus, the daily smorgasbord schedule--a little ham, a little turkey, lots of roast

beef, several salads, lots of milk, blueberry pie, and others--are offered each

day or on some days for students to select. lt is rather embarrassing, by the

way, if no one selects the music pie designed by Mrs. Jones. It usually indicates

problems, and Mrs. Jones often offers herself right out of a job. Attendance

still remains optional; if there are no students, there is no position for

Mrs. Jones.

To operate such a program, a great deal of team planning and less but essential

amounts of team teaching must occur. Teachers must talk with teachers about kids

or the entire program collapses. An attractive physical environment is of value,

too. Wilson has carpeted some rooms, has plants and animals in some, and has

brightly colored red, purple, green, orange, yellow, and blue walls in many.

Wilson tried to operate on a modified differentiated staffing pattern--doctors,

nurses, nurses' aides, technicians, and candystripers. The school program is



available on a volunteer 7:30-5:30 plan--consultants and kids come and go as they
desire each day; no one is required to spend that amount of time in school, although
many do--and not just the athletic teams. Wilson is trying to become a community
school, open 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Rigidities found in the state col-
lege system prevent this at present, but the school does operate on a twelve month
basis now, always open for study except for two weeks of winter vacation, one week
of spring vacation, one week of summer vacation, and three weeks of fall vacation.
These match college contract periods.

The twelve month idea is one of che most successful. Students are encouraged to
attend 170 days during the twelve months for purposes of state aid, but otherwise
can come and go as they please. They can take vacation in November or January, or

August. There is no reason for students to attend school only from September to
June. Some parents can best take their vacations in January if they work in sum-
mer trades or tourist areas, or if father is low in seniority on his job, or his

"slack" work is in October or February. Some families never get a good vacation
together because of traditional schools and their insistence on September to June
enrollment. Wilson students have a continuous, self-paced individualized program,
so nothing is missed if they are absent; they are encouraged to go duck hunting

with Dad, even on a "school day."

The foreign language pll-ogram at Wilson has great potential. Students are encour-
aged to take several hours a day of Spanish and/or International Studies.
Immersing oneself in the language over a short period of time seems to make sense.
As many as possible go to Mexico for six weeks or more each year. Spanish is

difficult to learn in Mankato, Minnesota. Plans are now underway for similar
programs in other areas of the world.

Students should be outside the school walls as much as possible. Therefore,
Wilson students take their psychology class by working three 40-hour weeks at
the state mental health hospital; they work in local offices; they take social
studies while on vacation trips with their parents; they study by working in
local city government offices--all these not for pay but for "experience comple-
tion." Wilson hopes to move rapidly with this concept in the direction of the
example set by the Parkway School in Philadelphia. A twelve passenger van has
been purchased to speed up this process.

The five year olds are in school all day long and self-select on the daily smor-
gasbord as do the older students, though on a more supervised basis. The three
and four year old programs are limited again by lack of state financial support,
but Wilson has one-half day programs for each, merely by taking the money out of
the former high school allocations. There are no elementary, middle, and high

school divisions. Wilson is jnst one non-graded school. The various learning
centers house students traditionally Pre-kindergarten through 12. It is not
possible to really intelligently separate so-called "5th graders" from "6th
graders" or "9th graders" from "10th graders," so no attempt is made to deter-
mine such false distinctions. Various age levels study together in the same
facilities at the same time.

Research and evaluation were weak in the first year of operation at Wilson. The
second year, ph,ns were implemented to develop extensive horizontal and vertical
studies of both short and long range duration. A research person is now on the
staff for "inhouse" evaluation. The College Office of Institutional Research has
taken charge of "outhouse" evaluation. A research committee for the school has
been formed. Graduate students will do their thesis work at Wilson. Studies in



the affective, psychomotor, and cognitive are being undertaken, with emphasis on

the first two cf these three. Hopefully, by the end of 1970 and each year after

that, some significant research and evaluation results will be available as a

further contribution to the changing educational scene. Research and evaluation

have been extremely weak or non-existent in most school districts in the U.S.

Wilson has committed itself to try to correct this flaw; one of the things

learned already is that more innovation is needed in evaluation; the "old tools"

don't really measure Wilson.

The school administratively operates through a Support Team or "Board of Direc-

tors." One person serves as a Resident Consultant and is in charge of the plan-

ning center; another individual is Director of Research and Resources; a third

person is in charge of the Program Center; a fourth person is responsible for

the Person Center (for counseling and relationships); the fifth handles the

Admi istrative Center (budget, scheduling, and facilities). There are three

assistants in the area.,-2- of media and evaluation. The five "directors" are full-

time autonomous persur. who make decisions. If a "veto" is ever needed, it is

wielded by the Resident Consultant (traditionally the Director). These persons

make decisions in their areas, function as a coordinating group for the entire

school, liasons with the learning centers, and work with the various learning

teams in small groups. Large group faculty meetings are almost non-existent.

The learning teams (Creative, Expressive, System, Communication, Environment)

make daily decisicrts at the student level as related to programs, and students

make individual decisions about their studies and group decisions through sev-

eral types of student organizations. Parent, faculty, and student advisory

teams comple.uent the entire design. Parent Lnvolvement in the school program

is greatly desired. But even more necessary is student input. Students help

to make decisions at all levels, not just about Saturday night dances; student

involvement is one of the keys to success in changing schools. During the first

two years the above administrative structure has been revamped and revised many

times as the need arises, and as new programs, development, and bettc.r percen-

tion become available. For example, at the moment students are finding little

need for student committees or councils, for almost all their needs can be taken

care of on a one-to-one or small grup basis with the consultant, advisor, or

administration. The faculty, too, is finding less need for organization as their

concerns can be handled in the same manner,.

However, one of the reasons for a planning or design team or a board of directors

in the school, the delegation of authority, parent and student involvement, fac-

u::1..y decision making, and the desire for parent, student, and faculty advisory

teams is the effort at Wilson to create an organization which will provide for

continuous innovation, experimentation, research, evaluation, and dissemination

each year the school is in existence. Unfortunately, most of the "name" inno-

vative schools of the 60's have leveled off or have rewIrted. They have stopped

too soon--they have not gone far enough. They have not continued to be a leader

in change. Some schools must continually go "off the deep edge." As the orig-

inal "change agents" leave, there must be a mechanism for continuing to develop

new programs.

Change is no longer a theory, nor innovation jast a "bandwagon" effect. Any edu-

cator with a little creativity, 26-hour-a-day efforts, and external support can

accomplish the task. The problem has been to find enough leadership--with the
proper support--willing to go beyond current programs. When that combination
has finally been achieved in a few places, the leadership has usually moved on

to "greener pastures" before the project has reached its potential. More money,
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better positions, enticing geographical locations, potential future, er just
"battle fatigue" have led to the loss of key staff members in almost every inno-
vative school. The replacements have often come lacking the training to step in
and continue the ongoing efforts; they have maintained the status quo, but many
times have lacked the same "go-power" as possessed by the originators of the pro-
ject. As a result, education must wait for another "new model" to develop.

Wilson is another one of these efforts; it could plateau or regress as others have
if it fails to capitalize on all that is now known about changing schools (much of
which is included in this book or in books listed in the bibliography), or if the
school is cut back by legislative economy drives, or if the present director or
college administrative officials who support the project leave too soon and are
replaced by less committed personnel. The early "change agents" have been a rest-
less breed; in many ways this has been good as they have moved and helped spread
the notion of better schools; they have sought new challenges; but at present the
innovator ranks are thin. To keep the innovation projects under way, we now need
"place" change agents (those who stay in one spot for some length of time), as
well as "career" change agents (those who move often). Some must continue to move,
however, as few in America are yet willing to take on the tremendous task of rapid
revision, and unfortunately, the current revisions in most schools are still in
the beginning stages or have only been surface or organizational innovations
(modular scheduling), so the impact on ?ete and Sally has not really been very
great in most schools. One of the great needs now is for "change agents" with
experience in innovative schools to invade the college of education in order to
change teacher education and prepare consultants for Wilson type programs.

Realizing that we now do know something about changing schools, and that many cur-
rent efforts never materialize, the Support Team type of organization at Wilson
has been established in an attempt to make this a long range project, as the cur-
rent director will eventually leave. If Wilson continues to be successful, and
if the legislature does not close or completely revamp the lab school arrangements
this year in Minnesota (a strong possibility), more specific details of "how to do
it" will be written about the various progrlms. If Wilson fails to maintain a
viable alternative in the future, it still will have made a tremendous contribu-
tion to education by achieving fantastic, rapid, immediate success, further proving
that many other approaches are possible in education--that different and better
schools can be developed.

Most schools have looked for cookbook recipes--they have wanted the "how" before
they got the "why." Other schools have discussed the why so long, they never
have reached the how stage. Hopefully, the Wilson School is a blend of the why
and the how; hopefully, too, Section B and C which follow are the needed blend
and of some value to the reader. There is much explanation as to why schools
should change, but unless a staff understands the why, all the hows in all the
books won't be of any value to that staff. Most schools use the lack of how as
an excuse not to involve themselves in massive retooling when failure to compre-
hend the why, self-satisfaction with the status quo, and lack of commitment
usually are the real culprits. The mechanics which are covered in Section C
come easy if there is real desire.

In the final analysis, if a staff is truly going to create a significantly dif-
ferent and better humane school, they must take suggestions from consultants and
books; they must look at their own strengths, weaknesses, and interests; and
they must look at their facilities, materials, and financial resources; and then
they must determine their own pattern of change. There are many guidelines, but
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there are not foolproof mechanisms available at present to insure successful educa-

tional change in any community. Through Wilson type efforts, however, we do know

one thing: schools can rapidly and successfully change and become better schools.

The Wilson program may fail in the long run, but it currently offers itself as an

"idea center." If enough schools attempt new approaches, surely better ways can

be found to educate youth.
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SECTION B

WHY INNOVATION AND RESEARCH

DEMAND PRIORITY
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Chapter 4

Envisioning Different Schools

Schocls must become more humane than they have been in the past. This means more

options and alternatives need to be available. The present schools, through

their rules, regulations, and requirements reduce options, thus reducing the

alternatives and opportunities for humaneness. The key to improving education

is to increase the options; most every public school in the United States needs

great revision.

The first step in accomplishing this goal--in any district--is to truly envision

an entirely new kind of education. The attitude of the staff must reflect a

belief that edu,:ators can develop better schools, and that there is a need to do

so; with this open ended questing for potential improvements, schools and school

districts are free to objectively scrutinize everything they are nv-, doing--

asking themselves hard questions in the process. They Lould be f7e,e to dream

about utopian accomplishments. Therefore, for-purpose_ this clIzpter, it fs

assumed that there is a need to search for new directf-= in education. What

changes might occur? Why should they be supported? Hc-7/ might ths',-; improvements

be accomplished?

There are, depending of course upon how one categorizes constitutes a real

change, generally speaking, about 69 revisions present:I cpcurring Ln schools.

One of the most obvious, but certainly not the most inly=tant, is tnat of plant

design; the present exterior physical shapes are goinir_7 continue to evolve into

dramatically different patterns; no long r will the egg :rate buildings of the

past, or even the new round buildings of the 60's contfnue to dominate the city

and country landscapes. Inwardly the shape will change, too.

Practically no permanent interior walls will be constructed. Any walls will be

completely removable air walls or other modular types of immediately rearrange-

able walls, but much more important than all the exterior or interior physical

change is the new relationship that is closely developing between the teachers

and students. The Human Relations School--schools concerned with self-image,

personality macches, perception, daily success, relevancy, and positive motiva-

tion--are the schools of the 70's. For years we have ignored the research. We

have pretended to know the answers. We have said math is more important than

musiz: for ALL students. Yet there is no evidence to support such decisions.

With conventional group-paced classes, all students have studied the same mate-

rial at the same time and have taken the same tests; they have been divided into

It smarties" and "dummies" byasystem calledABCDF--and even worse, in addition,

in some institutions, into a caste system variously labeled as ability grouping,

levels, gifted, remedial, and tracking.

The new exciting schools envision individual diagnoses and individual prescrip-

tions, heavily weighted with student input. They recognize the'mistake of con-

tinuing programs and rituals which more often resemble jails than schools. They

know now that the individual's self-image, his ability to find some measure of

success each day, his perception of the consultant and the consultant's percep-

tion of him, his personality and the consultant's personality, the skills,

interests, ages, and sex of both parties, and individual styles of learning all

have much more to do with the learning process than do group-paced required



classes and irrelevant content or basic skills that supposedly all students must
know. We pretend that the basic skills for all students are reading and math
and spelling, but for many students, the needed basic skill at this moment in time
is one in industrial arts or one that can best be developed through that subject.
How many of the achievement tests used by most schools in the United States con-
cern themselves with more than English, mathematics, social studies, and science?
There is dramatic need to wipe out the cobwebs which are now ruining education.
Schools are in need of a drastic, immediate overhauling; otherwise, many students
should not continue to be required to attend. Schools have a negative affect on
many--perhaps even on a majority. There are no accurate percentages available,
but many educators now believe that the traditional school programs and regula-
tions which still are in effect in most districts in the USA are the major cause
of student unrest.

If we took all the schools in North America and put them on a continuum of I
through 5, as we do the children by an antiquated system called report cards--
with 5 being the best schools and 1 being the worst, no school in the country
would rate a 5. There is not an excellent school i-71 America today. More schools
than we care to admit would rate a 1. A few schools would rate 4. Most schools

would rate a 2 or 3. Most schools in the United States are dull and unimaginative.
The, are not exciting places for boys and girls to spend the majority of the day.

If :his opinion is accepted, then what we need now in education are some "vice-
presidents for heresy"--people who are really willing to envision different
schools. For years educators have been taught to be content, to sit quietly
behind the desk, and not "rock the boat." Superintendents have been worried
about being fired--they have had to be concerned with keer_ng tre community
happy. However, now we are saying that it is time for some administrators and
teachers to be willing to get fired, and not just over working conditions and
benefits or poor public relations. We want educators more adamant about learning
than salaries. How many teacher groups are now refusing to sign contracts over
the issue of eliminating report cards? Increased salaries are great, but shouldn't
teachers help kids too? We want educators to fight for change in education; for
if change means improvement, then change must be accomplished in each community.
There are many jobs open in communities all over North America for educators who
are willing to be vice-presidents for heresy.

In a specific school now, this task of leadership for change becomes that of the

principal. Hopefully, in the future, schools are going to revise their entire
administrative setup. The resident consultant may eventually be the key change
agent. But currently the way the majority of schools are organized, the adminis-
trators can block or promote improvement; most schools today reflect the principal.

If change is going to occur, the principal must literally get the nuts and bolts
desk out of his office; in fact, he should give up his office and work instead in
the future planning center. He doesn't need the typical kind of administrative
environment found in most educational institutions. It is usually easy to iden-
tify a dull school just by walking into the main office. Normally the principal
is found sitting behind his desk, moFt always with three straight chairs facing
him, so that he can peer over the desk as the voice of authority; some adminis-
trators are innovators--they have two or four chairs instead of three. While he
attempts a conversation, the phone usually rings; it is Mrs. Jones, upset because
her son said there was too much mustard on the hot dog. Then a teacher or sec-
retary interrupts to have a bus requisition or a financial voucher signed; the
principal sighs at the stack of letters to answer; it can be assumed that there
is no need to visit this school.
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But if visitors can't find the principal, if he is out working with a team of

teachers regarding learning and instruction, or woring with a group of students

on accepting responsibility, guests can expect this to be an exciting type of

school. The administrators who are convinced of and committed to the idea of

change are the administrators who have taken the desk out of their office. They

are out working full time as change agents, helpi/v; teachers and students accept

new ways of learning.

Educators must ask themselves: "Who am I, and how do I fit into this ccncept of

change?" The principal, for example, should see Irlmself as the "idea. man," "the

change agent," "the vice-president for heresy," "the needler," "the crowbar,"

"the screwball," "the nut," "the madraan," and some things we can't put in this

book. These are not cliches--they represent jobs T_,e must tackle and reactions

he must expect. He must beuome a "rasident leadership consultant" t5-pe person,

setting a climate for chang: he must be an environmental specialist. Currently

in education, some "change .:.gents" are full time s:chool directors--superintendens

or principals; some are full time school consultants for innovation; some are

state department employees; some are college professors. But whatever -_he

official title, the real pul:pose is to see that cl:ange and innovation and impr--

ment in the learning proces:i occurs. If schools axe going to change, creative

educators must lead that 01-Lsrlge. Each eiutzator-mast soul search his real degre .

of individual commitment tc-/ard helping retool tze educational system.

Why is there this tremendcJs need for change? Is it really necessary- Aren't

present American schools good? What about past efforts and past successes?

Don't we have in this country doctors, and astronauts, and construction workers

and other kinds of successful people? Isn't it true that we are one of the best

educated countries in the world? Aren't schools in the United States now better

than they have ever been? Yes, and even though these comments are probably true,

and even if they are accepted as evidence of previous success, there are addi-

tional factors to consider. For example, recently in one year more money was

spent on educational research than the previous ten years combined. We know more

about boys and girls than we ever have before.

Experimental schools around the country have proven that though their programs

are not necessarily the best, there is more than one way to organize; they have

shown we can run schools in a completely different manner than we have these

past years, and still be successful in the teacher-learning process, and in fact,

usually more successful than in the conventional program. Further, look ahead

to the year 2000. When we are objectively honest and think critically about the

future, we must accept the realization that almost all that we have been teaching

in the past conventional schools--the content oriented courses, and regurgitation

on tests on Friday--certainly is not the way to prepare students to be inquiring,

discovering, decision making, process oriented learners for the next century.

But before considering all the new and better ideas--before envisioning new kinds

of schools--examine some of the striking deficiencies in the present best conven-

tional schools. Look at the way we still teach most subjects. Algebra is a good

example, In most secondary schools, even in our flexible modular ones, we still

teach algebra for 36 weeks. A traditional course in algebra probably should not

even be taught, but if we are going to teach it, why for 36 weeks? The very top

mathematic students can learn everything in the traditional algebra book in about

6 weeks. Slower students can do better than they have in the past if they can

(.4tudy algebra for 50 weeks rather than 36; but the present system puts them all

into the same classes because they are all going to college. Some schools have
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tried alternatives such as tracking and different textbooks. However, rege-Hless

of the grouping system, here is what happens to the students nnce they arrive in

class, The teacher walks in and says, "Oh, isn't it wonderful, boys and girls,

we're going to spend th,_: next 36 weeks learning algebra togEther. Yes, e2ch

mnrniLig from 830-9:2S, 5 days a week, 55 minutes each day, for 180 days, we are

going to have such an .±.:citing time. And realizing it is exciting, this week

go home and work hard rz Chapter One because we're goirg to have a test oiL Friday."

Same schools now allow students to proceed individually thrugh independe7: 5tudy,

and the modular system breaks the 55 minute period. But in the great majc.::-7iy of

sichools, the following illustration is still valid.

Johnny goes home Monday night, looks at Chapter One, learm, the material, .nd is

ready for the test on Tuesday: he is the MIT, Cal Tech typ, math student. can

he take the exam on T-esday? No, because most schools do lot yet have sel.--paced

instructional programs in mathematics. Therefcre, Johnny r,-,ust twiddle 11-1 tnumbs

ari waste away the rest of the week waiting for Friday and the exam. But, vnen

it comes, does he get his A? Oh yes, he knew he would, the teacher knew ht iou1d,

we all knew he would; he got an A in 8th grade, and it is basically the =le course

except the cover on the textbook is a different color; however, he had to v.eit a

week to get the A. We pat ourselves on the back and say, "Don't we have wunder-

ful schools, and I'm such a good teacher." Johnny got an A.; he'll succe-C im col-

lege; mama and papa can boast over the bridge table that their son receive-d an A.

Mary, another algebra student, comes in on Friday, too; she's worked hard _1_1

week: perspired, struggled, burned the midnight oil, tried to get help frlr dad,

fretted and stewed. She finally takes the exam and then worries all weekend; but

happily, Monday morning we pass back the paper and sure enough Mary heaves a sigh

of relief--she got her B- or C+; she is ready to go on to Chapter Tyro; she is still

eligible for college. But, poor old Pete; he comes in on Friday; you know he's not

ready, I know he's not ready, but does he take the exam: Oh yes, because it was

scheduled. Then what do we do on Monday? We return the test with his D- or his

F, always written in red pencil--not even an innovative color like purple--and

say to him: "Pete, you are going to have to work harder and study more and come

in after school for extra help; I'll have to send a note home to your parents;

you're going to be ineligible for the football team," and all those wonderful

things. And then we do another wonderful thing; we say to Pete, "Even though

you don't know Chapter One, go ahead and study Chapter Two, because we will have

a test on it next Friday." This is repeated in classes all over America in many,

many subjects; algebra is but just one small example. Need we wonder why schools

must change from the patterns of the 50's and 60's? Fortunately, a rinority of

schools have now made the alsebra illustration invalid. Hopefully, in the 70's

the algebra type stories will be eliminated in all schools.

Look at the problem of libraries in the United States. The traditional concept

of a library is already obsolete, being replaced by new developments concerned

with library resource centers and media complexes. However, the tragedy is that

most schools in America are still trying to develop adequate libraries in terms

of the old standards. Until recently, only 30 per cent of the elementary schools

in America have had a library; practically every one of the junior and senior

high school facilities ar 2-. too small, understaffed, and certainly lacking in

materials. As a typical example, look at what had been one of the best school

diE.tricts in America, traditionally speaking, at least by reputation. Until

recently this school district had no elementary school libraries; they had so-

called room libraries in each school where, when culling the shelves, 1895

editions of books were found. The junior highs had space about the equivalent
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of two cLa3srooms and on1-7 a few fiction books and magazines and several outdated

encyclopealas. To be speL:ic, the high school library housed only 70 students

of an enr:ollment of 2,000. There were only 10,000 volumes in the center, 5,000

of which vere obsolete--Moern Africa Today, 1929 edition. The school district

was s-Dending only $1.70 pe= Ftudent for library books. The American Library

Associatoi was recommcne:g 6.00 per student and now recommends $8.00 per

student. et these c(37.5 existed in an "outstanding" school district;

fortunate::7, that distric. drarcatically changed that situation.

One may --=k how the distict could be "outstanding" with this library situation.

Remember, traditionally speaking, students have been tested and evaluated on the

basis of memorizing content found in textbooks and teacher lectures and then

regurgitated on national eaaminations. With enough textbooks, superior I.O.

students, and good traditonal teaners, it is no wonder that district scored

well on college entre.:.,--e E_zams and state content examinations.

As we fL.7-ther envision tie need for change in schools, we can now perhaps turn

to some o:f the 69 or more -,pecific revisions. As a starting point, we Shall

consider first some of the changes taking place in the areas of learning and

instruction, fullowed by a few in the areas of curriculum, organizations,

facilities, and evaluations. These illustrations do not apply now to all

schools. A very small minority of public and parochial and a few successful

new private "free schools are changing the picture. In the 70's the task of

convincing the remaining m_jority is a priority.

One of the first things the new kind of school is envisioning is that of person-

alized programming. Requirements in the past have been so rigid that content

has been considered before the individual. The program became "the important

thing." If Johnny would like to spend two hours in science on a given day and

Mary would like to spend two hours in art, it has been practically impossible in

most schools because the schedule and requirements call for one hour of math, one

hour of history, and one hour of physical education. Many students on some days

should spend several hours in a particular subject area, but in the traditional

schools the student certainly couldn't miss algebra, and to lengthen the art

period would mess up the schedule. When there is a commitment to individual

diagnosis and prescription, personalized programs automatically follow; students

Should be able to spend several hours or all day in one area of interest.

Further, the concept of students selecting their own teachers which was described

in Chepter 3 must be part of this humanization of the schools; allowing the stu-

dent to spend all day in art is of limited value if an "assigned" teacher is one

who cannot communicate with the student.

As we personalize programs, there is no need for medium-sized groups of twenty-

five or thirty; instead they have been replaced by the five phases of individ-

ualized instruction. There is nothing that a teacher does with 25 or 30 that

cannot be done as well or better in a different sized group. A few large group

presentations are still appropriate in individualized instruction for motivation,

information, or exposure not readily available in other forms. These are usually

common thread large groups where the topic is of general interest to the group,

but not specifically geared to page ten of any book. Large groups related to

skills are still appropriate, too, when we remember that LG can be 1, or 300, or

any number; if the methodology is LG, it does not matter as to size. One student

listening to a teacher-prepared taped lecture is still involved in LG technique.

However, we are finding that large groups are seldom used in the far out innovative
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schools, ard - which are offered are optional in attendance; if they are

required, rue A entations represent a body of knowledge or motive-ion felt

essential to s with the entire group. The proposals of J. Lloyd Trump

in the modal project of a few required common thread large group pre-

sentations fc_ -2(1 by small group interaction in eight different areas repre-

sents this 7.1_7,

In small g7-.7-y: -7,1-Liations, preferably 5 or 6 students, but seldom more than 10

or 12, sitt.r a=und the table or in soft chairs, or on the rug, can do a much

better job cf. :..f..ussing and sharing what has been presented in a large group,

or what has :Learned in independent study or open lab, than they can learn

from somethiza ;:.?have in the past labeled discussion in a room where a group

of twenty-fiudents have their backs to each other; small group instruction,

as well as dsion, is a valuable method, too. Much of the learning should

take place io J-____c.:Tendent study activities, where every student is on a dif-

ferent yet sv_PT---.L.:11es related study. The fourth phase of instruction in the new

kind of schoc.:.. :.-=olves individualized open laboratory experiences. The final

phase, and pz-J7 -1.:Dly the most important, is that of the one-to-aae student-adult

conference.

These revisio=3 in learning strategies are going to be forced by the computer.

Computer assisted and computer based instruction, dial access retrieval systems,

individualized automated devices, and all kinds of technological innovations

are on the market now. They have not been practical for wide scale use, but

they will be very near future. When we realize that developments that

have taken placE already in the technological age, we know it won't be long

before teachell-s will be forced into new methods. Fortunately, this is going

to be a great asset to education; when consultants must become motivators and

listeners and stimulators rather thad spoon feeders of information, learning

should improve. We must stop the situation where adults talk two-thirds of

the time, where students do busy work about 30 pe.r cent of the time, and where

only approximatEy 3 per cent of the time is actually spent in student inter-

action. When L-7. is realized that often a teacher in a classroom talks more

than all the students combined, it is a rather alarming situation.

Learning oppc unities call for non-grading, student determined curricular

experiences, :I:- 1 flexible grouping. The philosophy of taking the student from

where he is al:JE moving him as fast as is desirable, as far as is desirable, will

change group _earning theories. If little Mary only gets halfway through the

present so-caIIed first grade work, that may be just fine. If Janie gets through

what was traditionally one year of work, that u1d be just great. If Sally can

cover two years of the old work in one year, wonderful. No longer are we going

to stuff Mary into the "second grade" when she isn't ready, or fail her and

retain her in the "first grade," neither of which is the right answer. No longer

are we going to prevent Sally from moving into the second grade materials because

of the problem of what the second grade teacher would then teach. In a continu-

ous progress program, students are going to be able to work as far as they can or

as seems desirable.

The philosoph-f af continuous progress and self-pacing means that present grouping

methods are g.77- to change. Homogeneous grouping, heterogeneous grouping, sex

grouping, sociogram grouping, and interest grouping are all wrong, if they are

done permanenclY on the other hand, they are all correct if they are varied

flexibly acc---1-, to the instructional tasks. 0-_-1 a given day, it is quite appro-

priate to hecie AcJgeneous grouping; another day it is more appropriate for
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interest grouping or heterogeneous grouping or sex grouping, or sociogram group-

ing; the team of teachers must drew from a pool of students; teachers and students

determine the kind of grouping, if any, that seems appropriate for that particular

day on a daily basis. On many days a student or teacher will have no group

meetings scheduled.

As we envision these kinds of changes in teaching and learning strategies, we

immediately must change the curriculum, for now we can truly individualize

learning through continuous progress, self-paced curricula.

The concept of individualizing means that in theory every child will be on a

different page in a different book at a different time, or in a different pro-

gram or activity; each child will be able to pace himself as fast or as slow as

needed in the materials he is using in as many different areas as is desirable;

when the materials or projects or areas of interest are completed, the student

can go right on to the next pursuit without waiting for anyone else. This means

traditional final exams must be eliminated. Any school still caught in the trap

of giving final exams certainly has not individualized and self-paced instruc-

tion. Note the current obsolescence of most universities:

Then take a look at the area of early childhood education. We know that current

programs are wrong, yet most schools have not done much about them. A few

lighthouse districts are trying; some of the early studies have shown that unless

a student develops the verbal, motor, associative, visual, and auditory func-

tions in the early childhood years, that student is not ready for the curriculum

we try to put them into when they come to the so-called first grade. Some dis-

tricts have had as high as 65 per cent of the entering kindergarten children

score low on one or more of the diagnostic tests in these areas. The highest

percentage of poor performance on some of the individual tests in various dis-

tricts has been that of motor encoding, and yet motor encoding is probably the

one that should be developed before the other four functions can fully bloom.

The question is, how many school districts in America today diagnose and pre-

scribe an individualized kindergarten program concerned with these learning

functions?

As a specific example, how many districo in America have full-time trained

physical educators working with kindergarten children about one-half hour or

more every day on individual development patterns? If the school district is

paying any attention to the research at all, then it cannot justify the programs

that currently are going on in most secondary schools. If money is limited for

physical education, it must first be given to the kindergarten. Whatever is left

goes to the first grade, then the second, and so on up the ladder. Hopefully,

there will be enough money for all children. But if it must be limited, then

no school system should have physical education in the secondary school until

it has outstanding instructional programs concerned with motor encoding activi-

ties at the kindergarten level. And certainly, high school athletic programs

would have lower priority than kindergarten; yet how many districts support high

school athletics but will not support kindergarten physical education?

In looking at what is happening in packaged education programs in secondary

schools, the picture there is rather bleak, too. Many school districts still

have courses called Modern World History. The textbook they often use is one

dealing with Western turope only, and the instructor spends an entire year on

the history of Western Europe from 1700 to 1900; they never get around to talk-

ing about Africa, Asia, Latin America, Middle East, Vietnam, and the population
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explosion; these things are not modern world history. Other schools still require

every student to read Hamlet, and what is worse, require every student to read it

at the same time using the same book; students are on the same page regardless of

whether their reading level is sixth grade or sixteenth grade level, and they all

take the same test on the same day and are expected to get the same answers. The

obvious is the result: some students get A's and some students get F's; and then

we claim that one of the objectives in English is to have students appreciate

literature. Unfortunately, surprising as it may seem, this type of curriculum

is still the approach used in the majorfty of schools.

We still teach French 55 minutes a day, five days a week, for four years. It is

a most ridiculous way to learn a foreign language. We are probably one of the

few countries in the world doing it, and yet we defend it because, my goodness,

what would happen to the schedule if they had more than 55 minutes a day in

French? What would the algebra teacher do if she couldn't see the children

every day; and so between the battle of the French teacher perhaps wanting more

time and the administrator wanting to give her less time, schools stay locked

into five, fifty-five minute periods per week.

As we plan and envision changes, an organization that will allow change to occur

is essential. One of the things that must be adopted is a PIE in every school.

In other words, a consultant's task is to plan, instruct, and evaluate. The most

important things for teachers to accomplish are to plan and evaluate. Right now

they spend most of their time in instruction. Further, the teacher should plan

and evaluate at school, not at home as still done in most situations. The con-

sultant should be "teaching" or tutoring only ten to twenty hours a week, not

twenty-five to thirty. In other words, the teacher's traditional load should

be cut in half. And this does not mean doubling the staff; it can be done with

a new organization. In completely individualized schools, teachers still often

work long hours, even longer than in conventional schools, and especially in

the early years of change; but they are in conferences with scudents, not lec-

turing or correcting homework. The students use the time preparing for the

conferences--the teacher does not take the obsolete lesson plan approach because

group classes are no longer taught.

The way most schools are now organized, a teacher has students almost all day;

perhaps in the elementary school she has a half-hour off for coffee. Many of

these adults are housewives; often the principal keeps them after school for a

faculty meeting or some other kind of session; they hurry home at five o'clock

remembering that they have nothing in the refrigerator for dinner. One of them

stops at the store and grabs some stew meat. This is the first thing in sight,

and she remembers there are a few leftover vegetables in the refrigerator. She

comes home and gets the stew started; the kids come in: "What are we having for

dinner tonight, Mom?" "Stew!" "Oh, I hate stew." They fuss and fume a little

bit; then the husband comes home and he is in a hurry and a little bit tense

because he has to go back to a meeting that night: "What are we having for dinner

tonight?" "Stew!" "Oh, not stew," and they fuss a little. Finally the dishes

are done and the cake is baked for the next day, the kids are off to bed, and now

supposedly at 930 at night the teacher is to sit down and be creative, exciting,

and dramatic, and dev,Aop a three-ring circus for boys and girls the next day.

Well, it doesn't happen. The good teachers*do their planning on Sunday; the

poor teachers don't do it at all--that's why they are poor teachers. If the good

teachers do it at home on Sunday, they are doing it in isolation; they ought to

be doing it with other team members. The kind of planning they do at home should

be the dreaming and a little individual preparation for student conferences, but
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the basic plans and preparations ought to be performed at school, either indi-

vidually or in conferences with other professional teachers, depending upon the

size of the school, the type of team, and the learning being planned.

This means that team planning, team diagnosis of individuals, and team teaching

are essential parts in envisioning a new kind of school. Self-contained class-

rooms are obsol.,,te, as well as departmentalized programs in high school. Some

of the worst resisters to change are department chairmen. Teachers should sit

around a table, sharing ideas, talents, strengths, and weaknesses. The KEY to

teaming is discussion of individual students by teachers who have in common the

particular individual being considered. As teachers do this team planning,

team diagnosis and prescription, and team teaching, there is going to be in-

creased demand for teacher aides. Paraprofessionals are a tremendous asset in

any school. It would be nice if school districts would provide the same number

of teachers they now do plus hire teacher aides in addition, The problem is

that money probably will not be available for much of this in the near future;

therefore, in most school districts, the teacher aides must be provided by

rearranging professional loads. For example, for 175 students, instead of

hiring one teacher for every twenty-five, or an equivalent of seven teachers,

a district should hire five teachers and with the money left over from the other

two, hire six aides. This is a one to thirty-five professional ratio, yet it

i,rovides eleven adults to work with boys and girls, and a one to sixteen ratio.

Tnis is coming closer to the number of hired persons we need in the schools. It

provides teachers with paraprofessional help for tasks the teachers themselves

do not have time to do or do not have the skill to do, such as typing, audio

visual setups, artistic drawings, and other. Teacher aides must be used more

than most schools now provide; parent volunteers and golden agers should be

involved, too. They are a tremendous asset.

As team teaching and team planning become part of the program, teacher controlled

variable scheduling is another must. Daily smorgasbord scheduling allows for

time to dream, eliminates the boredom from the school day, provides flexibility,

and arranges time for planning. Administrators should not control the schedule

nor should the schedule be made up in the spring or summer of the previous year.

It is impossible to predict what Johnny needs on a given day, a year in a:lvance.

The teachera and students should develop the schedule based on the instructional

tasks for that particular day. The best current type of scheduling is daily

smorgasbord scheduling. This concept will be discussed in great length in

Section C.

Every differert and better school must have a heart--and the heart here is that

of student freedom and responsibility. If we as educators really believe in

developing self-directing, responsible, decision making, value judging, percep-

tive individuals, then we must give students opportunities to develop these traits.

In the present elementary schools where students are with the self-contained

teacher most of the day, and where they are supervised constantly during recess

and lunch periods, and in th.e high sohools where students are in study halls and

have hall passes and bells ringing, and where at both levels the majority of

classes are required, it becomes almost impossible to fully implement the con-

cept of student freedom and responsibility.

This concept, along with that of optional attendance, will also be discussed as

part of Section C. However, mention here must be made, in tnrms of envisioning

a new kind of school, of the need ror optional attendance and self-selection of

courses. To class or not to class, that is the question. This is appropriate for



both elementary and high school students. Some schools have experimented with

this and had great success. Some have started the other way by giving responsi-
bility cards to those students whom teachers thought were ready, gradually increas-

ing the number over the years. This latter approach has worked well in inner city

type schools, especially when interwoven with choice of classes and relevant

curricula.

Experiments have involved, for example, suburban "eighth grade' students who

several years ago were given two weeks in which they had wide choices: they

could sleep all day, or play the piano, eat, talk to their friends, or most any-

thing they wanted to do, but at the end of two weeks they were tested to see if

they had learned anything in their assigned classes, because that is what their

parents expected to have occur. The teachers who volunteered for the particular
project had identified the students; they were not all straight A students, but

ones the teachers thought could accept respons:_bility. These students were

given outlines of what was to be covered in each of the classes. During those

two weeks, some of the students did not see a teacher of history, for example,

during the entire period of time other than to wave "hi" in the hallway. At the

end of the two weeks, some of the students came in and scored higher on the

teacher-made exam than any of the students who had been in class the entire time

listening to all the gems of wisdom and pearls of knowledge the teacher had to

pour out.

It makes "teachers" take notice and ask themselves, "What would these excused

students have done if they had been in my class listening to me the entire two

weeks? They learned everything and more without being in class." As such pro-
jects receive further experimentation, it becomes even more apparent that stu-

dents stay away from teachers who are not reaching the needs of boys and girls.

The principal can walk down the hall and see Mrs. Jones and say, "It's nice

you're free this hour; I have been wanting to see you." Mrs. Jones says, "No.

I'm supposed to have students." The principal then says, "Well, where are they?"

If the desire is to have teachers accept team teaching, optional attendance is

one of the fastest ways to get them there. Teachers do not want to take the

blame by themselves for students not coming to their class. The studies have

indicated that students return to the classes after a couple of weeks; they get

tired of eating doughnuts and sleeping on the grass, but they return to those

learning areas where the consultants-are exciting and concerned about the goals

of the learner; they stay away from those subjects where the adults are concerned

ahout content and the goals of the teacher. A number of schools now operate on

an optional attendance philosophy; POIlle. have experimented with complete self-

selection of courses and student-planned experiences for most students, kinder-

garten through the senior year. It is an exciting concept and works beautifully

when fully implemented.

As we envision changes in the area of school facilities, one of the problems men-

tioned earlier is the complete lack of adequate libraries, or automation centers,

or resource centers, or as they are now called, media centers. Looking beyond

the traditional school libraries presently housing books, we need to think of a

time in the not too distant future of technological advances, of the eventual

use of storage bank, to a day when large numbers of books may not even be in

media centers. But right now, without technology, schools need an environment

for students that is entirely different from the present inadequate so-called

libraries which are provided in most schools. Until the past few years it was

almost impossible to find an acceptable library in any public school in America.

Now with new school construction, avail;:.bility of non-print materials, and the
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acceptance of acoustical flooring and climate control, we are coming closer to

satisfactory media centels, though .ost schools still do not yet have adequate

pharmacies nor the physical space.

The media centers ought to be carpeted and air conditioned. There shoulri be soft

furniture, coudhes, dhairs, footstools, and reading lamps. When an adulL at home

decides to read a book for pleasure, usually that person looks for a soft chair,

the nicest reading lamp, and the footstool, and really sits back to relax. Young

children lie on the floor. What do we do in school? We ask them to sit in the

hardest chair, at the hardest table we can find in school, and yet we say, "Enjoy

reading!" In addition to a soft reading corner, there ought to be wet carrels

and dry carrels. The dry carrels provide independent desks where students are

not bothered by constant interruption of other students getting up and down and

passing by. The open tables we have in most schools today are fine for student

discussions or for girl watching, but certainly are not conducive for indepen-

dent study. Tables are made for conferences, not for 4 to 6 in independent work.

The wet carrels ought to be available so students can plug in electric type-

writers, tape recorders, and other presently available tools in preparation for

the day which has already arrived in some facilities where dial access retrieval

instruction will take over much of the present task of a teacher.

In addition, there must be listening and viewing rooms if these types of functions

are not available as independent areas with quiet head sets for listening to tapes

and viewing televiEion. Students ought to be able to view and listen and create

a variety of materials throughout the schorl day in the automation or media center.

The philosophy ot these centers should be that every student has an opportunity

every day to go to the media center if the student so desires, but that no student

is ever required as an individual or as part of a class to report to the library

to be forced to sit there and supposedly study or read or listen to tapes. About

50-70 per cent of the media center ought to be noisy; students discussing materials,

watching concept films, and asking questions are crucial to learning. Only part of

the media center needs to be for "mousey quiet" activities, but those areas must

be available.

In further developing better facilities, there is an exciting new slogan being

used as we remodel the current schools and hopefully build new schools of tomorrow;

it says, "Knock out the walls and eliminate the halls." The number of walls and

halls in school ought to be reduced by about three-fourths or more cf the amount

now present. Schools ought to be envisioned as a big open barn. In theory, every

student would be in this open barn and never need a teacher because after the stu-

dent received an individual diagnosis and prescription, that student then can go

to work on his own to carry out the prescriptiOn developed via the consultant-

student interaction. On many days in many subiects this theory can be put into

practice; large groups of students can work in different environments throughout

the school in various independent projects.

Practically speaking, we kliow that there will still be a demand for various kinds

of groups, some large and some small. These groups should be based on the learn-

ing interests for that particular day. If a teacher would like a large group pre-

sentation, she can request a group. If she identifies four students with common

learning difficulties, she can arrange for those students in a group. Or the

students can request groups; if several students decide they need help on para-

graph construction or want to discuss a particular topic, these students can ask

the consultant for a small group. The groupings in the small sessions can be

either for instruction or discussion, again based on the tasks at hand. There

should always be alternatives available.
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Many adults still say this is impossible, that it is merely a theory, that we
could not possibly have a big open barn with small conference rooms, independent

study areas adjacent, and large resource areas where students could pretty much
determine their own program needs each day or where the teacher would individ-
ually diagnose each day; but all they must do is imagine themselves in a doctor's
office with twenty-four other patients. They expect the doctor to call them in
one at a time and diagnose their pl-oblem and prescribe the remedy. They also

expect the doctor to have alternatives--if the penicillin does not work, they

hope the doctor will prescribe sulfa.

The big open barn schools now in existence have generally made two mistakes:
They forgot that many have a need for the absolute mousey quiet area at some
times during the week, and that at other times need to holler and scream. The

big open pods with acoustical flooring and dampened ceilings and "constructive
noise' are great for 80-85 per cent of the student's time; but there is still
a need for some areas of the barn to be set aside by removable walls for quiet

reilection or vibrant kinds of reactions. The other mistake is that they have
generally put the same curricular experiences in the barn--they have retained
"7th graders" and have said they all must take English, and basically, except
for new textbooks or teaming, the course which was taught in the egg crate.

It seems strange that with all the knowledge we have about schools and about
learning, that we still prescribe bells ringing as part of the school ritual in
a huge majority of the current schools. Hopefully, this statement will become
rapidly obsolete. Hundreds of schools around the country have turned off their

bells. It's a wonderful environment; it's quieter, students do not run down the
halls and race to beat the bell; there are no tardies: no bells, no tardies.
An entirely different atmosphere is created as well as one that fits the concept
of student freedom and responsibility. People ask, "How does turning off the

bells make a better se:oel'i" The reply is simple: What research is there to
support the notion thar ringing bells in a school helps the learning process?
Having them off prevents the buzz of a bell interrupting a thought. We do not
have enOugh research on bells and learning to make a clear-cut statement, but
if we cannot get bells turned off in schools, how in the world are we going to

bring about other kinds of more important changes? The bells are merely symbolic
of the difficulty encountered in trying to remove traditions from schools once
they afe stablished. Bells have been ringing for no specific purpose for years,
and yet we continue to ring them without much of a challenge.

If we are going to implement all of the revisions we have envisioned in this

chapter, we must change some of the laws and traditions which apparently are

blocking educators. Most states still have a magic date; in some the magic date

is September 30. If little Sally is born at 11:59 p.m. on September 30, she is
eligible for kindergarten when she turns 5. But poor little Janie isn't born until

12:01 a.m. on Octob( 1st; she is not eligible for kindergarten when she turns 5.
Something has happened; the genes have gotten mixed up in that magic minute or two.
It is tragic that with all the knowledge and resources and research educators now

possess, that we still determine a child's education and possible future by one

minute on the clock. How much longer are we going to continue to tolerate stand-
ards that are based upon centuries old educational theories which are not vali-
dated by any research? How much longer are we as educators going to promote and
continue to rely on traditions and rituals based on ignorance and speculation?

If we do all the things discussed in this particular chapter, we are going to have
excited students. These ex-ited teachers and students are going to take off on
that rocket toward the educational moon.
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What has been said in these opeLlig pages is that f we all dream, if we as

teachers, students, parents, adm:nistratoi;, college professors, and state

department employees all work together, if Je finally do ignite the rocket,

we really can take the lid off the old ,educationni pot and truly develop a

different kind of school as envisioned in this -hapter.
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Chapter 5

Analyzing Present Practices

If we accept the assumptions, criticisms, and suggestions made in the previous
chapter, then it becomes obvious that no school in America is the kind of school
we should have--no school in America is the kind of school we could have--no
school in America is the kind of school we know how to create.

No school in America has put together all the 69 or more changes, improvements,
elements, revisions, and renewals that are now available for schools to adopt--
such as those suggested in Chapter 22. There is nc one absolute number. Each
individual educator and each school staff must compile individual change lists
of their own. What revisions is each person or each group willing to accept?
Whther they are subdivided as 69, or only 6, or maybe as 106 changes or ele-
ments of change, or whether they are not labeled as new or innovative but only
renovtions of old ideas or practices, is not the important issue. The critical
factor is that we must recognize that if we are going to have better schools,
each staff must consider the acceptance and implementation of different approacihe_s
in education in an effort to truly provide a challenging, relevant environment for
boys ,--ad girls.

The so-called innovative schools in the United States today are not the kinds of
schools we are capable of having because they have adopted only some of the many
promising revisions. Not one school in the United States has adopted all the
exciting possibilities available to students and educators; schools which are
coming close are not yet able to point to successful implementation of all the
presently known potential improvements. And the tragedy is that these ideas, as
we noted in Section A, are rapidly becoming obsolete as we look at education in
the 70's and 80's; thus, the acceptance gap between need and potential, between
present and future, becomes even greater.

One of the reasons we do not have an excellent school yet is that educators
have been slow to recognize that in Changing schools, they cannot make only one
or two or five or ten modifications. There has to be massive change if there is
going to be significant improvement. The adoption of a few "innovations" is only
a step in the right direction. Until we put together all the wonderful new con-
cepts about individuals and learning, we are not going to have the opportunity
to truly develop a significantly different kind of a school and thus, hopefully,
one that is significantly better.

Neither is it going to be possible to evaluate whether all the proposed changes
actually will provide a better education until some school in America puts all
the 69 or more practices into operation effectively. When someone finally does,
we must then properly evaluate the program to try to determine if it is signifi-
cantly better and does present one model of the kinds of schools we ought to
already have now. With the slow progress in education, by the time we get a
school operating effectively with the current notions, it will be.time to destroy
that program in favor of adeitional ideas which will be developed,in the next few
years. Unfortunately, schools throughout the United States will just be in the
process of adopting the old "new"; we will again have a time lag in trying to
adopt the new developments yet to come and ones that will certainly be even more
valuable than those we are trying to implement in the present programs. How many
schools now have a planned mechanism for achieving constant change?
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One of the reasons that the so-called innovative schools have not been much better

than the conventional schools in most cases is that many of the innovative schools

have often overlooked, and the conventional schools haven't even started to realize,

that in changing a school there must be plans for revolutionary changes in the six

bzsic components of the school: philosophy, instruction, learning, structure,

technology, and reporting. Teachers must think of individual students first, not

basic skills and content; the affective and psychomotor domains must rival the

cognitive. No longer can teachers stand up in front of the class and talk to the

students day after day. No longer can they rely on the textbook; no longer can

they permit patterns which call for period one, period two, period three schedules

in the high school; no longer can teachers be content with the egg crate cracker-

box which is so prevalent in most of the school buildings in America; no longer

can they insist on the traditional examinations given to the entire class. Schools

which are going to improve must change these six interrelated, yet separate com-

ponents; all six are affected--one cannot be changed without eventually leading

to revision of the others.

As innovation in the schools is subjected to analysis and evaluation, there are

emerging two basic kinds of changes: those referred to as nuts and bolts or

organizational gimmicks, and those related to the individual learning and instruc-

tion of each student--sometimes called the essential parts of change. Many of the

"innovative" schools have adopted the so-called gimmicks; they have team teaching,

independent study, flexible scheduling, new resource centers, doughnuts in the

student center, and open pod classrooms. They thought these were going to make

their schools much better.

On the other hand, some of the "innovative" schools have adopted what they thought

were the essentials. They were not going to fool with the gimmicks. They were

going to concern themselves with the real issues related to how children learn.

They were going to diagnose and prer3cribe; they were going to offer individualized

instruction. They were going to be concerned with the needs and interests and

abilities of students. They were going to be concerned with motivation, self-

image, and environment; and they were going to look at each child as an individual.

Neither pattern has led to the development of the school for which we are all

searching.

What has developed, as schools have begun to change is a realization that both

approaches must be pooled in an interrelated effort; in other words, team teaching,

resource centers, independent study, flexible scheduling, doughnuts, and others,

are essential parts of the new kind of school. But so are the concepts of diag-

nosis and prescription, need and interests, individualized instruction, and person-

alized programs; we must put together both the so-called "gimmicks" and the so-

called "essentials" if we are going to have self-directing students and a school

flexible enough to meet the demands of each individual on a daily basis.

Do all schools need to Change? Is all of this innovation hullabaloo really essen-

tial? Generally speaking, yes. Usually as one challenges change, the individual

comes to the realization that the present schools fail. They lack the capacity

to respoti,i to modern day challenges. Most schools in the ghettos are just now

learning what to do with the children who come to them each day. Obviously, much

of the problem is in the community itself; but until recently, some of these ghetto

school districts were using Dick and Jane stories about the farm and grandmother

and grandfather. The suburban and rural schools have not done much better.

Schools have failed because they have made the assumption that if a child is

failing, it is the fault of the learner; usually just the opposite is the case.
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In the majority of the situations, the school has been in error, not the individual.
Therr are always Lhoe the school cannot reach; but with a relevant program, tre-
mendous gains have been possible. The previous tvaditional prescriptions to correct
the imperfections which we have admitted and have tried to do something about have
had little payoff. We have had discourFging results from compensatory education.
For example, we are just beginning to solve the problem of remedial reading classes.

There has been an inability of the sub-systems to overcome various problems. The
model schools have not developed Programs that could be adopted nationwide as part
of the answer to improving education. Schools that have become involved in total
reorganization and have developed different kinds of programs still have yet to
show convincing evidence that the rest of the schools ought to move in that
direccion-

One of the reasons why we haven't done a better job is that we have failed to
recognize a philosophy of alternative educational programs. At this writing, we
do not know what really is the best kind of school, if there is, or ever will be,
a "best kind"; and yet most educators will not admit this. We pretend that "our"
school is the best, or at least is good, or that we hnve the answers. Or even if
we admit that we have some problems, we state that overall, "We have a good school;
we are working to try to correct the deficiencies." Thus we have argued as to
whether we should keep the conventional classroom or move to some completely up-
side down kind of school. Both schools of thought are wrong, based upon current
knowledge.

There is absolutely no proof or evidence of any kind that the conventional school
as we know it todaythe self-contained classroom, the single textbook, group-
paced instruction, report cards, bells, room libraries, and all the rest of these
kinds of practices are the best way to run a school. On the other hand, we have
no evidence yet that adopting all of tire proposed changes, including team teach-
ing, flexible scheduling, non-graded programs and new curriculum materials, the
concept of student freedom and individualized instruction, and all the other b4,
make the school that much better. We do have some dissatisfactions; we do have
some evidence that for most students the conventional practices need to be
changed, and we do have some evidence that some of the practices in the new types
of schools offer great potential for the future.

The author certainly agrees with John Gardner's statement in his book, No Easy
Victories, "I am entirely certain that twenty years from now we will look back
at education as it is practiced in most schools today and wonder that we could
have tolerated anything so primitive----in the end it is love of learning,
curiosity, self-discipline, and the capacity to think clearly----the quality
of the teacher is the key to good education." However, the teacher needs humane
alternatives if he or she is to be a humane teacher; therefore, though present
evidence in many areas of education is inconclusive, there are some statements
that can be made with fairly accurate prediction.

For example, based upon current research, in every community, students and parents
and teachers ought to have a choice as to the kind of program in which they desire
to participate. Probably there ought to be a few schools or rooms, depending upon
the size of the school district, which are still somewhat self-contained, with
report cards, and fairly conventional programs, because some students, teachers,
and parents still seem to operate more effectively in that environment now.

There ought to be schools or rooms in each community that operate as a mixed
program. Part of the school should be upside down and part of it should be



conventional. In other words, perhaps this school might have some team planning,

self-Pacing, and new resource centers, but still have some vestiges of the old in

terms of textbooks, recesses, a traditional schedule or whatever.

But in every community, tnere should be at least one school for parents, teachers,

and students who want an upside down kind of situation to have a guarantee that
from Pre-kindergarten through 12 a person could be in a learning situation where

he or she could be involved with all of the changes and innovations in education.

Few of the school districts or colleges in Ameri7a have provided this kind of

alternative. They have forced all of the students, teachers, and parents to be

involved with either a semi-flexible school, because no school is completely

flexible yet, or they have forced them to stay in a self-contained room or con-

ventional school. There should even be public "Summerhills," especially in the

larger districts.

One false notion that districts have followed is that before they change, they

must have close to 100%, or at least a strong majority, in support. This is

far from the truth. They should not wait for 100% of the community to agree on

the kind of school they ought to have because they will never agree to the tune

of 100%. They should not even wait foz the majority, for if they leave the

schools conventional, those who believ in an upside down school have to send

their kids to a conventional program; teachers have to consult in an environment

in which they co not wholeheartedly support. On the other hand, if all the

teachers and all the parents are forced into the upside down kind of school,

they don't do a good job; they fight it because they do not believe In the kind

of educational program being offered.

Therefore, until we have futher evidence or further proof as to what is the best

kind of school, we have to be experimental; every community in the United States

has an obligation to offer parents, children, and educators a choice while we

are attempting to find solutions. In every district there should be, for example,

at least one conventional school, one semi-flexible school, and one very open

school.

If there is trouble in selling nis kind of philosophy in the community, ask the

opponents, "Don't you believe in ,.iotherhood and apple pie and p&triotism?" The

American dream calls for choices; we should not be forced to accept only one way.

We should not be forced to accept monopolies, and yet in most communities, the
schools are examples of some of tcle most horrendous monopolies every developed

in the United States. There are school districts in America with six elementary

schools, and all six are basically replicas. They use the same textbooks, mate-

rials, and supervisors; they ha,' the same general philosophy; teachers are hired

to operate within the confines -ich have been set up as the district elementary

school philosophy. If a new parent moves into that community, and that parent

does not accept the kind of school that is replicated six times, that is too bad.

They have no choice but to send their kids to a school in which they do not be-

lieve; if they refuse, they must fight the power of a "police state" situation;

they must go to court and face a battle to try to say, "I do not want my children

in those kinds of schools, Pild I am not going to send them there." In almost

every case the parent loses; they musc pay a fine and lawyer fees; and the students

are still dragged off and forced to go to a monopolistic school, attendance at

which is even determined by the side of the street on which a home is purchased.

How, with dreams and visions of better schools, and with freedom and democracy

and tolerance and justice and understanding and apple pie and motherhood and all



these things in which we believe, can we say to teachers and parents, "You *gust

send your child to that school; you must teach in that kind of schol; you must
participate in that 1.1_nd of program, even though you do not believe in it;

you don't, as a parent you can go to jail; as a teacher you can lose your position."

Related to the chapter title Analyzing Present Practices, do we really want to

retain the group prescription system?

It is true decisions must be made and that children need an education; but is there

anything wrong with offering choices, especially when we must admi;.: that currently

we do not know what constitutes the best kind of school for all boys and girls. If

we give parents and teachers choices and allow them to operate within wide extremes
of philosophies and beliefs, we can come very close to providing the kinds of edu-

cational programs for boys and girls in America which seem to be best suited for
that particular student, teacher, and parent at that particular moment in time.
Perhaps one day we will know what makes a successful school and a successful
teacher, but we do not know now; we only have a few facts and a number of guide-

lines. We must analyze the kinds of schools we have, and we must search for sig-

nificantly better schools. In the meantime, a basic key in changing schools in
any community is to provide OPTIONS for students, parents, and teachers. Any

district can change if there is no attempt to force everyone to accept and partici-

pate in the new program. Report cards, for example, are easily eliminated for the
majority if parents are given an option; those who want them receive them, while
those who do not are able to escape A, B, C, D, F evaluations.

One of the reasons that educators have tried to develop the middle school in the

United States is that of dissatisfaction; we have challenged the success of the

junior high. We have said that current grades 7, 8, and 9 as now constituted in

most districts in America--the curriculums, programs, philosophies, regulations,

which we find in most junior highs--have failed to produce the program we first
envisioned when the junior high was basically developed; it was an innovation at
one time, but it is no longer the school we ought to have for boys and girls ages

11 through 15.

Is the middle school a much better answer? Is the 4-4-4 plan better than the
6-3-3, or is an educational park, Pre-K through 12, better, or 6 through 9, or

5 through 8; what is the magic answer? Obviously, we do not know for sure what
is the best organizational pattern in a school, though evidence now points to a

9-12 high school if separate plants are constructed, but philosophically and
preferably calls for a Pre-K through 12 park; but one thing we do know is that

the present junior high must be changed. The exciting thing about the middle
school is not that it has grades 5 or 6 through 8, or ages 10 through 14, if

the school district has eliminated grades as they should; the exciting thing
about the middle school is that it presents an opportunity to start all over

again. We can say, "If the current 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th ,-ade programs are not

appropriate for boys and girls ages 10 through 14, then what kinds of programs

are?" In other words, with all the knowledge and resources and research and

money and talents and time we now have, here is a fantastic opportunity to for-

get all the traditions and all the past ways of doing things and develop what

could be the most exciting school years in American Education. Yet most middle
schools across the country are continuing to adopt many of the practices which

were unsuccessful in the junior high merely because of tradition and because
they are afraid to move too far along in the change process.

We must challenge the concept of junior high; we must also analyze the reasons
middle schools have started in some communities. Many have adopted a middle
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school because they built a new high school to house 9 through 12. They merely

moved the self-contained 5th and/or 6th grades into the building and left 7th

and 8th programs basically the same. But whether it is called a middle school

or a junior high, the important thing is what is happening to boys and girls in

that setting. How can the middle school be better than the junior high if both

programs still have a "7th grade" and in that grade require English, history,

math, science, physical education, and one semester of art and one semester of

music? Usually the old junior high and the new middle school in the same dis-

trict are teaching English courses based on a similar district curriculum guide.

And how much longer can we tolerate communities building new high schools and

dumping the junior high students in the.old high school building.

Why don't the new organizations include pre-kindergarten; certainly there appears

to be value in 3 and 4 year old programs. And what about junior colleges?

Should not the new organizations include nursery through 14, not just kindergarten

through 12? Preferably, schools should not be divided into elementary, middle,

and high schools. How does one decide to cut off the 5th grade from the 6th

grade, or the 8th from the 9th A number of exciting programs are now developing

in pre-kindergarten through 12 parks, where all the students are housed under one

roof and are inter-mixed in halls, student centers, social activities, and study

centers. Any divisions are determined by individuals, their interests, and their

personal development, not by arbitrary division imposed by administrators and

school boards. Directors of such Pre-K through 12 complexes find the non-graded,

continuous concept so exciting that it would be difficult to return to any other

kind of struLture. However, if schools are already built in arbitrary divisions,

as most are, the school then has the responsibility to provide a continuous

program for all enrolled. This means that the present 7, 8, 9 junior highs must

provide for students individually working at levels ranging from the old grade 3

through grade 16. In conventional buildings and districts, by devising over-

lapping "grade level" teams, such as K-4 and 3-6, or by overlapping schools

within a district, individual needs can be better met.

Money can be made available if the public is convinced. Schools should he com-

munity centers, open 12 months a year, 7 days a week; but adopting new organiza-

tional patterns, such as twelve-month schools where students need to attend only

the current total time, does not necessarily lead to better educational programs.

Again, the need to analyze current practices and the concept of change in American

education.

Why are change agents insistent about this challenge? One reason stems from

visiting numbers of buildings around the country that are called "innovative

schools:" As one example of what the visitor discovers, "innovative" middle

schools are often still giving A, B, C, report cards; there is no reason for

report cards in grades K through 8. Most of the present middle schools are really

no better than the junior highs one can visit throughout the country. As a true

illustration of the problem, in one middle school the author took a piece of paper

from the trash can in order to write some notes. It looked clean, at least on one

side; but in turning it over, there was discovered a big red "D" at the top of the

paper. It wasn't even in green or blue or black or gold or some other perhaps

more "innovative" color: it had to be red; the paper was entitled Experiment 2,

and signed with the name Wally at the top. It was neatly written, although the

margins were not exactly correct.

Wally had written, "What we wanted to know; we wanted to know if the second bulb

goes off if you shut off the first bulb." The teacher had written an exciting
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note again in red ink: "What kind of an electric system is this?" A very exciting

kind of question for Wally. Wally continued, "What we did: we took two bulbs and

connected them to a dry cell battery and shut off"; and here the teacher had to

interject with a "how" and a question mark in red pencil--another intelligent ques-

tion by the teacher; Wally continued, "the first bulb and found out that the second

bulb turned off to"; and the teacher again used her talents and her time and her

efforts to make an exciting kind of observation on Wally's paper; Wally spelled

too, "to," so she neatly added in another red "o" and a period. Wally continued

his next and final paragraph: "What we found out; we found out that if you turn

off the first bulb, the second bulb will go off, to." Here the teacher had tired;

she had failed to add the other "o" to "to." But at the bottom the teacher had

written a big red "why" with a question mark: and at the top of the paper, she

had given him a nice fat red "D."

Now, why in the world would a school continue to give Wally a "D"; he was an 8th

grader traditionally. There was no need for a report card; there was no need to

give him a "D"; there was no need to write those wonderful comments in red ink;

it was a waste of the teacher's time and a waste of Wally's time. He neatly

dumped it in the wastebasket as most Wallys do, and all this succeeded in accom-

plishing was to further Wally's negative self-image and confirm that he was not

successful in his school ventures.

The principal of that school was asked about Wally; what had he accomplished last

year in the conventional program? The answer is what you would expect; Wally

was not successful; he was a discipline problem, got poor grades, and wasn't

excited about school. The principal was then asked what happened to Wally this

year now that the program has flexible scheduling, team teaching, non-gradedness,

a new middle school concept, and supposedly individualized instruction. The

principal's sad comment was that, unfortunately, nothing different had happened

to Wally; he was still pretty much the same kind of student that he was in the

conventional program last year. In other words, all the changes, all the gim-

micks, and all the time and effort thet had gone into supposedly making this a

better school still found Wally failing to find success in his everyday

experiences.

One of the reasons why Wally has not found more success is that we have not really

become professionea in education. We are still involved in group diagnosis rather

than individual diagnosis. Turn for a moment to a doctor's office and pretend

that 25 patients are sitting in the waiting room, each with supposedly individual

ills--a broken arm, appendicitis, pneumonia, or whatever it might be. Dr. Jones

walks out into the waiting room and says, "Y , it is nice to see all of you here

today; oh, but some of you seem to be frowning; some of you even look sick; well,

don't worry, we can take care of the problem; it's obvious as I look over the

group of 25 sitting here in the waiting room that you all have a common ailment--

you have the flu. That is solved quite easily; all of you line up for flu shots;

at the end of three days come back and we will evaluate you to see whether or not

the shots have cured your flu." How long would we tolerate M.D.'s operating this

way in the community? We would run them out in about five seconds; we expect

individual diagnosis and treatment, especially when even though we all have a

health related need, we do not all have the flu, but instead one has a broken arm,

another an earache, another appendicitis, and still another a headache.

Now shift gears back to a different waiting room, one of the "my rooms" of thc

high school. The teacher walks in and looks at the students and says, "Oh, isn't

this going to be wonderful year. We ,-re all going to sit here for 180 days, 55



minutes per period, for 36 weeks this year; we are going to have an exciting time,

the twenty-five of us working together. What! I can see some of you are frown-

ing; I'm sorry; let me see what is wrong. This is 10th grade English. Let me

dust off the curriculum guide (which was usually written several years ago and

should have been burned before being printed). Oh, I see your problem--don't

despair, I can help; it says 10th grade students lack an appreciation of litera-

ture. We can solve that problem; all of you open your books to page 22. Yes,

the green book, page 22; yes, that is the story, Silas Marner. Now we are going

to read Silas Marner for the next three weeks and discuss it in class; then we

will have a test. After you have studied Silas Marner and had your test, all of

you will be cured from this problem called lack of appreciation of literature."

"What! You failed Silas Marner--don't give up--in our school we always give you

a second chance; open your blue books this time to page 1. Yes, that is it;

we are all going to read together that great piece of literature called Julius

Caesar. Do not worry that some of you are reading at 7th grade level, and some

of you are reading at 13th grade level. You are all in the 10th grade so you

should all study the same textbook, read the same story at the same time, have

the same exam, even though some of you cannot understand it, and some of you may

be bored because you read it by yourself two years ago. What! You failed Julius

Caesar--well, do not despair. In America we believe in trilogies; you always

get three chances--three strikes before you are out. Open your brown books this .

time; yes, that is it--Tale of Two Cities."

Some schools have gotten innovative and have substituted Treasure Island for Tale

of Two Cities, and some are really innovative and are now in trouble with the

P.T.A. because they substituted Lord of the Flies for Treasure Island. "What!

You failed Tale of Two Cities. Don't quit yet; we have another wonderful oppor-

tunity in store for you. Because you failed to appreciate literature this year

and thus failed English, you get to repeat 10th grade English next year and read

the same three pieces of literature again." Conventional educators say that this

is an exaggeration, but all one has to do is visit 10th arade required English

classes all over America. If it isn't Silas Marner, it is still some other group-

paced requirement; schools which have ability tracks or some type of "homogeneous

grouping" only make the matter worse. The "new" quarter system in English is

certainly better than the year long course, but the quarter classes are still

usually taught with group requirements and group prescriptions. How much longer

are we going to continue to tolerate this kind of diagnosis in education?

What we are talking about is the fact that we need to individually diagnose and

pr,tscribe for each Child; we need to offer alternatives in terms of programs for

each child based upon individual needs. The doctor checks each patient individ-

ually; he often calls for help from another specialist.. He calls for help from

his aides, such as nurses and X-ray technicians, and for blood tests in the

laboratory. In other words, he not only individually diagnoses and prescribes

and uses his own judgment, but he uses the judgment of other professional doctors

and nurses and the results from laboratory end X-ray techniques. Yet, where axe

we as educators? We are still determining the patient's prescription bc,-fore we

ever see them, before they ever enter 10th grade. We say that all 10th graders

next year certainly need to read Silas Marner, because the curriculum guide says

they need to appreciate literature; therefore, order a book for each child so

that they may read and discuss it as a group, for they all have the same defici-

ency. We never do individually diagnose and prescribe for Sally and Henry or ask

whether or not Silas Marner is the appropriate tool for each individual.

Wouldn't it be a sad state of affairs if M.D.'s planned that next September the

first twenty-five patients to come into their offices would be classified as those
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who have appendicitis problems, and all twenty-five would receive the same opera-
tion? Yet, in schools we decide in the spring that 211 incoming 10th graders
need the same curriculum in the fell; and the tragedy of all this is that we
haven't even met the transfer students. However, it does not matter; we already
have a book for them.

If we get involved with psychodiagnostic evaluation of some of the problem
learners, which we must do more of than we have in the past, we find that stu-
dents have problems in the cognitive, affective, and psychomoto-r -1nmains. Most
of the problem learners, ironically, have difficulties in the aftective or
psychomotor areas; they need a personalized program; they need to improve their
self-image, find success, change their concept of life; they need a little love
and affection; they need a teacher who perceives and who understands psycho-
logical influences on learning. They usually have failed tc receive the proper
perceptual motor training in the early years.

But what do we do in most of the schools with problem learners? We put them back
into more cognitive structure and give them more requiremen!-s; we say if Johnny
cannot read or if Johnny does not like math or does not do well in those subjects,
then the answer is to give him more math and more reading and more requirements,
even to the extent of taking away psychomotor of affective domain development
areas. We take away some of the so-called frill subjects like art, music, and
physical educrition so that he can spend more rime with reading and mathematics;
and we take away sports and other curricular activities of this nature through
ridiculous eligibility ules. This just merely increases the problem of the
child in most cases.

In analyzing current practices, as this chapter attempts to do, we find that we
induce negative self-image for many students, and perpetuate it for others. What
a number of them need is empathy and sympathy from the consultant; adult percep-
tion must be different. Some students may need two hours of individualized
reading, two hours of art, an hour of physical education, and an hour of respon-
sibility time at a given moment in his or her development. But do we allow that?
No, because the magic requirements and schedules arbitrarily set by administrators
will not permit this kind of personalizing.

Take a look at the tragedy of some of the Indian students. Many of them score
below "normal" on a verbal test but score above average on a non-verbal test.
Many of the Indian students come from families with incomes below $2,000. We
classify them as stupid and lazy. We talk about the problem of alcoholism among
the American Indians, but what do we do about it? Do we give the Indian classes
in Indian aesthetics? Do we point out the beauty of their ceremonials, crafts,
art, poetry, and dances? Do we enhance the wonderful culture and heritage from
which they have come? Do we point out in Indian history classes that Custer
probably deserved what he got? We talk about glorious cavalry victories but
Indian massacres. Do we talk about current Indian affairs and problems in
classes? Usually not; rather, we attempt to make the Indian child submit to
the culture of middle-class white suburbia; and as a result, many of the Indian
students suffer from negative self-image. These same descriptions apply to
other problem learners and to other minority populations as well as to a number
of Indian students.

This is not to say that all Indian or minority students have these problems.
Most are fine individuals, and many of tnem do an excellent job in school; but
as we work with the ones who have problems, we are really forced to ask, "What
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are we doing to correct the errors we make in most of the schools in America today?"

We are not doing what we should with any of the minoricv groups who are having dif-

ficulty; the same statement applies to most of the 71-em students, from a minority

or not. We do not have the answers; and yet, by pretending we do, or conveniently

excusing the situation by a lack of time or a lack of money, we continue to perpet-

uate the difficulties of the problem learners. Do we really have "problem learners,"

or rather do we have "problem schools"?

If we would only listen to kids. The students will indicate what is wrong with the

schools, and they Tvill indicate what kinds of programs we need. The schools that

have begun to do this have had rewarding experiences. Some Indian philosophies,

for example, say, "If you do not understand my silences, you will never understand

my words." Why do some students remain quiet in the classrooms? Could it be that

they have a fear of being laughed at, or that they do not want to answer after

another has failed and perhaps embarrass that other student? Could it be that they

are afraid of being too right or too wrong in some situations? Some cultures teach

the child to be quiet and listen; some are taught not to shine to the extent that

others will criticize them as being too goody-goody. What some of these students

with problems need is an adult to talk to; we arbitrarily assign teachers and say

to the student, "Go here, go there." If the student and teacher do not get along,

it is usually the student's fault. Have we gotten to a point where students can

select a consultant who allows students the opportunities to talk about themselves

and the things they know best? Do we really show a genuine interest in each indi-

vidual student, or do we pretend that we do and then put them into the mill of

standard requiremen.:s and group procedures and group diagnosis every day at school?

We talk about culturally deprived students. There are none, but there are some

who may be culturally different. If some tribes of Indian students playing basket-

ball are asked.what the score is, the questioner might ask all afternoon and never

find out because they do not care. Yet, watch 6,ome groups of middle-class Cauca-

sian boys from suburbia; every five minutes the) are arguing about the score. Even

in a game of scrub pickup in a local neighborhood, competition becomes more impor-

tant than cooperation.

These types of differences can certainly cause cultural barriers--a real lack of

communication. If we are to truly understand individuals, we must finally admit

that many students in classrooms may certainly need different prgrams. In one

of the big cities recently the topic of a spsech was the problem of students being

culturally deprived; and, of course, again the answer was that they are not cul-

turally deprived, but that they may be culturally different. It was pointed out

,that if a stranger went down to X Street and Y Avenue in this city on Saturday at

the stranger wluld be the one to be culturally deprived, br at least the

one who was culturally different. If the stranger could not understand the culture

in that community, he might be in serious trouble at that particular time of night

and on that particular corner.

When we challenge the need to chant;e some of the praclices which have been dis-

cussed in this cnapter, we must remember that we are not just talking about the

need to individualize programs for all children--tall, short, fat, thin, pink,

green, fast, slow,--it makes no difference as to their background, other than

recognition of the fact that usually the individual's frame of -^fr-xence and self-

image make mandatory individual prescriptions.

Further, we are talking about all schools--suburbia, rural, and inner city. We

must analyze schools and their programs in all settings. Schools cannot continue

to have confining acres or fences. Students can no longer continue to enter at



8:30 and be gobbled up in Che walls of the school and not leave until 3:30. Schools

cannot close at 3:30 or 4:00. They must be open seven days a week, 24 hours a day

in most communities; students, in addition to using the school, must use other
community resources, and the parents must utilize the schools. Some schools are

beginning to contract out to private agencies for instruction. They might, for

example, contract out with a local reading laboratory a crrtain amount of time in

which this laboratory works with designated students wlio are having reading diffi-

cultis. Often in these cases the private agency may do a better job than the

school because the agencies are geared to handle this problem; their existence
depends upon the volume of clients and their ability to succeed with these prob-

lems. Their only profits come from this kind of instruction; if they are not suc-

cessful, they will soon be out of business. Such agencies might be used to tackle

some of the immediate problems in education. The recent O.E.O. effort in this
direction is a pilot program to sample the cognitive reading and math areas;

improvement could relate to the affective. In spite of the early flaws, with
the unfortunate interpretation of accountability, and the financial hassles, this

concept may :)e of value in the lorj, run.

The potential school community resources are generally yet to be Lapped. Why is

it that we always seem to teach a.,-t and animal classes at school? Can't the

animal classes be held at the local zoo? Can't the art classes be held at the

art museum at least part of the time? TLese are not original ideas; some communi-
ties and outstanding leaders in education have long advocated and have already

implemented these kinds of programs. In this chapter we are just trying to draw

together some of the current practices, all analysis of which does challenge present

notions about schools.

Why, for example, can't stue,ents from school A and school B me_t at the zoo to

learn together. We have the problem of racial imbalance in certain cities. Part

of the difficulty as related Lo schools is that we insist on the neighborhood

school and the fact the stu'..ients must spend all day within the school walls. Why

couldn't 30 students from neighborhood A which is perhaps an all "white" neighbor-

hood and 30 students from neighborhood B which is perhaps an all "minor .37 popula-

tion" be sent to the zoo together? Here they form a class of 60 with two teachers
and perhaps the employee at the zoo, parent volunteers, and teacher aides. In

other words, perhaps four or five adults can work as a team with the,3e 60 students

to teach them something about the particular animals that they are visiting at the

zoo on that particular day. Here is an integrated class working together outside
the school walls; it he/ps to lessen social problems and the school racial situa-

tion. Both groups are bussed; it is probably a much better learning experience

to have students study animals in the zoo with all kinds of resources available
than to have them sit in a classroom reading a book, looking at pictures, and
perhaps discussing d.th a teacher who knows very little about animals.

Why can't stunts spend a week or a month or longer working at the local hospital

or all the dozens of other places in the community? Obviously, not all communities

have zoos, art museums, or hospitals; and the weather, size of town, and number of

students place limits on the prL,ctical application of these ideas. However, some

of'it can be done in each school district. The important concept present:3 here

is that of getting the students outside the school walls more often than the half

day field trip once a semester.

Consider the classes held wjthin the walls, especially in the light of the twenty-

first century. Is the content t-Lat students are learning really important and

relevant, especially if the medical scientists are correct in their predictions
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that some of the current seniors will live to be 100 years old, and that some of

the current kindergarten children may live to be 125 years old. Many of these

kindergarten children will not go to work formally until age 25, will work only a

three or four day week and will retire at age 50. Are the kinds of programs that

we have in the schools today designed for students who are going to live in the

world of tomorrow? We no longer can say, "Well, that is way off in the future;

we will worry about the twenty-first century when we get there." These st,,dents

who will live in the twenty-first century are already in school and their programs

must begin to be geared for a different society.

Suppose the current kindergarten children do not learn anything until they are 30

years old. They still have 70 to 100 years in which they can learn all that we

learned in the 70 years we had when we came upon this earth. What are these stu-

dents going to do from age 50 to age 125? They will have 75 years of leisure time

to twiddle their thumbs because we have not provided opportunities for them to do

anything different. What are they going to do on the non-work days of the three

or four day work week? This is one of the tremendous questions and one of the

tremendous challenges in this world of Change. What is really impor learn

now, for the future, and for students currently in school who may be ;-f, in the

year 2050?

Many of the leading educators are saying that perhaps the expressive subjects--

art, music, dramatics, creative writing, foreign language as a recreation, rec-

reation courses themselves, home economics, and industrial arts--are really the

important subjects for many students. In schools are we going to continue to

deal primarily with the instru,ental subjects of math, science, social studies,

English, and foreign language taught as an academi,: exercise? Even now, most

of the population is working only 35 hours a week; yet, about 15 per cent of the

population is averaging 55 hours a week. It's an unusual situation when a few

put in 55 hours a week so that the many may work 35 hours a week. There has

been a tremendous change from the years when the so-called blue-collar workers

worked long, long hours so the fe-A7 white-collar workers could enjoy more of the

luxuries and time off. Many of the things we are now teaching in math, science,

and English are not of value to current students, nor will the content be of

value in the near Alture. Perhaps art, music., dramatics, and the expressive

kinds of subjects will be the most important that we can offer to a great number

of students. Certainly many of the students need more than we offer in these

areas in current schools; we cannot really justify the old "academic" require-

ments for all students for college admission or high school diplomas. In those

areas which we might (' aide to require, certainly the process rather than the

content must be the focal point.

Many educators can dwell upon their own personal experiences such as attending a

self-contained elementary school where they never were fortunate enough to have

reall-: outstanding teachers in the areas of art or music. Many, as students,

were not too interested in those suipjectE anyway and, therefore, never developed

much skill or talen':. They finally got to the 7th grade where it is common to

find weaker teachers in required 7th grade art and music. They disliked the

teachers and the courses, so they rebelled and received D's in b(J_h courses.

Their experiences in art and music in the 7th grade were so horrible that .eTer

again did they choose to take an art or music class, -tev often go C)rf.-;11

five more years of secondary lchool, grades 8 through four years of -ader-

graduate college, and four more years for the Ph.D.--thirteen vaL, c,

school and college w .--aiLd never once do they take an art c, c c,:urse.

Why? Because society said these things were not important. They were required



to take over and over again English, history, and Micky Mouse education courses.
The strict required curriculum and traditional methods of teaching really have

proven to be of very little value to many; and yet, never were they required to

take anything in the area of the expressive subjects, except for a little physical

education which was poorly taught. In high school most were even excused from
that because they were members of the athletic teams; and now these students are

school administrators and parents.

If one wants to see weak education, generally speaking, visit 7th and 8th grade

required general music classes. The 7th and 8th grades are supposed to be explor-
aLory and elective and exciting; and yet we require students to take English,

social, math, science, physical education, and/or art/music, and/or shop/home

economics. If they do not do exactly as the teacher says, they flunk and are
told that they are terrible students. In art and music, for example, even though
they were designed supposedly to help students find a place for themselves as

they explore their future, if some students do not like a teacher, do not like

working -ith clay, or cannot sing in tune, they get D's or F's or unsatisfactory

notices 4.1-1 these exciting exploratory years of their lives. And what research
indicates that all students should have two semesters of English and only one

semester of music?

What really is important to teach in terms of current knowledge? If the eight-

year study during the 1930's had any value and if the experiences we had with
the GI's :eturning from the battlefield in 1946 and entering college had any
sinificance whatsoever, then we certainly should know that college success does
not depend upon the magic requirements of most high schools. It is possI:ole for

a student to skip those wonderful algebra, English, biology, and world cliviliza-
tion courses and still go on to college to become doctors, lawyers, astronauts,
construction workers, salesmen, or whatever other criteria we want to apply as
having found success in the academic world. And hew awful that word "academic"

is as used iv schools. We differentiate between the so-called important academic
subjects and the so-called le3s important subjects--"the frills and the non-

academics." We know that students can take four years of basketweaving in high
school and still go on to college, fiud success, and get good grades, if grades

arc the criterien. The important thing is that the students find success,
develop positive self-images, find that.learning is fun, learn how to tackle

situations, become self-directing and responsible, and learn to make decisions

and value judgments. These are the kinds of things that seem to make a difference

in terms of success, not only in collep-,e but in the world of work and the world

of home. Therefore, what should we teL.ch, and how should we teach it? What

evidence do we really have to support that what we are doing now is the correct

way?

And look at the so-called curriculum innovations. Most of them have been improve-
ments over the past; the materials have cut out some of the less importa-It informa-

tion, but we really have not come up with exciting innovations in the area of cur-

riculu We haven't developed criteria for a essing the pre-packaged curriculum
materiaa.i that are nnw on the market, although groups are workin,, on them. Wt

really haven't developed curricula that allows students to learn critical thinking
and creativity or to develop these traits to an extent that we can say, "Yes, we

are doing these tlaings fcr boys and girls." We have not developed many courses
that really spell out behavioral objectives; and we have not come up with evidence
yet as to what difference, if any, that spelling out behavioral objectives makes
in terms of the final student product at the time they now "graduate." We really

have not determined the role of huNenities or the behavioral sciences in school



programs, let alone properly define them. BSCS biology, as an example, is 100 per

cent better than the biology programs that were in vogue prior to BSCS: and yet,

that program, even the second edition, is badly in need of change and revision.

It is still group-paced and discipline centered; we have only taken a step forward.

We really need to challenge what we are doing in the world of curriculum innovations.

:How many of the new programs are taught on an interdisciplinary base? We keep

saying that knowledge is interrelated, yet we keep teaching as if there were no

relationships whatsoever. In most of the schools we still try to teach at least

twelve or more subjects as separate entities: communicative arts, theater arts,

music, art, foreign language, social studies, industrial arts, home economics,

mathematics, science, physical education, health, business, and other such depart-

ments. Now we can add environmental studies and child growth and development as

probaly ithe two most important.

Perhaps it is time to narrow the curriculum to two or three general areas. One

might be, as an example, called communication. We might discuss such concepts

as man and beauty. In an area called interaction we might study something like

man and society or the effect of war on the individual nation. In an area called

environment we might study topics such as man and nature and man and universe,

or we could teach humanities, sciences, or unified arts. There are many ways to

attack the problem; but rather than continue to teach twelve isolated subjects,

we should find several alternative ways to interrelate the curriculum in a much

more meaningful program for boys and girls. The concepts could be taught by

learning teams of adults, which could be reconstituted whenever necessary. They

could change for each concept, every theme, every semester, every year, or when-

ever it seemed best. There would be ongoing.change in the curriculum. Only a

few -chools have begun revision in terms of interrelating knowdge. Even beyond

thi._ should be only one curriculum--all interrelated. It is difficult to do now;

perhap s some merging will help schools move in this direction. A better way is

to have students develop their own interrelated courses where the material makes

sense to them and where teacher teams and personality matches can thrive. Cur-

riculum centers are established and then merges are accomplished through individ-

ual or small group courses which are planned to meet a felt need.

Some schools have been very successful in merging the following combinations:

Expressive Arts (the old English, art, music, and foreign languages); Environ-

mental Studies (the old science, physical education, social studieo, and health);

Technological Systems (the old mathematics, business, industrial arts, and home

economics). This combines the former academic and non-academics, it balances

team numbers, it relates subjects with common pursuits, it forces the teams to

overlap (math and science and English and social studies in oifferent teams),

and it gives recognition to special areas wchout isolation. We are finding

that most special education students should be out An the regular programs

about three-fourths of the day. This can be done with individualized instruc-

tion and zeam learning. Different possible approaches will be presented in

Section C. Here all we are trying to do is to ask and analyze whether the cort-

tinuation of departmentalization is best. As we approach the 21st century,

certainly creative dramers can produce a more viable organization.



Chapter 6

More Provoking Questions

For the 70's, we probably ought to have _axper_ ices that are learned almost
entirely through an individualized and interrcaated basis, Individualizing
instruction does not mean one student always alone. It still involves the con-
cepts of groups when groups make sense. In learning in the big barn concept
previously discussed, the students operate most of the time inependently. They
select materials which they want to study; there should not be the formal courses
most scl ols nc,w have. If a student wants to learn in the area oi
for example, he can work with consultants to develop the kind of program that
would include the process and knowledge he hoped to gain. An individual student
might be the only one in the school studying a certain phase of economics
because this was meaningful for him at this particular moment. Again, "at this
moment in time" is a r.11ial consideration in curriculum prescription.

On the other hand, there may be a group of students who are interested in a
certain concept; each student may still work at: hiF own pace and at his own
speed. However, they may be '-rought together in small and large groups whe7:
needed to discuss the program or materials or concepts, or to share ideas and
interact; we know that interaction is important in learning. In other words,
in this b4; pool-barn concept, where the curricula is completely flexible, where
there are no magic requirements of five days a week for each class in which at
least 15 enrollees are essential in order to justify the existence of the course,
a student may s;.:udy the topics which appear _Lo be relevant and at a level corres-
ponding with the interest and ability to accomplish the goal. Teachers should
not teach groups day after day but Should act as motivators, stimulators,and
tutors. This openness allows for completely individualized and flexible pro-
gramming, with few constant demands, with continuous progress, and yet, still
provides group intei:acLion and laboratory experiences when and where needed and
at the appropriate time.

In later chapters more detail will be presented as to how to individualize. Theze
is always criticism from teachers that it is impossible to individually diagnose
and prescribe. They claim that they are not trained to do t:his and that they will
make mistakes. ft is true that errors will be made; M.D.'s are no.: 100 per cent
accurate in their diagnoses. But look at the mistakes being made now by edu-ators.
we diagnose and prescribe every day, but traditionally we do it by the group
method. Everyone read this chapter, do these problems, or have this assignm7-lit
ready by Friday. Day after day, all over America, teachers pretend to diagnose
and prescribe; they claim all students in the class need the same instruction.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Carefully analyze current educational
practices in the majority of schools in the United States.

We will continue to make mistakes as we individually diagnose and prescribe, but
not as many as by tle group method; we have the time and the techntques. If we
will stop trying to "cover content" and take time for inc:Ividual conferences, we
can do it. Tne tools for :;.ndividual diagnosis are those we already have and use.
The proposed difference here is that we should utilize a more formalized approach
and appliation of these techniques.
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Obviously, in order to do thj..s the school's philosophy and organization must change.
The six components discussed earlier must be dramatically lsevised. Schools will
need capsules, contracts, uniPacs, multiple reference books, Paperbans, programmed
materials, filmstrips, tapes, single concept loop films, rcerders and projectors,
phonographs, and beefed-up resource centers. Current texts Alay have to be torn up
and subdivided; curriculum project materiols must be indivl_dualized; programs must

be self-paced. Students need to write their own goals, dewlop their own clJest

activities and be allowed to Pick from a smorgasbord of acti-vits.

As we challenge the need for change, we must look at the whole concept of learning.

What is the nature of learning? How do kids learn? There is a thought that says,
"Effective oral comwuncation is when students teach and tegchers learn." When are

we going to come to the realization that freme of referenco has a tremendous in-
fluence on how students learn and how they communicate, whqt they understand, and

what they learn in class? Do we really know all we need to know about learning?
Learning about learning should be a major focus of pre-svice and in-service
efforts. Why isn't tt-e a full-speed-ahead attack on Luestion of how indi-

vidual students learn, and wily haven't we done more to im, !Rent what knowledge

we do have? Why do stude:Its still get D's and F's and drop eut of school? Per-

haps it is because we do not understand that learning probqbly does best occur
when the students teach and the teachers learn.

What is the leadership role of the teacher? Have we ever qralyzed classroom

behavior? Do we know what is accomplished when the teacher stands up in front
of the class and talks and talks? What kind of verbal communication re sults in

good learning environments? What kind of communication is hes- for a teacher to

use? Who is a successful tacher? What are the criteria tor knowing whether
the learner has accomplishect the goals that were to be reauhed? Who set these
goals? What about theories and knowledge in the area of inStruction? Have we
applied daem to teacher training? why is it colleges still lecture three times
a week from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. to young prospective teachers an a course called
Adolescent Psychology and say, "Don't lecture to adolescents'? Have we reall

begun to analyze teacher supervision, as an example? Does the supervisory
teacher who observes the student teacher from the back of the room and watches
the verbal interaction chat takes place in the classroom really know what to

look for in terms of successful teacher behavior? What might be the role of the
teacher in the whole world of simulation, games, and other teaching techniques
that are beginning to be reaarched in some of the innovati,ve schools? We really

have not studied very carefully this whole areaof the leadership role of the

teacher.

As we ask more questions, what about students' rights? Thj,s is going to become

one of the crucial issues In the next ten years. If some of the present change
agent educators were students again in high school, knowing 411 the things that
they know now, and if they were attending a conventional hi,gh school with bells
ringing, hall passes, study halls, single textbooks, tes:s 04 Friday, final oxafils,
and all those wonderful ulirlgs that ve have done to kids all thes years--teaching
them as if they were jailbirdsthese change agents would ve the leudevs of student

revolts. If students don't rise up and force educators Z.o throw ouL many of the
traditional worn out rituals, then the students are doing echicacion and themselves

a great injustice. Students should be urged to peacefully boycott; but even more,
schools should eliminate the hangups that are causing student unrest. In most

ins-"ances, the students are right, except in some cases where a few are spurred on

by a fanatic minority.
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At the present time, administrators are caught in a great dilemma. Students are

beginning to exhibit dissatisfaction and are hammering at the administration.

Teachers are going on strike and demanding negotiations. The adu2t is dissatis-

fied with the American society, and he sees the schools as part of the olame.

Are the students right in their criticisms or are they wrong? And what atout

faculty grievances? As we look at the rights of students and the things about

which they are complaining, we find many of them to be legitimate. They are

exposing fundamental flaws in society and in the academic establishment. They

are questioning values, as in situations where they understand tha': perhaps

war on poverty probably needs 50 billion dollars to tackle a task for which only

1.7 billion dollars may have been appropri .ted. They are saying that perhaps 80

per cent of the nopulaticn must give up more of their income in order to correct

the deficielccies we now find among the 20 per cent of the population.

If students are in clonventional kinds of schools, we should be among the first to

urge them to begin to demand some changes. However, rather than have them be

forced to demand change, those who are in command of the schools today--the parents,

seiool board, administrators, and teachers--should recognize that we need change and

that we should offer Lhis change before the students demand it. We should say to

them, "We must change the kinds of schools we have. YOU are right in some of the

criticisms you are making; therefore, please help adjust the learning situation so

that you can have the kind of school you deserve for optimum r,otential."

Educators must analyze the traditional practices in the conventional schools and

the newer practices that have been adopted by the innovative schools. We must

challenge the flaws in the society and in the general educational systems. -2,ather

than to constantly .criticize each other and ticker and fuss and fight, f-Aucators

together must take a look at the prospective changes in the society which are

coming by 1980 and 1990 and in the 21st cc-tury. We must ask questions: "Wl-,lt

are the implications for education of these p7o5pective changes in society?" If

we are going to achieve change, we must creae an environment, a climate which

can serve as a vehicle fo-: successful renewil. It is often stated that the man

who is educated is the man who has learned how to learn, who has learned how to

adapt and change, and who knows that no knowledge is secure. If these thrughts

are valid, then how many concepts are rejected by current educators me 'v because

we are not familiar with the proposal and have not learned to adapt ar

How many ideas are rejected because they do not meet individual frame of reference

criteria?

In the October 9, 1967, issue of U. News and World Report, the title of an

article, "Airports of the Future," was of interesi. to educators. Part of the

sub-statements read as :ollows: "Revolutionary Changes Lie Ahead--Airports

Being Built or Designed Will Offer Fantastic Innovations -- Walking -- Will Be

-- Almost Eltminat,&" The educational innovators could not help but think at

that time, knowin how desperately airports need to improve, how the air industry

can talk about revolutionary changes and fantastic innovations, and then proceed

to accomplish these changes; in fact, air travelers actually encourage such new

directions. As a contrast, look at education. Educators atc: usually afraid to

openly ascuss revolutions or fantastic innovations; in fact, many have a diffi-

cult time i sori:e ares even talking about evolution. Th: question now, though,

is before schoolmn: Should educators talk about revolutionary change -. and

fantastic innovations in the schools?

Some people have accused the innovators of moving too fast. But just rview com-

ments made by leading educators n7ior to 192C. For exampl-, Marks in the e:-.nen-

tary school ar,, not to be recommended, and Pt the high school level they are to be
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patiently tolerated--only because cf the requirements of the colleges which are

based upon some such re-ords--," "These concepts and these programs that we are

laboring over today Fre by no mean:, n9w--they are hardly revolutionary--we are not

moving too fast--we are not changing too rapidly--we are not innwating irrespon-

slyly." Yet, fifty years later we still have report cards in elementary schools,

we are still tolerating Carnegie units because of the colleges, -arld we are still

trying to convince people that new ideas in educatica are not revolutionary.

We are headed into technological, cultural, religious, and social revolutions and

evolutions as we approach the 21st Lentury: yet, some schools are still reading

materials similar to such obsolete comic books as Buck Rogers--we already know

how to go to the moon--and even worse, many schools are still tied to the single

textbook--the basal reader, for example--rurchased from one of the major publishinj,

companies.

One of the reasons we are presently so concerned about analyzing current practices

as related to change is the problem of the time span of adoption. We are all

familiar with the early studies that generally indicated it has taken fifty years

to bring about change in education, in terms of nationwide acceptance and imple-

mentation of the proposal. Some of the newer indications .flow that a few of the

current innovations are being adOpted more rapidly. However, as one looks at

many of the changes suggested in the schools, one finds that the time spi:n of the

adoption e.urve still is basically true. About 2.5 per cent of the schools in

America could be classified as truly and exceptionally innovative. Another 13.5

per cent could be classified as early adopters, 34 per cent the early majority,

:4 per cent the late majority, and 16 per cent the laggard schools. From the

time the 1 ggard schools finally adc,pt something that the innovative schools

started, L,ften a fift,-ye,r time span has elapsed, even for a change that we

finally all agreed was worthwhile. For those who don't believe this long span

exists, iust look at tha early childhood problem; until the advent of Headstart,

only 50 per cent of the children in the United Statgs had an opportunity to attend

a kindergarten type program; some states still do not have publicly supported kin-

dergartens. YL , kindergartens are over fifty years old, and a full-day, indi-

vidualized, five-year-old program has shown to be of tremendous value for most.

Education today, then, must embark upon a new speedway. In listening to such

races as the Indianapolis 500, innovative educators cannot help but reflect on

change in the racing industry. A few years ago the front engine Offenhaucer

ruled the race track. Their ownerr thought they had a very fine machine. Then

along came the rear engine Ford. People laughed at it. Too small. Not durable

enough. People claimed it would never replace the Offenhauser; yet, about three-

fourths of the cars at a recent Indianapolis race were lords. Only a few Offen-

hausers were still in existence, and then along came the turbine. It was better

than the other racers; but what was the first xeaction--yes, to reject it. Even

the racing industry has difficulty in breaking traditions and allowing Change to

occur, but as witnessed by the acceptance of the Ford and now other new rertent

models, it is certainly obvious that they can ,do it.. much more rapidly than educa-

tors. Schools must join the educational speedway. We must move from the early

Offenhauser to the latest designs, knowing that around ole corner is another ne-

revolutionary proposal.

We have to get used to change in education. We have lived too long with people

whose feet have been solidly on the ground; we must now begin to get accustomed

to livin, with people who have their heads in the clouds.



We are seeking new goals in education. For years, we have tried to go up the same

side of the mountain. It seems we keep getting hung up o.:1 the same cliff. In

taking the same path and in t:rying to reach the same goal., we have never been able

to accomplish the task. In education today we are saying, "Let's take new paths;

let's reach new goals." Certainly some of the things we have done in the past we

want to retain; on the other hand, we now have additional goals and new ways of

reaching all goals.

One of the newer goals that we are consciously seeking in schools is to develop

self-directing, responsible, decision making individuals. In the past we have

given lip service to that statement; U2 have never organized schools to accomplist,

this task. We want students to enjoy school and learning. We want them to look

forward to self-education in a lifelong pursuit of meaning. We are interested in

having them discuss concepts; we want them to learn about process; we want them to

inquire, to discover. These things are more important than content. It is true

we are still interested in conte-it, but what content? We nJed to re-evaluate our

traditional curriculum offerings. There is a fairly accurate cliche that says

about half or ,hat we are teaching is i.-.-relevant, and the half we Should be

teaching has nit been discovered.

One of the major reasons for change in scLo,ols is the terrific problem of dropouts

or pushouts, both the in-school and out-of-school ,ype. The in-school dropouts

wili be discussed later. Suffice it here to present a recipe for out-of-school

dropouts or pushouts, by Hugh Wood, Professor at the University of Oregon. As

one reads this statement, it is hard not to reflect on the kinds of programs we

have for the many non-achieving students in school today.

"Take one poor American boy, give him as litt_ love as possible, kick him

around a bit at home, put him in an academic schoolroom with a subject-

centered curriculum and a scholarly teacher who sees no hope for him. Fail

him once or twice, never give him more than a "D," be critical, never praise

him, treat him as a number rather than a person, and do not let him ever

feel he belongs in school. Transfer him from one school to another occa-

sionally, keep him out of school activities. Stir these difficulties well

together, make him angry enough to play truant a few times, cook well in

social class structure, burn to a crisp with sarcasm, and bake two or three

years. This should produce something you can sweep outside or under the

academic rug, but if you cannot get rid of thim this way, tell him he has

to take English with Miss Brown. If you want to frost this wi a little

juvenile delinquency, deny him a job the first 30 places he tees. If

this recipe still produces a good American youth, try again."

As schools have begun to change, many individuals have tried to classify the issues

anJ trends in instruction today. What are the issues which are forcing the devel-

opment of a rationale for change?

In the area of diagnosis and treatmcnt of learning disabilities, we must look at

questions relating to psycholo7ica1 influences on learning, perceptual-motor

training, self-concept and .sychomotor influences on reading, and the roles

of the cognitive, affective, ard psychomotor domains, to mention but a few, In

the area of teacher leadership roles and interaction analysis, we have yet to

determine t .9o3t effective teacher behavior. Teachers have not been given

research training; we are still disputing theories of instruction microteaching

types of ideas are still jPst possibilities for improvement.
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The whole concept of living in a global village is unexplored. What is a model
city? How can education contribute to solving problems of crtme, minorities,
poverty, and slums? Should not school districts have local planning, research,
and development centers? Teachers and negotiaticns and their rols in a global
-villag as professionals, as decision makers, as participants in the problem of
students' ri7hts still are under revision, And in the global village, perhaps
an experi.!nce -lalled The Future, taught by a team of sociologists, psychologists,
physicia*e ei-Jnomists, scientists, anthropologists, architects, and pLinners,
and focu-M4- on 1980-2020, might be more relevant for current students than the
present c0'116es in Ancient and Western Civilizations

What about the scopP nt all of the coming changes? Are we talking about a
rationale for change only in the United States, or has it become international?
The latter is true as a =1mber of other nations are now involved in studying and
implementing new directiorw in ech.cation, indicating that several countries re

beginning to awaken to the sam problems we have in the United States. Further,
the U. S. Office of Education has funded regional laboratories. Articles being
written on change in education are coming from social scientists and other out-
side the field of education. The Designing Education for the Future Project,
the National Institute for the Study of Educational Change, the Educational
Facilities Laboratory, the many university centers where -,rofessors are studying
the change process have been additional indications. InncJative leaders like
J. 1,1oyd Trump, and the number of experimental schools developing throughout the
world are showing that the scope is more than local; it has become national and
international. There is a growing awareness of the need for change in education.

One of the reasons for this new vision in the United States has been federal
funding. Title III, for example, has enabled school leaders to consider projects
to advance creativity in education by establishing centers which have encouraged
the devel opment and demonstration of worthwhile innovations in education%1 prac-
tice through exemplary programs and through supplementing existing programs and
facilities. Title III has been involved in the processes of inquiry, invention,
demonstration, and adoption, thus helping overcome some of the major problems
we have had in the past in developing a rationale for improvement. In spite of
all recen t criticisms of, and flaws, in Title III programs, Title III has been
a fantastic contribution to change.

To be significantly successful, though, we certainly need further visions. For
example, why don't we have electronic bluebirds? Why should students spend as
much as two hours a day on a school bus looking out of the window? Couldn't
those two hours sometimes be spent in individualized instruction through com-
puters, dial access, tapes, and other media? Certainly the school bus could
become an automated arrangement. We may have helicopters taking school children
rather than buses; the next step then would be electronic whirlyt_rds. These
things may be out of the question at the present time, but already students in
Kentucky and Mississippi are learning through materials from automated centers
in California and there fs an electronic bluebird in Colorado. Perhaps whirly-
birds will never come to pass, but the ideas of students being transported in
some other fash-lon than spending two hours in buses will eventually lead to
improvements in this area. It must be remembered, though, in favor .)f the
present system, that for some of the students, and they should be idettified,
perhaps the 360 hours that are spent talking with friends on the bus is the
best way for them to spend their time. However, a number of students could
certainly benefit from some other use of the 360 hours.

One major problem T' have always had in education is called calculated apathy.
It is another word for complacency. We have been so content with the status quo
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in most communities that we have been unqilling to change. As we begin to develop

a rationale for revision, we are going to question some sacred cows. Questioning

sacred cows causes emotional upheaval. Generally, change seems to occur through

upsetting experiences in a supportive climate; in other words, the needler from

outside upsets the status quo inside. However, on the inside is a handholder--a
superintendent or other who can support the concept that change will not occur

without planning. This type of approach toward eliminating calculated apathy leads

to consent and consensus, and thus situations where the community is prepared to

accept change.

If one looks back into some of the history books, it is easy to develop a ration-

ale for renovation, especially if we believe we have better ideas now than we did

200 years ago. If we look at a picture of a classroom in 1770, we find a teacher

sitting on a little platform listening to children recite while the others sit on

benches; the dunce is in the corner. One hundred years later, 1870, the picture

shows the teacher still seated listening to recitation; but she is down off the

platform and the students have a type of crude desk. As we reach 1970, tragically,

the situation is basically the same. The teacher still sits listening to a group

recite. The students have been jammed into desks probably no more comfortable

than they had in 1870, and they are engaged in busy work. Little has changed in

terms of classroom organization in 200 years. Hopefully, in the 70's we will find

more schools with programs that eliminate thirty children sitting in desks facing

the blackboard.

As we talk about a philosophy geared to change, o7e certainly want to discuss and

plan for different teacher-pupil relationships. In most schools we still have

too many teachers who say "go to the office, John." There is a aegative approach

toward boys and girls. Discipline and control of the environment are seen as the

most important factors. In the new kinds of schools we want teachers to say,

"May I try to help, Johnny?" We want sunny bright kinds of environments where

teachers are not concerned about control but are concerned about the needs and

interests of each of the individual students. We are not concerned about imposing

the authority of the teacher upon the student; rather we are concerned about

working with the student to help him become a self-directing, decision making

individual.

In this siViation the organization can develop a fifty-fifty relationship with

students, not a ninety-ten relationship. Most schools now find ninety to one

hundred per cent of the decisions made by the principal or faculty as the voices

of authority. Students do not have a part in deciding what is best for them.

In the new schools, at least fifty to eighty per cent of the decisions are made

by the students. This means that adults are going to have to study new methods

of learning and instruction. They must review, in light of the learning and
instructional concepts now available, the kind of curriculum that is relevant to

students.

Teachers must decide whether their emphasis is qoing to be on content, or whether

it is going to be on the development of logical thinking, discovery, and inquiry

techniques. Are they going to permit and encourage the students to question the

authority of the content, of the textbook, and of the decisions made by the adults?

An analysis of current practices certainly includes revision in the university

and teacher education programs; the Old Ivy Tower must change. This business of

the college professor being an expert with prestige but confused as to whether

his role is to teach, research, or write must be reviewed; the traditional academic



senate and the publish or perish routine must be eliminated. Can we put up with

fifty more years of segmented departments in colleges, and Ph.D.'s who know all

the answers? Can we continue to put up with colleges which insist upon grade-

point averages and Carnegie units, Monday-Wednesday-Friday lectures, final exams,

rigid schedules, required attendance, egg crate rooms, and ringing bells? It is

amazing to realize the number of colleges in the United States still ringing

bells and relying on the course textbook. There are very few innovative colleges

in the United States. Teachers are not being trained to teach in innovative

schools. Administrators are not being trained to plan for change; and yet most

Americans are quite sure that the society of 1980 and the society of 2000 will

he entirely different than the present. When are the Ivy Towers going to change?

Considering that right now teachers really are trained in the general culture and

not in colleges, it causes wonder as to why we even have colleges of education.

For example, watch six-year-old children play doctor; they give a shot, use a

stethoscope, and give the patient a pill, but that is it. They cannot perform

the other functions of the doctor because they must go to school to learn these.

However, watch children play school at age 6; little Mary can do everything the

teacher can. She can scold, put students in a corner, assign them workbooks,

have them sing a little song, sit in a small group and read a book, and have

them go out for recess. There is little need for the present colleges of educa-

tion. If teacher education is to become meaningful, we must take a look at what

the schools of the 90's probably are going to be like. What will the general

functions of these schools be? What will the social functions of the school be?

What skills, concepts, and knowledge will be needed by individuals living in the

society as the year 2000 approaches?

Fortunately we are beginning to see a few new programs in teacher education.

Some schools are saying goodbye to student teaching, methods courses, college

supervisors, 20-30 hours of required education courses, development of multi-

purpose teachers, the socialization and intellectualization of teachers as goals,

college professors' stuffy lectures, traditional final exams, the single textbook,

and rigidity and sameness. The colleges of education must teach the way they

expect teachers to teach; they do not expect teachers to lecture three days a

week.

We have evaluated the present teacher education programs to some extent and found

them inadequate; thus, hello innovators. Fortunately, around the country there

are about fifteen colleges and universities that are trying different ways of

educating teachers. They are looking for better solutions. Part of the problem

is to evaluate these new efforts, to measure their effectiveness, and if seemingly

effective, to encourage the universities to go even further.

We are getting to the day when we will have differentiated teaching staffs, and

colleges must train people for these positions. More and more master teachers

will be hired to work on a twelve-month contract; some teachers will diagnose

and prescribe while others will carry out part of the prescription. Some of the

experimental college programs say that behavioral changes of teachers occur in a

clinical approach. Are microteaching, individualized projects, simulation, T-

grouping, and sensitivity training the ideas which are going to help in teacher

education programs? Should we start freshmen in college into the teacher educa-

tion program via work in the schools, or should we wait until the master's pro-

gram as some colleges propose?



Certainly these questions, in terms of new directions of teacher education, are
illustrative of the kinds of programs we must consider if change is going to occur,

not only in teacher education programs bat in all schools, Pre-K through graduate

degrees. Further, consideration must be given to the probl - of teacher certifi-

cation. We are so stagnated in the belief that 18, 22, or "..-2 hours of education

courses make a person certified; and we are so certain that we can separate an
elementary teacher or child from a secondary teacher or child merely by deciding
upon labels called "6th grade" and "7th grade" that we seem to have lost all hope

at present of ever improving teacher preparation. Fortunately, a few are grum-

bling at the absurd way we certify teachers. One of these days the revolution-

aries are going to have their day in cpurt and out will go the present inflexible

magic requirements. The situation is further almost hopelessly entwined in some
institutions when it is realized that perhaps 30 per cent of the college training
is in the school of liberal arts, not in the school of education, and the liberal

arts professors have been some of the worst offenders.

Eve more, besides the revision of the present state department rituals regarding
certification of teachers, out will go the horrible regulations now in force re-

garding high school graduation. In some states, for example, all high school
students must take four years of English, three years of social studies including
one in the senior year, two years of physical education, one year of math, and one

year of science. No art, music, industrial arts, home economics, foreign language,

or business education is required. Just what research is there to indicate that
three years of social studies is more important than art for all students or for

that individual student? Whar does social studies in a senior year do for an

individual? Does he enlist in the Army, wear his hair shorter, vote more often,

or what?

Regulations regarding high school graduation and teacher education are obsolete.

Even if most educators could agree on some of them, there is no research to sup-

port their claims. The idea of high school programs based upon the demands of
college entrance is equally questionable. High school people know more about

student needs at this level than do the colleges. There will come a day when
there will be a mass overhaul of high school and college graduation requirements

and teacher certification. In the meantime, innovative educators should do
everything possible to circumvent regulations which work against the needs cf

the individual. One day, for example, secondary principals of a given state will
just refuse, as an association, to honor state department and college rituals.

That day will be the dawn of a new era for the students of America.

Until recently very little was known about successful teacher behavior. After

all these years of teaching, we still really know very little about what methods

and what personalities are best for a teacher; subjective ratings have usually

been as good as objective ratings. We are beginning to reach conclusions, some
of which have even seemed to indicate that organization makes very little differ-

ence. Of course, the Pffect of the differences which have been studied have been
measurements of traditional academic achievement in the cognitive areas, such as

the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. They are not evaluations of environment as re-
lated to new concepts, such as responsibility and decision making. The whole

area of teacher methodology needs a great deal of research.

As we enter the 70's and look at individuals in teaching, we find that some teacher
characteristics do make a difference. We are beginning to find some evidence, for
example, that teacher warmth seems highly defensible; that indirect approaches are
more effective than direct; and that teachers who exhibit valid cognitive



structures in their subject fields seem to have more success. The further ques-

tion is, can science contribute more to the prediction and evaluation of success-

ful teaching? Can new technological advances give some answers as to successful

teacher behavior? Certainly this whole area of not knowing what makes a success-

ful teacher points out vividly the need for evaluation of the total education

systems, not only the traditional but innovative proposals as well.

One approach to summarizing the questions and suggestions made in this chapter,

as related to the analysis of current practices and rationale for change, is to

suggest that as a way of starting on a broader scale than just the local school

level, the districts, and regions might hold dreamers' conferences. Invited to

these sessions should be sociologists, philosophers, psychologists, industrial-

ists, scientists, physicians, and educators. These groups should discuss as

well as they possibly can where education is now, and then contrast that picture

with visions of where it ought to be now and where it needs to go. Out of these

conferences should grow a commitment and plans for change and ideas as to how to

change if schools are to catch up and keep abreast of the coming world. Besides

the here and now and the very near future, the dreamers' conferences should focus

on the question of what will education be like in the year 2000? For example,

probably school buildings, as they are presently known, will dramatically shrink

in size as the school in the community and home computer system are available.

Speeding up and immediate retooling is needed and will help. Further evaluation

and reflection must be built into the change program, but communities should

have as their long-range goal a differert kind of education for 1980, 1990, and

the year 2000; schools must commit themselves to on-going innovation. If ever

there was a time to develop a rationale for change in the schools of North America,

that time is now.
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Chapter 7

Evaluating Program Effectiveness

In Chapter 5 we attempted to analyze present practices; now we face the task of

evaluating them, regardless of whether the practice is considered "innovative"

or "conventional." Probably the biggest deficiency of past educational efforts

is that we have failed in both "new" and "old" programs to really accurately

evaluate what has happened to students. Most of the programs and procedures in

the schools, and especially those of the traditional programs, have been based

upon whims, individual beliefs, group compromises, age group achievement tests;

they have not beela based upon sufficient evaluation and research. We must make

a commitment then, as we begin to innovate, not to repeat the same mistake that

the conventional schools have made all these years. The only evaluation we

really have had in schools for the most part, is evaluation of content, and

that content which was chosen was based upon authoritarian decisions of teachers

and administrator-; and testing and textbook companies these groups decided what

items were really important for boys and girls to learn; most 0I LAis ater

has been irrelevant.

As we look at the 69 or more elements, renovations, revisions, and renewals that

are now upon education, we must ask: "Have these new proposals made any real

difference? Will they in the future? Have such notions as self-direction,

responsibility, decision making, behavioral objectives, continuous progress,

affective domain, diagnosis and prescription, perception, individualization,

team teaching, flexible scheduling, team planning, non-grading, unipacs, new

curriculum projects, new directions in teacher education, conferences on change,

workshops, large and small group instruction, independent study, retrieval

systems, computer scheduling, resource centers, acoustical flooring, human rela-

tions, planning centers, pods, T-grouping, student centers, television, and all

the rest actually improved the process of education for the boys and girls of

America? Have any of these really made any difference in the classroom--any dif-

ference for Pete and Sally--and if so, has it been a positive or negative

difference?"

There is really nothing very new in evaluation methods. The innovators here have

few secrets. We already know what methods of evaluation are available and how to

use them. The basic problem is a failure of the American system to build in and

provide for trua methods of evaluation of any of the programs. What we have done

in most districts is to rely on so-called standardized achievement tests and

teacher judgment report cards, which really said very little except to reinforce

ehe notion already known, that schools are failing to meet the needs of a society

in transition Now unfortunately, the new accountability movement is reinforcing

obsolete evaluation. There is nothing wrong with the concept of accountability,

but it must be revised. We now need INNOVATION IN EVALUATION. We need new direc-

tions for evaluation in the affective psychomotor domains--for such concepts as

responsibility and Felf-direction.

In the meantime, while waiting for the needed new approaches, if we use present

knowledge, if a school or district decides to begin a thorough evaluation, the

methods are almost too simple to suggest. First, we must ask whether present

programs are meeting their objectives. This is not just more philosophy; if we

cannot clearly state objectives and then measure success in attaining them, we
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are in trouble before we start. Most schools, however, have not objectively

accomplishr.d this task. More reliance must be placed on subjective evaluation.

Once we decide to look at objectives and become involved in a continuous, for-

evermore, process of on-going evaluation, thoroughly questioning success, we pose

some additional dilemmas. Should we change again? Obviously, to attempt an

answer, we must first complete the task of gathering information to determine

whether the original objectives have been reached.

To seek the conclusions, we need to ask six fairly simple, basic questionsones

we have all asked before but sometimes have not carried through to completion:

WHERE, WHAT, WHY, WHEN, HOW, NOW.

The first of these, a continual probing that must be part of the constant re-

cycling which occurs under the concept of on-going evaluation, is merely the

above plain, unsophisticated query: WHERE are we? What have we actually accom-

plished in the schools? What are present schools like? What is happening to

boys and girls attending them? Are we satisfied with where we are, or do we need

tn (-11-1Twe?

If we decide we would like to consider making some changes, WHAT revisions do we

want to make next, assuming we have decided to innovate. Then, are we really

clear as to WHY we want the revision--a flexible schedule, for example--or are

we doing it just because it seems to be "the thing to do."

The following question is WHEN do we want to make the Changes? It is important

to know whether we plan to make the change immediately, or in March, or not until

next September. A fifth inquiry we must continually make, once we accept the con-

cept of an on-going procss of evaluation and have asked where, what, why, and

when, is HOW can we best implement the proposed change? The HOW is where we

discuss the nuts and bolts as to whether these things can possibly be achieved.

Finally, the NOW are we any better? And that completes the cycle and starts the
staff all over again, for we are soon back at the WHERE are we stage; in planning

innovation, we must provide for evaluation.

There are several types of evaluation; we must know what we are aiming for at the

particular moment. Are we interested in the continuous day-by-day assessment that

must occur, or the constant input that is necessary, or a check on the logistics

of the experiment, or the end result? Process evaluation is pretty much a day-

by-day, year-by-year continuing approach. Product evaluation may be after one,

two, or fifteen years. We have to know whether we are after process or product

or other types of evaluation at the time we evaluate. We further have to know

for whom are we seeking answers: for students, for teachers, for parents, for

developers of new programs, or for the funders, such as national foundations which

might be providing financial support to the project. We must ask what kinds of

items we are trying to evaluate. For example, evaluating curriculum materials may

call for a look at the scholarship of the curriculum package; it may call for a

look at the reality situation on which it is based. One thing for sure, the con-

ventional college textbook experimental design is not always best; it is usually

impossible to control all the variables in school.

The next concern in introducing the problem of evaluation revolves around the

notion that evaluation is a MUST. We can no longer afford to continue to run

traditional schools or to attempt to innovate without knowing what we are doing.

But if evaluation is a must, what is evaluation? The resisters to change like
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to get the process tied in semantics, and here is ane area they attempt to control;
as usual there is no easy answer; there are many definitions. It might simply be
fiscal accountability for the tax dollar, or it might be termed a systematic ap-
proach to gathering knowledge or information, or it could be, as the dictionary
might say, determining the value of, to examine, to judge; but regardless of what
we finally agree upon as a definition, we need to evaluate.

As in most processes, there are several steps in evaluation that must be completed.
First, we need to identify objectives. What is it we are actually trying to do in
the schools with boys and girls? Secondly, we have to implement programs to reach
those objectives. And then third, we must gather information to answer the ques-
tion; have the programs that we implemented allowed the school to reach the objec-
tives? There are at least 250 procedures for gathering this kind of information,
arranged fram simple surveys and questionnaires to rather elaborately prepared
laboratory procedures for research in the area of psychological, psychomotor, and
physiological development.

In attacking this problem of evaluating change, rather than to try to lay out a
prescription as to how we can evaluate, the techniques that are possible, the 250
procedures that are available, or specific projections as to how a school might
set up an evaluation program, in this chapter we will take a different approach.
There are many people who are researchers, who are evaluators, who are trained in
this field, and who can do a much better job than possible h re in spelling out how
to set up evaluation projects. If we are in a rural area and away from the so-
called experts, we must get hold of some written materials, make some phone calls,
use current regional laboratories, and otherwise search for potential help to
establish an evaluation format. Illinois, Ohio State, and Syracuse Universities,
for example, currently are heavily involved in new directions in educational
evaluation.

What this chapter attempts to do, in terms of evaluating change, is to give a
series of examples as to why schools must evaluate, and why educators do not
really know the answers to the reasons the present schools are conducted in the
manner they are now. We want to look at the evidence we have already about schools,
and point out the fact that we really have not evaluated traditional programs;
the defenders of the status quo expect the innovators to produce the evidence;
there is no reason we should defend innovative programs anymore than they must
defend theirF. But rather than take the negative point of view, knowing that
traditional schools are in error because of their failure to evaluate and to
change where what little evaluation they have does show them to be in error, we
want to take the positive side. Innovators want evaluation of their programs
even more than the traditionalists and even insist that inEormation be gathered
so that results of the effort are available and are used to improve the school.

In the preceding paragraphs, broad statements have been made concerning a commit-
ment to the area of evaluation. Now it is time to look at some of the research
that is going on throughout the country to show perhaps a little more clearly why
evaluation is such an important factor. Most educators are aware of the research
and development centers which have been established around the United States. In
1956, the U. S. Office of Education spent about a million dollars on educational
research; in a recent fiscal year, it spent about one hundred and seventeen
million dollars. The R & D Centers that were established a few years ago at such
universities as California, Stanford, Georgia, Texas, Pittsburgh, Oregon, Wisconsin,
and others, were formed to study such areas as higher education, teaching, individ-
ual differences, behavioral sciences, educational administration, and other impor-
tant topics.
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Sociological ccnsiderations are coming into the picture. We know from .results of

Title I that those programs, in the origiaal stages, were deficient in changing

teac'oer attitudes. In the medical area, in one small study alone of 9; children,

95 had intestinal worms; others had such as broken legs, deformities, and heart

murmurs; one third of the Headstart children in the early studies had health de-

fects and 31 pei cent had major physical defects; 2 out of 3 needed dental work;

10 per cent had psychological difficulties. We know that the projects with

the greatest app rent success were those with the greatest involvement with parents.

We know that minority groups of any kind can compete successfully with the majority

groups when provided the opportunity and the frame of reference. With these kinds

of evaluations in the area of sociological considerations, what do we do about the

poverty home situation; what differences do sociological problems make in learning

rates at school? Is premium pay for teachers who work in the poverty areas part

of the answer? Are educational parks part of the answer? Are residential schools

and dormitories part of the answer? These are the kinds of evaluation we must have

and the type of research to which we must commit education if we are to know what

to do with these boys and girls.

The adult education situation is not any better. Project T Square was involved in

training 22,000 illiterate adults to read. Some of the enrollees had as high as

seven children. There are several million adults operating in the United States

below the traditional sixth grade levc.l. We know that the base of wealth is shift-

ing from land to human resources. We know that education can have a retarding

effect or a positive effect on the national economic growth.

Look at the situation in former coal mining areas as an example of the shifting

base of wealth. We are faced with tne gigantic problem of eliminating obsolescence.

Can we afford to spend millions of dollars developing a new automobile model and

more millions for retooling it and yet continue to have in the United States Pro-

ject T Square conditions? What about an evaluation of values as regards the adult

community? We don't have community colleges in so many areas; we should have them

in every region or every major city in every state; there should be an opportunity

fo .. a student to take transfer courses, or terminal courses, to selfsearch, to

eliminate obsolescence, or to become involved in some adult education program as

a means of renewal and retooling. What kind of learning is important for human

resources?

We have further statistical support. We know that jobs for the high school gradu-

ate rose 40 per cent in the past 10 years and decreased 10 per cent for the non-

high school graduate. We know that the best schools and the best teachers are

generally in the suburban areas and the poorest in the slum and rural areas; yet

children in the slum and rural schools are more affected by poor teachers than

those in the suburban schools. Figures a few years ago showed it cost about $450

per child to educate a person in school, but $1,800 for delinquent youth in a

home, $2,500 for a family on relief, and $3,500 to support a criminal in the state

prison. If more than $450 per child were spent on education, and if the educa-

tional programs were revised, could we prevent some of the money being spent on

family relief and state prisons?

Look at edncation's artificial requirements and rituals: trying to teach reading

from 9:00 to 10:30 every morning as most elementary schools do, sixteen credits

for graduation, two years of foreign language to enter college, 225 minutes per

week to be accredited. These practices and more, such as dividing students into

bright, average, and slow groups or caste systems, have led in the past to a

third of the students being pushed out of school, another third being in-school



dropouts,and another third going on to college; of this latter third, the majority

later drop out of college. What does a sturint need to be successful right now?

What does he need in the future--we really don't know for sure. What a.e his

abilities, what are his interests? Programs need to be developed on individual

needs, not on artificial requirements.

The studies now underway in intelligence seem to indicate that there is not one

I.Q., but instead 50 I.Q.'s; in other words, there are fifty ways of being intel-

ligent or fifty ways of being stupid, whichever way a pecson prefers to be classi-

fied. There may eventually be uncovered at least 120 distinct abilities for each

individual. Unless we know all of these individual estimates, we do not 1..now the

potential of that particular student.

We are faced with studies which seem to indicate that half development of selected

characteristics occurs by certain "grade" levels. For example, general intelli-

gence seems to be half developed by age 4, and general school achievement by the

traditional grade 3. General intelligence appears to develop as much from concep-

tion to age 4 as it does during the 14 years from age 5 to age 18. A review of

many studies seems to indicate that teachers in the initial years shouldbe the

best trained in the system, that the ratio should be at least one adult for every

ten children, and that extensive diagnostic service for children and specialists

to help teachers should be available at the Pre-K through second year periods.

More money should be spent in the first three years of school than in any other

three years, and yet, do we follow through with this particular research? No,

schools still organize on the self-contained basis, with 25 to 30 children with

one teacher in the first grade; the most money for any three years is spent at

the secondary level.

Look at the research we have on so-called graded students. We know that only

about 16 per cent of the students at any grade level are actually at that grade.

In one school district a study of the 7th graders showed that 50 per uent of the

students fell between the ranges of grades 7 through 9, the typical junior high.

The other 50 per cent fell outside grades 7 through 9; Cheir range of ,Ichievement

was grade 3 through 13. Yet wn continue to have 7th grade programs where all of

the students have the same booK and do the same work at the same time. Hew can

there be a 7th grade curriculum guide, a 7th grade textbook, a 7th grade class,

when there aren't any 7th graders? Out of a typical class of 28, only 5 really

are so-called 4th graders; the other 23 fourth graders in the class range up and

down the ladder of achievement. What are the implications for curricula,

teaching strategies, and school organization?

Physiologically we know students in little league baseball, with chronological

ages of 9-12, actually range from 7-15. In spite of this, we still use Chrono-

logical grouping; all over America we continue to put boys and girls into classes

of 4th grade based on age and give them the same program at the same time. Some

schools have tried to solve this by setting up levels or track systems which

have been even worse. In physical education we stuff students together on the

basis of chronological age rather than on physiological age, and then give group

prescriptions rather than individual prescriptions to meet the needs of these

students. When are we going to pay attention to the research and evaluation that

we do have?

If we are not convinced yet of the evaluations which show conclusively the enor-

mous spread in individual differences, look at physical fitness index scores in

a given school. A PFI of 100 is considered "average ," though we know "average"
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means little. The thing that is important here is the spread of individual dif-

ferences. In one junior high, for example, the spread of PFI's at the 9th grade

was from a bottom score of 45 to a top score of 195; the 8th grade range was from

55 to 185, and the 7th grade from a low of 50 to a high of 170. The 1,--vc -ad

highs are like trying to match a double motor moron against a double super all-

star, yet coaches and administrators continue to talk about and schedule 7th

grade physical education classes where all the students play flag football at

the same time, in spite of the fact that some of the 7th graders are only 4th or

5th graders devolopmentally and others are 9th and 10th graders.

gesearch is really very poor in education. When curriculum projects such as ITA

come along, how are we to know whether or not these are better, or worse, or about

the same, in terms of communication programs. Some districts adopted ITA almost

overoight with very little research. Others refused to even consider it. Cer-

tainly if every district i America refused to try ITA, how could we ever develop

any research and evaluation as to whether or not this might be a better way to

help boys and girls communicate. On the other hand, if we all plunge in vithout

any research and never did much followup to determine the effect of the program,

of what value would this be? But certainly curriculum projects that are developed,

such as ITA, could hold tremendous promise for breaking reading codes for many

students. These projects need to bm carefully evaluated, but not to the point

that all wait four or five years for somebody else to do it. Each educator has

an obligation to take new materials that are developed and consider adopting them.

If there are a number of projects going on near a school, or in a particular

state, obviously each district may not have to jump or. the bandwagon for that

project until some research is available, but there has to be some evaluation.

Maybe each district, in a cooperative regional approach, could tackle one program

new to that area.

As we look a:: curriculum, consider the continued emphasis on grades such as A, B,

C, D, and F. The curve still holds in most districts; overall, when comparing

numbers of grades given, teachers in a class give 3 A's, 6 B's, 12 C's, 6 D's,

and 3 F's. Some of the teachers are beginning to ask themselves a rather soul

searching question: "Couldn't I reach more than 50 per cent?" We certainly

don't reach the D's and F's; we certainly don't reach some of those C students;

how many of the A students could have had AA if we gave such a grade, and allowed

them to progress at that level? If the current unemployment statistics continue,

by 1975 32 million adults will be on the labor market without a high school

diploma. We still have college dropout rates of 60-75 per cent. Fortunately,

some tachers are beginning to say, "I am a good teacher, but I am looking for

ways to become a better teacher."

As they begin to evaluate their teaching, they become concerned about individual

differences. They ask themselves: Are we teaching groups or are we teaching

individuals? Oil and water do not seem to mix. Neither do individual differences

and conventional report cards. If there are 400 students in a school, there

should be 400 i..dividual standards, not one or five group standards. Obviously

this raises the question as to whether there is a role for group standards. If

so, what is that role?

We must eliminate this reliance on A, B, C, D, and F. If we believe in individual

progress, individual differences, and
individualizing instruction, we can no

longer continue to look at 10 per cent of the students as A's, 20 per cent as B's,

40 per cent as C's, 20 per cent as D's, and 10 per cent F's. And yet some teachers

still grade en the curve.



We need to look at student evaluation differently; we must look at individuals.

There are many ways we can do this; class rank, grades, and credits should go out

the window tnmediately. We need a uew era: high schools need to revolt against

the colleges. Every state in the union could eliminate grades overnight if the

high schools in that state refused to send the state colleges such items as grade

point averages, grades, and class ranks. The colleges would soon figure out a

way to admit the students. Their jobs depend upon it. In the meantime, we need

to individually diagnose the individual as to the progress he has made in his

individual program. As was made so clear in the eight year study of the 30's,

there should be a whole new era in appraising and recording student progress.

There are many ways to make a start in these directions, even if complete elim-

ination is not possible immediately. A few moderate communities are giving both

the standard A, B, C, and then a sfIcond grade called his individual progress

grade. Thus, a student might receive an A when compared with others, but only

a C in terms of his individual growth. Others have substituted actual scores

in subjects where this is appropriate. For example, Sally types at 40 words a

minute with two errors. The group mean of all beginning typists is 30 words a

minute with four errors; Henry types at 10 words a minute with seven errors. Now

Sally doesn't get an A, and Henry an F. They get a record of what they are

actually doing; Henry hasn't failed--he is typing at 10 words a minute with 7

errors.

A few communitlis have ventured into a superior, good, pass system; they are

giving only three grades instead of five. No student receives a D or an F.

Either he completes the work to the satisfaction of the objectives established

for and by him, or he just doesn't get credit. In other words, he either com-

pletes the course at a certain level of success, or it just isn't recorded; it

is neither a failure or a pass--it is just is if he never attempted the course.

But only a few are on the cutting edge--only a few have eliminated all pass-fail,

or SPG, or ABC systems. Only a 11- nf districts in America have taken a bold

new step. Fortunately, some r- native educators in America are exploring

for something better.

In replacing the old report card systems, there are basically tour steps that must -

be taken to ascertain the individual progress made by each student:

(1) Diagnosis: Each student must be individually dlagnosed for his strengths,

weaknesses, and his progress to date in the area being cousidered. Student input

in this process is essential.

(2) Prescription: On the basis of the diagnosis, which reveals the individ-

ual's needs, interests, and abilities, a program must be planned in conjunction

with and for each student.

(3) Evaluation: Every few weeks, through indivAual conferences, checking

folders, and other such devices, the progress of each student must be ascertained.

We must know how the student is faring with the prescriptive program planned for

and/or by him or her.

(4) Alternatives: As the progress is ascertained, there may be a need to

re-diagnose or re-prescribe; the program may be too hard or too easy or may not

motivate; it may be that the present program seems appropriate and therefore the
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the student continues. There must be alternatives; this ultimately leads to a

re-cycling so that a constant check on progress is available.

To report this to parents, other schools, and colleges, several formats may be

used. However, they must include at least three major items:

(1) A summary of the program pursued by the individual--the parents and

colleges should know the experiences enjoyed by the student as a partial measure

of his or her goals, interests, and abilities.

(2) A subjective evaluation of the progress made in the affective, psycho-

motor, and cognitive domains.

(3) Subjective observations of the future should be started; in other words,

based on the progress made in the learning experiences, what possibilities seem

open in the future for the student?

Another more complicated method with additional but sometimes unnecessary informa-

tion, provides reports for the colleges which include many test results; columns

indicating the program pursued, the objectives attained in each area, and a sub-

jective recommendation as to the future. Colleges could thus receive a report in

the area of mathematics which would be a four column sunmary of the student's

achievements: column one could state the math programs pursued in high school;

column two could report the objectives attained; column three could relate scores

on standardized tests in math (but only tests which attempt to check on the objec-

tives sought), and column four could describe the recommendations of the math

teachers'in regard to anticipated future potential in the field. Record sheets

in each area, including activities, some of which could eventually be computerized,

would certainly be more meaningful than grade point averages. Some colleges and

some employers want less information. Some only want a description of the student

and a listing of the work pursued. Information could be streamlined depending

upon the individual college or employer. More detail related to this topic is

discussed in the chapter on "Reporting Student Progress."

As we look at the evaluation 01 individual students, ye must keep an eye on future

developments. What about the chemistry of learning and memory? Will we within

ten years actually be enhancing learning with an arsenal of drugs? Will we truly

discover and be able to use at the practical schoorlevel drugs that may affect

different parts of the learning process such as analysis, memory, and comprehension?

It sounus fantastic and maybe is, but on the other hand, such a development could

be just around the corner.

And what about the future of technology. If it is true that we double the world's

knowledge about every eight to ten years now, and that it takes 100-200 professional

hours to presently develop one good hour of professional material, which becomes

obsolete in five to seven years, what are we going to do with present and future

curriculum developments? What role do such terms as microfiche, microfilm, random

access, rearview projection, microfilm, readerprinter, terminals, microfiles, micro-

transparencies, dial access, and computer based instruction have in the classrooms

now being constructed? Certainly an evaluation of the total classroom procedures

is going to be forced upon educators in the very near future.

Physical classrooms and construction methods and styles are finally being evaluated

as we reflect on the present schoolhouse. In spite of the view into the world of

1980 and 1990, we still continue to build monuments to memory. Many of the schools
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being const7:ucted now may be standing in the year 2050, and yet we know that these

traditional schools wieh solid walls and rooms 28 x 28, or whatever the dimensions

might be, are already archaic. Twelve per cent of the school buildings in. America

are pre-1900 vintage. Another 36 per cent are pre-1920. Why is it that half of

the school buildings in the United States are obsolete, in terms of facilities and

educational programs, and yet communities will not move forward to eliminate these

worn out buildings and the programs they house? Schools. Should be built for only

20 years and then be replaced. We haven't sold this idea to the American public.

Instead, we turn around and build a new school designed along the lines of the

past egg crates. Only one-sixth of the cost of the building is the initial con-

struction. The upkeep and maintenance makes up the rest.

Should we remodel or replace old buildings? Certainly when the cost of remodeling

approaches 50 per cent, we are justified in demanding a new building. Yet most

of the schools in America are going to have to be remodeled more than 50 per cent.

If we canbuild instant campuses in 70 days, what is next? If educators had the

billions of dollars that have been spent planning supersonic airplanes and ABM

systems, could we really do a better job of evaluating and designing educational

programs? Could we truly develop an edncational supersonic? Would we come up

with geometric domes, with paper rooms that could be modified in a moment's

notice? Are the buildings currently being designed really going to make signifi-

cant contributions to the growth of human resources? Most open concept schools

have forgotten, for example, to include mousey quiet areas.

And what about programming-planning-budgeting systems? Is the money we are spend-

ing in education really being spent as effectively as it should? Knowing that we

are short of money, could we not make the funds go further? Rave the program ob-

jectives been identified behaviorally? Should they be? Have we compared outputs

with cost? If we state the objectives behaviorally, we should be able to measure

them, and if we can measure them, we should be able to come up with a cost analysis

as to whether or not the objective that has been reached is in line with the cost.

Have we developed specific measures of effectiveness in the schools? What about

those areas where behavioral objectives may not be the best approach? How do we

measure cost effectiveness then?

We are going to have to evaluate comparisons of alternative methods in education.

We must stop saying, "This is the way," but instead should say, "These ark r ,ble

ways by which we might accomplish the task." A basic philosophy of -)-

vation programs is to offer alternative ways of accomplishing the tasks, along with -

cost analysis. What price is excellence? How are we going to re-allocate resources

We can block or promote educational change with the way we plan financial expendi-

tures. If we look ahead and put one per cent of the total budget into planning,

we can avoid payilug $18,000 an acre, as we have in some suburbs now, when a few

years ago we could have spent $2,000 an acre for the same land; but we must remem-

ber that whatever the decisions, budget A must equal budget B in the final analysis

of money available.

In the preceding paragraphs, we have made some general statements about a rationale

for evaluation. It has been said that innovators are not evaluators and this is

basically true. And probably innovators should not be evaluators, although we must

develop innovative evaluation. Evaluation should take place by an outsider--"out-

house" evaluation--someone removed from the innovation, someone who can look at it

object.Lvely. But each school or district should do its own "in-house" evaluation,

too. We are beginning to get subjective evaluations of what we are doing as we

try to change the American schools; we are getting surveys, and opinions, and



attitudes; we are trying to look at this problem of self-direction and responsi-

bility; we are getting some objective evidence. We can look at things such as

attendance reports, discipline, library circulation, and achievement tests; we

can set up control versus experimental groups. But we must go far beyond the

traditional evaluations which occur iL most schools today.

For example, we have talked about the concept of student responsibility. How do

we measure student responsibility? How do we measurct an individual's ability to

make decisions, to make value judgments, to accept responsibility, to use time

as a tool? What tests do we have now to determine how much responsibility Mary

had in.September, how much more or less in June? In the elementary schools, in

the junior and middle schools, in the high schools, students must have opportuni-

ties to decide during the day where they want to go--to the snack bar, to the

media center, to the patio, tO study, to the art room, or to a number of other

places that are available to them. We must have alternatives for students to

select if they are going to learn to make choices. Most innovative and traditional

schools state that one of their prime goals is to develop self-directing, respon-

sible, decision making individuals. If this is a prime goal, how are the schools

going to measure their success? And yet this must be done; it is beg-Inning to be

accomplished in some of the forward-looking schools. More reliance must be placed

on subjective analysis; control versus experimental "objective" designs are not

always possible or desirable. Evaluation must be conducted in the affective and

psychomotor domains as well as the cognitive.

The crucial factor is that as schools attempt revision, we milL not only envision

change, challenge change, develop a rationale for change, plan for change, organ-

ize for change, and iniplement change, but the total innovatin 2rogram MUST provide

for process and product evaluation. Without it the schools qill never improve, and

thus will never reach the goal of this book, to have succeslly implemented dif-

ferent kinds of schools in the belief that these different approaches will lead to

better schools.
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SECTION C

HOW GUIDELINE RECIPES

ACHIEVE OPTIONAL PATTERNS
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Chapter 8

Planning For Change

Sections A and B tried to explain why schools must change and what current revi-

sions might be immediately available to most districts. The chapters which

follow in Section C are designed to describe how retooling is accomplished. None

of the suggestions are theory; all have been used in practical school situations.

It might appear that some of the ideas border on speculat , and a few chapters

such as this one on planning and the next on how to start y almost seem to

belong in Section B--theory, not practical. However, they are intended to pro-

vide a transition from the why and what to the how; further, they are essential

in that the school must have a general concept of the process the staff intends

to follow to achieve the goain sought; the leadership must understand what it

takes to get started. The ideas presented in this chapter and Chapter 9, as

well as all the others in this section, are those used to develop "innovative"

schools in several states. Thus these are exactly the steps taken by some

educators to achieve the desired new programs in actual public school situations;

the heart of these procedures is long range planning. For example, how many

schools now have a meclanism to insure ongoing change and innovation? If we

are to develop better schools, there must be a planned process for change.

Before presenting ten specific steps which any staff can follow,.a few generaliza-

tions may be of value. One of the broad statements which is easy to defend is

that schools must develop a recycling process if change is to become a constant

never ending growth pattern. Part of thi recycling calls for the staff to make

sure that as individuals and as a staff they have done some dreaming--that they

have really envisioned possible changes and that they 'lave challenged the current

status of both "conventional" and "innovative" schools--and their own situation.

Each person must ask, "Are we really dissatisfied with present programs? Aren't

schools doing a good job? Are the innovative schools any better?" If this

creates discontent, the staff must then wrestle with a rationale for change. If

the search produces more go power, the staff should next plan some tentative

blueprints Planning leads to organizing for change; the staff and strur

must be redeployed to provide mechanics for accomplishing the objective-.

If the staff has envisioned, challenged, philosophized, planned, and organized,

then the group should be at the stage where they are actually ready to create the

changes agreed upon during the pattern suggested above. After actually achieving

the new approaches, there must be a willingness to evaluate--to ask the questions

of whether the school really is significantly better. The task is not yet com-

pleted, as then the staff must reflect on all that has happened and ask themselves

if they are content with their present programs. Generally, the excellent staff

has put together a school that is better, but they also realize that there is

room for further improvement.

This leads them right back to the original notion of envisioning what further

revisions might occur, and from these to challenging, planning, organizing, and

evaluating their programs again and again. This is the way to insure that a

school constantly is at the top of the best schools list. Unless a staff is

prepared to cycle and recycle through constant change and evaluation, the program

soon becomes stagnant. The adults develop an attitude of we are among the best
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and some become smug and harder to change than the "traditional" school. Many

of the innovative schools of the 60's reached a peak and were listed in the "top
10," but as the 70'5 begin, they are no longer among Che pioneer schools. A major

problem now is to not only convince a staff and community that change is necessary,

but also that there must be a permanent change process--and this is a mechanism

few schools have.

Many educators have been saying for a number of years that most of the schools are
obsolete; across the nation, the present school which exists in the great majority

of communities must go the way of the dinosaur. Almost every day we can look at

newspapers, magazines, or booklists and find articles or publications on the need

for revision in the schools. Tho major issue now has become, how do you plan and

achieve this goal?

Fortunately, many inventive educators have been joined by visionary social and
behavioral scientists; within the past ten years an increasing cadre of "change

agents" have been saying the same thing: schools must change. The seeds of dis-

satisfaction with present efforts are being well sown; the great task is to re-

place the obsolete programs, procedures, and buildings with concepts which are

dramatically new in education. The only real quarrels revolve around the ques-
tions of what is better and how can any agreed upon recommendations be implemented.

One of the most important of these new concepts says that "if schools are to be

significantly better, they must be significantly different." If we adopt this

conviction, the question then becomes, "How can we do it?" What are the mecha-

nisms Eor achieving change? Unfortunately, we have no real mechanism for plan-

ning change in education at present. Successful educators are often not able to

tell others how they were able to bring about a particular change. However, we

do now know a few things and are learning others; we know that once we start we

must involve the staff, we must evaluate, and xa must build provisions for on-

going or continuous innovation.

In order to discover additional information about how to Change and wIlat

better, more and more schools are needed AS hearons for Inc _Lion -Jve-

ment. We must have exemplary prn.,. -n= (:,,iools must lead che way. Most

:Jf tfte change that has taken place thus far has been in the suburban schools.

Very little has happened in the rural and urban areas. However, now Che socia:

pressures and the possibilC.ties cf civil strife are forcing renewal in urban

situations. But as 0:F yet very little of immediate consequence has occurred iv

the rural areas or in :he -overwhelming majority of all the schools throughout

the United States. t few projects have been attempted and fortunately some
cities and some states are now getting involved in long range planning, seekin

solutions to suburban, Drbain, and rural dilemmas.

As thi new effort to, plan for change gets underway, we need to undErstand the

role of the local.leafQ.,rship. We must realize Chat some of the locll leaders
must b,...come R and D nenthey must involve themselves in research artcl develop-

menL. Others need to be in-Jenton,: in clucatiom; many need to be ad)pters.

Iitle III and other foundaCion funds hE:ve presented opportunities f,r dreamers

to Lnvet new situatiug anf for research and development to occur. Once thesc

solutioas are presenteC, thi . ideas must be diffused with zeal by ithe_ir advocac.

These issionary type 1iaade7s. are still seeking to understand the mechanics fa:::

spreading new ideas. IT1 tLe past educators have only been involved in dissem-
ination. We have told peopLe about a new idea but very few listened and thus

little cccurred in the sPhr-,-)1_ Wo neef a c:owmiLment from soe schools to
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demonstrateto actually try the idea rather than just talk about it. At the end

of this diffusion process, other school leaders must say, "We would like to try

that." Then -Je get to the third role of some of the local leadership, that of

adoption. Once the decision is made to adopt a new idea, the 1-ocal leadership

must see that the materials are analyzed and evaluated and some determination
made as to whether or not the program is successful enough to pursue further,

either in its present or in a modified form.

During the following discussion of planning for change, many of the mechanical

facets will be considered. But change agents should remember that the focus of

change--the real reascns for planning for Changerevolve around the inclividual

student and individualized learning. We are interested in the universAlity of

education, where all boys and girls receive a better program regardless of abil-

ity, interests, needs, religion, color, geographical location, or any other

factor. American education must begin to focus on the individual, not the group.

In planning for change, we must realize that if we attack people, generally we

will not be particularly successful. People become rather defensive when they

are told they are doing a terrible job or they need to improve, but we can bring

about the same change by attacking the components of the educational system

rather than tb3 people involved. In other words, if we can say to the person,

"If we could only develop a way of doing this differently, just think how much

more we might be able to help these students." People will usually listen to

attacks on the components and sometimes acrept the notion that maybe they should

consider changing some educational practices, but they generally reject personal

attacks.

If change is to occur, consideration must be given to revision of each of the six

components of that school. We certainly must change the learning environment.
Unfortunately, in most schools we still place students in a room with 30 desks

facing a blackboari. If we are to make significant alterations, such as the

abandoomenL of th single textbook, the adoption of multi-media resources, the

elimination of the old 55 minute bus schedule, the replacement of the self-

contained classroom with team teaching centers, and the use of technological

systems, we must develop a mechanism which will offer some hope of rapid and

successful revision. Ironically some of the "big" changes can occur faster and

easier than soma of those thought of as "little" changes; some revisions can be

very effectively and successfully made on the "spur of the moment"; others need

long, painstaking consideration.

There is presently no magic way to achieve change. The ten guidelines suggested

below for planning and effecting improvements in individual schools are not ex-
haustive nor necessarily original, nor do they ensure success. However, they

have proven to be of great value in a number of practical school situations. If

we are going to change attitudes and directions and components of the present
schools, perhaps the ten steps listed might be considered in the present order.

These ten considerations were originally suggested in Volume 3 of the Designing

Education for the Future publication, Planning and Effecting Needed Changes in

Education, now printed by Citation Press. Though modified and revised, they

have stood the test of time and success in many schools the past several years.

The FIRST and most important step or guideline is that of developing committed

leadership. Most srhools generally reflect the principal. The result is that

many schools are rather dull and unimaginative because their administrators fit

that description. The training of administrators through the university and/or



district in-service programs is obsolete. The methods usually dcvelop leaders
who are basically afraid to venture from the time worn path. The intern program
of the National Association of Secondary School Administrators was an attempt to
change this process. The principal of a school must accept that his primary
responsibility is that of achieving change when change is synonomous with im-
provement. The great educational leaders are like orchestra leaders; they carn
their backs to the crowd.

Many principals are actually against change. Some are wondering whether they
should even try to get ready for change; presently they are still sitting on the
fence. Otber administrators are actually deeply involved. Perhaps the descrip-
tion of innovators as stated by Everett Rodgers of Michigan State is rather
appropriate here. "Innovators are venturesome individuals . . . they are gener-
ally young . . . they are cosmopolite . . . they spread new ideas as their gospel
. . . they are likely to be viewed as deviants by their peers . . they are in
step with a different drummer . . . they march to different music." No school
has a chance to make the contemplated change successful if it does not have com-
mitted leadership; it goes beyond the principal, too; there must be a core of
excited innovative teachers who want the program to succeed; they must be just
as much or even more committed than the principal; the administrator cannot
achieve successful change without this committed leadership at the teacher level
too.

The SECOND suggestion or step in the planning process is to review the literature.
This is not just another academic college exercise, but has become quite essential.
At the end of this book is a bibliography which merely gets at some of the writing
on oh Age; it in no way attempts to cover the growing amount of material on the
Chang i Jcess. Much of the best information now available is still in the form
of speeches, mimeographed statements, dittoed copies of someone's ideas, experi-
mental proiect reports, or magazine articles. None of these types have been
listed, but instead merely a few of the books discussing the need for change,
the change process itself, and ways of successfully implementing specific programs.
In order to achieve planned change in a suhool, the committed leauers must read
the literature. Part of this reading relates to the inventing literature--how to
implement the change--how to get acceptance of the idea of individualized instruc-
tion, for example--the real change process in action.

If more administrators would read the literature they could avoid many pitfalls
In the past, reports of value have come from the Cooperative Projects of Educa-
tional Development, from the Ohio State Theory into practice Newsletters, from
the attempted National Institute for the Study of Educational Change, from the
Institute for the Development of Educational Activities, and from the Designing
Education For The Future Projects. Although none are going strong now, the
material produced by their organizations are among the significant publications
regarding planning for successful change. Even now, though, these efforts are
becoming obsolete as many writers and groups have undertaken the task of seeking
answers to the problem of retooling. New organizations and new writers are pro-
ducing more advanced reports. But part of the solution still seems to indicate

that schools need to identify committed leaders at the administrator, teacher,
and student levels; these leaders must read the literature. After accomplishing
these two tasks, schools Chen appear to be ready for the next step in implementing
a specific change.

That THIRD suggestion is for the school to evolve a philosophy. What is going to
be important for boys and girls in the year 2000? Will this change or these
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changes be defensible in terms of basic beliefs? These questions are not an aca-
demic exercise but are crucial to the successful planning for change. The school
needs a working paper in a constant stage of revision, but one which at a given
moment in time can be referred to by a staff when trying to reach a decision about

adopting a change in the school.

This philosophy ought to be rather specific--no more than two or three pages. It

should relate what the teachers really believe abcut students, about learning,

and about education in a rapidly chapging society. Comments on self-direction,
self education, multiple personalities, goals of the learner, motivation, appro-
priate tasks, open-endedness, creativity, positive self-image, success each day,
diagnosis/prescription/alternatives, individualized instruction, continuous prog-
ress, and responsibility must be fairly well spelled out and agreed to by the

staff. A rough working copy of one such effort by a staff is presented here. It

still needs revision and much of it should be stated behaviorally, but it may

serve as a rough sample and thus help schools make a practical start.

The additional "14 points" which are attached to the philosophy statement became

the first revision for this school. The staff felt a need to e..Iplain in more
detail the draft presented here before writing a new one. After two years this
still stands as a daily workable model which is constantly referred to when dif-

ferences of opinion and policy develop at the school.

Tentative Working
STATEMENT OF SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY

I. Purpose

A. The school serves persons and groups by helping each one to understand
and to respect themselves, other people, and their world, by becoming
responsible, decision making, self-directing, value judging, self-educating

individuals.

B. The school is to benefit education as a whole through innovation, experi-
mentation, research, evaluation, and dissemination of many new programs.
To this end conventional methods should continue only where they really

appear to be best for certain individual students; this rchool should be

one of those probing the future.

C. As part of the experimental nature of the program, the school provides a
laboratory setting for pre-service and in-service training of teachers
and administrators in cooperation with schools of education, especially

aiding new designs in teacher education.

II. Beliefs: Stated beliefs are based upon present knowledge and understanding
of growth and learning; they may change as future research changes
that knowledge.

A. The Student:

1. All students are different and have different capabilities, needs, and
interests which change from day to day even within the same student.

2. Anything taught and any method used to teach it should be appropriate
to the student's capabilities and relevant to his needs and interests
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at the particular time, rather than be only continual preparation for

the next step in his-education.
3. Every student should find some success every day; the school must

utilize every person, method, and material possible tc give him a

greater chance for success.
4. Because factual knowledge changes and multiplies so rapidly, emphasis

should be placed on process and inquiry rather than on product and

content. The student should be encouraged to enjoy learning, to be

receptive to change, and to educate himself.
5. The student should be encouraed to learn how to ask questions, find

answers, organize his information, and draw generalizations from his

information.
6. Each student should have the necessary freedom in which to direct his

own behavior, make his own decisions, and form his own values. Through

this freedom he c21 develop respect both for his own worth and unique

qualities and the rights of others.
7. With this freedum, the student must be taught to accept responsibility

for the results of his behavior and decisions. A situation in which

the student disciplines himself is most conducive to learning.

8. The emphasis in both teaching and learning should be on human rela-

tions, tolerance, and understanding rather than on content and skills,

though these are also necessary. "The goal of the school program is

to help him develop an inner self capable of finding solutions."

B. Learning:

1. In order to learn, each student must consider himself capable of

learning and worthy of being taught.

2. The student must be interested in what he is studying and motivated

to learn; the most effective motivation comes from within the student

and occurs when he sees the relevance of what he is learning to hi5-.

own goals.
3. The student learns best when he is trusted, when his ideas are respected,

and when his learning behavior is reinforced. Negative criticism and

failure lead to discouragement and further failure.

4. Creaeivity is encouraged when the student feels free to question every-

thing, when divergent thinking is rewarded and when thought and imagin-

ation are the goals of factual information and memory.

C. The School:

1. Persons affected by a decision (students, parents, teachers, and
administrators) should have a part in making that decision.

2. Curriculum should not be rigid, either for all students or for all

time. Continuous evaluation of the curriculum should provide for

continual change as the individual student and situation change.

3. Teachers must work and plan together in order to personalize each
student's program, unify the curriculum, and give the student the

benefit of multiple personalities. Time must be made available for

this cooperative planning.
4. The schedule must be sufficiently flexible to allow a variety of

groupings, time patterns, and uses of resources.

5. The school should, whenever possible, respond to and encourage students

and teachers rather than restrict them.



D. Resou-,:ces;

1. The future education requires a wise, knowledgeable empathetic teacher.

2. All available human resources should be utilized in the most effecti-Je

way possible to expand and enrich the student's education. To this

end, specialists should delegate their non-specialized functions to

otIvars; teachers and counselor.s should not be wasted in clerical duties.

3. Materials of all kinds must be provided, or developed if they are not

otherwise available, for students of all abilities and at all levels.

4. Multi-sensory materials should be used tc reinforce learning and to

provide every possible chance to reach each individual student.

5. Teachers must be aware cf all new technological and psychological

developments which could be utilized in educaion and must evaluate

the results of their use.

Additional 14 Points
star_ements of school policy

1. A major element of importarIce in r.he program is the teacher-pupil match--a

child may choose any teacher (ghenever possible) on the team in an attempt

to find that match--we knr,w that persunality/perception/interest/sex/age/

skill of consultants make a difference; the students also need to realize

that it is viossible to choose a teacher other than the customary one formally

assigned.

2. The affective domain Is most important--self-image, success, attitude toward

learning; the psychomotor is second--gross motor, fine motor, visual motor,

auditory discrimination. After both these areas are in good shape, the

cognitive comes easily, if the curriculum is individually paced. Then all

those areas should develop concurrently, working on anywhere difficulty

arises at a later time. Sometimes, though, the cognitive can be a key to

improve the affective.

3 There is no such thing as a grade level. Consultants must stop referring to

6th grade math or 2nd grade reading. Students should be referred to only as

inOividuals or in temporary groups--the drug group, the astrology group. In

a nongraded continuous progress program, comparison of a student with another

or with a fictitious group norm cannot be used to equate progress; these

comparisons have validity only in individual diagnosis and prescription.

4 Each consultant must know each of his students thoroughly in relation to the

student's progress in his area, Consultants in various teams must meet

frequently to discuss students.

Each advisor is responsible for knowing each of his advisees in all areas--

the affective, psychomotor, and cognitive--as related to all study experi-

ences, involvement, and ether phases of school life. Each advisor is respon-

sible for checking the progress of each of his advisees every few weeks and

for seeing that additional help is sought from ccunselors, psychologists,
administrators, parents, other staff, and outside professional help if a

student has a problem. We do not expect to be able to solve every problem,

but the advisor is responsible for seeing that each advisee has a program

aimed at overcoming his difficulty--realizing that the program may or may

not be successful at that moment in time; continuous program review is

necessary.
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a. Each consultant is to send each advisor a number of reports each year con-

cerning that work of the student; the advisor is responsible for completing
the yearly evaluation report for each advisee and gor cleaning out or
catching up each file--following procedure recommended by the counseling
team.

b. Each advisor must communicate the parents, following procedures set
up by a faculty committee. In general, the parents should realize that
if we do not contact them, the student is progressing; in the meantime,
the parent may contact the school if he feels it is necessary.

6. Each learning situation is generally to operate in five phases--much 1-1,

open lab, and independent study, with small and large groups as needed.
Thc?.re should be no problem of grouping; if some students want to meet in a

group, or some teachers see value in a group, groups can be arranged.

7. The best possible curricula is usually student developed; but, if necessary,

some portions of an individual student's program may be prescribed for him.
Optional attendance is still the general policy; however, an individual
student can be required to come to a particular learning situation if it has

been agreed upon by the student, a group of teachers, parents, and advisor.

8. All formerso called "allied" curricular activities--such as dances, clubs,
athletics--are considered part of a student's learning activities as well as

part of a teacher's contract. Plans for activities which take place outside
the usual school procedures should be discussed with the associate director

in charge of student programs. All students shall be eligible for activities
unless a faculty group has reason to prescribe exceptions.

9. The Student/Parent/Faculty Advisory councils can submit requests directly to

the Board of Directors if the request seems to affect only that group. Where
the requests obviously affect another group as well, they must go through the

Joint Council by way of the associate director in charge of community services.

10. Students must be heavily involved in school development if the school is to

be successful. Faculty are encouraged to encourage student participation--
including younger students--in formulating school improvements and policies.

11. Faculty members must learn to function as team members in practice as well as

in theory. rour people working, teaching, and communicating together about a
group of kids can do a better job than four individuals who refuse to work
together--that is, to discuss curricula, student progress, and problems and

reach a mutually beneficial solution. Student interns are members of this

team. For example, there are not two industrial arts teachers, there are
four; thus, how can four help 200 kids, not how can two with some assistance

help 200. This means stuaent interns must make quality efforts.

12. There are "stop signs7. at school. Kids do not have complete freedom--there
are restrictions. But those restrictions are similar to the few imposed
when one has a driver's license--speed limits, stop signs, road courtesies.

Teachers should be no more restrictive than these few simple requests indi-

cate; but they should be restrictive, as the policeman is, when there are

violations.
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13. Teachers need to be aware of media center/library facilities when building
curricula, and need to be aware that some students learn better through
auditory and visual methods.

14. This is a 12-month continuous progress school. Students Should be able to
plug in, plug out, speed up, slow down, start, stop courses at any time, and
take as long as desired for the study.

Before writing the tentative draft, and when constructing the additional 14 points,
the school leaned heavily on statements about learning which were published in the
1959, ASCD pamphlet, Learning More About Learning. These assumptions are listed
here as a further guide for students and staff to consider in developing a state-
ment of school philosophy.

1. Learning is a problem of the total personality.
2. Learning is a problem of an individual's peIsonal discovery of meaning.
3. To teach a person we must understand him. This is more easily accomplished

by trying to see him and his work as he sees them.
4. Education must start with problems that are important and need-relevant

to them.
5. Since needs, values, and attitudes are such important determiners of

perception, education must seek to help students know what needs, values,
and attitudes are important to them and to consider these fully and in
relation to each other.

6. Since personal perceptions are not realMly changed through the introduction
of objective evidence, education must begin with the beliefs of students
and relate knowledge to their peculiar perceptions.

7. Perceptions are most readily changed through a re-examination of needs,
values, attitudes, and the possible meanings of previous experience.

8. Knowledge is but one determiner of human behavior.
9. Learners learn in response to their needs and perceptions, not those of

their teachers.
10. Education must start where the child is and permit him to determine his

own direction and pace.
11. Not specific behavior but adequacy of perception and openness to experi-

ence should be the goals of education.

The FOURTH step or suggestion in changing a school is to create a dissatisfaction.
Assuming that the philosophy that has been written indicates other than those now
being reached are part of the goals of the school, the faculty and students must
begin to challenge themselves: "If we are not meeting the goals and objectives,
why aren't we? Could we find a better way to do it?" This questioning begins to
develop a dissatisfaction with the inappropriate programs currently in operation
in the school. When we look at the fact that almost one-third drop out of school
on their first attempt at a high school diploma, that another one-third can be
classified as in-school dropouts, and that only one-third go to college, it becomes
rather obvious that if the philosophy reflects the type of thinking presented in
this book then certainly the present schools are not satisfactory and ought to
undergo rapid change.

The FIFTH suggestion or step is to overcome the barriers. If there are problems
preventing the implementation of successful programs which would enable the school
to reach its objectives, then those barriers must be identified and removed. Some
of the barriers can be attributed to school superintendents, some to college pro-
fessors, to state departments, to boards of education, to parents, to teachers,



and to students. In other woras, there are many reasons why schools have had and

do have barriers to improvement.

In identifying these impediments to progress, it becomes obvious that many are

caused by educators. For example, we as a profession have believed that if we

could have 25 students in a class, that --,rould be the optimum slze, and that with

this enrollment students could learn better, in spite of the fact thaL there is

no research to validate this notion. We have said that if we could have one

teacher with this class, and that if this class and this one teacher could meet

daily for the equivalent of 275 minutes a week at the high school level, Of for

the equivalent of 25 hours on the elementary level, then we would have successful

schools, and boys and girls would get a good education.

In high school we have spent time arguing whether seven periods or six periods are

better for the learning process, when the truth of the matter was and is that

neither one of them has any reason for existence. We have said that if a teacher

has a free period, she is a better teacher. We -1=vvre said that if a teacher has

18 semester hours of those wonderful educati_l- c=zses and then 18 morc semester

hours subject areas, these 7A hours would r_ake aer qualified to teat

not ce::ify someone who Las only 17 3/4 hour3 in :_ducation. We have cc

number f books in the Ilbrary, and in spite o. ie fact that very few

schooL have met the ste7dards as set by the Pzalcan Library Associatf

still try to say that bocks in the library ind:Lcr77e quality. These arE.

of barriers that we have to overcome.

h. We do
unted the
of the
on, we
examples

Guideline SIX indicates that after identifying the barriers to change, one way

of overcoming these impediments is to arrange for models. In other words, the

teacher mut sometimes see a model or hear about an idea in order to recognize

the manner in whicn the notion might be accomplished in their school before they

are ready to try something new.

One model to set up in a school could be called the rational model. Some teachers

are willing to change by reading about it. In other words, a teacher picks up a

book on non-grading and while reading it says, "This makes sense to me; I'd like

to try it." Some are sold by this kind of model. A second type of teacher is

sometimes sold by what could be called the sales model. The outside consultant

comes in, gives a large group presentation, meets with teachers in small groups,

has a dynamic sales personality, and convinces a teacher to go ahead and get

started on a new idea. A third type is the demonstration model. Some teachers

just will not change without actually seeing it in operation. Therefore, for

these teachers, trips need to be arranged for them to see the program in operation.

A fourth type of model that can be established is what is called the money model.

Not being sure the proposal will actually work, but having money available to

make the attempt is one way of getting some involved in innovation who might not

otherwise try. This is risk money; the teachers feel they have nothing to lose

and much to gain. In changing a school, all of these models and more need to be

used.

For example, in trying to change schools in the Lake Region of South Dakota from

1967 to 1969, the Title III Regional Center set up the Innovative Schools Project

where teachers attempted various new innovations; then they visited each other to

discuss the change and decide whether or not they wanted them in their particular

school. The districts in the project were classified as operational, advanced

planning, planning, and pre-planning, depending upon the stage of development they

had reached in terms of successful implementation of the innovation. This regional

concept to change provided immediate models for many teachers to see and discuss.
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Other regions are taking a page from the county extension agent; universities

and colleges and public schools are joining together in a cooperative effort;

sometimes five districts combine efforts in innovation by pooling part of their

financial and personnel resources. Much more can often be accomplished by
cooperative efforts than if each of the five districts tries to go it alone.

There is no need, for example, in many areas, for all five districts to try to

buy a computer; they might lease one cooperatively and all fivc Mare in its

services and potential.

Suggestion SEVEN is to consider the budget. After a staff has determined it has

the cDmmitted leadership for the proposed change (1), after -taff has read

the literature about the change and how to implement it (2), a. i iE,termining

that tae change fits the stated philosophy of the school (3), -acoming

dissatisfied enough with the present program to desire a revisic= (4 , afar
identify 771g the barriers previously preventing a different progr=
finally, after considering various models as to how the proposeE

be developed (6), the staff is now ready to carefully review the (7-",

and look at the cost of the proposed change, to see whether the cir and f*aanc-

ing seem worth the potential improvement.

Some of the changes are going to cost more money. In-service worksao7os,

media centers, technological developments, new facilities, and ac:Dtical floor-

ing all cost money. In most of the early innovation projects aro-: the =2-tion,

Ford, Kettering, Carnegie, Rockefeller, Danforth, or federal fu _173m EETEA

provided the impetus to change. But regardless of how much money available,

Plan A eventually has to equal Plan B, because there is only a ce:tain sum, no

matter whether a traditional or innovative program is attempted. Further, much

of the money being spent now under the guise of change should be spent in the

traditional program. A library is not new; yet few schools have an adequate

one--especially considering the media center concept; thus in many instances we

are merely "catching up" to where we should have been long ago.

Actually, the key in considering the budget is to realize that with a little

imagination a great deal can be done on exactly the same budget most school

districts now have. For example, rather than hire two first grade and two second

grade teachers and give them four self-contained rooms, for the same amount of

money and in the same space, three teachers can be hired along with three teacher

aides. A wall can be removed rather inexpensively, and these teachers and their

aides can team teach, team plan, build daily variable flexible schedules or daily

smorgasbord schedules, can utilize large and small group instruction, independent

study, continuous progress, self-pacing, responsibility, self-direction, and

techniques of inquiry and discovery; they can become involved in new curriculum

materials, and completely individualized instruction; all of these can be achieved

for the same expense it would cost to run four traditional classrooms. One of the

methods of change then involves a re-allocation of the budget and a little imagin-

ation. Many schools make the mistake of waiting until more money is available;

much can be done with what we have.

Suggestion EIGHT is to select an alternative. Once the budget has been considered,

there has to be a decision as to whether the entire school will become involved.

In other words, will all the teachers and all the students be placed in the new

program or would it be better to start with a third of the stude'ts aryl staff.

Generally, in most schools about 30 per cent of the teachers E:-.77E :ready to go right

now. Abo_lt 40 per cent want to sit on the fence for a year or t,-o, and about 30

per cent are against any change.



If the school is a new one built for improved education, and especially if a new
staff is hired, the school should follow the 100 per cent approach and move im-

mediately toward new directions in education. Even in older schools, if the prin-
cipal has good staff support, generally the 100 per cent method can be used.

However, if only 30 per cent seem ready, then the school should start with that
group of parents, teachers, and students who are ready for change. We usually
make the mistake of waiting until we have a majority, and that is not necessary.
Start with those who believe in change; it is not fair that they should br- :ced

to teach or learn in a rigid school just because some want to and others are not

sure. Let some stay rigid for awhile, but let the innovators innovate.

Tougher schools to change can be started by the so-called pilot project or -e

project method where perhaps two teachers in sophomore English work together Ln
a small teaming project. This is much too slow and not recommended unless ti.ere
is no better opportunity. In a few schools, it may be necessary to use the 'no
project" method. In this situation, a few "busy bees," so to speak, begin dis-
cussing new ideas among the faculty over a cup of coffee. If it is necessar7 to
start at that point, then start there; but do that rather than wait. Get them
involved in discussing possible changes and develop their readiness to accept
some of the concepts. Many of the basic ideas have already been tried often
nationally so now we know that they will work if implemented properly. We can
speed up the process of change by selecting an alternative that will lead where
we are going faster and more effectively than if no course of action were planned
at all.

Suggestion NINE is to provide for ongoing evaluation--as was emphasized in
Chapter 7, but repeated here as one of the steps in planning. Innovators are
generally now evaluators and probably should not be, but somebody must evaluate.
As change occurs, methods of evaluating the program must be built into the
system. There needs to be continuous short term (daily, weekly, monthly) eval-
uation as to present success and direction. There has to be evaluation at the end
of a large period of time, such as after a year or several years. We must plan
some type of determination as to whether or not the final product is indeed any
better than what was being developed before. Many objective and subjective eval-
uation methods are now available to measure a number of the innovations, and the
findings of many of the studies are beginning to show that most of the new con-
cepts in education, when properly developed, do help provide a better program for

the students.

Suggestion TEN is titled Sell-Implement-Sell. After proceeding through the first
nine guidelines, the proposed change should now be ready to create and implement.
Before implementation, though, there is the necessary job of making sure that
through the process of decision making, the idea to be tried has been sold well
enough to launch the project. For example, if the staff wants to begin flexible
scheduling, they must be sure that enough of the school board and central office
and parents and students are convinced that this would be a worthy endeavor if
the project is to be a success. This is why having optional choices for parents
and teachers and students is best--go there if you want a traditional program,
or here if you prefer the new type.

Once the final decision is made, the staff must begin to implement the practice
or practices created in a more or less step-by-step process by observing the ten
suggest:ono just described.
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The second sell in the title refers to the fact that even after implementation is

under way, there must be a continuous effort to sell the i'lee daat the experiment
is successful and certainly worn continuing and that there s'Eould not be too much
concern over son ,. of the problems that possibly have developed. These problems

are to be expecLed. Of course, if the experiment does not seem to ..7e a better ap-
proach, the school may want to drop it. However, generally, if tha idea is sound
in the first place and has been well planned, then if the experiment does not suc-
ceed, it is usually not because the experiment itself is not worthwhile, but most
often because of bugs in the creation or faulty implementation. Perhaps at that
stage the staff will want to revise their _Ldeas and their methods cf implementa-
tion and re-evaluate what they have done thus far. It may be most appropriate
to try again in a more polished manner. It takes two to three years to success-
fully implement massive change.

One of the most important factors in selling the idea of innovation to the com-
munity is to "brainwash" students into sales ambassadors. The best salesmen for
a new program are the students. If they like the program, are excited about it:,
and it makes sense to them, generally the program will be successful. The parents
will buy almost anything if the students like it. However, if the students aren't
happy and are dissatisfied with the program, the school is in trouble immediately.
Many schools make the mistake of trying to implement by just announcing to the
students that this is going to be the new program. The students must be an in-
tegral part of the planning, they most understand why; there must be a great
deal of discussion and understanding; the students must become firm believers

themselves and carry the message. They more than the teachers, in the initial
stages, will determine the success of the program.

Specific steps that might be taken during the sell-implement-sell stage are sug-
gested: (1) an explanation to the staff as to what total program might emerge;
this can be accomplished through a series of large group, small group, independent
study, and individual conference techniques; (2) it can be explained to larger
groups of parents and students; assuming that small groups of parents and students

have been involved in the initial planning and explanations to the staff; (3)
then start the program; (4) continue to sell the general student body and staff
and reinforce the idea that what is going on is all right; (5) explain the pro-
gram again to all the involved groups in various types of large, small, and
individual presentations; (6) lock the door and remove the phone. No matter how
careful the effort has been to involve the staff, parents, and students, and to

explain and let them ask questions and become committed, it can be expected that

there will be a group that will be anti the attempt or frustrated at certain
stages of the innovation effort. If the phone is on the hook so that it can ring,
the school will be constantly bombarded; here is another reason not to sit in the
typical administrator's office. Those responsible for the change will hear, "We
do not like the program, we do not understand it, we want you to stop." However,
the real test of the program and when the school can tell it probably will be
successful is when phone calls begin where the parents say, "I still do not under-
stand it, may not like it, and do not want you to sell doughnuts; but go ahead

and do it. The kids love school, and how can I agrue with success."

The key to student support is STUDENT INVOLVEMENT; they must understand why these
changes; they must also comprehend the concept that WITH FREEDOM GOES RESPONSIBILITY
AND COURTESY. The students must understand, for example, why they are being given
a schedule that varies from day to day and why this schedule is going to leave them
large blocks of open time where they are going to schedule themselves. During this
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unsc:2duLd time, th_ must understan6 t- opportunities. They should realize
tha- they can choose tiot dog, the library-media center, or a classroom, or
ab, 20 other places ,Iround the school. They must understand, when they choose
to zo to a spot, what possibilities are there. They must agree not to eat dough-
nuts in the media center but ictead in the student center. These are the kir,ds

understandings the ,udents must have clearly in mind to make daily schedulin
or example, a succesL,- If they can see that their present schedu1,2 does rnt pr,-

-iide these opportunities, they will quickly become dissatisfied arH ready to con-
sider the new program.

In further preparing them for the new program and as part of an onoing proces,
there should be several student-faculty teams. There can be a student-faculty
team for curriculum, another for ideas, another for communication, and another
for evaluation. In other words, there may be ten students, four faculty members
and one administrator on a team for curriculum. These students leave school
from time to time with several teachers and administrators; the fifteen of thm
can sit down in a conference room at a restaurant spending from 9 until 12 di-
cussing the various curricula, problems, need for revisions, and the type of
program the school ought to have. From 12 to 1 they have lunch in the restau-
rant; from 1 to 4 they continue their discussion. It is a most exciting process
to see students and faculty operating on a one-to-one basis in this kind of
interaction. Each member of the committee, students and faculty alike, have one
vote. When suggestions are finally made and brought to a vote, this vote is
recorded and submitted to the administration as a recommendation.

Another team considers new ideas in general. There should be a group of students
and faculty who spend time thinkingjust brain storming for ways that the present
school can be made a better school. There ought to be a team for communication so
that student problems can be brought to the faculty and administration, and con-
versely faculty and administration problems brought to the students. Finally,
there ought to be a team for evaluation. The students and faculty involved should
draw up surveys and questionnaires of various kinds and submit them to parents,
fellow students, and faculty members to determine how the program is regarded
and what might be improved. This whole philosophy, this whole concept, is built
around the notion that with freedom goes responsibility. Students must be heavily
involved with the faculty in the decision making process of the school.

To follow these ten planning suggestions with any degree of success, there must
be supportive efforts. For example, the parents in both small and large groups
must work with the teachers and administrators to communicate the ideas that are
being planned or developed. Consultant service must be provided. In-service
training for teachers is not a luxury, but a necessity. The teachers must have
planning time, and the planning time must come during the school day; it cannot
be done at 5 o'clock at night or on Sunday afternoon.

Another type of supportive effort that must be provided by the administration is
travel. Teachers should be allowed to visit programs in operation. The state
department must become involved. For example, suppose a school wanted to try
optional attendance. Most state departments would say, "Oh no, you cannot do
that." We need state department leaders who will say, "Sure, that sounds like
a good idea to us, go ahead and try it. We will help you evaluate." Teachers
should have days off from school where they are paid to do nothing 1-)ut think.
This is not heresy, is not impossible, and does not require extra budget; this
is feasible. We have done it in a number of schools. Educators need to be paiC



to spend sotne time thinking; studies in industry show that think days produce

dividends.

The board, superLntandent, school leadership, staff must be supportive of the

philoswhy. Z'or example, right now in most of the elementary school districts,

attendance i5 de:Ler-I:lined by chance of address. Little Mary lives on the north

side of Pifth Avenue. She must go to the Red school; but if little Sally lives

on the south side cf Fifth Avenue, she must go to the Blue School. We let a

few feet of real estate decide a child's education. This is absolutely ridiculous;

it is cOhtzarY to all philosophical statements regarding individual differences of

studentS grld for developing a program based on the needs of individuals. It is

quite possible that Mary, who must go to the Red School, would be better off in

the fllue 5eh0o1; and it is quite possible that Sally, who must go to the Blue

School, Vould be better in the Red School. There must be other methods devised

to alIoW Students to be more selective of the kind of school that is the most

appropriate for their needs. Schools should be established with a very specific

philosophy, and then parents and students should be invited to become involved in

this school as one of a volunteer enrollment on the basis of commitment to the

philosophy of the school.

Part of trlis supportive effort involves admitting failure. If the attempt to

change was a sincere effort to improve and if the attempt by chance does fail,

then there j.s nothing wrong with saying, °We tried it and were sincere; we thought

it would be better, but it was not. Therefore, we are going to drop it and either

go back t o vihat we were doing before or try a different plan that hopefully might

be better."

If a staff is Sincere about its attempt to change in terms of improving what might

happen to boys and girls, then change must be implemented rapidly. The staff

cannot take three years to accomplish something that might be done in three months.

In doing it 1.n three months, problems develop that often do not appear if created

over a thre e,year period. On the other hand, if the staff has a philosophy that

the progam lieeds improving and needs it now, and they cannot wait three years,

then they mast move rapidly. They may make mistakes during this time, but these

must be expected, accepted, and dealt with as they occur.

What are the implications for the future? Why must we plan for change? We have

said they.e ate at least 69 or more revisions occurring in schools today. These

revisions demand new philosophies; they demand a courage not usually found in

most AMerican educators.

It has been suggested that in order to achieve the school being advocated in this

book, the ten steps outlined in this chapter related to planning for all the

changes can be of value to the educators trying to develop a new kind of school.

No scho 01 has reached the goal yet. No public or parochial school in North America

is the 10-170 envisioned in this book.

What we ate looking for are innovative educators committed to a vision of and a

search for siWficantly different and better kinds of schools. The timid at

this point will shy away. Those with courage will continue to search, committed

to a philosophy that "maybe tomorrow education will be better."

We can perflp.s summarize this chapter on p lanning for change by indicating that

the creati01-1 and implementation of new programs cannot wait for perfection. The



important factor in this entire chapter is that many educators now believe we
caa plan for and achieve the implementation of better schools if we are creative
and devise a mechanism for the particular situation. We are on the threshold of
a great adventurE in education. Plans are needed today for achieving the kinds
of educational programs that we now know are possible. We can develop that
educational moon rocket.
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Chapter 9

How To Start

These pages on how to start are not at all intended to be theoretical; there are

some elements which may seem like broad generalizations; however when the specific

comments are individually analyzed, it should be clear that these form the base

of any real practical change in schools. The comments here will lay the ground

work, while those in the chapters following will attempt to give more detailed

guidelines as to how to Implement the 69 elements of change listed in the glossary.

It would take 69 books or at least 69 chapters to give "all the answers," and then

many of them would only be temporary or only fit some schools. All 69 are touched

upon somewhere in this book, but only a handful are spelled out in much detail.

As this Chapter should make clear, cookbook recipes in schools are of limited

value, but the concepts and illustrations should make it possible for creative

educators to create more humane schools.

In the past two decades there has been an increasing amount of soul searching

going on in the hearts and minds of educators and the public in general as to the

effect of the public schools. More and more have become increasingly dissatisfied

as they have challenged the status quo. Generally a commitment is growing that

the conventional schools could not be much wo.....se when compared with what we should

and could be doing in a nation with the knowledge and resources to put man on the

moon. If the educators in a school are not really dissatisfied, successful chang:2

will not occur,

As has been previously stated, there is no guaranteed mechnnism to achieve success-

ful change in public schools. All that can be done is to list some guidelines

which have been learned over the past 10-15 years. The Model Schools Project of

the National Association of Secondary Schools is making progress; hopefully out

of their experiences will come additional knowledge related to the process of

change. Each of these efforts contributes to the basic questions: How does one

accomplish rapid retooling? How does a school staff start?

There are now identified seven key ingredients to mix into the blend. These seven

are presented, followed by some practical illustrations.

Guideline one: dissatisfaction--there must be discontent with the existing struc-

ture among at least the change oriented minority of the community (and there is

this strong minority in almost every town in North America as related to the de-

sire to revise the conventional schoolhouse); if everyone is satisfied with the

status quo, no change will occur. Therefore, as a Practical how to start message,

be sure that the strong minority group wanting change has been identified and

mobilized for supportive action.

Guideline two: commitment--there must be a belief that better schools can be

developed. The staff must have confidence that they can accomplish the needed

revision. There must be the fervor of the old-fashioned revival--they must really

believe.

Guideline three: work--the staff which gets involved, and especially those who

will provide the leadership, must be willing to work like they have never worked



before in schools--the first two years of massive reform are the hardest and do
demand 26 hour days. For example, the author one week spent 122 hours physically
in the building in str-listing one school. Arriving at work at 7 a.m. with no break-
fast and staying until 2 or 3 a.m. with no lunch and only a minimal dinner were
regular hot.= for several seven day weeks. One may ask if it is worth it. The
trick is to get enough experience in the group that tasks can be decentralized.
Then individual loads can be lightened, but 1..egardless of the exact number of
hours,, the point that must be quite clear is that in developing a new program,
long hard hours are demanded in the early stages.

Guideline four: creacivity--there must be idea people who have the confidence that
they can attack and solve the problems and frustrations when change is attempted
in a community.. Snags always develop in a new prcgram. Usually the problem is
not the idea or philosophy, but the method of implementation.

Guideline five: leadership--change does not need to cost more looney, except
for the catchup dollars to bring equipment, facilities, and staff for programs
which have been neglected in the past or have not been previously implemented,
but it does mean a reallocation of resources. In terms of personnel, it does
mean that additional persons are needed at the decision making, implementation of
change level. If a school has had two administrative personnel in the past, it
usually means moving to four. Th-;_s may or may not mean additions to the total
staff, but the shifting of assignments must free additional help at the support
team level.

Guideline six: paraprofessionals--more money is not necessarily the answer, but
more adults are part of the need. By hiring six teachers instead of seven, im-
mediately money is released to hire three or four paraprofessionals, making a
staff of nine instead of seven.

Guideline seven: clerical/custodial--most educators starting schools have failed
to provide adequate clerical and custodial help. New programs mean more typing,
ditto sheets, explanations, record conversion, and all the rest. Further, the
building is harder to keep clean, walls need remodeling, electrical outlets need
installation, and a host of other such practical considerations. Custodians are
among the most important staff members in the change process, but in most school
districts they are the "forgotten man" when plans for change are implemented.

Now the ta3k is to apply these guidelines to practical illustrations. They can be
used to show how to change a district, or a school, or a room. Perhaps the best
place to start is with some short, simple examples from a current school district.
If the key words in education today are humaneness, options, alternatives, and
relevancy, then it only makes sense that these would be the concepts that would
determine the methods by which theory becomes practice.

To provide humane approaches, the district must have at least three types of pro-
grams. To start, then, the district can identify one elementary school as an open,
flexible school and one as a more moderate team teaching but somewhat structured
approach; the other schooig can be left conventional while people have time to
reflect. Obviously, the size of the distlicL and the size of the schools cause
variations in the format. A large district can identify several schools as open
programs. Buses can criss-cross, car pools can be formed, and students can walk;
this allows the one or more open schools to also be open attendance areas for the
entire district rather than be a required neighborhood school.
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The same can be done at the middle and high school buildings. Even better, one

or more of the buildings can be converted to a K-12 program, an old country school-

house under one roof. Does this theory work? Yes, look at one example of a town

in 1970. All the elementary schools are pretty much self-contained conventional

programs; the junior and senior highs are still quite rigid--bells, hall passes,

required classes, and all the rest. In other words, the parents have a choice of

sending their stildents to good structured neighborhood schools.

The middle-of-the-road schools at this time are provided by the parochial schools.

Unfortunately, they have a tuition fee and some parents object to the religious

affiliations, but they do provide a middle-of-the-road approach to change which

should be available in the public schools. Until it is, the parochial schools do

provide an alternative.

Then there is a open school sitting in the middle of the picture, a pre K-12

school offering a very flexible, optional program, such as is described in Chapter

3. There is no cost to the pareat, nor is bus transportation provided. Attendance

is open to anyone in the entire district. In other words, there are no neignor-

hood attendance lines for the school--only district boundaries; instead students,

parents, and teachers volunteer for this program. The students and parents in-

volved can check out at any moment--as soon as they are dissatisfied enough to

move. Yet in this town labeled a conservative, midwestern farm community of

40,000, surrounded by a preck-ainantly rural environment, this open school is full

and each year has more applicants than it can handle. In fact, the biggest

public relations problem has been to explain to some upset parents why the school

cannot find room for their sons and daughters. Almost every community in America

has parents and students who want open schools. The scene just described serves

as a model for the nation.

Now, suppose there is only one school in the district in a small rural area, or

that there is only one school in the district willing to change, or that the di=-

trict is huge and all of its schools are so big nit transporting students to a

specific location would be difficult: how than can a start be achieved? The

answer is quite simple: the school-within-a-school. If the high school has 2100

students, then one house of about 600 students can be established as an open high

school. The middle house of 800 can be a modified op=...n plan, while the remaining

700 can stay in a very structured program. Teachers, students, and parents can

choose which alternative to education makes the most sense for them as individuals

at this moment in time.

At the elementary level, a school of 900 could be divided into three schools of

300 each. When conflicts arise over shared facilities the first year, such as

gymnasiums and other special areas, the flexible school sets up a flexible schedule

to work around the structure. If an elementary school has twelve teachers, as an

example, it can remain a neighborhood attendance area and still have an open and

closed approach.

For example, seven teachers could form a self-contained IC-6 room and school envi-

ronment. Five other teachers volunteer to start an unstructured open program;

they can be given five rooms at one end of the building and a few holes can be cut

through walls. When one resigns, three paraprofessionals can be hired in his or

her place. Thus four teachers and three aides, or se.ven adults, can take the same

150 students as would be assigned to five classrooms of 30 each, and in the five

rooms develop a completely open nongraded, team taught, individualized program

with emphasis on the affective and psychomotor damains; they can develop a



completely different program so that students and parents have a choice at no

extra cost to the school district and no split in the community as to what kind

of program to offer; the answer is easy; offer both! And then offer programs

in between open and closed.

Now another challenging but exciting problem has developed in school districts

which have already succeeded in developing open, semi-open, and closed volunteer

Gchools within the system. A number of students, teachers, and parents in the open

school are saying that they are not really "open" because state laws still require

compulsory attendance, the school still wervies about communication with the col-

leges, and some parents still prescribe math for their children even though the

student does not want it at this moment in time. This group is now requesting

a true "private free school" within the district where all volunteers really are

willing to break the barriers.

In these "public Summerhills," the parents agree to put no pressure on the child

regarding work or studying math; the teachers are not identified as art teachers

or math teachers, but only adults working in any area they and the youngster want

to share experiences, Records are not kept for colleges and attendance is not a

concern. No schedule of any kind is built. These types of programs are available

in limited numbers of private schools, but the concept of a truly open free school

within the public system, where pressures of schedules, courses, and transfers are

removed is a revolutionary breakthrough for public districts willing to try. Some

students need this approach. Larger school districts can easily make small starts

in these directions. During the 70's, the really great, humane school districts

will not only have three kinds of schools--open, moderate, conventional--but will

develop a free school to the left of the open program and probably another type

of structure for the pre-state school youngster. These multiple alternatives are

possible now; the person centered, humane educators of the 70's will provide for

this type of revolution.

Unfortunately some leadership is still so weak in districts in America, that the

district will not move to provide humane approaches, nor will a school take the

step. What then can an individual teacher do? The answer is that the teacher

can do almost the same program within the confines of the four walls all day or

for 55 minutes in a secondary program, except that the teacher cannot do it as

well alone as in conjunction with other staff and more flexible time and facilities

organizations. But the teacher can pretty well individualize within each subject;

he or she can interrelate curricula, can give large group presntations, hold
small group conferences, provide for open labs and independent study and conduct

one-to-one conferences or tutoring. A pharmacy of materials is needed, which can

be gathered over a period of time; students need to learn self-selection of cur-

ricula. Parent volunteers can be enlisted to help with the young children, but

much of what has been and will be presented in this book can be implemented by

the adult in a single classroom.

13any individual teachers have used exciting creative approaches for years, but have

been handicapped by the organization--the inhumaneness of conventional school dis-

tricts. In the 1960s many schools began to break the old barriers--they were the

pioneers for the schools of the 70's. It is possible to bring about immediate rapid

revision in a school district or a school if the seven ingredients listed at the

start of this chapter are given attention, if the idea of schools-within-a-school

is adhered to, if enrollment is on a voluntary basis, and if humane leadership is

available in the community.
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If the leadership is there, change can even be accomplished on a regional or state

level. Perhaps an illustration of the impact that can occur might be the dramatic

change that many schools in the northeastern counties of South Dakota underwent in

the late sixties. Even though the Title III centers have now closed and thus the

regional and state leadership has slackened, education in South Dakota took a dra-

matic step forward; it is doubtful if it will ever return to the dormat role it

once accepted. A particular nine month period in the history of South Dakota

education might provide a case study of what can happen when leadership and go-

power combine to develop humane approaches in education, and how it can falter

without support.

As a generalized background to the philosophy that went into this South Dakota case

study, the leaders in that area decided that some type of strategy had to be devel-

oped if all 69 "innovations" listed in the glossary chapter were to be implemented.

They needed to define, as a starting point, the word innovation. For this project,

the concept of innovation as "a new idea for a given area at a given moment in

time" was accepted.

Further, the project needed to identify the problems and had to identify who

decided what was a problem--whether the list came from teachers, administrators,

students, parents, or outsiders. Some studies now seem to indicate that the

innovation may be successful in the community if the solution has some importance

to that society, if resources are available, and as the problem is tackled,

whether there seems to be some probability of finding a satisfactory answer.

It was decided that if change and innovation were to be institutionalized, that

the concerns of the people had to be solved. An analogy of concerns was presented

by the phe.s'sant in the South Dakota prairies; Mr. Pheasant read a sign which said

"No Pheasant Hunting"; however, soon seeing a hunter come across the field, the

pheasant ran; when asked why, the pheasant answered that he did not know if the

sign was of concern to the hunter. The pheasant was concerned about his life;

but what was the hunter concerned about at that moment? Was he hunting pheasants,

looking for a rabbit, or just target shooting? Individual concerns, it was de-

cided, had to be identified if change was to become successful. Hopefully, then,

in reflecting upon the change movement in education which is presently attempting

to gain headway in the United States, the project described below which occurred

in the northeastern corner of South Dakota may give some insight as to how to

start in a given district and as to the possibilities of achieving success.

The state of South Dakota, in terms of its educational system, up to 1967, had

often been rated weak in almost all types of traditional educational evaluations.

Yet how do we really judge whether a state like South Dakota has the poorest

schools or the best schools? How do we know what is actually happening in the

classrooms? How can we compare a high school in South Dakota with a high school

in New York, or California, or Mississippi?

But these comparisons were continually made, and conventional ratings in the past

did place South Dakota near the bottom. It ranked 49th in teachers' salaries.

According to an article in April, 1967 Nation's Schools, it ranked 49th in the

acceptance of innovations in education. It ranked 50th in support of higher edu-

cation, and 50th in support of state aid to education. We could go on and on and

mention the criteria which continued to say that South Dakota schools did not

measure up. But whether they did or not, there was a commitment in South Dakota

to improve the schools. Whether they were the best or the worst schools in the
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country, or whether the movement continues or fades is not important here; the

focus is that about 1967, the educational innovators in South Dakota began to

say, "We must improve what we are doing, and we must improve right now."

In the first step in this direction, South Dakota's Title III funds were region-

alized into four areas: the northeast area with a center at Watertown; the south-
east area centered in Sioux Falls; the central area centered in Pierre; and the

western region with headquarters in Rapid City. Each of these regions had the
responsibility to help establish exemplary programs in their areas; they sought

to help develop a philosophy which indicated a need for change and improvement;

they sought to help schools implement better programs for boys and girls. There

was a tremendous commitment to move South Dakota from a ranking of 49th, no matter

how it might be evaluated, to a ranking of first. South Dakota wanted to become

an exemplary state for improvement in rural United States. It wanted its schools

to rank the best. But the problem was that not all South Dakotans felt this way.
Many of the farm population still believed that schools we;:e not terribly important,

and that an eighth grade or high school education was enough, that teachers with

two years of college were certainly sufficiently trained to instruct boys and

girls, and that buildings that were built in the late 1800's and early 1900's were

good enough because they were good enough for their grandfathers. Unfortunately,

many of South Dakota's educational administrators and legislators were of the same

philosophy.

The Title III groups in South Dakota reflected upon the plight of education as it

existed and decided Chat if South Dakota was to move forward, several steps were

needed. First, people had to be made aware of the need for improvement in the
schools; second, they needed to be involved in discussions of how this might be
done; third, there was a need to evaluate what was happening in the current schools,

to take a closer look; fourth, there was a need to gain acceptance for some trial
---

programs, to pilot some new ideas, to say, "all right,-let us take a look at what.

this might mean and let's give it a chance"; fifth;-there was a need to adopt some

of the practices and put them into operation; sixth, after adoption, a plan was

needed.for reinforcement, to encourage and convince people that they were headed
in the right direction; and seventh, there had to be evaluation to see if better

schools were developing.

As we reflect upon wIlat happened in South Dakota as a result of the regional

programs, we see that the greatest progress was made among schools affiliated
with the Lake Region Innovative School Project, the northeastern regional effort

in Watertown; in one year, there developed a tremendous commitment to change, if

change meant improvement. Communities in Brookings, Sisseton, Milbank, Watertown,
Arlington, Waubay, Harmony Hill, Webster, and Huron to mention a few, began to

commit themselves to change in their schools. Some moved ahead of others. -The
Brookings school system, for example, moved forward at a rapid pace. The Lincoln

Learning Laboratory in Watertown became an exciting and different elementary
school almost overnight. The Waubay and Sisseton Districts, and the Harmony Hill
Parochial School in Watertown caused tremendous excitement and enthusiasm in a
few short months by their commitment to new kinds of programs. None, however,

developed the really open public free school; further, many of the schools in the

Lake Region still have not begun to change, and as present leaders leave, Chere is

no guarantee of a continuing effort. Within a year or two, the flame could flic:er

and die. The Lincoln Learning Center has already been closed as the orig-f_nating
leadership.left without a built-in mechanism for survival. But the Lincoln ideas
continue to influence those still in the region, and in the same community, Harmony

Hill continues to flourish.



We often wonder how many ideas we reject in education without a hearing simply

because experience patterns can recognize no parallel. The Lake Region Innovative

School Project certainly calls for reflection, not only in terms of what was accom-

plished in a short period of time, but what the future might hold. Have these

early efforts to change been in the right direction; will they make a significant

difference in the lives of boys and girls? How do we continue to solidify and im-

plement the programs that were started, so that in 3 or 4 or 5 years, areas like

the Like Region of South Dakota remain among the most exciting and exemplary edu-

cational efforts in the United States. The Lake Region, for example, had an

excellent start toward leading the way for better kinds of schools in the rural

areas of the United States. In one year, more outstanding consultants came to

the Lake Region of South Dakota then probably any other single geographical area

in the United States. It behooes every school administrator in that region of

South Dakota to consider further innovation; the methods tried there might yet

accomplish new directions and have a real impact upon national education; unfortu-

nately, with the and of federal Title III control, the project schools are finding

it difficult to maintain a high rate of innovation.

South Dakota is a good state to look at when reflecting upon the need for dhamga

and -te mechanism for achieving revision. It vividly illustrates Lat change is

possilole, but also raises the question of how we can institutiona---7,--- on-going

innovtion, so that the brilliant starts made in several of the o=runities fn

the I Le Region do not fall by the wayside whey, the initial leade=ship moves :2,r1.

to other challenges.

The clf_icussion of an attempt in South Dakota is perrinemt to almcar_ all states;

mcst like South Dakota have had for many previous years a philosot- which saiL,

"1,7e wo-Ild like to, we should, but ," and then they proceec to list all

the reasons why change was impossible in that state: no money, im,::nper facilities,

lack of equipment, lack of support in the community, and . . . aria . . and . . .

But in 1967-68, the Lake Region of South Dakota began to adopt a new philsophy.

They started saying, "We must make these changes; therefore, what are the steps,

the procedures, and the priorities to accomplish this change? What are the short

range plans? What are the long range plans? How can we make the schools of South

Dakota among the best in the nation?" There must be reflection upca the number

who have rejected change, as had been the case in the past in South Dakota, simply

because educators' experience patterns were limited and their own frames of ref-

erence could find no method of achieving what were thought to be impossible dreams.

What South Dakota needs, what the Lake Region of South Dakota needs, what most

schools or school districts or states in America need, is what we might classify

as Continuous Project Innovation. We must find better ways to educate boys and

girls in the schools. We must overcome the problems that we know exist. We can

no longer accept excuses. We can no longer live with the notion that we would

like to, but: We must accept the notion that change is needed, that change can

occur, and that we can improve the schools. Experiences in school districts all

over the United States, such as the author has had in Arizona, Missouri, South

Dakota, and Minnesota all prove that rapid, immediate change can occur. Those

districts accomplished fantastic revolutions in two years. The problem they face

now is continuation of an on-going forever movement, or the revitalization of the

efforts that faded away with a change in leadership or community factors.

As a means of starting, the concept of Project Innovation is feasible. For example,

to achieve change, we need better cooperation between the universities and public

schools. If the university in the region would sponsor one innovative project with
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an elementary school, one with a middle school, and one with a high s-:..Loci, the

potential for exciting accomplishment from this cooperative ventue could lead

to further change on a massive scale. If the universities would cut, for example,
two-thirds of the education courses they now are teaching and would allow their

professors to spend one-third of their time teaching, one-third researching, and

one-third working with teachers in the public schools to develop better programs,

the possibilities for developing new concepts in education could almost become

limitless.

In successfully undertaking change, we know that we must involve the local and

national agencies and that they must work together. Further, we must start now

without money and then search for funds. We need creative ideas, and then we

need to seek money. Each staff can start now if it is truly committed to the

notion that schools must improve. We don't need money, we don-t need better

buildings, we don't need trained consultants. Yes, all of these are Important,

and ultimately we hope to have higher salaries and more money for materials

and improverents; eventually improvement means dramatic change,. In the mean-

time we must take what we have and begin to move rapidly in the direction of

better schools.

Ewarything that has been indicated in this book is possible. There are in the

United Stats 7.ow many educators who have had personal experiences with all of

the philosophies and programs and guidelines expressed. Many have worked with

each of the 69 revisions; many have helped implement all of them in the schools.

They are possible; they do work; and they can help create better schools.

As of yet, though, we have not developed the kind of school we need a Li are

capable of producing now. People committed to these ideas, and with notions of

how they can be developed, never get together with a complete staff dedicated to

the same goals, and/or we never stay long enough in one spot to develop all of

these ideas in a single school. But one of these days some innovator, not quite

as restless as most, more content to take the time to stay and mold together
these ideas, is going to put together all of the exciting potential in education;

he is going to gather a staff, a building, and a community which will insist on

this accomplishment. Some educators are starting, for they know it can be done;

some educators know schools can be better, for they have helped to implement all

of these changes; the philosophy expressed i this book works; a few schools are

doing many of the gimmicks now. They do sell doughnuts every day; they do build

a daily smorgasbord schedule; they do have optional attendance and an open campus;

students do have a great deal of freedom; they are expected to make decisions and

accept responsibility; they do often have their entire day completely "free"; they

do not need to bring notes from home if they are absent; there are no study halls,

or hall passes, or bells; they do have 3 and 4 year old programs and all day 5

year old programs; they do have Pre-K through 12 closely interwoven, sharing the

same facilities under the same roof; they do have elementary industrial arts and
trained physical educators working with the pre-kindergarten children; they do

have personalized programs and have eliminated report cards, even in high school;

they do let students plan and direct their own classes; they have eliminated the

old standard requirements of English, history, math, and science; they do let

students out of the building, sending them, for example, to Mexico for several

weeks; they have individualized instruction; they do some diagnosis and prescrip-

tion; they use parent volunteers; they have a twelve month school; they have

eliminated traditional counseling programs and discipline procedures; they have

changed facilities; they have changed curriculum; they have a different philosophy

about learning and the learner.
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But they are just in the beginning stages of all these and other even more important

changes. And, unfortunately, many change agents do not stay Long enough to complete

the job; further, before the school is comp1e7:ely achieved, tde better staff move on

to greener pastures. It has happened to most of the innovative schools; they have
stopped innovating; new ones begin and the cycle repeats. This has been the experi-

ence of most innovations in the 60's.

But somewhere soon in America, educators will put together humane schools for the
70's using many of the concepts in this book; it can be any c.reative teachers;

schools can chamge if they have those TrLagic ingredients: dissatisfaction, commit-

ment, hard work, creativeness, extra ".i.adership, clerical and custodial help, and

teEchcr aides. If they don't have all the ingredients now, -Ca-ley should not wail:.
They should start with what they have, then search far what is missing. Now we

need to develop the non-scheduled, non-ourse pressured open public free school

as the next alternative. Frustrating excitping years lie ahead.

in this effort to change, if at all posible, it is true that it is helpful if

some "risk" money can be set aside. Dc not put every penny trito salaries, buses,

repairs, and new materials. In almost every change school, we have found the need

to knock out a wall or buy a particula- piece of equipment, .7r hire a teacher aide

in the middle of the year. Sometimes tnese have prcven to ',I short range mistakes,

but in the long range view they have flLoven to be of great Iralue. With each mis-

take we have learned: we need to hay, a few dollars with V-Lich to experiment

w ,:h2ut being called on the carpet or :)lacing the district in debt.

Change involves some crystal ball judgments, and, unfortunately, we are not always

right. We try to do the best, but educational decisions at the moment are not
infallible; fortunately, most of the time we are right: taxpayers must accept the

possibility of mistakes and evaluate performance on the percentage of "sound

decisions," not on 100 per cent perfection. Remember, one Apollo caught fire before

we finally got to the moon. Education must realize the same element of risk, and

must provide a few dollars in contingency to correct errors. But with patience,

understanding, and confidence we can overcome the obstacles facing education today.

As we close this general discussion of how to start, and turn now to more specific

topics, we can conclude that schools really designed for boys and girls are no

longer mirages on the horizon, but a potential reality; each student will be able

to find success in a program designed to truly meet individual differences, needs,

interests, and abi!ities. As we reflect on all the things we have said throughout
these pages, many of which have been purposely repeated for impact--a plea for
macsive reform--we must remember that we are not talking about theory or about

something that may not occur until the year 2000. We are talking about something

that is practical and necessary, and something that can be accomplished in the 1970's.

Remember, in reading the chapters to come, this book is advocating that school
districts immediately provide alternatives in schools, programs, and teachers on

a wide continuum. The Personalized Open Program would have no schedule, no courses,

no teachers assigned to subject areas, no complicated record and report systems, no

clocks, and no parental pressures, but rather would have adults and youngsters

operating on a person to person interest and relevancy basis, coming together on a

truly mutual desire basis.

The Ferlonalized Modified Program would have no course requirements, daily schedules,

Y:-;11',o: cards, optional attendance, and most of the items of the unstructured open
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school, but would be more concerned about formal curricula and reportiag systems.

It would be similar to the program described in Chapter 3.

The Personalized Required Program wouLd include such changes as team ,:eaching,

flexible scheduling, nongraded approaches, and many of the other innoations of

the 30's, and would include reced curricula. However, the requireJents would

be balanced. Ftr example, at high school level, rather than have 4 years of

English, 3 years of social studies, and no art, the requirements woul_L include

during the four year period one 7ear of home economics, art, music, English,

industrial arts--in other words, each subject area, or combinations cf interrelated

curriculas--would enjoy equal stature. The student could pursue theF:e areas when-

ever he or she desired through a variety of options as long as the e(:uivalent of

one year of study was completed in that area.

The Grou- Required Program, the fourth option, would be similar to t_e preseut con-

ventions__ schools except that etTforts would be undertaken to individ:Jalize instruc-

tion withfm the present structure and to make modifications to the p::--esent structure,

such as the elimination of bells and passes. If a tight security type school would

be needed. for whatever reason the district might decide, such a program could be

devised. In other words, instead of basically one option students ncw have--that

option being whatever the neighborhood attendance school offered--tly? student wouLd

have a variety of options along the continuum from which to select. The fifth

variation, the Personalized Childhood Program is described in a later: chapter.

Further, the same five options should be available for teacher education majors

so that consultants are trained to work in these arrangements.

The chapters which follow do not detail each of these programs but are instead a

blend. Realizing that in 1970 most schools are still quite conventional, or only

modified to a slight extent through modular scheduling and team teaching, the

major emphasis is on breaking this lockstep. The ideas presented hopefully would

be useful in helping to establish any of the programs on the continuum, but the

majority of the comments are aimed at helping to immediately at least develop op-

tional programs and schools such as described earlier in Chapter 3, realizing that

it offers only one of the alternatives. Individual districts must determine how

many options to place on the continuum and how far to stretch their own continuum

at this moment in time.

The theme and plea. of course, of this chapter and of the entire book is that if

we all do the things suggested on these pages, and much more as new ideas are

shared, we can create in the United States truly humane schools--schools th2t

really are significantly different and significantly better.
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ate.-3ter 10

Individualizazicn Of Instruction

It is now- possi-Die. 1n the 70's, .,;_thou-: all the coming technological aides

of the iuture, to L.L.:Ipletely indi 2ize instruction. However, unfortunately,

at this -.;-riting -7E:T. few schooL-= are ally ndividualizing. Most instruction

in most classes si11 grout patE; unbelievably, many schools yet have some

type of ability grol:ping. Further, the smal: number of schools which are pres-

ently trying to indfvidnalize, and most commercial materials currently available,

remain at the lowest level of individualizationbasically
presribed for the

student rather than by the student..

There is no "one via?" to individite, but there are TC.gays" to achieve this goal.

The concept revolves around the nora of custom tailoring or personalizing a

program for each individual. Some students may do the same or similar thing, or

use the same materials, but only if thc program is appropriate at this moment in

time for the learning style or styLas of the individual. There are probably best

ways for each learner, and the beEt ways for one may be far different than for

those of,another.

,As has been stated in previous chaprrs, the major problem of the conventional

school is that year after year students have basically followed the same assign-

ments, used the same books, at the same time; they have been grouped, given

common exams, and then issued report cards. As long as a school has comparative

evaluations, it is impossible to individualize; students learn at different rates,

the speed and depth of which is not measured by a grade level or an A-B-C mark.

The majority of schools which have thus far attempted to individualize are still

at the stage of using programs with teacher designed objectives and teacher deter-

mined media. It is true that these programs are better than the conventional

group instruction which they replaced, because they do allow students to self-

pace themselves through a continuous and diversified program with little attention

to age or grade level. It is thus easier to design an appropriate program based

upon ability and teacher determined need. These programs can still be defended

as of value for very young or very beginning students in an area where they have

no experience, or for older students with experience in an area, but who need

some structured guidance at this moment while learning self-direction and self-

selection. Much of the current commercial material offers the "objectives" and

the "media," and thus fits right into the lowest form of individualization. If

individualized materials were put on a four level continuum, with level four

being the highest, then these adult planned objectives and media programs would

be classified as level one.

A few schools have begun to add to the pharmacy by allowing students to select

additional media or all the media to go with teacher selected objectives, or they

allow student input into the objectives while teachers still provide most of the

media. In other words, combinations of levels two and three begin to provide in

varying amounts the opportunities for students to determine some of the objectives

and/or some of the materials, in addition to those objectives and materials already

determined by the instructors and the commercially prepared materials. Levels two

and three are certainly more desirable than level one in the majority of cases.
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The fourth or more idef_2
determines his own
find this easy to do.
areas where they cam tn,
early years. a very
like to reach these ifL
the instructor need c=
this type of individlLal
programs operate on 'c

have a flexible time
end up on a required al.2

of individualization is reached when the student
,as and his own media. Many older, advanced students
It can even be done in early childhood programs in
_tand and are allowed various choices. Beyond the
student may come to the consultant and say, "I would
Djectives, and here is how I intend to do it." All

3.ay fine and then occasionally visit with the student;

even evaluate his own progress. These level four
Tzn time schedule; level two and three programs usually

::.21_1e, while in most schools, level one programs usually
7:2-sis. Level four programming is a desirable goal.

However, most studentE a not at that stage at this moment of educational develop-

ment. Schools have Dr7-: sly not allowed this type of freedom. A more common
example would be for a _7ant to come to the consultant and say, "I would like to

study Nazi Germany frcal _ 3 to 1945 so that I can learn why the Germans agreed to

follow Hitler's leaders1 into a world war; here are the books I would like to

read." The teacher mu become a guide, motivator, stimulator in terms of
getting the student to _a clearly see other possible objectives and other media

and methods to seek ans,,_ -s to the proposal. By discussion, suggestions, raising

the right questions, an_:_ e_nerally causing tne student to again thiLk through his
proposal, the individua_ eventually develops a fairly well defined set of goals

and materials. However, it must be realized that often it is best to let a stu-
dent chase after broad undefined objectives with limited media as a way of "learn-

ing by doing" that his prcoosal needs retooling, but better that he seek than lose

interest by spending weeb: trying to isolate specifics before beginning the study.
Tule amount of teacher imvcIvement depends upon the perception of the instructor

and the relationship wi:h zhe student. Some youngsters may struggle in the early

stages of trying to develop their own objectives and methods of learning. But

even these attempts are usually superior to having the program teacher planned.

Ultimately the long range goals are to have most individuals operating from a self-

directed base. The teacit='s role obviously is turning from Chat of a "sage on the

stage" to that of a "guid::: by the side." Realistically, a school now must have all

approaches to individualization available. Some students, because of age, lack of

experience, maturity, learning styles, and other,still need teacher objectives and

teacher media. But as =Lich as possible, teams should build in opportunities for

students to start deveLL7 :Jig their own objectives, materials, and methods. For

those students who are ready, they should develop their own curricula with the con-

sultant assisting the 1azner to broaden or sharpen the goals and opportunities--

to see different alternatives to learning. Early childhood students can work on
these self-direction programs through choice time, oral conferences with the teacher,

and short range activities.

Individualization should occur in the affective and psychomotor domains even more

than in the cognitive. In the past, teacher developed cognitive objectives have
destroyed interest and learning by forcing students into irrelevant study at an
inopportune stage of development; teachers have been handicapped, too, by being

forced into the same frustrations through curriculum guides and rigid scheduling.
Adults should seek the behavior patterns of their own which best bring out the
maximums in the learnin? '1.-tyles of the student. There will never be a right button

to push to turn on all s.uzents and teachers every day, because both teacher and

student responses will vary on given days, depending upon health, attitudes, mood,
home situations, and e7e-, he weather. However, we can come much closer to the

ideal than ever before
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Many teachers feel individualization is impossible with the loads they now have.

They are correct if they insist o continuing to teach based upon many of the

false assumptions which have dominated education over the past years. But when

the structure of the classroom is changed, and as the entire school organization

is revised, the process is considerably easier. At the risk of oversimplifying,

and without giving specific examples in each subject area, or for various self-

contained or team situations, the following five phases described in the next

paragraphs should provide enough insight for the creative teacher to begin to

see how the methods can be applied to his or her particular situation. These

have been outlined in two previous chapters, but more explanation is provided

here in an effort to increase perception as to how the mechanics of such a system

work.

The most important of the five phases is the one-to-one conference held between

the consultant and the student. It is here that the mutually agreed upon goals

are set and progress evaluated. Further, this is the manner through which in-

dividual instruction and tutoring occur. The decision as to whether the student

should follow teacher objectIves and teacher chosen media, develop his or her own

objectives and selection of materials, or select a combination of both teacher

and student suggested objectives and media is made in these sessions.

The students arrange individual conferences with the consultant as a patient does

with the doctor--usually by appointment, but sometimes by emergency. In the

opening week or two of the traditional school year, students have nc scheduled

classes,,but instead "window shop." They are enrourage-1 to visit each of the

team centers, talk with their potential resource adults, and make decisions as

to curricula. Once agreement on "courses," objectives, meeting times, or mutually

desirable interests and pursuits have been reached the student progresses ahead at

his own pace.

To provide time for these one-to-one sessions, the second phase of individualiza-

tion calls for the open studio or open laboratory concept. These drop-in experi-

ences are generally available to all students each day in every learning center.

The concept of the studio or lab is activity oriented. There is no scheduled

instruction. Students come in to work on their art project, develop a science

experiment, work on their golf awing, practice their guitar, write poetry, or what-

ever. Teachers are usually available for help and often short quick suggestions or

answer type instruction goes on as the student and/or adult see a need.

The third phase is independent study. This involves more passive activity in that
here usually students are reading a book, listening to a tape, or perhaps watching

a loop film. Generally teachers are not available, though they could be; normally

little or no "teacher instruction" takes place during independent study. The most

common physical area for this to occur is in the media center.

Often the open lab or independent study phases find students together in small

groups. They could be and many times are alone on a project. Butthis is where

students who enjoy being together form their own groupings to work on similar pro-

jects or study the same topics. Even if they are working on separate learning

actl.vities, they often go together to a center to study side by side at the same

time.

The idea of groups leads to the tourth phase of individualization, that of the

small group. It can be used for instruction or various types of discussion.
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Generally, the maximum size for a small group has been found to be 5 to 7. There

are situations where 2 or 3 are much better; sometimes the groups can swell to 10

or 12, but as a rule of thumb, about 5 to 7 seems best. All the students then
have time to interact in this size group; if teacher-dominated instruction is the

plan for a group on a given_ day, the adult can usually be sure, in that size group,

which students have gained the understanding or knowledge sought. Larger groups

than 3 to 7 makes either task extremely difficult. These small groups should be

plannea a day or probably at most about a week in advance. This keeps the need

relevant and current for those involved.

The fifth phase, large group, is rarely used anymore. Everyone on the same page

or same unit, or same topic at the same time just doesn't make sense very often.
The purpose of large group still primarily is motivation, or for special informa-

tion not easily available; this means that the common thread type of presentation

is usually best. For example, the police captain can make a presentation on drug3

in the community. The student need not be enrolled in science, or social studies,
or health, or home economics or environmental studies to come to the talk. It

may have been planned as an outgrowth of one or all of those areas, but most anyone

could come and benefit from the information or motivation, depending upon the pur-

pose of the large group. Of course, a planned large group on pollution for the
environmental studies class is still possible too.

Most students spend about 80 per cent of their day in one-to-one conferences, open

lab, independent study, or the informal small groups formed by themselves; they

could be in a "classroom," or in the student center playing cards, or in the lobby

visiting, or in an area actually "studying," but they are not in formally scheduled

classes. About 20 per cent of their day may be spent in small or large groups,
generally about 15-20 per cent in the former and 0-5 per cent in the latter. These

are not absolutes; some days a student may spend 40 per cent of his time in groups

and some days no time in formally scheduled groups. Further, these vary from sub-

ject to subject and team to team. Remember these percentages should be geared to

individual needs, not group or teacher determined demand. With complete optional

attendance, no required subjects, personalized programming, and daily smorgasbord

menu type scheduling, most of the day finds the student in informal groupings.
However, one student listening to a tape is involved in large group methodology,

and when the band meets once every week or two, it is easy to see how all five

phases really are completely intertwined and cannot be isolated from one another.

At the risk of being misunderstood, as there really are no percentages that apply,

because the individual may spend almost all his time in only one or two phases--

the student working alone on the history of Ireland may spend about 70 per cent of

the time in independent study, 30 per cent in one-to-one sessions, and basically

no time in the other three--some general guidelines are offered for beginning
teachers to attempt to help them determine how to start. For example, in some sub-

jects such as mathematics, the student might spend less than 5 per cent in large

groups, 15 per cent in small groups, 30 per cent in laboratory, 25 per cent in
independent study, and 25 per cent in one-to-one situations. In English the stu-

dent might spead 10 per cent of the time in large group, 25 per cent in both small

group and independent study, 20 per cent in laboratory, and 20 per cent in confer-

ence. These figures can be vary misleading because on a given day the learner may

play cards all the time or just "goof off," or paint all day. We are looking at
figures that might balance out over a long period of a w,,ek, month, or a year.

In science, the emphasis might be 35 per cent in open laboratory, 15 per cent in

small group, 20 per cent in independent study, 10 per cent in large group, and
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20 per cent in conference. In social science the figures for the individual

could reverse; perhaps 20 per cent might be appropriate to participate in large

group, 25 per cent f.-or small group, 25 par cent for independent study, 15 per

cent for one-to-one, and 15 per cent for laboratory. In the cooking phase of

home economics, the percentage could be 30 per cent in laboratory, 30 per cent

in one-to-one, 15 per cent in independent study, 20 per cent in small group, and

5 per cent in large group. Actually, then, the amount of time depends upon the

curricula area, the objectives of the student, the perceptions of the teacher,

the frames of reference of both, and marj other such factors.

Part of the answer to the amount of time spent (and practically never are actual

log times registered--the figures are only guestimates) in each phase is partially

determined by student motivation, other involvement at a given moment in time, and

diagnosis and prescription. When the curricula is more or less developed by the

student through his or her own objectives and media, the student does a great deal

of self-analysis, consciously or unconsciously, and prescribes for needs, interests

and abilities. However, when the course of study is jointly determined or teacher

determined, a detailed diagnosis and prescription is especially crucial.

More and more the medical profession is emphasizing the fact that human beings

are remarkably unlike biochemically. For example, some individuals need more

frequent fc,cd refueling and should eat five or six small daily meals instead of

three large meals which are a concession to time and have no relationship to

physiological needs. Many are now saying that man does better as a nibbling

animal rather than as a ritual eater. Proteins are replacing carbohydrates and

sweets for the nibbling periods.

The medical profession is also admitting many errors in their diagnosis and

prescription procedures, including cases where one physician went to fourteen

specialists and three nationally known clinics in the 1950's before the diffi-

culty was finally diagnosed by a means first published in 1924, but seldom used.

They have also found that the concept of "normal range" is a basic fallacy; often

"within the average" means normal, whereas the score which falls within the

"normal range" may be very abnormal for a given individual. And more and more

we are reminded that Alexander Fleming's colleagues fought his studies on mold

with bitter skepticism. Fifteen years passed before his work was recognized as

the observations which led to the discovery of penicillin.

However, in spite of the flaws in the medical profession, they are head and shoul-

ders above educators. They have at least tried to individually diagnose and pre-

scribe for each individual patient. But educators have clung to outmoded super-

stitions such as all 7th graders must have two semesters of math; the decision was

made, the book ordered, the nimamonth class planned, before the teacher ever met

the student. Group diagnosis and group prescription remain the evil of most

educational institutions. It is time to individually diagnose and prescribe, and

it is absolutely essential if individualized instruction is to occur--especially

when the teaching team is going to determine the objectives and materials with

little or no input from the student.

The task is not as difficult as it seeMs. Accurate evaluation is not possible

with present tools and present knowledge of the human, but neither is the medical

profession always sure. They use X-ray, blood tests, team diagnoses, a.ld other

such aids, but often still are not positive. Educators have the same kind of tools

available, and though sometimes not as refined ag the medical procedures, they do

provide techniques to begin. It may be that :Achools of the future will write



educational prescriptions for every pupil with the aid of a computer located in a
central diagnostic center which would house a complete history of each child.

Professional teachers would take the data assimilated by the computer zo help

prescribe a program--or the computer often will formulate the entire prescriptioa.

In the meantime, educators do have about eleven techniques to follow; when the

information from these is combined, usually the teaching team can come up with a

fairly good prescription to try. We will not succeed with 100 per cent, but we

can come closer than we ever have through group diagnosis.

Among the eleven or more tools will still be the subjective evaluation of each

individual teacher. Often this information is extremely valid. When it is com-

bined w'th the subjective evaluation of the team of teachers, the chances are

even better for valid assumptions. Home maae teacher pre-tests can still play a

part, especially in the cognitive areas. Standardized achievement tests can be

used to measure individual cognitive growth in some areas, but should not be used

for group comparisons. Stnadardized individual diagnostic tests are available in

some areas. Evaluations and tests by resource persons such as psychologists,

sociologists, and M.D.'s can provide further to the information pool. Examination

of previous learning history, and analysis of anecdotal statements play a part.

New subjective scales such as those which might measure acceptance of responsi-

bility will be of value. The student will contribute his own input through his

expression of interests and needs. Individual parent and student conferences

add further insight. More stress will be placed on the affective and psychomotor

areas and perhaps less on the cognitive, or at least there will be a more balanced

cognitive evaluation. All of these plus other diagnostic procedures when totaled

can form the basis for the initial and followup individual prescriptions.

It is Important to remember to include student input as well as that of the adult

in developing a prescription. Then each team or individual can determine to the

best of their ability a program based on the analysis of the data. Occasionally

these will be objective in nature, but more often in dealing with human motiva-

tion, as education does, the prescription is of a subjective decision. This is

why It is usually best when the student is not producing to seek team prescrip-

tions. Several teachers taking all that is kno..7n about the individual can gener-

ally come up with a better'analysi8 than one working alone. It is better if the

student can set his own plan in Izotion. Either way or in combination, individual

goals can be determined and progress reviewed weekly, quarterly, yearly, or at

most any time, depending upon the need of the individual and type 3f learning

occurring. Individual student conferences are held where teacher prescriptions

are attempted. When the level of individualization is still at the narrow begin-

ningEtage of teacher objectives and teacher media, then the teacher determined
prescription is explained to the student. If the level has reached the point

where the student prescribes the program, then the teacher merely serves as a

consultant. Most prescriptions now are a combination of consultant and learner

input As nuch as possible students should be heavily involved in determining

their present involvements and future directions.

In order to really make individualization work, the curricula, teaching and
learning strategies, scheduling, and all the other ingredients must change.

Following are some illustrations of how beginners can start. It should be easy

for educators to understand how individualization occurs when the student selects

his own program and where daily flexible scheduling, optional attendance, no
report cards and other important items are in tae mix.
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Rather than give detailed examples of these, the generalizations describez here

are combinations of teacher and student developed objectives and media. They

should provide enough ideas to allow most anyone to develop an individualized
approach in any school in any subject. Admittedly it is much easier in an open
concept school with huge resource centers, optional choices, and heavy doses of

freedom and responsibility. But every school and every teacher can start modi-
fications of individualization in almost any framework. The important thing is

to start and then let the demands of the program eventually push away the remain-

ing barriers.

Again, the preferred way to plan individualization is through conferences where
the individual student develops his own objectives and meets with the teacher or
other students in a group activity only where it seems to be desirable at a

given moment in time. But leaving this ideal for now, an example is presented
in the area of social studies which shows how teacher and students can begin in
mosef_my situation with a compromise in objectives and media.

In high school programs, and hopefully all will soon be nongraded, students en-

rolling in a particular "social studies course" may be conventionally classified
as ninth, tenth, eleventh, or twelfth graders. It does not make any difference,
for in this situation they will all be involved in an individualized program, but
in this specific illustration, one built around a common thread. In a conven-
tional school just getting started, a typical two week period planned around the

topic "The Effect of War on an Individual Nation" might be scheduled very easily.

On Monday of the first week the teacher may give a lar pf,.. group lecture, show a

film, or bring in an outside resource person to discuss the topic. It does not

matter if these students are ninth or twelfth graders, smart or dumb, tall or
short, pink or green, or any other description we may try to use to erroneously
classify students; they are all affected by general mobilization and total war.

Tuesday no classes are scheduled; the teachers use the day for planning while

the students are involved in independent study activities. They are reading
nnd searching for materials related to war as it affects an individual nation.
On Wednesday half of the students may come to the teacher for small group dis-
cussions throughout the day, while the other half continue some more independent

study. On Thursday the procedure is just reversed: the second half came in for
mall group discussions, and the others do some more independent work. On Friday

the teachers make themselves available for individual tutoring and individual

conferences.

The following Monday some of the students may be in lab and the others may be in
small groups; on Tuesday this may be reverse-2. On Wednesday and Thursday the
students might be involved in individual conferences, individual tutoring, or

small group planning. Teachers have an opportunity those days for some reflectina
and discussion among themselves. Friday all the students may meet in small groups.
Over this two-week period, each of the students has been involved in one large

group, three small groups, one lab, and several independent study or individual

conference sessions.

This description, of course, is just a general picture of what many of the students

might do. It assumes required courses and attendance. If a smorgasbord approach
is taken, the above tight structure might never be used. Even with tight structure

and required clasces, if the program is really personalized and individualized, the
students may scatter in completely different patterns; however, because they are
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all studying the same general broad topic of war as it affects a nation, they

can be brought together for small and large groups and lab experiences on the

basis of the common thread.

Their independent study can be individualized into many areas of interest and

levels of ability. One student may study war through sociolcsy--what happens

to the family unit during war? Another student may view the topic through eco-

nomics--what about inflation, shortages, and other. Another student pursuing

the historical approach, may look at war in general throughout the history of

the world.. A fourth student may tackle the problem through political science,

looking at decisions which are made in war which may not have been permitted

in time of p,aace. Another student pursues war through art; for example, he

may study paintings portraying the forces of war as they affect individuals

and the nation. Another student could take a look at the kinds of music writ-

ten during war and peace--is there a difference? A seventh student could look

at war through the world of the theatre--how do the dramatists portray war?
Another may iook at it through the literatuze or poetry of the country and

still another may tackle the effect of war via the technology developed, some-

times as a matter of survival. One student may study war through several types
of novels or may study the views of various philosophers.

All of these pursuits can be done on different levels. The college type advanced

person may be reading detailed topic books in his area, whereas the student

who currently may have difficulty in reading may be doing most of his work through

oral-aural-visual sessions with teachers and students in small groups or indepen-

dently. One student can be studying an historical approach by reading a typical

junior high history book related to war; another student may be reading the same

type of content but in a college text.

For their lab sessions some studcRnts may be attempting to paiat a picture of

war as they perceive how war aftect:,1 country. Another student may be writing

a piece of music to define his emotions or feelings toward war and its effect

on individual mltions. A third student may he writing a play or writing poetry

or visiting welfare agencies to discuss family separations which occurred as

a result of war.

In other words, having students follow a common thread, the program can be

tailored to individual needs, interests,.and abilities as related to the general

broad topic. One question, of course, that should be answered before the students

ever study the effect of war is whether it is an appropriate topic in the first

place. Perhaps a student already has a good perspective of the problem via other

study that he had done previously, or perhaps this student would have bcnefited

more by being in shop, art, math, and science this quarter and would have been

better off dropping social studies at this moment in his development. In group-

paced instruction there are always some students who would have been better

placed in a different program.

The basic description above can be recognized overall as a level one type cf

individualization where the teacher(s) set the objectives of the unit, provide

the materials and establish any alternatives. It is a simple way to start. But

it is easy to see how levels two and three fit, for the consultants can establish

some generai objectives and media, but can allow students wide latitudes of free-

dom in letting students spell out their specific objectives and additional media,

as was suggested through the differnt students involving themselves in areas of

choice such as art, sociology, or mu-tc.
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However, it is even easier to visualize how tbis could be a level four completely

individualized student planned and directed pIogrnm. 1,r example, suppose a

teacher only had one student. This student could cl.crt Lo ,,,;tody the effects of

war on an individual. He could set his own objectivos as to ,:hat he hoped to

learn and he could select his own material. He could become involved in large

groups by watching a film or listening to a tape or record. He could heavily

engage in independent study through reading a number of selected books and articles

In his open lab he might choose to paint a picture of war, tJrite a play, develop a

written analysis, or organize a peacful war protest group, fc his cue-to-one

conferences, he can select a teacher and/or adults in the cormLunity to discuss

his interests, questions, and findings. For small group he could eliminate that

phase, or discuss his study and views with informal small groups of friends or

other students, or could from time to time plug into other related social studies

group classes such as a world problems seminar, a sociology course, a history

group, or even a drama seminar if during 7.1is open lab he chose to write a play.

The theater is such a perfect illustration to show how one person on level four

could get involved with an interrelated curricula and team of teachers, for as

he studies "The effect of war on an individual," and then writes a play to depict

his opinions, he becomes involved with the traditional separations of theater arts

(the play), English (the written script), art and industrial arts (the sots),

home economics (the costuming), music.(the theme and background), social studies

(the history of the period depicted), and even math and science as sets are meas-

ured and harmless chemical bombs are built for explosive effects. In other words,

the opportunities are limitless, and with the theater, group experiences can be

so effectively interwsven.

The creative teacher can help students into these activities at any age level o,

depth of ability or involvement. Obviously young children need a slightly dif-

ferent approach, the play will be less sophisticated (though perhaps more creative),

and more help in set construction, for example, will be needed. But each team of

teachers can attempt to help motivate, or take an already motivated student to the

ends of the world educationally. It can be done on a complete level four individual

approach or back on a level one self-paced but more directed philosophy. When it

grows out of the Personalized Open Program briefly mentioned at the close of

Chapter 9, the results are sometimes fantastic.

The following paragraphs will not be detailed for each subject or possible topic.

The illustrations hopefully will give interested students and teachers ideas of

how a program of completely individualized, self-paced continuous progress, non-

graded, personalized instruction can be developed for any age level or subject.

The closer to level four, the more personalized, but it is realized there are

some schools, students, teachers, or parts of some subjects are best taught at

this moment in man's humanistic and mechanistic development at the level one stage.

The important factor is that individualization is practical, not theoretical. It

can be achieved with the present buildings, staff, materials, students, and budget.

Obviously, a school planned, constructed, and staffed for an individual concept

can accomplish the task easier and hopefully better, but the author will guarantee

it can be done in any school in America with commitment, reallocation of resources,

some in-service training, and the willingness to struggle for a few years. The

next paragraphs give hints at some possible ways even the most traditional schools

can start. For those already at level one of individualization, the descriptions

may provide additional ideas. For the few schools at level four, these will be
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obsolete, but perhaps will reinforce the directions which that school has chosen

to follow.

Look at individualized reading in the elementary school. Assume that we have
traditional first, second, third, and fourth graders in the same pod. Five stu-

dents might be working out of programmed readers but all on different levels

geared to their pattern needs. Another five might be working from skills kits,
the materials again at different levels. Ten may be working on basal reader
materials, but these readers may traditionally range all the way from kindergarten

to eighth grade. Another five might be working with library books in a recreation

reading program. The teacher may be working with one student at that moment while

the others all work in their individual materials. Individualized vocabulary and

spelling programs can be included in this general individualized language approach.

Students can still work in small groups when it is determined that four or five
may need specifically the same skill at a given moment. These do not necessarily

have to be all "second graders"; there may be some traditionally labeled second,

third, or fourth year students who all need the same help. They can meet in small

groups to topics that have arisen through Cileir recreational reading.

By using programs such as the literature materials read by the instructor, all the
students, regardless of their level of ability, can listen to the same story read

to the entire group, discuss the ideas in the story, and write individualized
thoughts through their writing lab experiences. When students can select their
own materials, when they are not divded into three ability groups, when they can
read at their own pace, when skills are learned as needed, when individual reading
conferences are held between the child and the teacher, when records of progress

are kept between dhild and teacher working together, when there is extensive use
of the resource center, when there is continuous evaluation, and when there is
emphasis on personal progress rather than group comparisons, individualized
reading becomes a tremendous asset to the school. Children's attitudes toward
reading improve, the quantity of reading increases, the children prize the indi-

vidual contact with their teachers, there are less discipline problems, and

gene-ral reading achievement is usually higher than that accomplished in a tra-

ditional program. All of these are possible if teachers will stop insisting on
meeting all of the kids each day in small groups.

A third area of individualization can be shown in the foreign language program.

At a given moment in time when students are found in the language center, a few

may be listening to individual tapes at various levels, others may be listening
to records which reflec!t different levels of skill development, or making tapes,
while still others may be having an interview with the teacher in the language

being studied. Advanced students may be working with beginning students in a
small group tutoring situation. Other advanced students may be discussing a
topic among themselves in the foreign language, some may be reading materials,

some writing, some looking at filmstrips, and some reviewing vocabulary. In

other words, every student can have a ditferent acti.vity going on at a given
moment and can be brought together in small groups for discussion or skills
instruction when it seems appropriate to do so. Obviously activities are limited
for the first weeks for beginning students who must have some background in the

language before they can participate in all the possibilities; but having advanced
students more on an individual, self-pLled program gives the teacher a chance to

work more with small groups oL beginners to allow them to comprehend some of the

language and quickly move at their own pace.
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Math is one of the easiest subjects to individualize. As a starting point, a

teacher can take one book and spread the children out in different chapters in

that particular book. As students begin to grow out of the book and other materials

become available, students can be involved with different proPrams at different

levels. Students keep their own folders, take their own tests, and mark the number

correct. These tests are in a file cabinet and available to all the students any

time. Every so often they take a formal evaluation--a type of test prepared by the
instructor and checked by him so that he knows when the students pass the particu-

lar material being tested,and they know, at least at the moment, the topics they
have studied over the past few weeks.

Very few small groups are needed in math except on some skill areas where students

can be brought together for common needs. Sometimes a small group discussion is

of value to explain the role of math in a particular area; occasionally, large
group interest or lab group skill presentations can be made. One or a few students

listening to a teacher or a tape is actually a large group. Under this plan in

math, students in grades six, seven, and eight, for example, could all be together

in a large room working at their own pace. We know that students are spread over

a ten-year span at most grade levels; again using the typical seventh grade,
remember they range in achievement from grade three to grade thirteen; it becomes
impossible to have a seventh grade math book, a seventh grade program, and give
all kids the same instruction at the same time. Most students can work throu0
these materials at their own pace and seek help from a teacher or another student,

because in this plan teachers and students are available for assistance. The

teacher is not involved in teaching large groups of students each day, and stu-

dents are not required to sit 55 minutes in a class and listen to the teacher or

do the group-paced assignment.

In the area of home economics, two girls and one boy might be cooking different
types of foods, four girls might be sewing, three girls might be working on interior
decorating, two girls and two boys may be involved in home design, two more could be

discussing their next project, three may be discussing child growth and development,

four may be discussing some phase of marriage or divorce, and two might be in an

infant care unit. Another girl may be knitting, one reading a home economics text-

book, one writing his own Unipac, one developing ideas for a demonstration program,

four listening to tapes, one watching a filmstrip and one a single concept loop

film, two watching a regular film, one ironing, one washing dishes, and one conler-

ring with the teacher. All of these activities can go on together in an individual-

ized coeducational open lab approach. Teachers can pool the students together for

some large group common threads if desired. For example, in the area of social

psychology or child growth and development, group discussions are quite appropriate;

but most of the work in home economics should be tied to a self-directed individual

approach. The students can usually determine their own objectives, especially as

they progress in experience; the young ones in the K-1 years usually need teacher
direction and objectives and some basic skill presentations.

In English, a group of mixed grade 9 through 12 students might study the definition

of beauty. In the large group presentation they might see a view of a lake which

most all would agree was beautiful. On that lake might then appear a boat with a

father and three children, and mother might be standing on the shore. Suddenly

mother sees the boat capsize, and father and the three children drown. The students

are then asked if this scene remains beautiful to the mother; does this lake now

define the meaning of beauty for this individual? In small groups they can discuss

the topic of what is beauty and what is meaning. In their independent study they

can read at different levels in poetry, short stories, novels, and otherwise search
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for materials that they might classify as beautiful. In the lab situations they

can write poems rr short storie_ ur plays at different levels of ability related

to the concept of beauty. Again, this structure relates to the required course

approach; when self-selection occurs, the above still might be useful to small
numbers of students but not to an entire class. Obviously at level four of
individualization, one student or small group could determine such a program

themselves without teacher set assignments.

A course titled Theater Arts could be built around a combination of music, drama,

art, industrial arts, and home economics. Students taking this course vith a

common thread theme would work on a variety of individual materials. One might

be writing some music for the production, one helping to select published music
that the students desire to use, some writing the actual play, some designing the

sets, and others building the sets. Another student mi:.y be involved at that

moment in memorizing lines for individual rehearsal, another might be working on

stage details whirh are part of the production, two others might be listening to

a record that is related to the production, and another might be making a tape.

These are not detailed illustrations of individualized instruction, but only sug-

gested guides teachers can consider. In summary, there are three points which

should be made. In individualized instruction and personalized programming, it

is quite practical and possible that only one student may be taking one particular

course out of the entire student body. This student then would not necessarily
be involved in much interaction, except for the possibility of interaction with

a tutor or being brought together with others who had studied a similar topic or
area either previously or at the same time. In other words, we do not always need

a common theme. Students can work on materials that are of value only to them as

an individual.

Others may be working on completely different materials such as in the reading

program, but they can be brought together when they have a common need or common

interest or by using common materials. These are not permanent groups and are
not necessarily planned far ahead, but instead are a joining of individuals
when there is a need.

A third way of developing these programs is through the common thread approach.

The students involved in die common thread program can easily be brought together
for interaction, but at the same time, except for relating to a broad general

theme, can be pretty much individualized in their approach to the program.

Obviously in order to individualize instruction, we need a different method of

scheduling and grouping, and an attitude which reflects the notion that teachers

do not have to meet with all students every day. Further, in addition to teachers
being trained differently, we need different materials to individualize instruction.

We need to write packets, capsules, contracts, and other individual guides. Stu-

dents need to develop materials common to their specific goals. Commercial com-

panies must help by preparing alternatives. We need multiple textbooks instead of

a single textbook. We are going to use more paperbacks and more programmed

instruction items. We must take the materials we now have, such as workbooks,

and tear them up and use individual parts of these programs. We must take the
group-paced project materials, in the forms similar to the developments which

first produced the new science programs, and reorganize them to be taught indi-

vidually. We are going to need more than reading materials, and we need assistance

in the selection of filmstrips, single concept loop films, and commercial tapes.

We need to make tapes, and we need to beef up the libraries. We need to get the



students out of the Ouilding and into projects which involve working in community

opportunities. We need to let students write their own lesson plans, choose many

of their own subjects and offer a broad selection of activities. Individualizing

instruction is not impossible. The only things in the way now are the lack of

trained teachers and the lack of indi-;idualized materials.

Some have asked whether we really can diagnose the needs of each individual. Remem-

ber, on level four the student does the diagnosing and prescribing with assistance

as desired. When done by the teacher, as was explained ea_lier in this chapter,

most of the diagnosis is going to have to be done with approafftras we already have,

such as subjective teacher evaluations completed on an individual basis, and sub-

jective team evaluations where several teachers work together, for in describing

individualized instruction, it was assumed that in most cases where the size of

staff permitted, teachers were working in team arrangements to develop programs.

We are going to use homemade teacher tests, standardized individual achievement

tests, standardized diagnostic tests which may be available, and evaluation by

resource persons such as sociologists and psychologists. We are going to complete

case studies for individuals and use social inventories and problem check list

sheets; we are going to examine their previous school records, including anecdotal

statemerts. We are going to involve the students in individual conferer,ces for

analysis of interests, needs, and abilities. We are also going to develop new

subjective scales for rating student growth in acceptance of responsibility and

ability to make decisions, 7md we are going to have more student-parent conferences.

These items have been repeated here to again emphasize that we have the capability

now in most schools to individualize instruction.

Once the diagnosis is accomplished, the teacher or teachers in the team are going

to prescribe to the best of their ability a program for the individual, based upon

the results of the diagnosis. Does Mary need more foreign language? Does Jerry

need to learn to analyze concepts? Does Jimmy need staccato type teachers?

Should Henry use basal or programmed readers or both? In other words, on the

basis of the identification of needs, interests, and abilities for that individual,

we are going to prescribe a program that seems to make sense for that individual.

The students should be consulted and involved in understanding this prescription.

We are going to need to prepare for studevt individual objectives, perfcrmance

criteria, and fairly specific prescriptior (1J expected accomplishment at the end

of the week, quarter, year, or course. Ou the other hand, some students should

have none of these teacher prescriptions, but instead should completely prescribe

for themselves.

In most cases we should meet as a team to discuss each child and form a group pre-

scription to lessen the chance for error, esrecially in the more difficult cases.

In the first months in this program of tear. lalysis, teachers say they do not

know the children as well as they did when they had them in their own self-contained

room; but after these first few months, the teacher begins to realize that by the

information gained in discussions, he knows the individual better than he ever had

before. In the team meetings, the teachers must talk about individual students

and about learning experiences for these students. Again, this is not all theo-

retical; it is being done in a few schools. In some programs, the students do

much of the prescribing, as courses and attendance are both optional. Many stu-

dents plan almost all of their work on level four: they choose their own courses,

their own teachers, and elect most of their own goals and media.

Teachers need to have a pharmacy ready so that there are a number of solutions or

alternatives to learning. In other words, if we can just take a look at this
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whole problem the same way that an M.D. does a patient, it is not too difficult

to work out a plan. The doctor diagnoses the individual patient as well as he
can, with input from the person; on the basis of this diagnosis he prescribes a

program. He re-evaluates his prescription after a period of time and finds that

if sulfa is not working, he switches to penicillin; if penicillin is nct working,

ha may switch to aureomycin. If none of these work, he will do another diagnosis

or call for a team diagnosis because the problem may be more difficult than he

first surmised. it is true that the doctor does not have 150 patients each day,

but he may have 150 patients which he sees over a period of time. Part of the

theory for survival is not to see each of these patients each day; this is one

of the needed changes in the schoolsto accept the notion that students do not

have to come in contact with every teacher every day. Some patients do their own
prescribing; they decide they are not sick enough to see the doctor, or they tell'

the doctor what they want. Educationally they may not need help from the teacher
all the time, the same as many individuals do not see the doctor every month.

In the above paragraphs we have tried to point out that individualizing instruc-
tion is an exciting potential for schools, that it is practical, that many schools

are starting to do it now, and that within the next few years all good schools

will have students with personalized curricula. Within these curricula, learning
will be individualized on a continuous progress, self-paced approach. The decision

that must be made now is whether or not school staffs are going to commit them-
selves to improving the instruction that is now taking place in the group prescribed
programs which still occupy 90 per cent of the teachiti_; at the present time in the

schools of North America. Group requirements and group prescriptions are that

common. Unfortunately most of the individualized programs are still at level one,

with some input from levels two and three. Only a handful are heavily involved

in level four.

Any teacher who has been a parent can easily convert to individualization. Just

ask how the first child was taught. Then when the second one came along, one
who was entirely different, the pareats set different learning tasks. When indi-
viduality and learning styles of each child are taken into account, he or she will

learn in less time. What can be done with one can be done with 30 with the right
organization and program. Individualization is a popular but very misunderstood

concept. It is not a panacea for everyone; some students will not be reached,

but it is the best way we have now to adjust to the educational task, the teacher's
behavior, and the learner's behavior as a means toward achieving successful learn-

ing opportunities for as many as can possibly be motivated to learn.
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Chapter 11

Daily Smorgasbord Scheduling

For many years North American high schools have followed a ritualistic pattern of

scheduling students into classes on the basis of 55 minute periods with five

minute passing times between the bells. Occasionally schools have varied this

to seven or eight period days; junicr high schools have often had 42 or 45 rather

than 55 minute periods. In the elementary school, scheduling has been done on

the basis of assigning 25 to 35 students to one teacher in the so-called self-

contained room. There were absolutely no reasons for these patterns other than

administrative convenience, and as a very simple mechanical device to handle in-

creasing numbers of students entering the schools. Traditional methods of sched-

uliug served a purpose at one point in history, but now we know that self-contained

classrooms and period 1, 2, 3, type high schools with bells ringing, hall passes,

study halls, and all the rest of the organizational minutia that have interrupted

the learning process for a number of years no longer make sense for schools in

the 70's.

There no evidence or research to support these conventional procedures. Yet

year aft,tr year principals set up conflict charts and work during the spring and

summer to fit students into slots strictly based on the number of seats in a

classroom and on invalid course requirements. The assumptions upon which the

traditional system has operated will not stand the scrutiny of research. All

classes do not need to meet every day, yet the traditional system has assumed

they should. All classes do not need an equal amount of time, such as 55 minutes

for every subject; sout,t need longer and some need shorter periods, but even if

one tried to defend equal time, why not 52 or 58 or 67 minutes? They would be

equally wrong, but as equally defendable.

Over the past years, many schools have recognized these fallacies and have searched

for alternatives; such variations as four 70-minute periods a week, floating

periods, reversing hours so that on Monday sixth period actually met at first

period time, assembly schedules, multiple option schedules, and other such patterns

have been tried. Even 30 years ago some schools had activity periods where stu-

den*,:s had one period a day unscheduled to become involved in student programs such

as clubs, athletics, assemblies, free choice, and tutoring sessions. Ironically,

Wilson High in Long Beach, California, in the 1940's, under the direction of prin-

cipal Harry Moore, was a leader in pioneering some of the new scheduling concepts.

Students attended classes only four days a week and had an hour free every day.

When Mr. Moore left, the new principal reverted to tradition. These varied efforts

did not go far enough, nor are they now any more defensible than the straight 55

minute period, although most of them at that time were improvements, especially in

the affective domain, even if not in measurable cognitive terms.

In the early 60's we are all now quite familiar with the development that took

place at Stanford University and their work with Marshall High in Portland and

other such pilot schools to develop a computer-generated schedule designed partly

on the basic GASP system written at MIT. The program has become commonly known

as the flexible modular scheduling system. Offshoots of that program such as

those develt-od at General Electric, McDonnell Automation Center, Indiflex at the

University oi Indiana, and other similar efforts brought variations to the pattern.
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Marshall High in Portland, Oregon, has just recently developed a hand-loaded

system which seems to have improved the original Stanford concept. It is now

quire common to find a number of modular-scheduled schools in each state; un-

fortunately, when one looks closely at these schedules, it is easy to see that

most of the modular schedules are still better classiEied as inflexible, flexible

schedules--or at least staffs operate them that way. Most are certainly better

than the old 55 minute period bus schedules where principals said: "The buses

arrive at 8:30 and leave at 3:30. If I have a seven period day and assign each

student one period for lunch and one period for study hall and have five minutes

4.n between each period for passing, then I will have a good program." However,

all of these effores--the bus schedules and the flexible modular schedules--are

now obsolete as we reach into the 70's.

While Stanford was developing its program under Bush and Allen and graduate assis-

tants at Stanford, along with the principals of the schools they worked with, and

while additional similar efforts were taking place as offshoots of the Stanford

type effort in various parts of the United States, two other developments of great

national significance were taking place in the area of scheduling. They dld not

receive the publicity of the Stanford program, but in the long run probably will

have a greater impact on future scheduling at the national level. One of these

efforts was at Brookhurst Junior High in Anaheim, California, where in 1963,

Gardner Swenson and his associates were developing the concept of the daily

demand schedule. Through the use of Rcyal-McBee keysort cards and four staff

members, Brookhurst had generated a brand new master schedule each day planned

three days in advance, which allowed for most groups to meet without conflict

and which provided individualized schedules for most students. At the same time

Bob Dunsheath and Don Glines at the Canyon del Oro School, and Evelyn Carswell

at the Walker School, and the staffs of those schools in the Amphitheater District

of Tucson, Arizona, were developing the concept of daily teacher controlled

variable scheduling, built first with cardboard slips, then peg boards, and

finally by teams of teachers. The Canyon del Oro-Walker programs, along with

the daily demand type program at Brookhurst, became prototypes for the develop-

ments in daily scheduling which have occurred nationally the past eight years.

The major deficiency at Walker and Canyon del Oro in the early stages was that

students were still moved mor9_ as groups than as individuals, but both programs

were able to opera ':e. with the same budget and staff as those of traditional schools;

further, these daily schedules soon proved that they took much of the boredom out

of the school day. Additionally, by scheduling daily, one day in advance, as done

at the Tucson schools, teachers could ask for large groups, small groups, indepen-

dent study, open labs, and one-to-one conferences on the basis of daily need.

Classes could be scheduled at any hour of the day; assemies no longer becqme

interrupters of the program; kids enjoyed the variety; attendance rates went up;

discipline problems decreased; learning became more fun. The concept of "with

freedom goes responsibility" began in these two Tucson schools as much as it

did anywhere in the nation as related to the public school sector of the North

American education.

In the meantime, during this same period of the 60's, other schools began to

operate block type programs where teachers were given a core of students to work

with all day or for a given period of time. Teachers in these pod-type teaching

arrangements, such as Ruby Thomas Elementary School in Las Vegas and some early

pioneers in California and Massachusetts further developed the concept of flexible

movement. As the ideas of freedom, responsibility, flexibility, and options began
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to be accepted nationally, school districts such as University City, Missouri,

further developed open scheduling. Ridgewood High in the Chicago area worked

hard on new directicns for the computerized modular system. The Nova, Florida,

program built in flexible blocks even at the high school level. Bishop Ryan

High Schonl in Omaha developed "homemade" modular schedules and now are thinking

in ter-.2 of non-scheduling. Though most of these schools mentioned are no longer

functioning with innovative schedules, they and the many others too numerous to

name, some which even became much more sophisticated than those specifically

mentioned, were the real pioneers in educational organization as related to

scheduling. However; almost all of the programs had flaws. First, most of

these schools retained required courses; the teachers planned the curricula

themselves, or as members of teams. Group requirements and group-paced instruc-

tion were still prevalent. The major difference became time and methodology

factors; classes were now scheduled to meet as large groups and as small groups

for about 70 per cent of the week; students were left open for independent study

or laboratory time about 30 per cent of the week. Classes met for shorter and

longer periods of time than 55 minutes, and often only three or four times a

week rather than the five conventional scheduling. However, very little true

individualized instruction occurred; content and requirements, though varied,

remained very similar to the past.

During the 60's, more flexible movements took place in the elementary levels,

too, where teams of teachers in open pods with blocks of time began creative

organizational patterns; unfortunately, those great starts bogged down because

parents and educators were still handicapped by the traditional concept that

the cognitive domain was more important than the psychomotor or the affective;

they built in rigidity, again to make sure that all students had a required num-

ber of hours in the areas we have erroneously labeled basic skills--primarily

reading, writing, and math. Home economics, industrial art, physical education,

art, music, and drama--the really important subjects in the primary jears--took

a back seat as they always have, even at the secondary level, as second rate

citizens--as frills or dumping grounds to and for the "academic" program. Junior

highs tried some new approaches but still stayed locked into the horrid seventh

grade curricula called required English, history, math, science, physical educa-

tion, and a semester of art and a semester of music. The middle school movement

was the great hope of this era, but it fell back into the trap of required content

and skills at each "grade level." High schools were scared to death of the colleges,

state departments, parents, and even the shadows of their rigid departmental chair-

men, and ejther stayed on the 55 minute period or finally consented to try the

modular system. If the schedule failed, at least the computer could be blamed for

conflict and mismatch of teachers and pupils and for deficiencies in programmit.g.

To help solve all these dilemmas, Glenn Ovard and associates at Brigham Young

University took the concept of the daily schedule from Brookhurst, Canyon del Oro,

and Walker,added their own ideas, and developed a demand type schedule built daily

on the computer. It was by far the most innovative, creative method of scheduling

yet developed at that time in the United Stats. The Brigham Young program,

though retainir% required classes, developed systems whereby individualized

instruction and small group interaction requests could be fed into the computer,

the results being a brand new master schedule every single day of the year and

about 98 per cent conflict free. Though their laboratory school had to close,

Brigham Young educators have continued to explore this approach.

Now in the 1970's bold new types of scheduling have been created. Taking the

newest national developments in the area of scheduling, staffs such as those of
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the Wilson Campus School at Mankato State College, some of the NASSP model schools,

and others have developed open daily scheduling processes; some scnools are not
even bothering to build schedules any more at the high school level. As one
example, the current Wilson type is titled Daily Smorgasbord Scheduling; it is
built by hand in about one and a half hours for 600 kindergarten through 12 stu-
dents at no increase in cost except for the quantity of paper devoured, the need
for a scheduling clerk, and the manpower of people necessary each day to develop
the schedule. Daily smorgasbord scheduling has completely revolutionized the
whole concept of school organization and has led to the ability to truly begin to
develop a huwane approach to education. In the following paragraphs, first
concept which must be accepted to implement daily smorgasbord scheduling wil, be

discussed. Then, some of the philosophies and the mechanical processes for daily
scheduling will be reviewed. Finally, the present state of its development will

be summarized.

In discussing daily smorgasbord scheduling, the first effort must be to understand
much of the philosophy that is involved before the mechanics can really be under-
stood. The "why" is more important than the "how." Further, of the "69 changes"
now underway nationally, daily smorgasbord scheduling is only one. By itself
it may not be that important; but without it, most of the other changes could not

function. Before exploring the how further, the reader should be sure to under-
stand the description of the school program presented in Chapter 3. Almost all
of the changes discussed on those pages are interrelated in one way or another
with the daily scheduling process.

Within the philosophy described ' ;ection B, the mechanics of building the
schedule are not at all complica ; tLe more one accepts the freedoms and respon-
sibilities given to and expected of parents, staffs, and students, the easier the
task. However, it should be noted that if a school is not willing to adopt the
complete daily smorgasbord philosophy, a daily schedule can still be constructed
where required courses, required attendance, and other tighter structures are
possible. The daily variable schedule and Che daily demand schedule, discussed
earlier in the Canyon del Oro and Brookhurst Schools, both provided for as much
rigidity as needed.

Even in the daily smorgasbord scheduling, individual students can be structured
all day long on the basis of need by having them fill out a carbonized copy of
their program each morning, or the previous afternoon, which is then distributed
to the instructors. Attendance can be taken the same as it is in any school. In

the early stages of daily scheduling, about 5 per cent of Che students do need
this type of schedule; another 15 per cent need modified less-structured forms--
one copy which can be signed during the day and returned to the advisor. The

other 80 per cent do beautifully, or at least operate on an acceptable open basis;
some of the 80 per cent do need occasional reminders; but after a period of two
or three years, this usually is no longer necessary. For example, the young
children who have only known an open type program have very little difficulty.
The students who are in a transition stage from the old to new have some problems;
but as one would expect, many do beautifully in a day or two.

As to the actual mechanics of scheduling, the details would take a small book.
For purposes of this chapter, we can only outline some of the basic steps to show
that the notion is practical, realistic, exciting, and in operation in today's
schools. Below are listed a number of steps or phases related to the building
of the schedule to give the reader some idea of how this is done. A manual is
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needed to spell out the day-by-day cookbook recipe which schools could use as a

model to start and then eventually modify for their own school situation. In the

meantime, the following procedures should enable the creative L,Hi,-.istrator to

start writing his own recipes without waiting for the "model" to 6e. published.

1. Each teacher or teaching team and/or groups of students turn into the scheduling

clerk each day before 9:00 a.m. the requests from each center for the following

day for the desired combinations of individual conference or tutoring time,

open studio or lab time, independent study, small groups, o large groups.

These requests contain the. groups of students desired, the amount of time, any

special needs, the room desired, and any necessary comments. Sometimes teachers

have no group requests, so only a request for open studio, or open lab, or

individual conferences, or close, or some other comment is presented.

2. The scheduling clerk spends from 9:00-9:30 compiling an overview of schedule

problems for that day.

3. At 9.30 the clerk is joined by three other adults (at least one or two teachers,

a student teacher, an aide or other). These four spend from 9:30 to 10:30 or

11:00 putting the requests turned in from the teams on a master menu, which

will become the offerings for the next day. Remember, this schedule is developed

one day in advance. The team builds the menu in the following order:

a. special requests or hard to schedule needs

b. teacher conflicts and 2losed requests by teachers

c. younger children to make sure they are as conflict free as possible

d. scratch schedule of room requests already scheduled to check for conflicts

e. scheduling of remaining classes that have been requested

f. completion of "open" times such as for optional labs, conference, study

g. check final schedule for conflicts and accuracy

h. recopy and make a ditto master on the thermofax and then ditto 60-75 copies

i. distribute one copy to each teacher's mailbox and then post copies on

certain walls izround the school

4. In order to list all of the rooms in the school, four large sheets of paper are

used which are then posted side by side on the walls, or whi.ch are clamped

together for distribution to teachers. The four who form the scheduling team

each have one of these four sheets to complete. For example, the Enviroamental

Center rooms (science, social studies, environment,d studies) are listed on one

sheet side by side. This is true for all the centers. The requests as sched-

uled for each center need to be cross-referenced for avoidance of major conflicts

for students between the offerings of each center but still knowing that some

conflicts are inevitable.

5 Teachers are rotated on and off the scheduling team on a staggered basis so

that never do all three of the other schedulers go off at the same time. This

provides for continuity as well as Claring the task of schednling. It further

is a good in-service t/aining technique for teachers.

6 The schedule is posted for the following day by 2:00 p.m. of the day the sched-

ule is constructed. That way teachers and students can, if they desire, check

their plans for the next day before they go home.

7 For "1st grade" types of students, the counselor/advisor for each student helps

the child make out an individual schedule. It is usually written down on a
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narrow schedule time sheet so that the student can carry it as a reminder of
where to go, or can get help from an older student if lost. Centers can also
be color coded and colors used on the schedule for young students instead of

written words or symbols. Older students who need some structuring use these

sheets. These can be required for strict attendance for those who temporarily
need help in accepting responsibility and making decisions. However, except
for very young children, 98 per cent of the students by the secona year write

nothing down but just check the schedule and go when the time arrives--or
skip the schedule entirely that day if they know even before coming to school

that they want to spend all of their time in industrial arts.

8 Most students have about 80 per cent of their time scheduled as one-to-one
conferences with teachers, open lab, or studio, or independent study. These

do not have to be listed on the daily master schedule, except that the times

open labs and conferences are available to students are usually marked on the

menu to help with the decision-making process. Students may then go whenever

they desire and stay as long as they wish. About 20 per cent of the time the

student is in small or large groaps. These are scheduled at specific times,
either by the scheduling team, or informally by three to six students who get
together to decide when they and the teacher are both open and, thus, schedule

their own meeting.

9. There are occasional conflicts in a student's schedule. However, these can

be reduced if they bother a staff the first year by having each teacher turn

in a conflict match of other courses which bothey him most. For example,
band might list creative writing, Indian cultures, chorus, yoga, and fencing

as its biggest "enemies." The scheduling team tries to avoid scheduling

these groups back to back.

Further, remember all classes do not Aeet every day or for the same amount of

time; generally, only 20 per cent cf the student's day is in a structured

group class. The rest is in unstructured small groups, individual work, or
spur of the moment plans. Thus, conflicts are further reduced.

Personalized schools have so many mini-courses and mini-mini-courses of four

to six students for three to six weeks that it is extremely difficult to keep

track of all the conflicts. In most cases conflict charts are not attempted
with short mini-mini-courses, but for a mini-course which is going to extend

over a stretched-out period of time, conflict charts can be kept if desired.

There is a different philosophy about conflicts. The traditional school says

it has no conflicts, but in the spring it establishes that French IV, chorus,

band, journalism, (all singletons) will be first period. A student must choose

one of the four, but cannot take all four. In open schools, we think a student

should take what he nus,ds. Therefore, we build in conflicts.

But the same conflicts do not occur over and over as there is a completely dif-

ferent schedule each day. In a 12-month school, open about 240 days each year,
240 hrand new schedules are constructed, rather than the one built in a tra-

ditional school, or the five built in the flexible-modular Stanford type
arrangement. Thus, if there is a conflict, it is treated the same as if the

student were sick. The student may miss the class entirely; on the other hand,

he may listen to a tape of the presentation or discussion, or meet with a
teacher later, or meet with some of the students later, or can see a video



tape of it, if the session were that important. Remember, attendance should

usually be optional; sometimes students would rather spend all day in the

art studio, and thus miss all their scheduled classes even if there is no

conflict.

10. Students develop much of their own curricula. Thus, many "classes" are sched-

uled by students and not by teachers; students working independently in a

course avoid conflict by scheduling one-to-one conferences. Instruction should

be completely individualized. Group meetings grow out of individual needs,

so missing a "class" is not like missing a group-paced program. Actually the

words "class" or "course" begin to disappear to be replaced by "experiences."

Students in open schools are involved in multiple experiences; they do not

participate in the usual courses or class required group instruction.

11. If there is a question as to whether this type of schedule can work without
optional attendance, no report cards, choice of teachers, individualized
instruction, team teaching, nongradedness, and all the rest, the answer is

a big yes. There is a difference. The more open method is called daily

smorgasbord scheduling. Some schools are now emerging with "no schedule,"

or only scheduling the few group activities which might be arranged for

various days.

But if a school desires some structure at the beginning, this more structured

type schedule should be called "daily teacher controlled varial-lc scheduling."
For example, where seventh graders take the usual English, social studies,
math, science, physical education, art. and music, the "groups" can be moved

daily to each of these subjects as requested by the teachers. A group may

go 45 minutes to English, 75 minutes to art, 75 minutes to physica.:. education,

60 minutes to math, and 30 minutes to social studies on a given day, skipping

science and music. This method of scheduling is easier in many ways than the

smorgasbord. Students are not given as many choices, and conflicts are not

as common. In fact, this is how the first dai1 7 schedule of this type got
started in 1963 at the Canyon del Oro Scllool.

12. Another question relates to size of school. Any size school can build daily

schedules, but compromisEd must be made depending upon logisi-ics, available

manpower, student requirements, facilities, and other. In large schools of

1,000 or over, schools-within-a-school or "house plans" have proven to be

the easier way. Units of 600 are better for schools, so in a high school of

3600, four units of 900, six of 600, or three of 1200 make more sense than

oae of 3600. Scheduling 600 , 1.7ides no difficulty, but the logistics of

3,000 do present additional time problems in develop:Ing such a schedule. Tn

small schools of 200, the logistics are quite simple, but there is less flexi-

bility because of the small numbers of staff.

13. .ny age level can benefit from a daily schedule. Open schools have pre-

kindergarten through 12 students involved. The ,_nly diiference is that there

is mcre planning and struct're of the 3's, 4's, 5's, and early 6's, but even

for them it can be a very open permissive program; of course, as much struc-

ture as a staff desires may be built in on a daily 7)asis.

14. Cost is related to the amount of paper: and ditto masters useL for die mar

hours needed to build it. However, eight years experience wiL schOu'-

is convincing that the advantages far outweigh the disadvantageo. Fur*her



is around the corner via the computer. We now know how to build a daily
smorgasbord with a computer and will switch to that system as the computer

becomes available through big districts, colleges, intermediate school dis-

tricts, coop?rative intradistrict projects, cooperation with local businesses,

and many other such potential resources. A few schools are already planning

or r king pilot trials on the new third generation computers. The proposal

is to feed into the computer on a daily basis the various requests and have

the machine print out a brand new menu each day the school is open.

15 Th- teacher request sheets Chat now are used in most schools for daily hand

scheduling look something like the model presented below. Further refinement

is planned as sophistication develops.

Nam( : Team Date

Experience
or Group

Amount of
Time

Room
Request Special Nr^eds Remarks

16. The final schedule. generally looks like this at the moment, though variations

again are planned for the future.
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Daily smorgasbord L..:heduling is an exciting, practical, effecti-e, and far Jetl.er

way to snhedlie than the conventional methods. Scheduling itself is only a tool,

but without getting rid of the old traditional organizations, real improvement is

limited. Thus, scheduling opens exsting horizons for creative, innovative faculty

and students. Though present schools may modify their current daily scheduling
techniques, they would not be willing to return to the old methods of scheduling.
It is not unusual, for example, for a daily scheduled school to make over 100 major
nodifications in their first two years of using the daily scheduling ccacept.
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Visitors cGnstantly ask: "Is it really worth all the fuss and bother? Is the

schedule really that much better?" The answer is to generally ask them to remember

that in the early 1880's, Peter Cooper's first railroad engine was beaten in a race

by a horse. In the early 1900's, Billy Mitchell was court-martialad before the

concept of airpower was accepted. People laughed at the Wright Brothers and other

early pioneers who did crash once ir awhile. Eddie Rickenbacker type pilots had

to fly planes of questionable quality. The Spirit of St. Louis was also a gamble.

The P-38 met a need, 7;:iut only for two years; it was soon replaced by jets. Now

we have 747's and Apollos. Educators must decide whether or not they want to con-

tinue to send mail by pony express and travel across country by stage coach or

iron horse, or whether they prefer to send by airmail and fly cross-country in jets.

Daily smorgasbord scheduling is now beyond the Peter Cooper and Wright Brothers

stages. It is, however, probably no further along than the Spirit of St. Louis;

but one day smorga,:oord scheduling will be a space rocket for education. In the

meantime, we hope that educators will be encouraged enough by the prese,it successes

to help develop the philosophy and mechanics to a point where nationally educational

scheduling will at least soon be in the advanced jet era.

For staffs not yet ready to try daily smorga-lpord scheduling, further explanation

of the rationale behind major schedule changes is still needed, along with inves-

tigations of other possible alternatives. The key concern here is not what "model"

a particular school buys, but that the school moves out of the 55 mazute period,

or flexible-modular, or self-contained approaches

The educational leaders in the school must be committed to the notion of developing

more sophisticated scheduling or no recipe will work. The principal, for example,

must be willing to become involved in the extra work and frustration C.-,at accom-

pany massive sch-..!uling developments; he must also be willing to break traditions.

In planI4ne, a new type of schedule, the leadership must ask whether to involve all

of the staff or just part of it the first year. In a new school constructed

especially for teaming and innovation, generally the entire school should adopt

some type of flexible scheduling. However, if the new school is not an open attend-

ance area, part of the school should remain more structured; if it is a large school,

built around the house plan, one "house" could remain more traditional while the

others became "open" in varying degrees. If it is an old school with established

faculty and clientele, the principal probably should work the first year to involve

only thirty to fifty per cent of the liberal element of the staff in variable

scheduling, through use of the school-within-a-school concept. The middle-of-the-

road group can watch and get involved slowly while the resistors can be left alone

for a year or two. Remember, in the development of commitment, the administrator

cannot do it alone. He must surround himself with a por4-ion of the staff who are

also committed to the implementation of scheduling innovations.

For thoss on the staff who still need convincing, the leadership group must "sell"

a rationale which mandates that the schools of the future must arrange for organi-

zations and schedules built around entirely different assumptions, such as follow:

1. Not all teaching jobs neE1 be the same.

2. All classes in all subjects neLl not meet every day.

3. All classes need not meet the same nuriber of reriods per week or the same

amount of Lime each day
4. Students are capable assuming responsibilitics.

5. Learning is more important thar teaching, and leer: ing can take place

without the teacher.



6. Substantial improvement must take place in the instructional program, and

the teacher has aa obligation to try to invent and experiment with ways
to improve learning opportunities and experiences.

If a core of the staff becomes committed to the posf:ibithies of variable _,cheduling,

that nucleus should read much of the available literature related to flexibility.
During this reading they should try to answer basic quesi___ as: "Why have daily

teacher-controlled variable scheduling? Should we adopt smorgasbord scheduling

instead? Why would either be better than what we are doing now?" The arswers that

a staff would reach in posing such questions are generally summarized in the next

few paragraphs.

As indicated earlie in ttA_s chapter, currently most schools still operate or.: bus

schedule. The central office determines when the buses arrive and when they can
leave. The principal does divide the day into six periods and lunch, based upon
bus times. Then he says to Mrs. Jones, as she returns to school that fall: "Mrs.

Jones, you have the most wonderful schedule; you are going to have World Literature
first period this year. This m..ins you are going to have twenty-five students,
five days a week, firty-five minutes each day for thirty-six weeks. You cannot
have any more than twenty-five because the schedule will not permit it. You cannot

tave any less than twenty-five because we do not have any plac- to send them. You

cannot have any more than fifty-five min tes because that would interrupt second
period, and you cannot have any less than fifty-five minutes because that means we
would have too many students uncontrolled duriag the day. You just enjoy yourself

and have a good t:Lne with these twenty-five every day." The teacher then goes into
the room and says, "Isn't it wonderful, boys and girls? This year the twenty-five
of us are going to be together for fifty-five minutes each morning for thirty-six
weeks. We are going to have a wonderful time studying '..forld Literature. Won't

our schedule be exciting:'

As she prepares her course, her basic question is focused around "What can I do

tomorrow for fifty-five minutes to occupy the twenty-five students?" She should

be asking, "How may I help students learn tomorrow? What is the best size for the

experience? What length of time would be best? Would it make any difference

whether held in thP morning or the afternoon? What room would be appropriate and

ow co;l4 we evaluatE, the program?" In other words, the consultant and students
should be completely free to determine whether they want to meet at all that day,

whethe-r five or one hundred and fifty students would be appropriate, and whether

the time should be an hour and a half or only thirty minutes, in either a large

group, laboratory, or seminar type room. These decisions should be up to the
learning situation and the various teams on a daily basis. It should not be
determined by the teacher cr administrator in the spring or summer preceding the

school year. In conventional scheduling the administrator is saying that he can
predict what an individual student needs the following April; yet he makes his

prediction the previous April or at the latest, during the summer. He determines

then that nine months later the student should be meeting fifty-five minutes from
8:30 until 9:25; the greatest tragedy of all this is that in the case of a transfer
student, he has prescribed a remedy bi:fore he has ever met the patient. There is

no defensible position foI th.,s soothsaying kind of rationale. A staff wanting

to c(...1:;1,-Aer a flexible schedule must read the literature and learn 'he types of

possibilities and the philosophies behind them.

For example, as the staff reads about different kinds of scheduling, they must

consider the type of program originated at Stanford, at Indiana, at McDonnell,
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and many others. They should ask, "What is wrong with the flexible Todular program?"

The answer is that nothing is wrong with that program if it is compared only with

the bus schedule described above. The flexible modular programs are so much better

than traditional scheduling that everyone should be scheduling with this sytem if

that is the best step that can be achieved in a given district right now. On the

other hand, the flexible modular schedule has various flFws; it is really an

inflexible-flexible schedule, but it has been a way for many schools to start.

The problem with the modular schedule in most schools is that there axe only five

master schedules. If teachers look at their schedule one day in April, they often

say: "Why last April did we ever request this kind of program? Look, we have

large group tomorrow, lab on Wednesday, and small group on Thursday. We wish we

could ,lhanz:e it." With a daily teacher-controlled variable schedule or a daily

amorgasbord, it would be possible to change. Locked into a bus schedule or an

inflexible-flexible schedule, it is almost impossible to make wholesale alterations

easily each day in most schools.

Developing a philosophy is a step which is absolutely necessary when r. ,Alg pro-

visions for flexible scheduling. The teachers and administrators in t, articular

school must study carefully the adva.les and disadvantages of this kind of

scheduling, and then determine whether or not they agree with the basic philosophy.

Do they really understand how variable scheduling provides daily flexibility in

that the schedule can be changed to suit any particular need on any given day? Do

they comprehend how variable scheduling relieves boredom? For example, an outgrowth

of daily scheduling, which was not necessarily one of the original reasons it was

developed, is that students and teachers constantly have said that school is much

more interesting "because I do not have to sit in that World Literature class from

8:30 to 9:25 every day." One day the student may have World Literature at 8:3C,

one day at 2:30, one day when he chooses, and one day not at all. Variable

scheduling does relieve monotony as students self-select each day their attendance

and study patterns.

Variable scheduling also makes time a tool. We must learn to use time wisely.

Students and teachers are no longer /ocked into a fifty-five minute period or a

self-contained room schedule which requires reading every day or music always

from 2:00-2:30 MWF; they enter a sit.ation where they can control their own time.

The teacher may ask for only thirty minutes; the student may have a choice between

eating doughnuts for thirty minutea or studying. Both adults and youngsters must

legin to learn to use school time as a tool in providing for better learning

opportunities.

Variable scheduling provides time for planning. Team teaching, time to dream, and

interaction among professional staff are important in a flexibly scheduled school.

Teachers need to sit around a table sharing interests, abilities, and knowledge;

they maximize strengths and minimize weaknesses; thus flexible scheduling leads to

the elimination of rigid requirements and self-contained rooms in the elementary

school. If we believe in the concept of individually prescribihg instruction and

operating in a big barn philosophy, t there is absolutely no rationale that

calls for departments in secondary or self-containedness in the elementary schools.

Do no'- fail during this study to create dissatisfacti7m. One of the :_,reas that

administrators and teachers have overlooked in planning to implement variable

scheduling is that students must ie involved; they make or break an innovatively

scheduled school. If the students understand the why, what, and where, as related

to the process of scheduling, if they become dissatisfied with the old structure,

and if they agree with the new philosophy, generally the new attemt will be
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successful because they are so sold on it themselves. In order for change to occur,

we must be dissatisfied with the present schools; we must be commftted to try to

find a way to improve. One of the possible ways to improve is to adopt the concept

of daily scheduling. One of the really big dissatisfacCons in schools deals with

their past inability to truly individualize instruction and learning, and truly

pers-alize student programs. If staffs become dissatisfied with group-paced in-

struction, it is not too hard to implement forms cf individualized, continuous

progress, self-paced approaches which force new scheduling procedures.

For those schools not yet ready to adopt daily scheduling, other alternatives ought

to be considered. Each school can develop their own model. There is no "one way"

to schedule. The following summaries of some of the oLher types now available may

be of help to a school wishing to strike out on their own and develop an entirely

new or modified approach to suggestions in this chapter.

One of the s,:ven ot more alternative ways to build a schedule at the present time

.1 -.(7 -se a computer program based on modifications of the original GASP system--

better known now as flexible modular scheduling. As previously mentioned, groups

such as the McDonnell Automation Center, the agencies which have taken over the

Stanford system, Indiflex, and General Electric are examples of companies which

can build such a schedule. Here requests are put into the compute': and basically

five master schedules are derived for the year. This is one way to build a. type

of flexible schedule.

A second way to build a flexible schedule is with the use of keysort cards, par-

ticularly those developed as the Royal-McBee Company Keysort System. Generally,

a cheduling coordinator and scheduling clerk are needed for this type of

mechanism; students' schedules are placed on keysort cards. The schedule can

be built daily, weekly, or on a semester basis.

A third way to schedule is with a schedule board, some ty-u, of identification

tags, and a clerk. Teachers turn in their requests to the clerk who builds the

schedule on the basis of these plans. In other words, a schedule request sheet

job order is turned in each day on which the teachers tell tho clerk the amount
of time that they desire for that particular day for the group that they want.

They may also turn in any special requests they may have such as the room arrange-

ment, audi,---visual materiais, and other. The clerk then takes all of the requests

from the teachers and builds a schedule.

A fourth way to build ,-. s2hedule is to form scheduling teams. They may organize

in a number of ways, but it usually involves a large block of tii:te during the day.

They can be arranged on an interdisciplinary term approach, or o- a disciplinary

team approach. They can be on a grade level or non-graded level arrangement, but

the general plan here is that a number of teachers with their aides are given a

number of students and a large lock of time; within this block they build a type

of flexib2e schedule.

A fifth w-y is getting involved with the latest technological developments. There

are presently r..ew techniques in the keysort approach mentioned previously, but the

technological effort that s leading the way curr-mtly is the one described earlier

developed at Brigham YouL, University. Their laboratory school was the first in
the United States to have a daily teacher controlled flexible schedule built with

a computer. The program is still available and is the method which holds, at this

writing, most promise for the future of those schools desiring the best possible

forward looking technological system.



A sixth way is a combination of the methods discussed in the previous five. In

other words, one school may have part of its schedule built daily by the computer,
another part through the block of time arrangel:eilt where teachers build it them-

selves by hand, and a third part of their school schedule built in a more rigid
fashion by the Stanford-type computer arrangement, or an offshoot of the old bus

schedule built by hand to accommodate those teachers who still insist an rigid,

constant arrangements. There are thus all kinds of possibilitis in building
creative schedules,

A seventh type is the daily variable schedule, one which usually leads to the adop-

tion of the daily smorgasbord approach. One of the secrete in making this work is

to have very few "must" classes. In other words, teachers should Lot request

ctudents five days a week. There should be very few large group classos. A guide-

_Line is that one large group a week is too many in .che majority of classes. This

does not mean that students are not expected to see the consultant more often; but

when an adult determines there is need for a specific group on a specific day, she

should be able to request it. Generally, the teacher requests open lab which cause

no conflict in the schedule, or individual conferences which again cause no conflicts.
The teacher may aiso leave students open for independent study, or reo,aest small

groups, they normally can be easily scheduled. Part of the key to this type of
scheduling is to request "classes" of no more than five or six students, and all

with optional attendance; "must" classs must go.

From this framework comes the smorgasbord which is basically just that--the kids

are offered ham, pork, turkey, chicken, several kinds of salads, several kinds of

potatoes, rolls, and desserts. In terms of educational subjects, what happens is
that the few large gre p requests are scheduled throughout the day. The rest of

the time the teachers inerely indiaLe what is available to the students at that

particular hour. For example, under one column may be listed an open lab, thei
individu_i conferences, then open lab again, and then a small group discussicn

with some closed time in between. Each consultant has similar kinds of offerings

throughout the d.71y. There is little conflict because the students come and go to

these areas as they desire n an optional basis.

This type of scheduling is not philosophical or theoretical; it is a practical

successful way of developing programs for students. Once the instruction is in-
dividualized and personalzed, and once the students have learned to operate under

the conzept of freedom and responsibility and open classes and open campuses, the

schedule is an exciting tool. It enables stud ats to choose each day the kinds
of activities that make sense to them. On a given day a student may spend all day
in the art lab, or industrial arts area, or in the media center, or the student

may divide up the day and spend two hours in home economics, half an hour in
English, an hour and a half in math, and other similar combinations. The key
here is that the students select where they want to go and what they want to do.

Even the large groups should be optional. This works on a K through 12 basis.
The only difference is that there may be a little more structure offered in the

lower years, and sometimes they may not have an open campus, especially if they

ore in heavy traffic areas. The pilot programs with daily smorgasbord scheduling
have been temendously exciting and hold great promise for the futul - Seve,m1

schools are now using this method. The suspect is great that non-scheduled schools
wili be emerging as more develop open, student selected cukricular experiences.

Alternative eight, then, may soon become a school without a schedule; only special

events will be listed, and even these probably will be eliminated. Already some

of the daily scheduli schools have cut out listing independent study and open
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laboratory times. Some have tried no schedule on Wednesday, for example. Several
schools are now only listing special events. But as pilot programs develop in a
truly open school, free from pressure of parents, colleges, and subjects, the
schedule will disappear too,

In changing to new scheduling procedures or any of the other innJva*zions, the
questicn of money always arises. Yes, schools need more money, but the present
problem is to use the finances we have more creatively; to do tnis we must reallocate
resources. In other words, in 1967, if a school spent $50,000 on textbooks, two
teachers, blackboards, and paint for the walls, maybe now ',:hey will spend the same
$50,000 on a video viewer, one teacher, three aides, an overhead projector, and will
knock out .a wall. Schools can have flexible schedule on their current budget. What
they must understand is that the money that is spent by the school district must be
reallocated and deployed differently than in the past. We are not talking about an
impossible financial arrangement; too many schools around the country have already
proven this.

Thus, in considering budgc_.., and the eight alternative means of scheduling presented
here, educators must realiztl that all are practical and immediately possible illus-
trations. The arrangements described in the followinL T)aragraphs further portray
the reasonableness uf such efforts and are examples of how schools can begin if they
must start schedule breakthroughs in a rather conservative manner.

One method, the block of time arrangement, can b,1 illustrated as follows: Perhaps
six teachers--maybe two English, two social science, two science teachers--and
three aides are given 210 students for a thre2-hour block of time--the equivalent
of periods one, two, and three. The rest of the school can operate traditionally;
the 210 students are completely free to organize a program as thL; desire. At a
giv,in moment, all 210 may be working individually, or some may be working in a
large group with one teacher, or all may be working in small groups, or some may
be working independently, some in laboratory situations and some in informal groups.
Whatever they are doing has been determined daily by these students and teachers
who are responsible for their own time. The schedule on a given day may call for
about an hour of the student's time scheduled with a consultant- the other two hours
may provide _,:)rtunities for most students to determine the work best suited for
theil: immediate need. Their choices may be related to English, social science, or
math. They may choose not to do any work in these particular subjects, but instead
go to the student center for a doughnut, to the art room, or to the physical educa-
tion building for a workout. In other words, these adults and these students have
complete flexibility during this team arrangement to build the kind of program that
they desire. If the physical education teaeler won't cooperate, then one of the
options is just tot available until that department is convinced to be more open.

Another arrangerl,ent might be combinations of alternatives. For example, one team
may have four hours, or sixteen modules, if the schedule is built on a fifteen
minute module base; this gives them a big block of time similar to that just
described. Right opposite them might be teachers who have back-to-back schedules
for horizontal, but not vertical,flexibil--, T1, other words, they may not have
_our Liours and 100 students with four te but there may be two or three
teachers working for an hour, or 75 minutes, or for some other time arrangement.
An example of this might 1)e it three math teachers have a group of 90 students to
wcrk with for an hour. TILy --an have horizontal flexibility working as a team with
options for large or smalT 'orou.1.,, independent study, and other flexible arrangements.
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At the same time that some of the teachers are involved in this big four-hour

block and others are involved in horizontal arrangements, a third group of teachers

may be on a reg,Alar conventisnal schedule. Hoever, to show them that there are

other ways o.E t,..aach47g besides fifty-five minutes, or to provide longer and shorter

periods of time for subjects thst may demand them, the former first period for

those on a conventional F...Idule may be sixty minutes one day, seventy-five on two

days, and forty-five -2.Luts on the two remaining days. In other words, the con-

ventional schedule c t varied too.

At the elementary and middle or lunicr high levels, there is absolutely no excuse

for not havng a daily vL,riable schc7dule. As soon as one eliminates departmentali-
zation in junior high, and sAl-ct, cained rooms in the elementary school, there

must be plans for some type of daily no7cms-At of students in order to retain the

desired fleibility. The easiest way in the elementary school is to form teaching
teams which can operate within large blocks of time, building daily schedules

themselves. For example, four teachers and three aides may be given 125 students

all day long; these teachers and their aides would teach all the subjects for

these 125 students. In other plans the teachers may teach all or some of the sub-

jects; one teacher may teach eight subjects in the elementary school (not recom-

mended, but possible), or she may only teach two or three subjects. There can be

larger teams within which are then developed sub-teams. There may be 'ight or

more teachers in the school; each one may become a specialist; students are moved
from tearther to teacher, not on a departmentalized junior high type basis, but

growing out of the team plans where a series of specialists work togther to help

individual students. None of the above are considered the best way, but they do
illusurate how small, practical starts ar more flexibility can be made oveinight

with the same budge;:.

Ultimately we are coming to the day described earlier when in most of the larger
schools, computers will build the high school and middle school schedules on a

daily basis, and where some schools-within-a-school will operate with no schedule.

Smaller schools and most amaller elementary schools will probably continue to

remain for awhile on some type cf block of time, teacher constructed approach,

which is a simpler type of arrangement for building flexible schedules in small

schools and in poor districts where they have not formed intermediate districts

to provide computer availability. The main point to be stressed is that daily
flexible scheduling is just as easy as building a traditional schedule if one has

a commitment to the philosophy and begins to non-grade and indivii.ualize. The

coming of daily smorgasbord scheduling and "non-scheduling" is already revamping

the forward looking daily variable schedules.

However, in order to really significantly change the time organization, requirements

must change. For example, in building a high school flexible schedule, as soon as

the teachers adopt an open philosophy with very few demands for groups, it is easy

. to create imaginative schedules. If the art teacher has primarily open labs and
perhaps only occasionally requires a group, if the typing and industrial arts teachers
basically do the same, and if the social studies teacher demands no more than one

large group every two weeks and perhaps two small groups a week, the schedule is

relatively free. The math teacher can work primarily on an independert basis and,

therefore, have almost no demands for large groups of students. When this becomos

the method of developing curriculum, teaching, and learning strategies, then the

schedule becomes a relatively simple matter. Presently the reason for the Stanford

type schedules is that we are so locked into group-paced instruction and are still

so often seeking to meet the group of twenty-five or to teach as if there were twenty-

five, that we miss the entirE possibility of exciting educational benefits.
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In building daily schedules, whether variable or smorgasbord style, the student
rarely, if ever, has the same schedule. He has 170 or 240 or one for each day he
attends school each year. The consultant in this particular program may find her-
self "teaching" on Monday; Thursday she may find that she has the day off to dream.
In other words, because team teaching and flexible scheduling allow schools to
release at least 25 per cent of the faculty on any given day, some teachers are
usually scheduled out. Part of the reasoning for daily scheduling is to provide
this kind of potential for the teacher.

Thus far the best way to learn to schedule is to build them. It takes most schools
an entire quarter to train all the teachers, and even then they do not all under-
stand it well. After two years, a schedule for 600 can be built each day in about
an hour unless unusual problems arise. The first efforts in most schools though,
usually take all day, and after two years, schools still have mechanical and
philosophical scheduling disagreements.

Some educators, though, continue to ask: "Where are we in this whole process of
flexible scheduling?" Some have thought they should not adopt flexible scheduling
because it did not do for them what they wanted it to do; they are looking for a
panacea, the Shangri-La. We are not at that level of development in flexible sched-
uling, individualizing instruction, or providing for student freedom and responsi-
bility. We are not there in any of the 69 revisions that are summarized in the
glossary, but we have made great strides the past ten years in each of the areas,
and have gained the confidence to try to implement these changes.

Returning to the airplane and train analogies, schools have a choice of staying in
the pre-airplane stage--they can be content with the horse and buggy or the old iron
horse--or they can choose to try to fly. Some have not been content with the old
iron horse; in terms of organization, they are attempting to play with scheduling,
just as earlier pioneers did with the notion tliat an airplane would fly. Those
first efforts were not very successful, and neither were the early attempts at
flexible scheduling; but at least the attempt was made. Now that we have arrived
at the Spirit of St. Louis stage, unfortunately just as the air industry was forced
to do, it looks as if we now must struggle through the educational counterparts of
such propeller driven fighter planes as P-38; remember how excited we were during
World War II to learn that the P-38 flew 400 miles an hour; two years later the
arrival of the initial jets put the propeller fighter plane into obsolescence.
In the 60's we developed the present jets; now in the 70's it looks like supersonic
airliners, and maybe in the 90's it will be passenger rockets. We are even learning
to parachute planes safely to the ground. Where is the aircraft--or rocket--industry
going after the year 2000? Once schools have a supersonic method of scheduling,
hopefully before the year 2000, educators can ask the same question--where are we
going? In the meantime there is no doubt that most all educators working with forms
of variable scheduling are at the present apprehensively optimistic.

If schools or districts do develop more humane approaches during the 70's, it is a
safe bet that the more open schools will be operating without schedules and thus
can skip this entire chapter and a great deal of work. More and more open concept
schools will move from a modular scheduling approach to the daily smorgasbord. Almost
all schools will be involved in some type of scheduling they regard as "flexible."
By 1980 no good high school will still be operating a six or seven period day. Tech-

nological advances with the computer, philosophical acceptance of open schools, and
humane approaches toward curriculum and persons will lead to exciting new concepts
in the area we now refer to as scheduling. In fact, the word schedule may become one
of the extinct words, and thus eliminated from the educational vocabulary.
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Chapter 12

Freedom, Responsibility, Courtesy

Humaneness and relevancy may be key philosophies in creating a new, open respon-

sive schoo3, but the mechanics of how to do it rest with one basic slogan: "With

Freedom goes Responsibility and Courtesy." If schools are not willing to practice

the concepts implied, then change to a more open system is extremely difficult if

not impossible.

Students should have a great deal of freedom, but must learn to accept the respon-

sibilities that go with self-direction, and the courtesy that must be extended to

others. Making decisions and value judgments are important. These are not learned

without opportunities to exercise these goals.

In the past such ideas as student freedom, responsibility, and daily scheduling

have been barriers to change in that the faculty, administration, board, and/or

parents would not approve the program; they feared that students could not accept

great amounts of freedom; the adults thought they would waste time, get in trouble,

and not "learn as much."

Fortunately, in recent years a number of schools have bean successful in developing

models for use of uascheduled, open, or unstructured time. They have shown that

the concept of responsibility does work, that it is an exciting philosophy, and

that it is the kind of program that should be available to many of the students

most of the time. The trauma of turning students "loose," and the mechanics and

time necessary to build daily schedules have certainly been barriers to improve-

ment. Two constant questions arise: How does a school overcome such barriers?

What kinds of models are there throughout the country for a staff to consider for

adoption or modification?

In overcoming barriers and developing for a specific school program related to

freedom and open scheduling, both the students and staff must understand the "whys,

whats, wheres, and hows." Not knowing about the change from 16 to Z causes resis-

tance. Teachers and students must understand the why factors, such as why we build

a daily smorgasbord schedule. They must understand that the philosophy of daily

scheduling calls for time arrangements based upon the learning task as determined

daily by teams of consultants interacting, or by student requests, or a combination

of both. They must know that schedules attempt to provide for the abilities, needs,

and interests of every student on an individual basis each day. Further, they must

realize that the schedule, and the concepts of freedom and responsibility, are

trying to make appropriate utilization of time, space, professional staff, and

materials. They also must know how they can make requests and selections regarding

the daily programs.

The what factor becomes involved in two phases: one we could define as teacher

scheduled time, and the other as student scheduled time. Most schools have been

afraid to attempt unstructured schedules, but those who gambled have provided

excellent models. The teacher scaeduled time Should usually occupy no more than

20 per cent of the day and will probably be less in the future. In several current

optional attendance schools, time is generally by student choice, not teacher demand.

Even in required attendance situations, where the teacher can demand small groups

or large groups, laboratory sessions, or individual conferences, she or he may
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control time to the point that in the continuous progress, self-paced, individu-

alized instruction arrangement, when there is a need to work with an individual,

the adult may ask for that individual. When the consultant desires a laboratory
experience for the student, it can be arranged, the same as students can be

_scheduled for small or large group situations.

The major portion of the year could be defined as student scheduled; at least 80

to 100 per cent of each day most students should be allowed to determine what they

need_to do with their time. The student should not be controlled by the authority
of the teact1.7r all day long, except in necessary cases.

What can an individual do during the ;line that is student controlled? There are

many things; he can become involved in quest study, pursuing something on his own

that he has developed; he can be involved in depth study, providing more detail

in work growing out of a program partially prescribed by the teacher. He can be

doing some individual study which might be the equivalent of the assignments that

we have given him in the past. He may be involved in some type of other indepen-
dent study project relating to one of his classes or relating to his own special

task. For example, he might be the only one in school taking Latin American

History and may be working independently during this time on this course. The

student may be working with a small group; he can either organize it with other

students without a teacher, or he can request a small group with the teacher.

In other words, the student may request meetings with teachers, either as an

individual or in a small group, or even in a large group. If students feel a

need for some particular help from the teacher, they can receive it, generally

on the day it is needed. On the other hand, they might be involved during the
time they have in some kind of student activity; they may be relaxing, eating a

doughnut, working on the school newspaper, or enjoying some other area that may

not be related specifically to a subject being studied.

Both students and teachers must understand where the students may go during the

student scheduled time. These areas, for purposes of explanation, can be divided

into two types: study areas or activity areas. In other words, some students may

be involved in what adults call good learning situations, working on some kind of

class or independent project. Others may be involved in something that may not

be directly related to the prescribed classroom program, but something that the

individual student feels is of benefit. There should be from ten to tency-five
different choices available to students, depending upon maturity and facilities.

These apply to first-year boys and girls as well as to seniors. Students in a

true open school need not account for this time; they may decide where to be with-

out accountability of attendance. When they must be "somewhere," accountable to
attendance rolls, the concept of freedom loses much of its potential.

A student might choose as one of his twenty-five possible selections today to go to

the media center to study; he might choose the student center--the so-called student

union, or lounge, or doughnut shop, or faculty/student snack bar or whatever name

it might have. He may choose to go to a laboratory where individualized reading is

established, not on a rem2dial basis, but as part of an approach that calls for

most students to improve reading by participating in the program sometime during

the school years. The student might be involved in another classroom session; he

may decide to repeat an experience that he had previously and would like further

clarification. He might go to the industrial technology laboratory and work on a

project there, or he might be in the cafeteria, or the counseling center where he

could visit with the counselor or read descriptive college or vocational selections.

He might have a conference with an individual teacher; he might be involved as a
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student assistant working in the office, media-center, or some other area; or the

student might go to the art studio.

Ten areas already hare been. described; the eleventh could be an open typing labora-

tory. Most every student.of any age should be able to type whenever he has a need.

The student could go to the outdoor center, a place where students can lounge or

relax or study outdoors, or to the home economics laboratory. He could work on a

school project such as the newspaper or the yearbook or be working in the science

laboratory independently; he could be in a committee meeting of some kind. A

student needing structure could be assigned to a teacher or an area where quiet

study is occurring, or he could be helping that adult as part of the therapy.

Another could choose to be in a listening facility such as the language laboratory,

or he might choose the physical education lab. He might go to an evaluation

center where whenever he is ready in his indivichmlized self-paced program, he

can take the evaluation on the particular day and hour that he desires. He could

be in the music studio. We could go on and on pointing out places where the

students could choose to be during the time he builds his own schedule.

These are not theory, and they are not philosophy; there is room for these choices

even in crowded buildings. It becomes very feasible when the students and teachers

overcome the notion that they must meet in the teacher's own room with twenty-five

students every day. As soon as the teacher realizes she does not have "her room"

and "her students," but instead is working as part of a total school approach,

and when she works with individuals and aot group-paced instruction, these activi-

ties and choices become very appropriate.

One of the reasons for unscheduled or responsibility time is to help students develop

the concepts of leisure and responsibility. The future world is going to leave

adults with large amounts of unscheduled time. We are basically going to select

from three broad choices: we can involve ourselves in study, service, or recreation.

Some of the free time ought to be spent studying; self-education and life-long

learning are going to be much more important in the future world. A 7econd avenue

for use of unscheduled time is that of service; more and more we are ling to offer

services to volunteer understaffed state and private agencies. Pay the time

will continue to be spent in recreational activities. In schools 141- ! choices

are allowed most of the day, the students gather experiences in a c ,_rolled environ-

ment in making decisions and in wise use of time. They learn that _th freedom goes

responsibility and courtesy.

This entire concept is so terribly important that it is of value to take time here

to further explain and illustrate how this attitude toward the student works. It

is necessary that the innovative schools understand student freedom and responsi-

bility; it is applicable in suburban, urban, and rural schools but is implemented

differently. In a "problem area," schools might only give a small percentage of

the students these opportunities in the beginning and let the list gradually grow.

Responsibility cards can be issued, for example. In an area less troubled with

problem learners, all 100 per cent can be released, although about 20 per cent

need to eventually be structured for a time before they gain complete understanding

of the progTam. Usually the "problem learners" are caused by the "problem schools";

eliminating the latter does much to remove the former. It is a two or three year

process in difficult cases or situations, and sometimes no cure is discovered for

or by some individuals.

Schools embarking upon innovative, exemplary programs must accept this basic con-

cept--one which is greatly in necd of correct implementation--that of allowing
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students opportunities for freedom and responsibility. If educators believe that
a prime purpose of schools should be to develop decision-making, responsible,
value judging, perceptive, self-directing, self-educating individuals, then time
must be provided for students to have opportunities to develop these skills. This

stetement applies to both elementary and secondary school, to "first grade" stu-
dents and high school "seniors." The only difference is in the degree and method
of implementation.

There are two important reasons for the acceptance of the concept of freedom and
responsibility. Foremost is the philosophical belief in necessary goals for
education; second is the fact that if a school decides to implement a truly daily
variable schedule, it is virtually impossible to program all students 100 per
cent of the time. In past efforts to account for all students, the obsolete
concept'of a study hall has been employed in the secondary school and constant
teacher-pupil contact in the elementary. Fortunately, educators are realizing
that the study hall offers little value other than as a "jail" where attendance
can be taken, thereby acounting for all students' actions almost every minute

of the school day.

Students need to learn to use time as a tool. Being tightl f, si-

periods a day at school with no optional choices does not lend itself to aiding
students to make judgments about appropriate use of time. Schools of America
have grown to be dependent upon organizational processes that are more nearly
intent upon managing students than educating them.

Most schools now are run on a 90-10 basis--90 per cent of the decisions being made
by teachers, and 10 per cent by students. What is needed is a more nearly equal
relationship. This is not to imply that schools be managed by young people; it
does, however, intend to suggest the need for joint adult-young person considere-
dons of school programs, not in theory, but in actual practice.

Under the old secondary school concept of study hall, or assigning students to six
classes, or in the elementary school of allowing children only a short recess, the
only times students could make choices independent of the teacher were at lunch;
these were limited to a few areas for short periods of time. Students have wants

and needs as do adults. They ought to be able to decide during part of the school
day what they would like to do--what would be most meaningful to them at a given
time. The administrator or teacher cannot during the summer or on a day-by-day
basis, decide what is best for every student every hour of every day. Students need

to be "turned loose" part or all of each day.

How is this idea implemented? In the elementary school most students should have a

chance each day to make decisions. Smorgasbord schduling makes almost the entire
day a choice; however, in most conventional schools, responsibility time should pro-
vide some opportunity for the students to decide at various times during the day
whether this moment should be spent in the media center, on the playground, in the
cafeteria having a snack or talking to friends, in the art or science centers, or
in the open pod or classroom working on special interest projects. First-year stu-

dents, in general, may have less time than sixth-year students, although at all
levels individual* may have more or less time depending upon their ability to accept
responsibility; some may make decisions all or a greater part of the school day.
Schools which have done this have discovered, much to the amazement of the skeptics,

that students can make wise choices and can be away ,:rom a teacher and still learn
to read, write, compute, think, analyze, observe, draw, sing, and jump. The "crowded"
elementary school curriculum takes on a new dimension with the decision-making
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element added. First-year students can self-select all day long, though in the

initial wecks of the program part of their day should be structured to provide

some group orientation in each area plus security for those who need it.

At the secondary level, at least twenty-five areas, as mentioned, need to be

identified as options for selection. Depending upon whether the scheduling develop-

ment i3 of the daily variable or smorgasbord type the students inay have one, two,

or six hours of unscheduled or responsibility time. Many students should have a

choice of attendance in most classes. In fact, forwaA-looking schools accept the

concept of optional attendance for most all students; those who have experimented

with this have found that students will attend classes where teachers have developed

programs Chat are meaningful and realistic for the goals of the learner. Students

shy away from classes oriented prima:,rily to teacher goals. Self-selected curricula

motivates students.

For student-selected options, remember that a patio, a snack bar, the cafeteria,

the media center, the art and music rooms, the shops, home economics area, science

laboratories, physical education areas, typing, reading and writing laboratories,

P-1A tsting center, an appointment with a teacher, repeating a

class for further clarification, school activitied (newspaper), and a quiet space

should all be available. In these choices there must be a mixture of quiet areas

such as individual carrels in the media center, semi-quiet areas such as the lobby

or rooms where students may work together in small groups, and noise areas such as

a patio and snack bar where students may talk in normal or loud tones.

There are some built-in brakes in such a program. The students are taught that

there are only twenty-five areas, not twenty-six or twenty-seven. They receive

further explanation that with freedom goes responsibility and courtesy; in a

society there are necessary restrictions. An analogy may be made with driving

a car, which one may freely do as long as speed limits, traffic lights, and road

courtesies are observed. When traffic signals are violated, perhaps nothing happens

the first time. Maybe the second time a ticket is received, but tragic results

might occur the third time by running down a pedestrian or hitting another car.

Students must understand that in most schools climbing on the roof and hitting the

teachers are not among the possible choices. Open campuses are advocated in flexi-

ble schools, but in some situations a closed campus may be better.

Students generally fail in four broad categories as regards functioning in this

type of program. The first year that it is attempted: (1) the majority of students

handle the entire program beautifully, (2) some handle it well but need an occa-

sional prodding, (3) several handleparts of it but need to be structured into some

classes for part of the day, (4) there are a few who generally need structuring all

day long; at this stage of their maturity they are not able to handle much unsched-

uled time. By the end of two years in this program, most students fall into cate-

gory 1 or 2--about 98 per cent in a rural or suburban type school and about 60 per

cent in the inner city.

Students who fall in category 4 can usually be subdivided into two types: (1) those

who are fine citizens but who for one reason or another at present need a highly

structured program; (2) those who are poor citizens who abuse the opportunity of

freedom. For the former, assignment to a type of structured schedule developed

each morning by the student in conjunction with his teacher-counselor usually will

suffice, while the student gradually learns to make decisions. For the students

who abuse the oportunity of freedom, a tighter structure must be provided. These
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students have usually lost communication with adul:-.s and need to be helped back into

communication; the best way is by assignment to an adult they can relate to. A

program is necessary to guide them to be able to accept responsibility. A planned

method whereby one time they receive the "pep talk" from an administrator, one tim,2

a small group or individual discussion with a counselor or teacher, one time a

session in study skills taught by a teacher, and sometimes just supervision from

an aide will help most; sensitivity training has helped some. Assigning individuals

to a teacher or aide often helps them most:. -A few students may need resource aid'

from school psychologists or other specialists and may spend the majority of their

time in a structured program.
Identification of deviant behavior and review of

cases must become a part of the evaluation so that students who demonstrate a new

readiness to accept responsibility can be given unscheduled time again. Attendance

can be taken in an open school by carbonizing the schedules they prepare each day

so that all teachers get a copy. Structuring a student's schedule usually works

best if it is treated as a counseling rather than a discipline situation.

There must be a follow-up evaluation after the treatment; individual conferences

with an adult who the student can relate to, along with truly personalized programs,

have proven to be among the best remedies. If students are in classes they select

because they have interest and ability in those subjects, and are with a teacher

they can respect and communicate with, most of those who are possible to save will

ev,mtually change, though it may take two or three years for some. Usually, these

students have problems in the affective and psychomotor domtlins which need to be

clarified before the cognitive can be improved.

A specific example out of many is selected here to illustrate this message. One

summer the math teachers in a school spent hours and hours going over new math

programs, new textbooks, and making decisions as to the type of innovative, exciting

math program needed for seventh and eighth graders. The staff chose several dif-

ferent programs, realizing that no one program was suited for all the students.

School began, and the students undertook this wonderful math program, diligently

planned by teachers with availability of all new materials.

Report cards had not yet been abolished in that school; at the end of the first

nine weeks, in surveying the grades given to the students, a number had mceived

D's and F's in math. Realizing that it must be the student's fault because over

the summer the staff had just overhauled the math program so that it would satisfy

all the students, the individuals receiving these grades were brought together in a

group and given an old-fashioned lecture on "get busy and do your work; it is your

fault that you are failing math."

The second nine weeks went along, and some of these students began to appear in

the office as discipline problems. At the end of the second nine-week period it

was the same story again. Generally the same students had received D's and F's.

They were again admonished by the administration. In the middle of the third nine-

week period, two of the boys in the traditional eighth grade were kicked out of

math class. They were told they could not return. They were finished; all other

kinds of threats were given, and then the math teacher marched them to the office.

They were again chewed out by the administration; the kids threatened to quit school

and said they could hardly wait until the end of the eighth grade when they could

legally quit in that state; they only had about three months to go. What was the

administrator to do? There was no value in spanking them nor especially in expel-

ling them, because they wanted to have that happen. The staff had planned this

wonderful math program, but the kids were still failing and having disciplinary

problems. The students had been worked with all year in terms of counseling; their
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parents had been in for conferences; finally, in exasperation, the adult working

with them stated, "Don't you need any math?" The response of the kids openec a

whoe new world; they said, 'Yes, but not the kiLid of math we are getting." The

administrator about fell out of his seat: the kids were willing to study math, but

not the school Planned math; fortunately he decided to listen to them.

At that point a 04e^ussion ensued with the twb boys about what type of math they

needed, and a p n was worked out whereby the students could spend the next six

weeks developing a horse farm on paper. They were at first resistant to this

because what did a horse farm have to do with math. When they were asked if the

farm would have a workout track, the reply was yes. They were asked what would be

the circumference and diameter of the track, how many board feet of lumber would be

-needed, what was the current price of lumber per board feet, and finally, how much

would this track cost? Next they were asked if it would have a corral. The answer

was again yes. "How many square feet of lumber will you need, what is the price

per board foot, and what will the total cost be?" They were asked if the farm would

have a bunk house, and again the answer was yes.

As the project finally emerged, these students were given six weeks to complete a

mural of a horse farm. They had to go to the art teacher for help in terms of

painting the mural; they had to go to the drafting teacher to learn how to scale

the drawing; and they had to go to the math teacher who had kicked them out of

class for help in figuring the price of the project and all the other math needed,

such as circumference and square feet. During the six-week period these two boys

became excited about their project. The teachers, working as a team, began dis-

cussing what three teachers could do to help those who have problems; at the end

of the six weeks the boys had compled a beautiful piece of work. There had been

team teaching and interrelated zurricula through the cooperation of the art, drafting,

and math teachers. The boys then were asked what they wanted to do next because they

had completed their math requirements.

One of the conditions of this project had been that if they completed it, they would

be given a C in math and passed and would not have to complete the course in terms

of traditional math hours. Their answer was, "We want more math." When they were

confronted with, "I thought you did not like math!" they answered, "We like math,

at least we like this kind of math." Other students in the school saw this project

going on and suddenly desired to do this type of work themselves.

What developed from this small start was that many students developed individual

math programs, many of whom were the traditional 90 I.Q. drop-out type of students.

Math became fun because it became meaningful to them. They went on to learn a great

deal of math and in the process inspired the teachers to develop a completely non-

graded, individualized, stimulating math program for the entire school.

One of the outgrowths of the project was to understand that when teachers listen to

kids and develop relevant programs based on their needs rather than requirements

and programs determined entirely by educators, their whole attitude toward learning

changes. These two boys went ahead and graduated from high school, probably some-

thing that would not have happened had they been required to sit in the traditional

group-paced program where year after year they followed the conventional requirements

found in most junior and senior high schools.

A number of schools have tried to implement the ideas presented above, but they have

failed. Usually the error has been a lack of communication and understanding. Some
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schools have simply announced this policy in September, talked about it a short
time in an assembly, or sent out a few bullei-ins during homeroom, and then expected
teachers and pupils tc adjust overnight after years of a structured indc-Arination.
A carefully planned explanation must be devised to insure success.

The first step is that of individual talks with key faculty members to be sure they
understand the philosovhy. Then a large group presentation is made to the whole
faculty as to why and how, followed by small group sessions with parts of the faculty,
and individual conferences where necessary; various communication efforts must be
utilized to insure that teachers comprehend student-scheduled time. For the students,
sessions with student leaders are a beginning. Then large group presentations are
needed; there the "W's" are sl'elled out: Why do you have student-scheduled time;
where may you go; and what do you do when you there? Some basic operational poli-

cies are established. The three "W's" are the single most important phase of the
planning. Students must understand them completely; Why do I have open time;
where may I go; and what do I do when I get there. Schools with complete optional
attendance and open campuses must work hard on the guidelines the first year, but
the students will soon respond; they realize that these freedoms make it worth
accepting the responsibilities.

Following the large group, teachers should take time to discuss the matter in small
group seminars. The few reasons for putting some students on structured time should
again be stressed. Then constant work in the early stages with individual students
is needed. These sessions should be of counseling nature, not punitive. Students
must be helped to realize that the correction, even when critical, is not condemna-
ticn, By the second year, or at least by the end of it, the need for structured
programs should be overcome in most schools for the great majority of the students.

Further, faculty-student teams can be formed. These could be in the areas of cur-
riculum, new ideas, communication, and evaluation, for example. They should meet
often to discuss ways to improve the school programs. They help to get the student
body involved in the mutual relationship that should exist in a school. The com-
munication group can explain the program to their peers. The evalue_tion team can
develop and administer student surveys to see where better understandings and im-
provements are needed. The idea people can suggest changes. The curriculum group
can relate the new concept to teachers and students in terms of classroom assign-
ments. These groups should definitely represent a true cross-section of the stu-
dent body. Involving students deeply is the key to a successful_program; they
should be allowed to meet on school time.

After all this, it is still possible that some parents may object. If they come

to complain saying that they do not want their children to have student-scheduled
time (do not call it "free time," or "choice time" the first year), explain that
it is a joint enterprise and that the teachers are standing by to consult and to
guide. Ask them if Mom has a coffee break during the housework, and if Dad visits
the canteen truck at the plant or office. Explain that teachers have a chance to
make decisions about their use of time during part of the day, including the option
of eating a doughnut. Some students have a need for relaxing after a difficult
experience, or for a snack if they missed breakfast, or for studying for a future
evaluation. Students should have opportunities to decide what is best for them at
a given time; food service should be available all day.

Note to the parents that on Saturdays and Sundays their children are often without
supervision and sometimes choose to have a snack. After all this, if parents still
object, acknowledge that Pete or Jane can be assigned to a structured schedule if
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the parents really feel their children cannot be trusted yet to make wise decisions.

Encourage the parents to consider the dhild's se-ase of values; for example, given

an opportunity to choose between a nickel and a paper dollar, the young child may

select the nickel because it has a place in his "experience bank." He has held one

before, and he probably knows that it can be traded for a treat. Thus, given the

opportunity to be master of one's time, as a college freshman for example, he may

well make a series of disastrous decisions, for he has not had the opportunity tc

make decisions about uses of smaller increments of time in his previous learning

experiences. Most schools are organized as if it is expected that the learner is

suddenly and magically endowed, about the tinvl of commencement from high school,

with good judgment about using time. The learner must have concrete experiences

to be able to learn.

It is true that some students will make poor choices. Sometimes they will choose

a doughnut when a book would be a better selection. Adult:3 do the same. If stu-

dents are evor to learn Lo make judgments, they must have the chance, and whet

better place than in the controlled environment of the schools. Boys and girls can

gradually be given, from first year to twelfth, increasing amounts of freedom, re-

sponsibility, and decision-making situations.

Schools which have successfully implemented this philosophy have parents who say,

"I do not understand it. I do noL send my child to school to sit on the grass and

eat doughnuts, but I like it; I have never seen Johnny so excited about school."

Objective evidence being gathered in schools across the nation is beginning to bear

out the subiective evaluations. The great majority of students and teachers who

have operated under the old system of ligidity and then under a successful program

of flexibility, given a choice, would never return to the conventional. One of

the truly e-citing and meaningful innovations in schools today is the entire con-

cept of increased variability in scheduling and the dynamic philosophy of giving

boys and girls the opportunity for freedom and responsibility.

Part of this barrier and model we have been discussing calls for a solution to one

problem--those students who may not be completely ready at the present time to handle

most of their time as unscheduled. In other words, in. addition to any structured

class time requested by the teacher, they may need an additional ten, twenty, or

thirty per cent or all of their time structured. The most difficult cases may need

some typiz of 100 per cent structuring, but the student should not be left structured

indefinitely or without any help. The counselors should plan to work individually

with these students part of the time. A sympathetic teacher can help arrange a

program for students who are having difficulty. In schools where students choose

their own teacher-advisor, this person is often the one who can mcst help the

individual student.

The question of structuring some students raises the entire spectrum of the cogni-

tive, affective, and psychomotor domains. It is quite evident that many of the

problem students today have basic needs in the area of the affective or psychomotr

domains, morethan the cogniti',re, at this moment in the individual's development.

Yet, schools cJnstantly say Johnny is a tenth grader and must take tenth grade

English. Johuny has generally failed most previous work and has received D's and

F's in English for nine years; he hates the subject and usually grows to dislike

the teacher. Still we force him into it. Some students are much better off in the

entire area of personal development, responsibility, decision making, and general

attitude toward school if they are taking perhaps two hours of art, two hours of

individualized reading, and an hour of physical education during the day, instead
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of one hour of history, one hour of English, and one hour each of math, science,

and physical education. The entire structure has to be revised for these boys

and girls. 7f we really believe in personalizing p-rograms, we try to plan a cur-

riculum which fits the child. Through self-directed, partially-directed, and

consultant-directed courses, students are really able to pursue studies which

make the old cliches become truisms--a curriculum actually geared to needs, interests,

and abilities of the individuals, not the entire tenth grade as a group.

Students should be allowed to window shop as part of this philosophy; there is no

need to force registration before school starts. They can indicate what they think

they are going to take to help schools plan staff, space, and materials. As school

starts, the students go to classes they thought they wanted. If they are satisfied,

they stay there; if not, they try others. After a time of window shopping, students

fill in class enrollment cards. This eliminates the need for drop-add problems.

Students can drop or add at any time after this but go through a small amount of

paper work so that the school has a record of the learning efforts of each student.

This then helps diagnosis, prescription, and the identification of individual

objectives. There is no reason to ask a student to decide by the third week of

school his fate for an entire semester or year. If instruction is individualized,

students can start or stop classes when it seems to be appropriate. Control is

possib3e by requiring teacher, parent, and advisor signatures if this is felt

desirable.

We can do it, we must do it--the time has come for educators to get off their

duffers and start treating kids with respect, faith, and trust--as individuals--

and not lock them into rigid compartmentalized schools. There is no place in schools

for study halls, hall passes, required tenth grade English, aud locked elementary

rooms.

THERE HAS BEEN A BASIC THEME RUNNING THROUGH THIS BOOK AND THAT IS THAT CHANGE IS

EASY; THERE ARE FOUR INGREDIENTS; DISSATISFACTION, COMMITMENT, HARD WORK, AND

CREATIVITY. Principals ask, "Uh-' do without study halls or rigid attendance

accountability?" The answer 77 above four ingredients. Develop a recipe

for each school--if schools r( J& we should not have kids locked up, then

change the system. For those w, a step-by-step method, L ,.efully, another

book will provide it. In the meantime, the.simple recipe for unscheduled options

is student responsibility--the students have the 25 areas mentioned above, and

they can choose where they want to spend their time. Freedom, Responsibility, and

Courtesy are dramatic concepts which open the way for creating exciting humane

schools. The methods suggested in this chapter are still too restrictive for some

persons. The completely open school-within-a-school, which will be described

briefly in Chapter 23, goes far beyond these ideas in developing freedom--but a

freedom still attached to responsibility and courtesy.
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Chapter 13

Organizing and Staffing

Organizing and staffing for Change unfortunately leads right back to that "easy

way out" cliche sounding answer: each staff really must develop their own patterns.

There is no "one way"; there is no "best way"; there is no "model." Innovative

schools throughout the Unitcd States have tried literally dozens of different

vehicles. Administrators, for example, have received numerous "titles" that sound

different and usually are a better approach, but in examining the innovative

schools, within a three year period these titles and job descriptions and assign-

ments have normally changed six or seven times. Administrative or management

arrangements seem stable if compared with the plans and revisions, or plans and

revisions of the original plans when structuring staff teams. In addition to

staffing, schools have completely revised physical arrangements as many as four-

teen times in a two year period.

In other words, all agree that the old superintendent, principal, teacher in a

room pattern is not a viable approach for the open school concept or for achieving

change in a school, regardless of the type of learning opportunities finally adopted.

There is general agreement that there must be overstaffing (in comparison with the

present conventional arrangements) at the leadership level, though in a district

already loaded with "Supervisors," it could turn out to be understaffing, as those

persons are no longer needed in the same capacities. But in an individual school,

the principal, assistant principal, staff syndrome doesn't work, nor does the

concept of a superintendent and assistant superintendent in the central office.

There is a strong suspicion that one of these years some recommended patterns will

emerge. In the meantime, again depending upon the size of the district, the cur-

rent tenured people, the present facilities, the available budgets, the amount of

unionism, and all the other factors, individual districts must follow a type of

hunt and peck system until a better approach is found in their particular situation.

Fortunately, however, there are some guidelines emerging. A number of books in the

bibliography relating to the process of change give excellent possibilities. In

this chapter, only examples of how some schools at the practical level of present
involvement solved their problems in tenporary, ongoing, shifting arrangements are

described. We are learning that teaming is a better way to organize than a single

teacher in a room; that the box room facilities obstruct improvement; that staffing

like a hospital--doctors, nurses, specialists and technicians, nurse"s aides, and

can:lystripers--makes sense in comparison to trying to pretend everyone has equal

training, experience, and competencies. We are learning that the administrative

Support Team concept 4s better than the old hierarchy of bosses; we are learning

that a school can be completely overhauled in three months, but it takes three years

to build in quality, and that high staff turnover percentages affect the quality.

We are learning that one model school is not enough; there must be public "free

schools" as well as public open concept schools, and there must be some with

balanced "requirements."

Thus the "change agents" in a given district must take some of the ideas in this

chapter, not quarreling over terminology or roles, for we all know these will change

and change again--but using the notions as a base--and adding to them suggestions

of other authors, the complexities of the particular district, and the ideas of

the creative organizers in that district, and then come up with a design which will
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temporarily satisfy In that particular situatinn until something better can be

evolved. The following paragraphs present first a general overview of the problems

related to organizing and staffing educational institutions; second, specific sug-

gestions are offered as to possible ways to start in a given school; finally, a

Plea is made for cooperative, imaginative partnerships to evolve as the search

continues for the mechanisms through which schools can change.

UnfortunatelY, for years in education, particularly in the way we have organized
schools, we have been going down the up elevator', or as the book and movie called

it, _Up the Down Staircase. Most of the criticism contained therein was justified;

in fact, the author was even kind. We have continued to consider organization
from the least important to the most important; the nuts and bolts have had priority.

For example, schools in any educational organization should consider the individual

first. The concept of individualism still provides validity for the development

of various types of groups; once we look at individuals, and see how those indi-

viduals might benefit from group experiences, we can then develop an organization

to provide for individual needs in group situations. Again, we should look at each

individual child as a physician would a patient. What does this child need, what

are his abilitkes, and what are his interests? On that basis, then, every indi-

vidual student would have his or her own personalized program. From a practical

Position, and from a desirable point of view, at various times the student would

be placed in groups for interaction with other students or to work with those who

happened to have a similar common need at the same time. Out of the arrangement

of individual and small group programs should grow an organization which would

allow such a philosophy to function. The organization should be the last thing to

be considered.

Until now, what have we done in most conventional schools? We have organized

first; we have hired administrators, set up rigid schedules, announced dress and

discipline policies, and determined group requirements. Prescription on a group

basis has never been appropriate for every child entering that particular school.

Even before we meet the individuals, because this organization calls for groups,

we hite teachers; then we argue whether to group students homogeneously or hetero-

geneously, hut in either case, we give one teacher 25-35 students; finally, when

we have time, we think about individuals; usually these are the ones who cause

some kind of discipline problem and are disrupting the organization. Once t1

are taken care of, we look at a few honor society students, even th(

societies should be eliminated. Usually we run out of time, so the of L-Le

students are never diagnosed as individuals.

State departments of education have been just as bad. They have their bosses;

they have positiol for finance, administration, regulations, requirements, certi-

fication; these have been the most important departments. Under them have come

various sub-departments concerned with Indian affairs or audio-visual equipment,

or early dhildhood, or curriculum. Those people responsible for actually improving

learning in the classroom rank low on the totem pole. It is no wonder students

are rebelling. It is no wonder we are hearing about students' rights. Many edu-

cators are beginning to strongly agree that if the present schools continue to

exist, organized as they are, students should peacefully rebel, and rebel in a

hurry.

The staff should meet the student first and then prescribe, in conjunction with

the student or lat him entirely select his own prescriptionthe kind of program
best suited to the needs, interests, and abilities of that student. He should



be placed in a group only when being part of a group seems to have some value for

each of the individuals. The school organization should be formalized only to

the extent that it makes it possible for individuals to work independently, and

for groups to organize easily. The process of determining the organization,

placing students in groups, and never having time for individuals, must cease.

A school developed around a personalized philosophy needs a structure which pro-

vides for a pool of individual students. The question then becomes, "What are

the needs of each student in this pool in the areas of the cognitive, affective,

and psychomotor domains?" The individual is the first priority; daily smorgas-

bord scheduling or non-scheduling becomes a necessity if a school is to operate

through the concept of individual students.

There are several methods by which to begin such a philosophy. One simple illus-

tration presented here merely as an example of a practical plan, would indicate

that on a flattened organizational line and staff chart, in order to pursue such

an individualized concept, the school should have a director or consultant for

on-going innovation--for future planning. In this arrangement this person is

responsible to see that there are personalized programs for each indi-,idual, and

that students' rights and desires are taken into account. Optional attendance

and self-selection of courses force such an effort. The "leader" is assisted by

a Design Team. This Design Team consists of learning consultants and students

7,ho act on proposals submitted from various members in the 'r3choo1, either students

or teachers. In a large school, the'consultant for on-going innovation and future

planning is assisted by an associate or associates for learni-g resources, indi-

viduals who have as a prime responsibility the tur2rovement )f tnstruction in the

classroom. The teacher--consultants, working with the futuie planning consultant,

and the associates for learning, are loosely confederated irrto large learning

teams. The teams interrelate the curricula; there are no incLvidual departments

and unrelated curricula; interdisciplinary efforts supersede departmentalization.

Experience seems to indicate that at present one way tc beg,a an interrelated

curricula is to organize the school around area centers t math center, the

art center, the music center, and other. This allows for ele);elopment of a strong

continuous program in each area. The way to start interrelating these centers is

to identify experiences that students and teachers see that it makes sense to work

together as a team. Examples of these are Theater Arts, where ert, drama, music,

and many others can work as a team; Business Systems where the former m11 and

business areas work as a team; American Studies where English and sc .J_el studies

can combine; and such combinations as physics and industrial arts, and physical

education and outdoor education. Combinations are almost limitless. It seems

valuable, though, as a starting point in many schools, to house area centers in

relationship to past conventional combinations. Thus art can be in physical near-

ness to industrial arts, music, and drama. Schools moving in these directions

are finding success in interrelating curricular experiences for students and teachers.

Other more advanced suggestions are offered in great detail in the curriculum chap-

ter; the reason for thesc old examples is to stress that such concepts which have

been around for years--the ideas of broader interrelated teams--really adds great

potential to the schools.

Three of the major deficiencies in organizations of most state departments, school

districts, and schools are lack of planning, lack of research, and lack of neces-

sary leadership personnel. Practically none of the school districts provide money

for long-range planning and development, or for research and evaluation. Yet the

innovators are discovering that these are two key areas. The- must be edditional
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leadership to accomplish research and planning, as well as persons responsible for

achieving other change goals. Schools use a number of different titles which can

be a tool for identifying these leadership personnel in schools, school districts,

and state departments: Planning and Development, Learning and Curriculum, Research

and Evaluation, External and Internal Affairs, Research and Development, Resources

and Technology, Learning and Instruction. Structure and Planning, Learning and
Counseling, Information and Reporting, and Team Coordinators are a few of the

titles given leadership and/or Design Team members. Some are simpler such as

Future Planning, Research Systems, Dissemination Programs, Human Relations, Student

Services, Learning Resources, and Special Projects.

The important factor here is not the title they carry, or whether they are full or

part time; the recognition is the fact that their functions are crucial; unless
the educational organization has exciting, innovative, committed leadership giving

direction to areas of change, the attempt generally will fail. These personnel

can usually be provided for, at least on a part time basis, within the current

budgets, by reallocating finances. The district, or school, or state which is

going to successfully change, overstaffs in the leadership area during the first

two years of change. On-going innovation demands constant committed leadership,

but after the first huge push, functions can sometimes later be combined during

a plateau period until the organization is ready for another tremendous push. In

a truly innovative setting, this overstaff is going to be a fairly constant, yet

flexible need.

If any school is going to significantly change, it must rely heavily on the impact

of the leadership available. The innovative school leaders accept as a primary
responsibility the achievement of successful change. There seems to be a high

correlation between support of change by the principal of the sOool and innovative

teaching. For example, the innovative principal surrounds himself with a supportive

group of teacher exchange agents. They help determine the organizational plans.

Others who do not get involved as much in decision making, but who are equally

supportive, free-lance their influence by changing their classroom procedures and

discussing them over coffee. In the better schools, faculty advisory teams are
either becoming faculty decision making teams, or greatly influence the decisions

made by the "Board of Directors." The good principals are turning over to others

much of the running of the school. Teacher participation in organizational decisions

is becoming one of the trademarks of an effective school. The Design Team and/or

the Faculty Advisory Team, the Student Council and/or Student Advisory Team, the

Director, and the Board of Directors, should all have designated decision making

areas. Generally, the Principal or Director or Resident Consultant should hold

veto power over most policy decisions, but these should be subject t, override

and appeal.

The management of the school (management is probably a better term than administr-

tion, as the former involves risk taking and the latter relates to nuts and bolts),

the "consultants for innovation" in the "going" schools, make very few decisions.

They lead ih the selection of personnel, in the allocation of resources, and in

asking hard questions. But most of the decisions are made by the teachers or by

assistants hired and trained for that position. Certainly arranging for buses is

important; buses, unfortunately, still affect curriculum development and school

activities, and ultlmately school morale. But the innovation leader should not

take time to arrange for buses. Some of these types of supportive decisions need
professional judgment, but many can be handled by para-professionals. The good

principal, or director, or dean operates as a resident consultant; in fact, some

are now adopting that title.



There are a number of national recommendations for reorganization of the adminis-

tration. The NASS' model calls for the principal to spend 75 per cent of his

time as the instru_tional lea,ler; the assistant principal leaves the old role of

disciplinarian arc' becomes an instructional leader too, with his next step tp that

of principal. Depending upon the size of the school, additional directors cy::

coordinators are hired to handle the student activities, discipline, budget, and

other such areas.

But another school of thought is emerging which generally indicates that the prin-

cipal must be the manager of the Environmental Climate. In this role he is not

expected to spend 75 per cent of his time in instr-Jction, but must be involved in

all aspects, because he must see that the environmentaJ Limate for change and

innovation is developed and mrAntained in all areas. DL _ting 75 per cent to

instruction would mean that some parts could become static for lack of overall

leadership.

Either concept could pursue the resident consultant notion--one seeing him as

primarily in instruction, while the other as a manipulator of the total climate.

In theory and in the desire of most "change agents," the instructional leader

plan sounds most desirous. However, in practice, most change agent school admin-

istrators have been the environmental specialists. They have had to have their

hands in every pie in the school in order to see that the innovative mix was

created and maintain,'d, but associates carry out the details as part of decen-

tralized authority.

The environmental concept, again depending upon the size of the school, could

possibly see an organizational arrangement as follows--as again only one example

of many. The Resident Consultant would be the total environmental manipulator,

would serve as Director of the Planning Center, and would be involved in all con-

cerns more equally--not 75 per cent in one area. He would be assisted by Directors

of the following key "Leadership Centers" needed in an innovative school: Research,

Media, Programs, Learning, Administration, Person, and Dissemination. In a com-

plicated, or highly innovative, or very large program, in addition, the Resident

ConsultarCt needs an administrative assistant to handle much of the detail. The

Consultant spends so much time in conversation that the day-by-day desk items need

attention from a lower salaried individual.

At first this appears to be a gigantic bureaucratic component. HowevuL, -inevlcive

schools should be heavily involved in research; they need a highly trained librarian-

media specialist who would have assistants; they need someone to handle student

activities, enrollment, food service, parent communication, and other such program

jobs. The learning director is the one who spends 75 per cent or more in instruc-

tion, teacher education, and learning experiences. The administrator takes care of

the budget, facilities, scheduling, ordering, and all other such needs, while the

disseminator is needed to handle the thousands of requests for information, visits,

pamphlets, and other outside input. The Environmental Specialist, as planning

director, then has the responsibility to see that all these areas blend into a

truly humane, creative climate. These eight, plus assistants, form a Support Team

for the other instructional teams. Four or five of the eight or more--planning,

program, learning, and administration--can serve as a decision making Board of

Directors to expedite the change process.

There are strong arguments for both of these approaches and for others, but to

accomplish either of these organizational philosophies obviously means that schools

must be staffed differently. No longer can a school operate with one principal, one



assistant principal, and 50 teachers. Some of the teachers must be "prescriptive,

doctor/teachers." In other words, some teachrs on the staff must have seven to

eight years of training, must be employed on a 12-month basis, and must be able

to diagnose and prescribe the educational needs of boys and girls. They are the

fine teachers who can spend 24 hours a day on school problems.

A second category of teacher-consultants should be "nurses." They work nine

months a year and usually an 8-4 day. They might be excellent teachers, but

ones with families and not enough time to devote full energy to school. They

might be poorer teachers who need to work with more qualified persons, or they

might be potentially good, but young and inexperienced teachers just out of

college.

In addition to the "doctor" and "nurse" type teachers, there is a need for "nurse's

aides." These teacher aide para-professionals may serve instructional, clerical,

supervisory, or special roles. Fourth, there is a need for trained specialists

and technicians on the differentiated staff. Hospitals have blood, X-ray, and

other laboratories, under the direction of an M.D., but with assistants. Schools

need help in the areas of psychological,.sociological, and physiological evalu-

ation. Finally, schools need "candystripers"--parents or other types of volunteers

from the community or older students in the school.

The present principal-assistant principal-teacher method of organization may be

satisfactory for the conventional school; it may enable the status quo to function.

But it is not the kind of staff needed to achieve change, nor to provide for on-

going innovation; differentiated staffing is one of the possible answers to new

leadership arrangements in schools.

The Design Team or Board of Directors, or Support Team--the leadership group or

groups and subgroups discussed earlier--coordinate the efforts of a school with a

differentiated staff. This team or these teams, bestdes having people qualified

in the role assigned, such as research, or resources, or curriculum, must also be

planned to provide for a true TEAM FOR INNOVATION. There is definii-eli- r ed for

different types of personalities, and differQnt roles i ir _ose p Lies

There must be individuals who ur w., uods in change--tne more dictatorial

or "do it" approach; there must be individuals who prefer the re-educative approach--

the let's sit down together and work out a plan that can allow the group to re...1ch

a consensus. Some on the team nust prefer the "raticnale" approach to changi=
people--doesn't it L.eem that if we could do it this way, we could have a bettf,r

school?

The impact of chang and ihmovation at the classroom level has been disappoiuLtirg;

in most of the so-caJled :innovative schools, there seems to be little difference'

in what is happening when. the teacher and the learner get together. One of toe

real criterion for change is to investigate carefully what happens to Johnny in

his relationship with Mrs. Jones and with the learning which occuzs, regardle of

the method of schL.Juling which got hilm there.

Ae has been indicted the dynamic leacer in the exciting schools today surre.cds

himse7f with some ty77e of Support Team. Besides their component 1-oles, and tir

methodology, the teap neeC:s personalities who operate with descriheable, thoh

not al'4ays conscicus or planned techniques. For example, the team might coneiLst

of th,J=., following kind.;3 of people.
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One type of person who is usually desirable is a needler; he or she is constantly

fussing about the need for improvement in what the school is accualplishing; a

second perscn should be a dreamer, one who is constantly thinking about ways the

school could be made better, assuming the needler is right; a third person should

be the developer, who sees his responsibility as that of implementing some of the
changes the needler and dreamer have planned; a fourth should be a searcher, who

attempts to analYzP and evaluate whether the teacher-learner sltuation is any dif-

ferent; a fifth is a percepter, a psychologist who knows learning theory and who

also can help solve personalicy disputes when blocks develop between individuals

over the issues of change and potential improvement; al,.4 finally a stabilizer, a

handholder, is needed--a person who can hold the organization together and who is

trusted by the more conservative element in the group to make sure that the organi-

zation will not go too far off in left field before the evaluator has a chance to

determine some of the impact of the change on the classroom.

Examples of the team use of the power, the re-cducative, and the rational kinds

of approaches to students and teachers in the organization can be illustrated:

the needler may speak more from the dictatorial point of view--that this is what

we are going to do because we must. The dreamer may operate more from the rationale
point of view--in other words, he may say it appears to me that if we could just

do this, it ,7ou1d certainly seem that we could improve what we are doing. The

implementer may operate from re-educative techniques. He may sit down and discuss

individually and in small graups_why these changes might be desirable, and how

they could benefit the students.

In addition to the management Support Team, most all the teacher-consultants in

the school should be organized into teams. But the teams should be different than

those we now have in most teaming schools. Instead of consisting of six self-

contained generalists, the team should consist of people with special talents.

Some of the team members should be potential actors; they are the ones who usually

are excellent at large group presentations, at appearing before the students, and

at prepamg mo vational materials to arouse the interests of the students.

Others on the team may be primarily writers, people who are excellent contributors

to education, bat rather than lecturing to students, might contribute most of
their time to writing materials for the teachers to use. A third type of consul-

tant on teams should be the organizers, those who can sit down and figure out how
they can move a student from here to here, or that group from there to there, with

a minimum amount of confusion and maximum efficiency. A fourth type of consultant

on the team ought to excel as discussion leaders. Some teachers are very poor at

large group but are excellent with mnall groups of childTen. Then we need helpers

on the teams; these are teacher aides--para-professionals of various 1-Ands--who

.assist the teachers; finally, we need the creators--those who have new ideas, who

can sit down and say, "Maybe we could do it this way." All should be fairly effec-

tive in one-to-one conferences with students.

In most present school organizations, we look for teachers who are generalists,

who handle discipline, and who know their content. But in the very near future,

probably three-fourths of the population will be working on products not yet in-

vented. What methods are really of value, what is it that learning teams should

organize to learn? What kind of support do learning teams demand? As one example

of the need to reorganize teams, look at the area of graphic arts; how many schools

have one or more visual artists employed on the staff--only a few throughout the

United States. If a school does not hire a professional visual artist, it certainly

should have a housewife type visual technician--a person who works at para-

professional wages for six to seven hours a day, who has amateur artist talents,
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and who can cooperate well with teachers. This person is available to make trans-

parencies for use on the overhead projectors, filmstrips, slides, and other such

'ievices. With this type of support, either on the team itself, or available to

the team, depending upon the size of the school and the team, improvement of large

gr-Tap presentations, open studio--and independent study occurs almost immediately.

But very few schools have this type of talent available to teachers, and because

many teachers lack talent in the area of visual arts, unless there is someone to

make the visuals, or unless they can be purchased they just aren't used.

In the discussion of differentiated staffing, the need for staff associates was

mentioned. We need learning and problem specialists available for immediate

diagnostic assistance. This is especially true at the traditional pre-kindergarten

through third year levels. If a child finishes "grade 3" with serious deficiencies,

he is usually lost as far as his future in the traditional school work; he is the

semedial reader, in the slow group, and often a discipline problem and pushout at

the high school level. Schools and school districts, or a confederation of school

districts, depending upon size, should have full time people concerned with learn-

ing, curricula, emotions, perceptual-motor problems, home environments, and

physical conditions. Most schools have no access to immediate help from psycholo-

gists, sociologists, and physicians. If they must rely on overcrowded mental

' health clinics, the Child is sometimes able to have an appointment in three to

six months for diagnosis only. Very little time for treatment is available, and

costs of private consultations become prohibitive the way we are organized now.

If school districts have part or full time psychologists and sociologists, they

are usually few ia number, and their load usually makes instant feedback to

teachers impossible. Availability of physicians, in most cases, is through the

fix ly, and sometimes not possible at all if financial or cooperative environments

ar i present. School budgets must be re-allocated to provide immediate diag-

nostic assistance to teachers. The open type schools are hopefully reducing the

need for these services as they start new programs for young folks, but at the

momeat there is tremendous need for the availability of such resources.

.This immediate need for diagnostic assistance is easily tied to the plea for a

Support Team, and for special field leadership. The instructional leader for cur-

ricula and learning must be freed for just that. He must be aided by leadership

in research, resources, and learning content and methodology. There must be

organizational leaders to see that the entire structure fits together. The tradi-

tional patterns of school staffing, organization, and leadership all need drastic

revision,

As just a brief' example of what can be done to implement changes in teacher assign-

ments with the same budget and staff, here are three cf six or seven possible dif-

ferent types of elementary school team organizations, considering at this time

only their primary content area assignment. These are not "way out" 1980 designs,

but easy to accomplish 1960 patterns, included here to illustrate the simplicity

of making rapid organizational changes.

One al:rangement could be called the specialists team; in this plan. each teacher

is responsible for only one subject field, but usually will teach it on more than

one "grade" level; this is not departmentalization, but is teaming as long as the

teachers of the various subjects meet often to talk first about boys and girls,

second about the learning experiences needed by these boys and girls, and finally,

the organization which will best provide the needed experience and environments.

As each teacher knows each student, it is quite easy and quite effective for the

teachers to plan a personalized and individualized approach to education; each
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professional is able to contribute personal insight as to the developmental needs

of the student, and thus provides opportunities for group diagnosis and prescrip-

tion. Teachers working in this system get to know large nuMbers of students

better than they ever knew their own small group of students.

An offshoot of this specialist arrangement is the semi-specialist team. This is

effective in small schools where complete specialization may not be possible or

desirable. In this arrangement, each teacher might work in the areas of language

and math, then specialize in a third area such as science, social studies, or art.

A further arrangement is the non-specialization team. Here each teacher assumes

leadership or "head" teacher responsibilities in one subject area, but then teaches

in all the areas. Though at first this plan seems desirable, on closer examination,

it means that all teachers must continue to teach twelve separate areas. Industrial

arts, physical education, home economics, science, art, and music are finally being
accepted in the elementary school as on a par with all the former magic areas.

Most of these subjects cannot be taught effectively by presently trained classroom

teachers; further we are finally admitting not everyone in the elementary school

is a good reading teacher. By allowing elemertary students tc select their own

study areas and teachers, schools are immediately forced into a new type of

structure.

As we explore elementary school organizations, it becomes quite apparent that there

are seven or eight arrangements which are as good as, and in most cases better,

than the old self-contained rooms. It is essential that we continue to search for

better learning environments than the 120 year old Quincy Box.

As the faculty studies new approaches to learning, certainly the guidance and

counseling pl.ograms are going to be forced to change. We can no longer tolerate

guidance counselors who are really no more than glorified clerks, whose main jobs

are to see that students have enough credits to graduate, to help make 'college

applications, and to figure G.P.A.'s and class rank, or assist with discipline.
Instead of counseling offices, we need a Person Center, where individuals are more

important than regulations; we need facilities with large open room areas furnished

with carpeting, soft furniture, and soft music; here the adults work in an open

environment, and are available to interact with students when the students feel a

need to talk to an adult who serves in the role of a counselor. Further, Person

Center individuals should be part of the teaching teams. We want them to sit in on

team planning lnd discuss the problems that teachers are having with individual

students. We want them to work as part of an instructional team so they will

occasionally present large group, small group, and independent study materials

related to counseling and guidance. We want them to work in the student center

where they can talk informally with students over a doughnut and a cup of coffee.

We want them to be known by students as human beings, and not as somebody seen only

when there is a problem. We want the counselors involved as diagnosticians and

prescribers. We want them to suggest those who need more structure, and help to

develop a structured program for the students needing such a plan. Teachers should

serve as advisors, selected personally by each student. The school "counselors"

should be ombudsmen--wandering the halls visiting with students and advisors. The

day of the counselor in an office is gone. The emphasis is on the person and human

relations.

Right now it is almost impossible for the majority of students in a traditional

school to see the counselor. Elementary schools seldom have them. In high schools,

the student must go to the secretary first, because the counselor is locked in a



cubby hole behind a closed door. Usually the student has to make an appointment
with the secretary and wait for a considerable period of time before he or she

can get to the counselor; then when a conference is arranged, it is behind a
closed door where the counselor sits behind a desk, as a voice of authority,

rather than in an atmosphere wh7Ich lends itself to a friendly open kind of dis-

cussion. What we should do in most schools is tear down all the walls around

the pre:,--ent counselor cubby holes and develop an open environment conducive to

interaction between students and adults. Private conference areas are still
available off the open Person Center if really needed. This certainly involves

the counselors in a more human relations approach toward the curriculum than that

now existing in most schools, where counselors are concerned about requirements
of the school as their first effort, and then toward trying to fit students into
slots in group-paced courses, depending upon whether they are smart enough to be

in track one, or whether unfortunately, they are problem learners and therefore

are in slot three, and must be dumped into art and industrial kinds of courses,

as if they were not academic.

Some states do not think azt, music, home economics, business, and industrial arts

are important. They do not require them for a diploma and give only limited credit

for some of the courses offered in those areas. This is typical of the kinds of
archaic thinking which goes on in many levels of the state departments and generally

by most educational administrators. Courses should not be required in high school,
but if they are, why are English, social studic!s, math, science, and physical

education important and the others not? Secondary educators are still guilty of
perpetuating grievous sins caused by the almost unbelievably obsolete college
admission practices and the national testing services. Heavy reliance on ACT and
SAT scores have caused the school program to follow a pattern suited to practically

no one, especially to non-college studats who -3.1.-e neverr_heless dumped into required

social studies.

Look at the American College Testing program. They measure only English, social
studies, mathematics, and the natural sciences. Why not art, or child growth and

development, or isidustrial education? One of their 1969 sample questions asks:
"When Western Europe was cut off from some of its Middle Eastern oil by the Suez

crisis in 1956, most of the petroleum deficit was made up by the United States and

F. Canada, G. Eastern Europe, H. Indonesia, J. Venezuela." The plain blunt response

should be, "dho the heck cares? Punch a computer button or look in a book." Why

should students of all walks of interests and abilities stuff such irrelevant

nonsense into their memory banks? Greater reliance must be based on school de-
cisions made through individual concern for each student as determined cooperatively

by the student, the teacher, and i:he advisor.

This process of having each student select his own teacher-advisor-counselor-adult

as an initial contact person, and then having these teacher-counselors interact
with the trained guidance specialists, sociologists, and psychologists has proven

to be of tremendous value; each advisor can have 12-15 students to communicate

with in a warm adult-student relationship in a friendly setting.

Related to counseling, schools must consider the use of some types of sensitivity

training for both students and faculty. If we are going to work as teams,, and if

we are going to work at personalizing education, some teachers and students may

benefit from a type of group interaction. It is sometimes difficult but we must
reach a point of internal comfortif we are to work with others in small groups.

Team relationships, self-discipline, and seeing one's own image in group situations
become important as the new school organizations are developed; however, there are
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many different ways for indivieuals and groups on a staff to be involved in learn-

ing about themselves and otheis; the current common sensitivity groupinge are not

necessarily the best way.

In organizing to make some of the changes suggested thus far, schools must set

prierities. The first priority is to develop, as we have said before, dissatis-

factions and commitments which say these changes are necessary. Then the staff

must determine what are the immediate revisions which must be made in their parti-

cular school. For example, some may feel at the present time that their three

greatest needs are to develop new resource centers, to eliminate group-paced in-

struction, and to start a number of brush fire projects--pilot type attempts where

kindlings throughout the district may hopefully reach a bonfire stage in the near

future.

In most of the school districts we have had a philosophy of we would like to, we

know we should improve the schools . . . but . . . . Then we go ahead and list

all the reasons why we can't. No money,,colleges won't train teachers, lack of

in-service preparation, no time, state department won't let us, the board won't

buy the idea, and, and, and. What we must do now, is to try a philosophy which

says, we MUST make these changes; therefore, what are the priorities, and what

are the steps that we can immediately take to implement the priorities and thus

improve the schools. Superil. endents already claim Chat they are doing this, but

most really are not. They are orly working to improve the status quo--to add a

classroom or a music room, to buy new textbooks, to build a new high school, to

hire better teachers, or to revise the 10th grade English program. Though these

efforts are usually useful and needed, they do not go far enough; the Y are not

real change; they only improve the old model; the forward looking schools in

America are not just refining the old--they are developing new ones.

How many agree that the types of organizational changes suggested in this book--

changes in staff, in leadership, in curriculum decision making, and all the others

proposed in other chaptero, are really important? How many agree that they are

essential? How many are even willing to consider the possibil--ty of some of these

notions being implemented in their schools? What chance, nationally, do we have

to win the battle to revise the public educational system?

As had been indicated in earlier chapters, at the present time about 30 per cent

of the educators, parents, students, and interested laymen are in the involved

stage. They are the ones who are now eitaer deeply committed to change or who are

at least supportive, even if just involved in fringe effort. Some may be latecomers

to innovation, but at least they are trying a minor kind of pilot study. Even

though probably only 10 per cent of the population are deeply committed or deeply

involved in change, there are about 30 per cent of the population who can see a

need for a new kind of school; they are willing to actively develop new programs

if the nucleus will lead.

There are about 40 per cent who are still sitting on the fence watching. They are

not necessarily against change, but they are not for it either. They are sitting

back to wait until it can be proven, one way or another, which way is the right

direction.

About 30 per cent of the people in the country today, educators and laymen alike

are resisting change. They are convinced that what we are doing in schools in

terms of new organizational patterns and all the other revisions that are taking

place are absolutely wrong, and they are doing what they can to prevent these new

ideas from being developed.
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Is this 30-40-30 position a bleak outlook? No, because five to ten years ago
probably only ten per cent were involved at all in any shape or form. About twenty-

five per cent were on the fence watching; they were willing to take a look at what

might be happening to schools. Another sixty-five per cent were resisting. As

little as five years ago, those willing to consider change were still a minority.

At least we are now in a position where a majority are willing to talk about and

listen to presentations about new ideas in education.

Unfortunately, two negative items still exist. One is that most so-called innova-
tive schools are still really in the talking stage, or have only made surface attempts

at change. Another problem is that school districts and schools think they must have

a majority to change. This is not true. Start with the 30 per cent who are ready,

and let the fence-sitters be won over slowly by example and observation.

What about the future? In another five or ten years probably about 70 per cent of

the educators and lay people will be involved in some kind of educational change.

They will at least be trying a few things. The 30 per cent now involved in exten-

sive change will truly have individualized, open concept, continuous progress, self-

paced kinds of programs. They will be at the forefront of the schools we are trying

to create now. The 40 per cent fence-sitters will have moved into innovation circles

by then; they will still be at the fumbling stage, the one so many are groping with

now. About 15 per cent will continue to sit on the fence watching, and another 15

per cent will still be resisting; but there will bo. a definite acceptance throughout

the country toward involvement with the ideas and people which may produce the

schools of the future.

More and more we are realizing that in the first years of change, the "dictatorial"
method works better than the group involvement one. How can the teacher vote
whether to adopt a change if she has never experienced a situation where the pro-

posed revision has been practiced. Many of the innovative schools never really

get the amount of change going that they could because they seek group consensus

involving persons who know nothing about the topic, other than what they have

read, heard, or visited. It is usually best to "plunge" into the change and work

hard to eliminate the bugs week by week, rather than to "academically" study it

and vote it down or wait three to five years. Group involvement and decision

making is better aftef the teachers and students have experienced the change; thus

they eventually control its development, but the initial decision to adopt the re-

vision is made in a dictatorial manner by the director of innovations, after consul-

tation with the supportive leadership groups--particularly the key students and

staff.

A major factor in organization for selecting and implementing innovative changes,

and one that too many schools overlook, is.that teachers need time to dream. This

has always been a deficiency in schools; teachers have not had an opportun'ty to

dream. They are with the students all day long. As indicated, with flexible sched-
uling and team teaching, 25 per cent of the staff can be released at any one time.

This gives the teachers time to take Thursdays off to dream, to prepare materials,

and to make decisions. This is another reason why a new organization in the schools

is so essential; we need a structure which will allow accomplishment of things never

before possible in the educational system. Teachers at many innovative schools are

urged, forced, convinced to take several days away from school to think, plan, rest,

work, and change the pace. Besides scheduling and teaning, the use of para-
professionals has been a boom to the concept of dreaming, as well as providing a

better adult-student ratio, one of the basics in a humane school.



However, the increasing use of para-professional personnel in the public schools

makes necessary the formation of guidelines and policies that can be used by ad-

mini,-.Arators and boards of education. State departments of public instruction in

cooperation with teacher and administrator organizations must formulate guidelines

to shape future direction for school staffing. The pioneers in teacher aide pro-

jects have developed suggestions which districts can follow when planning for para-

professionals. There Should be no ueed to impose rigid state certification laws

if districts adhere to the spirit and intent of para-professional employment.

The primary concern of the various groups of educators, as policies are established,

is to be certain that the activities of para-professional personnel are under the

direct supervision of professional teachers. When certified teachers assign the

tasks, there is no question as to whether the aide is usurping the job of a profes-

sional. The aide does those things she is competent to perform, as determined by

the teacher staff.

School disuricts which have experienced difficulty with the use of auxiliary per-

sonnel have often failed to insure a continuous effort by teachers to cooperatively

plan the activities of aides. The teachers and the aides must arrange time during

the school day for face-to-face contact so that details about the program for

children can be intelligently and carefully outlined.

In t_am teaching situations, the aide must become an active participant in many of

the planning sessions so that assigned tasks for the aide grow out of a discussion

of priorities necessary for the improved utilization of the professional teacher's

time. The basic distinguishing feature between professionals and para-professionals

is that the certified teachers are the ones who should have the clinical training,

and thus the responsibility for individual diagnosis and prescription for the

children. The aide should be viewed as an additional resource to better accomplish

the instructional task or learning experience.

State departments must be careful that established policies regarding the use of

para-professional personnel do not bog down in a series of regulations that estab-

lish certification based on college credits or other criteria that cannot be met

in rural areas. A requirement that an aide have a certain arbitrary number of

college credits does not insure that a given individual will perform well. A per-

sonal interview by the administrators and teachers planning to work with the Pide

would be more important. The individual should be hired on the basis of need--

to strengthen the abilities of the teaching staff. Some community colleges have

now embarked upon a program for training para-professionals; colleges, both two

and four year, are considering the granting of Associate Arts degrees in education.

There is no intention in the employment of para-professionals to put teachers out

of a job. With the need for quality teachers (the quantity currently has little

bearing on the quality of many beginning and tenured teachers) and for those highly

trained in special areas, schools are faced with the necessity of arranging staffing

patterns similar to those of a hospital. Some teachers will become doctors and

some nurses, and para-professionals will play the role of nurses' aides. Further,

experimental teams of five teachers and six aides for 175 students have given indi-

cations of being a better staffing pattern than seven teachers and no aides. With

an adult ratio of a maximum of 1-10 needed in the primary program, aides become

essential in most budget allocations.

Never should the employment of aides reduce the amount of money spent for the in-

structional staff. If a district has been hiring on a basis of 1-25 at a cost of
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X dollars, and then that district decides to employ on a 1-40 professional ratio
in order to hire aides, the same amount of money should be spent for instructional
salaries as if the district were still hiring on a 1-25 basis. This type of stand-
ard would actually increase the adult-student ratio in many schools for the same
expenditure of money, since approximately three aides can be hired for the salary
of one professional teacher. A realistic regulation prohibiting a district from
reducing its instructional budget as a result of the utilization of aides, and an
understanding that aides be used to supplement professional teachers, could well
avert potential abuse by school districts who are financially disadvantaged and
insure a continuation of quality education for the students.

While it is most desirable that state departments refrain from rigid certification
regulations, suggested utilization criteria should be established. Pay scales
usually are differentiated according to background and experience; for example,
instructional aides may receive higher salaries than supervisory aides. All aides
must understand that often part of their duti.2.s will be helping with "little"
things such as tying shoes, cleaning pain" brues, and stapling worksheets. A
description of para-professionals using tr:la following categories seems workable
as r'..rt of the guidelines for hiring:

Inst uctional Aide--T__is person preferably should have some college pr special
trai .ing, though not 1-andatory. Districts co_Ld well set up their uqn qualifica-
tions in this area; larger districts where a E _pply of college trained people
exists could establish higher requirements; a uide1ine of two years of college
or university training might be minimum for the instructional aide in many com-
munities, though the individual is more important to consider than number of
college credits.

The instructional aide can be a person who works with small groups cf children
needing additional or special help with a given skill. A well trained aide in
subjects such as music, art, or foreign language could be used to supplement
areas where the professional staff is deficient. If a school finds an excellent
candidate, but one who has no college, that person should be hired; the quality
of the person is the key, not the college courses; other things being equal, some
college is preferable, but may be impossible in rural areas. Ability to work with
kids and knowledge of the subject are much more important.

Clerical Aide--This type of para-professional need only have the skills necessary
to type, record, and maintain all types of school records. Persons with business
and secretarial training or experience are usually available. They should type
and mimeograph for teachers and can correct objective evaluations.

Supervisory Aide--A love for children and ability to communicate this love is of
utmost importance. A supervisory aide under the direction of the professional
teacher can supervise playgrounds, cafeterias, resource centers, rest periods, and
study areas, thereby freeing the teacher for instructional tasks. A housewife with
no particular training other than experience in handling Children can be used to
fill this role. She can function as part of the teacher-to-talk-to program, whereby
each child can select an adult to know well. The supervisory aide usually has the
responsibility of more of the "little" items mentioned above.

Special Aide--Automation and technology will demand the- use of help in the operation
of all types of audio visual equipment if the teacher is to effectively utilize
time for instruction and individualized work with students. Research which shows
that retention'increases with the use of devices enabling the student to see as well



as to hear continues to emphasize the importance of a multi-media approach to

instruction. Preparation of visual materials for the teacher to use is a necessary

facet of a sound media program. Persons with an interest in mechanical devices,

and those with an ability in art would be of tremendous value as special aides.

Of course, combinations of the four types of aides can be secured, depending upon

need and size of the district. In any case, if aides are hirrrl by local school

boards on the basis of empirical evidence of competence based on the needs of the

educational program, rather than on the basis of arbitrarily imposed requirements,

a dynamic program of staff utilization can be built by the cooperative efforts of

administrators, teachers, and aides.

In determining how to make decisions as to the kind of orgard4-1t.Lor to eevelop,

regardless of what the related topic may be (staffing or other', sc-rie ty-r-e of

decisic:: making process is essential in each school. This shocad spc_ded out

with, by-, and for the staff and students. Some of the ingreditF Utici -Aight be
considered for inclusion in a decision process may seemingly be :,--c7n_radic.i.:ory

statements, but an eclectic system usually works best.

Generally, the organization of a school should follow a democratic dec

approach. Those affected by the decision should be involved in dcv1opir_.77; that

decision. The line and staff idea ought to be flattened as mutt. as posslble;

decisions should be made as close to the level of the decision als

However, in the first years of change, a somewhat dictatorial dgiracy
exist; further, as long as ongoing Change is to be the policy, me "dicatorial"

decisions will always be necessary. Hopefully, the majority of decisions should

be reached through a program of information. First, we need to explain the

process as to how we plan to make decisions, then explain various states of

transition, and finally, explain why a type of dictatorial approach is necessary

in certain stages of change.

Many decisions are made by the student himself or by the student in consultation

with a teacher. Additional decisions are made by teachers or by teaching teams.

When a decision affects a broader number, the decision can be recommended by the

Student Advisory Council, the Faculty Advisory Council, or the Parent Advisory

Council. These three councils can recommend directly to the administration; how-

ever, if the topic affects all three groups, the recommendation should first be

approached through the Joint Advisory Council. The proposals can then come to a

Board of Directors, perhaps composed of several non-teaching personnel, who

recommend the final decision. The advisory councils have less need to function

where trust is placed in the Board of Directors; this is a highly desirable

relationship and saves hours of time.

The decentralization philosophy involves final administrative decisions made by

the Board of Directors; in addition, the planning director, the program director,

the person director, the administrative director, and the research director can

make final decisions in their areas of responsibility, though usually they do so

after consultation with other staff.

In the total structure of the hierarchy, the principal still technically makes the

final decision and can override recommendations. However, hopefully almost all

the decisions reached are from a consensus of the various advisory councils

(Student, Faculty, Parent, ,oint, Administrative) and, therefore, are actually

made by the group involved, and not by the director. Only in -7:c.re cases will
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there be a veto; if the involved individuals or groups cannot reach a consensus,

then the principal, consulting with the Board of Directors, can make the final

decision.

In the transition stage, all of the above mechanisms operate, but not all groups

of individuals are as yet as heavily involved in the decision process as they
could, should or eventually might be for two reasons: (a) C.:ley are still learning

how to make decisions and to accept responsibility for those decisions, '11) the

director purposely holds on to some "power" for the time being, to make ,cisions

to help speed the school over the troubled spots while attempting rapid change.

In history we have examples of where the benevolent dictator concept ha- been the

best method for a given country at a given moment in time. This does mean

the director should see himself as a benevolent dictator, but there are tAles when

speedy, decisive, individual action prevents further difficulty and/or sc_ves the

immediate pending crisis. Then, too, there are times when an individual as well

as the gr-)up must accept the responsibility of a decision.

There is a need for a "dictatorship" in the early months of innovation, and change

in current educational institutions. It has been found in educational studies the.

much ef the 50-year time lag in adopting change has been due to the inability to

convince the majority to try a new idea. Yet in almost every case the vote Was

taken out of ignorance. Example: do you want to operate this year with5ut bells?

The vote the first year is usually 80 per cent "no," 20 per cent "yeP.' how

does the staff make an intelligent decision without any experience with that realm?

After a year of experience With the program, the vote is usually 80 per cent "yes,"

20 per cent "no," assuming that the proposal was originally a good one. Thus the

director often needs to operate as a "dictator" the firPt year--"we will turn off

the bells, we will not give ABC grades, we will have optional attendance, we will

individualize instruction."

The staff is asked to try these concepts; they do not work, or need modification,

the staff is then consulted. Gradually, as an experience bank is established,

more and more of the decisions beco m'::. those of the faculty. The director makes

most decisions at first; then the administration is decentralized. Soon new policies

and modifications are recommended by-ths faculty; they begin in advisory groups to

formulate policy, programs, and decisions in all phases of the school. The eventual

plan should lead to the director ultimately becoming a "resident consultant," with

most'all of the decisions in the hands of individual associate directors, faculty,

teams, student groups, and cross combinations of these various individuals and

groups. However, if the school is to remain a viable on-going change school, ele-

ments of the "dictatorship" will always be found in any forward looking, innovative

school. Change cannot stop after two or three years of a big push; it can tempo-

rarily slow duwn after a "catchup" period, but must be continuous.

Rapid, dramatic change needs a dictatorial approach in the early stages, but to en-

sure on-going innovations, the decision making authority ultimately must be involved

with democratic procedures. The decision making process becomes a key facet in the

ultimate acceptance of change.

But unfortunately the whole matter of decision making anE the organization of schools

--whether we are talking reorganization and combining of several districts, or organi-

zation of only one district, or organization of a school, or organization of the

curTiculum within that school--will not be successful in any community or state

unless four elements begin to work together better than they have in the past. As

one of the four elements, the universities must become more involved with innovation.
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They must help to prepare future teachers and administrators for the kinds of

schools which we need now, and for the ,:oming 70's and 80's. The universities

have been a bed of conser,atism. They are the best example of poor teaching. It

is time the univ;=rsities become powder kegs for change.

The state departments are a second element that must change. They must assume

leadership and a philc6ophy that says we must encourage schools to innovate and

develop exemplary programs to help boys and girls. The focus of the state depart-

ments must be ri the classroom, not on certification, finance, and administrative

trivia.

The -0.1olic schools, who obviously must jpin in a partnership with the universities

ar-..0 state departments, are the third element in the picture. The schools cannot

change without help from the universities and state departments. By the same

token, the universities and state departments cannot change unless the schools

are in tune with what professors and state departments are advocating as necessary

improvements.

The fourth element is the political arena, the legislators and the school boards.

No matter what we as educators may desire to do, unless the school boards and the

legislators can see the desirability of the change, and give the support we need,

change will not occur in the given state. Most states have not had the support

of the legislators and school boards in terms of organizing fo7 change in educa-

tion. It is time that we develop new approaches toward working with the political

leaders in the communities.

Schools must organize for change. This chapter is not theoretical; we must make

practical application of new methods. But no matter what area of Change is of

concern at a particular moment, there must be a planned organization in the school

to carry out the proposed adoption. As we work in individual school situations,

we must remember that unless the universities, the state departments, the schools,

and the school boards and legislatures work closely together, all the theory of

organizing for Change probably will be of little value; but with cooperative

spirit, new organizations in the schools can truly achieve exemplary programs for

the boys and girls in the classrooms now and in the future.
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Chai. r. 14

Developing Meaningful Curricula

The most meaningful curricula usually is that which is developed --)y- the sturionL

It generally reflects those areas of interest and/or need at a g' 7en moment in

time and is more nearly in line with student abilities, or percep-Uon of ab-iliti(

than those prescribed by an instructor.

Students should be able to tate most any course they can dream up if three la

are met: (1) the student is sincerely motivated to learn the material; (2) there

are materials, equipment, trips, or other resources available; and (3) there is

a staff member and/or an adult in the community to act as a guide, consultant,

ar,d evaluator.

As was pointed out in the chapter on individualizing curricula, level four, or

the basically student determined program of objectives and media, is part of the

long range goal of cucricular experiences for youth. However, some students

presently are not at that level and need guidance in selecting and beginning

learning opportunities. Further, for these latter individuals there should be a

pharmacy of known resources immediately available for them at the time the inter-,;t

or at the time motivation develops.

There are many excellent materials now appearing on the market. Ildividualized

print and non-print materials are becoming increasingly available for the consumer

in greater options than ever before. There is no reason for teachers or students

to spend hours writing and searching for information on programs already developed.

Most of the new materials of the 60's were still all group-paced, but fortunately \

as we have moved toward and into the 70's, more and more companies began to pro-

duce and are now publishing items for individualized learning. The majority of

the objectives and media in these programs are still writer and publisher developed,

but most can be modified for personalized student use or for small groups with

specific purposes; they do provide a starting point for many students and teachers.

The more a school chooses to look at curricula as an indi.Nedual rather than a group

matter, and the more students are involved in selecting and/or developing learning

opportunities, the more a school must arrange for individually paced materials.

It will be several years before commercial companies begin to provide for the

majority of the needs of a self-selecting school; they may never be able to com-

pletely keep up, as it takes them too long to produce materials; further they cannot

yet anticipate all the interests which develop within individuals at different age

levels and abilities, or all the new discoveries which are continually being

announced. But schools cannot wait for 1975 for the publishing companies to offer

more help; thus staffs must create methods of developing immediate curricula with

and for students.

In the future, instant retrieval systems and all other kinds of automated techno-

logical developments will ease the resource lag. For the moment students and teachers

have had to learn to write their own programs. They have been time consuming and

not always of the best quality, but the method has provided a stop gap vehicle.

In the conventional schools of the past and present, many children have reactel or

do react passively to learning because teachers are so concerned about conten: that
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they often forget to develop innovative attitudes in students. Rather than memo-

rizing content, tae learner should become an explorer. If some of the best learn-

ing occurs when teaching, then the current efforts to write materials have been and

still are worthwhile efforts where it fits a specific purpoSe.

Innovative teachers and school districts during the 60's attempted to use contracts,

capsules, minipaes, learning activities packages, unipacs, and a dozen other similar

plans. The UNIPAC, "a self-contained kit designed to teach a concept, structured

for the individual, for independent use in a continuous nrogressschool program" is

a good example of the effort. This plan essentially entailed the inclusion of a

major idea and component ideas, learning objectives clearly stated in behavioral

terms, a pretest, diagnosis and prescription, alternatives, diversified methodology

and content, basic-depth-and-quest units, student self-evaluation methods, and post-

tests. It has advantages in that it can be written by the student, by the reacher,

or by a combination of several students and teachers. The Individually Prescribed

Instruction program is another example of the types of materials being developed

by projects--the cycle including field testing and sale to a commercial company

before being easily available to teachers from publishing houses.

None of these kinds of efforts have been the answer. IPI has been too structured;

some of the UNIPACS were too unstructured. All the teacher and student made packets

and capsules run the risk of lack of quality--though some are excellent. No one

curricula approach should be used across the board, especially in group required

courses. But where any of the efforts fit a particular student, a particular

teacher or team and a particular subject approach, they have been extremely useful

in aiding schools to individualize and self-pace. They are still of value today

and hopefully are providing exploratory models which will eventually lead to a

whole new curricula concept in the 70's. They have been and are forcing a new look

at learning philosophies and psychologies, and are aiding developments in the areas

cf logical thinking, discovery, inquiry, intelligence, and early childhood education

--all much needed improvements in education.

While teachers and students are writing homemade materials, a look must be taken

\ at all the curricular projects which were developed in the 60's and which are now

being refined or extended into the 70's. Each year additional new materials are

being marketed. For example, the past ten years have seen the development of ITA

reading and language programs, BSCS Biology, AAAS Science, Harvard Physics, PSSC

Physics, movement education, Random House readers, SRA learning kits, Nebraska

English, IPI, Illinois Math, Greater Cleveland curricular projects, SMSG math,

Georgia Anthropology Project, ALM foreign language wrograms, environmental and

sex education curricula, Psychotecknics, American Iniustry Project, "guaranteed

performance" companies, IMS math, humanities studies, minority studies, urban

studies, and, and, and. We could list several hundred "new" curricular programs

over the past ten years, either developed by universities, federal grants, commer-

cial companies, or small groups of individuals. Sr)cial studies alone has over

fifty such efforts. No attempt here is made to list ala of them or to recommend

any of them.

The point is fliat there has been a tremendous impact on the curricula through the

introductioA of teacher written packets, national projects, and commercial companies.

Unfortunately many districts have ignored much of this movement except in math and

basal reader programs. But the better districts have plunged into the investiga-

tion of curricula with a refreshing zesto. During the 70's there probably will be

a fantastic deluge of new materials and curricular ideas on the market. The

Westinghouse Learning Corporation has just published a $90.00 Learning Directory
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to help educators assemble all the present choices. This type of resource plus

the ERIC summaries will provide further stimulus to curricular revision.

All of these efforts Should prove to be a real bonus to education. However, if

we are not careful, we could be overwhelmed and confused by trying to select the

appropriate pharmacy for each school and for each individual. Great effort should

continue toward student developed curricula, but as that concept is growing,

immediate resource materials are needed; therefore, educators must assess the

current and future offerings. To do this effectively, there Should be in each

district some kind of "model" to follow as a process for reaching a decision about

all the new curricular items being developed. No longer should the curriculum

decision making process prtmarily be a review of basic texts by major publishing

companies, summer curriculum grade level guide writing, and the eventual adoption

of group requirements and materials. An entire new process is necessary.

Staffs need to ask which one, which ones, or which parts of which projects and

publishers' materials make sense in their specific situations. No one project

or book can be adopted district-wide or school-wide in a truly individualized

pharmacy. Paperbacks and concept films further replace the need for basal texts;

but usually most of the new projects or commercial materials, though often written

for groups, still have some aspects of strength which through district revision

and adaptation can be used in continuous progress programs. Further, generally

the newly written national projects are superior to those a local staff attempts

to write on their own; in almost all cases, a team of national writers can do

a better jol) than teachers in a local school district; availability of time,

money, and human resources usually make the difference. However, when they are

not appropriate for an individual school or student, self-development of curricula

still makes great sense, usually being the best approach; sometimes students can

take ideas gained from the various books and projects and use them as a launching

pad of ideas for writing or planning their own directions.

Where schools are considering the selection of various published media, some

guidelines are necessary. Several groups in the United States have been working

to develop specific criteria for making decisions related to curricular efforts.

As a broad summary of the kinds of criteria that are being considered, the list

below of ten general areas for the screening, selection, and purchase of new

materials and programs hopefully will be of value as a point from which individual

teams can build their own evaluative system.

The first criterion is, needless to say, to identify the PROBLEM which may exist

in the district. Are the teachers and students really concerned about the present

curriculum? Is there really an inciting factor which might lead to a desired change?

What are the antecedents to the particular problem faced? Are there dissatisfac-

tions? Before proceeding further, those suggesting the possibility of curriculum

revision should be sure they have had it identified as a concern to those involved.

Criterion number two can be called ASSESSMENT; here the priorities, the strength

of the involvement, the total process of how the staff is to analyze the problem,

possible solutions, the resources available, and the que:-tions of why might we

want a change, and what we may want to change to are considered; the staff must

assess the potentLal for revision.

If step one was to thcroughly identify the total PROBLEM, and if step two was to

ASSESS the process of making a change, then step three becomes that of DIRECTION.
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The teachers should identify a philosophy toward curriculum; they must determine

their curricular objectives; they must consider what kind of a program they want

in their school, what procedures they will follow in developing this program, and

how they are going to evaluate the direction they have chosen. They must consider

student input and the entire student developed curricula movement; how much voice

will students have?

The fourth criterion is that of AVAILABILITY. Once the staff has identified a

curriclum problem, has assessed their own particular situation, and has considered

the direction they wish to take, they next look at what curricular possibilities

are available. They must search the literature, search the lists and sources,

contact and study the various projects, become involved with publishers of materials,

and investigate the authors of the materials to determine some credibility toward

the objectives of the program.

The fifth step is simply titled LEARNING. Here the teachers must look at the

assumptions that have been made in the materials they are surveying, they must

look at how the writers considered the learner and the learning process, what

taxonomy of objectives were involved, and what research was relied upon in de-

veloping the materials.

Criterion six is that of CONTENT. Is the content proposed in the new package really

relevant; what about student motivation? Is the content interdisciplinary? Is it

individualized? Is it openended?

Criterion seven considers the ENVIRONMENT in which the materials are to be used.

Do the materials consider the social realities of the existing situation? Do

they blend with the programs already in use in the school district? Will the

proposed new program fit the current organization of cur-riculum in the school?

Does the program fit with the community prestige expectations?

Criterion eight suggests a look at the PRACTICAL factors involved in developing

curriculum. What about the cost and the staff needed? How much time is required

for in-service? What incentives are there to the staff? What are the facilities

needed for the program?

Criterion nine is then the actual processof making the DECISION--an analysis of

what the various programs which have made it arough the elimination and compari-

son steps of the first eight criteria offer, and a decision as to which one or

which ones or which parts of which ones might be appropriate for the district.

As these evaluations are made, a discussion ensues as to whether the program should

be adopted as a pilot or total effort in the district. Finally a decision as to

whether to go or not to go with the particular program is made. The material

under consideration could have been eliminated in step one, or two, or anywhere

along the way through the criteria cycle for curriculum decision making. It could

be that one of the proposals got as far as criterion nine, or perhaps several made

it that far. Step nine then becomes a crucial decision. If the curricula under

consideration gets past number nine, it is now ready for implementation.

Thus criterion ten is that of ACTION. Once the decision is made to accept a

particular program, in-service training must be undertaken, the program must be

implemented, there must be wide dissemination of the program, there must be feed-

back, and there must be on-going evaluation and further in-service. The tenth

criterion leads around to criterion one again, to complete the cycle and start
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the re-cycling. In other words, there must be arrows running in a continuous

circle fro,r. the PROBLRM, to ASSESSMENT, to DIRECTION, to AVAILABILITY, to LEARNING,

to CONTENT, to ENVIRONMENT, to PRACTICAL, to DECISION, to ACTION, and back to

PROBLEM again. This organization becomes an on-going process which continually

looks at the district materials. At each of the ten points, evaluation is an

important factor; review must accompany each step. Decisions are made in almost

all of these stages based upon evaluation. It might be that the search for new

music materials may stop at step four, if in searching through AVAILABILITY the

teachers find that there is nothing really new or nothing that they are not

already using or aware of in the district. On the other hand, in the area of

social studies, a group may continue all the way through the ten steps, actually

implement, and then eventually revise the materials that were first adopted, as

a result of continual re-cycling.

Completing the model for curriculum decision making is an indication that at each

one of the criterion presented, sub-topics and discussions can be pursued. Under

the concept of ACTION, implementation discussion could ensue; for example, in

implementing a program in a nine months school, the June to September period

could be considered the preparation period. This is the time when the material

they decided to purchase actually arrives; the staff studies it, has a consultant

in, studies it again, and then starts using it.

From October to January the reinforcement period occurs. The staff involved

reviews the successes and failures of the program, they revise their methods,

their consultant returns to help, they visit other schools using the material,

and they attempt to refine the program. Finally from February through May there

is the evaluation period, focusing on what has happened during the year. Individ-

ual as well as group and regional evaluations take place; there is feedback to

the original decision, and plans are made for the following year. The entire

idea of action implementation forms a complete cycle whereby June through June

students and staff are involved with implementing and revising the curriculum

materia18; within this breakdown, emphasis is placed on various phases during

particular months of the year.

When it comes to disseminating these decisions, such steps as planning conferences,

hiring diffusers, writing publications, sending out invitations to visit, providing

observations, arranging demonstrations, holding workshops, offering consultations

to other districts, loaning materials, and making visitations can aid in the

actual dissemination of the new programs and materials within a large district or

to other districts who may be wanting to learn about the new curriculum selections.

The entire matter of organizing for curriculum improvement pinpoints another major

change taking place in schools. In the past most districts have had textbook

selection committees. They decided the books for 1.he district. Grade level com-

mittees have written guides of content to be covered during the year. Supplemen-

tary materials have been on approved lists. Sometimes teachers in individual

classrooms could select, but in most cases school or district decisions have been

made. Once these were ::!stablished, the teacher usually had freedom as to how to

use the books in or her room.

But now with the educational revolution, team teaching and interrelated curricula

become essential factors in open schools. The early teams used the material on

hand and were pretty much subject or departmental teams. They gradually wrote their

own materials, adopted new project publications, aad modified the use of the old

texts. But required group-paced assignments veLe still the key. Then came the
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concept of self-pacing and individualization, causing new concerns. Slowly students

and teachers have adapted to these. notions. The 1970's will mark an encouraging

swing toward the concept that knowledge is not segmented but interrelated, thus

forcing a complete revision of the teaming and curriculum development just completed

in the 1960's to provide for a switch to interdisciplinary approaches to learning.

In previous chapters we have alluded to interrelating subjects--to the creation

of inter or multi disciplinary teams. Several suggestions have been made as to

hovr to start. At the ask of being redundant, some comments related to this issue

seem appropriate.

Ultimately, as teachers are trained in this fashion, as buildings are built with

more open spaces, as teaming replaces self-containedness, as materials are written

for this concet't, as technollogical advances descend upon the school, and as

administrativE reorganizations are completed, interrelated approaches will be

the accepted and expected approach. At that time, the 3tudent will say, "I'd
like to study rockets and I'd like to write a play, and . . . "--and immediately

all kinds of combinations will swing into action. The former science teacher--

still with knowledge and skills in science, but with strong interrelated cognitive

training--will be needed to help the student launch his rocket project, but so

will the industrial and math consultants in the design, blueprint, and construction

stages. The art teacher may be involved related to the aesthetic effect of the

location of the launch pad. The social studies person will need to help the student
get permission to build on the selected sight; and as the individual prepares the

proposal, the English teacher may be a resource. In writing the play, obviously

the "old" home economics, industrial shops, art, music, and English teachers will

be essential as consultants, in addition to the theater arts adults.

These various combinations of people formerly called subject matter teachers will

become an interrelated team of consultants for the particular learning goals the

student has selected at that moment in time. The team will disband when that
particular objective is met; they could stay together, though, to help with the

next goal, or may be together for ether students; however, that certain combina-

tion ef consultants may not be together again for several months.

Unfortunately, most schools are not ready to functio,1 in some manner of this type.

The conventional schools have maintained math departments or self-contained rooms.

The moderate schools have formed teams, or supposedly have formed interrelated

teams, but which really only became multidisciplinary as blocks of time within the
combinations were reserved, for example, for math, art, and industrial arts as

sepaate subjects. The open schools have tried to provide interrelated combinations,
but have not gone very far out in this realm, nor have they been exceptionally

successful. Most have still talked about teaching math or art, and combinations

of American Studies still separate English and Social Studies, though art and music

have been interwoven, along with less emphasis on English as English. Thus the

entire area of interrelating curricula--why we should, what can be merged, and

how do we do it--is still a big stumbling b]ock in education.

Therefore, until more experience and knowledge is gained in these procedures, and

especially in schools where staffs have very little training, some plan must be

developed as an intermediate step toward progress in this phase of the reorganization

of learning. There is no one way to do it, no best way. In fact, there is really

no way at all; at most, experiences and guidelines from schools trying can be
shared so that creative educators can formulate a program that will fit their

situation. The important thing is not how it is done in a particular school, but



rather that a start is made to move rapidly in the direction of interrelationships.

Four points seem to be of value in determining how to start. One is that by

merging two or more of the former departments or grade levels, teachers have an

opportunity to slowly learn how to merge their disciplines. Thus joining the

science and social studies departments into an environmental team allows them to

learn how to team, to learn what content might be merged, and to learn how to help

students develop a curricula that pulls together various aspects of both disciplines.

Starting by merging small segments of the school curriculum on a formal basis has

helped a number of schools expand interdisciplinary concepts.

Another guideline seems to relate to keeping the teams or subteams mnall--perhaps

6-8 members to begin the undertaking--and then gradually expanding. Tied with

this is the factor of physical location. Those who are to work together, especially

in the beginning stages, need to trip over each other. Living together seems to

enhance the potential; obviously personalities must match. Where personalities

have some clashes, they can be housed in adjacent rooms, meeting less during the

day than those who must live together. A fourth factor insists that there be some

common ground in content and concepts so that it is easily seen that there are

relationships. Science and social studies can quickly find mechanisms for working

together on the problem of pollution. Art and home economics can easily work

together on home design. These possible combinitions are almost limitless.

The main consideration is that to break down departmentalization, there seems to

be a need for a formal structure to help teachers, students, and administrators

learn how to phase into this type of program. Each school must work out its own

procedures. The size of the school certainly will have a bearing on the combina-

tions; the physical arrangement of the building has a very definite impact on the

plan. The existing structure of departments or grade levels will influence

decisions as will the personalities of the students and faculty. A school with

20 English teachers, 18 social studies teachers, and 4 art teachers is not going

to organize the same as a school with 2 English, 11.5 social studies and 1/2 in art.

Open pod buildings will be treated differently than three story long hallway

structures. If schools-within-a-school are constructed, combinations again have

different alternatives.

Schools which have developed interrelated programs have tried different combina-

tions. Some big schools have had 35 teams, some middle-sized schools have had

only 10, while some small schools have had only 5 or 3. With "Lhe aim of working

around the individual, forming teams as needed, and/or by aiming toward one cur-
ricular interrelationship, the type of formal structure is important only as

insurance that in this school hopefully this arrangement will provide successful

learning experiences for adults and youngsters in the developing stages of the

program.

There are numerous combinations which are practical mergers: science, health, and

social studies could be an environmental team; home economics, art, and industrial

arts could be the expressive team; and music, physical education, and theater arts

could be a creative team. Actually social studies could merge with foreign
languages and English, and/or with art, or music, or industrial arts, or theater

arts or numerous other combinations. For multiple combinations, art, music,

theater arts, home economics, and industrial technology fit together nicely.

We could go on and on with such illustrations. It is usually good to try to merge

the old "academics" with the "non-academics" so that the school can eliminate the
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problem of what is most important, but it is not always necessary. Again, physical

space, personalities, materials, and perceptions of roles and curricular opportuni-

ties often play the center stage. The size of the teams and sub-centers desired

has an important bearing too.

No matter how many formal teams are arranged, splinter teams must be encouraged.

A splinter team might be a theater arts specialist in the creative team and a

social studies major in the environmental team who join together with a group of

students for a mini course in theater history. A number of schools have found

splinter teams to be the best way to develop interrelatedness. They are more

spontaneous, usually grow out of the interests of students, match teacher person-

alities, and allow for any combination of subject areas. In many ways this is

close to the ultimate of eventually being able to develop splinter teams for each

individual. Thus the more splinter teams in operation, the more interdisciplinary

approaches in a school is a general observation. But as a stop gap to encourage

this, and in order to insure that each adult is placed in a position for in-service

retooling to learn how, formal teams still seem essential in the beginning stages.

They further aid by placing some teachers and concepts in direct contact, thus

easing the transition. Splinter teams are much easier to form in an open concept

physical plant; the more formalized interdisciplinary teams seem more necessary

in the egg-crate architecture, But in either case, the elimination of departments

and grade levels is part of the goal. If we truly believe that knowledge is

interrelated, not segmented, then curriculum development in a school must move

in that direction.

When formal teams are organized, whether they are labeled by broad names such as

Environmental or Creative, or thematic like Man and Nature, or all encompassing

such as Fine Arts, or interlocking such as Humanities or World Studies, the key

again is the breakdown of the rigid 12-15 departmental structure or separate

subject syndrome. Yes, "science" can still be taught as "science" when appropriate,

but usually most science can be interwoven with other pursuits. It is better to

have a broader base to start from and then come back to a narrow base when neces-

sary, than to try to expand from a tightly structured isolated and often insulated

approach.

But whatever form of formal or splinter organizations are established, "show and

tell"--interaction among all segments of the staff is needed. Thus a system of

rotating groups should be established to insure that those in art know what is

developing in the expressive team--or that the splinter group in theater history

knows what is occurring in the splinter group called business systems. We have

failed for years in conventional schools to accomplish this'task. The English

teachers have rarely known what was happening in math, nor have the 2nd grade

teachers known the program in the 6th grade. The new interrelated curricular

approaches are merging vertically and horizontally.

Obviously all this curriculum development is going to call for a massive pharmacy

of materials as was mentioned in the chapter on individualized instruction. Hard-

backs, paperbacks, ditto sheets, loop films, movies, tapes, and all such kinds of

resources are essential. This means not only must materials be available in the

team centers, but a tremendous support area called the media center must be pro-

vided. A centralized media arrangement usually overall seems to be the best, but

satellite centers reaching out as an arm of the central area can be established.

Many schools today do not even have the old traditional library, especially at the

elementary level where they are still found in only 30 to 40 per cent of the
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buildings. Most high schools have limited seating, usually for only 10 per cent
of the student body, and shelves are often bare. Yes, the new flexible school
buildings of the 60's have provided for resource centers; generally these have
been carpeted, and have more materials than ever before. But even these are a
long way from satisfactory; they are certainly not geared, in most cases, for the
coming technology. The really sad thing, though, is that the overwhelming number
of schools in the United States have completely inadequate library services; often
the old library is still seen as an escape from study hall or a place to march
the students to once a week to check out two books.

How many schools have one professional media specialist for each 200 students
up to 1000 plus one more for each 300 beyond that? How many have a one-to-one
library aide to professional staff ratio? How many spend at least 3 per cent of
their district budget for printed materials alone? How many provide between 27
to 35 square feet (elanentary through secondary range) of breathing room for each
student exclusive of stacks, offices, conference rooms, and audio visual equipment?
How many provide space for a minimum of 30 per cent of the student body?

Each school must work out their own arrangements as to media centers. There

again is no one answer. But it is clear that if schools are to develop inter-
related curricula, multitudes of resources, and huge media center type facilities
must be available. Part of the area should be a quiet zone, but much of the media
center now should encourage noise--discussion, viewing, and the present rumbling
of pieces of machinery. These developments do not occur overnight, but with
effort, in a three year period, adequate resources can usually be gathered in
most schools.

The 1970's will witness gigantic strides forward in all areas of curricula--
whether student, adult, or mutually developed. All this chapter has been able
to do is summarize what has happened in the 1960's. Unfortunately, about 84 per
cent of the schools in the United States presently fail to reach these 1960 goals
and achievements. Thus the 70's must provide a dramatic catchup period for most,
while some continue to explore and adopt those exciting improvements in humaneness
and technological aides which will provide the impetus for the decade of the 70's.



Chapter 15

Requirements and Graduation

Ano:her series of "how" questions constantly asked throughout the country relates

to zhe title of this chapter. In open concept scbools, with no graduation require-

menzs, how do students know when they can graduate? Will colleges accept students

without credits? How do you give diplomas if you don't follow state graduation

requirements? What happens when a student transfers from an open school to a

rigidly structured school before he graduates? Can students enter before the

magic kindergarten entrance date? Aren't there any sacred courses--surely students

need English to live in the United States; what if they don't learn to read in

the primary years? How do you fill out forms for insurances and scholarships that

require class rank? We could go on and on with such typical inquiries.

Ratt:er than elaborate philosophical or proposed answers to all thse, guideii

whic,: have actually been used in schools are presented, not as answer" 372

"best approach," but merely as examples of how some schools at 6_77-m moments

tiler transition solved these realistic problems. Narionally a rber of schools

hav(- operated under an open philosophy regarding requirements, ai to this dte,

stuients have not seemingly been handicapped in terms of graduaTLn from ot:.e_

high Ichools, transfers to graded elementary schools, entrance ccllege, or

future vocational advancement. Hopefully, the followtng aill be

helpful to schools making decisions related to the questions aske- Ln the ope=ing

paragraph. The approaches described are certainly not answers fo the 1980's,

but they have provided temporary 1970 solutions that work in tha -_-:-L-actical world.

Open schools do not place great emphasis on "graduation" or diplomas, as they

believe learning is a continuous, life-long process, and that generally more

"education" goes on outside the school building than within it. Learning how to

learn is generally more important than the specific knowledge that has been acquired

in a specific area. The individual's self image and the achievement of success in

many affective and psychomotor developments are generally more important than those

in the cognitive or content knowledge areas.

However, unfortunately, or fortunately, depending upon an individual's philosophy,

the present society in the United States places great emphasis on competition;

the measure of success is often a paper received after completing arbitrary stand-

ards, but because this is part of contemporary North America, schools are obligated

to provide guidelines for completion of what is now referred to as high school.

This chapter tries to explain requirements in open schools and the information

which must be given the students. Most educators already know this information,

but continue to follow the old patterns. Hopefully, this discussion will lead to

the creation of more flexible schools.

Under the present varying state laws requiring attendance, usually from about ages

7 through 16, unless a student is excused by the state from this obligation, he

or she is in school during the years covering the traditional grades 1-8. Most

students start in kindergarten. Therefore, for the nine years from K-8, or the

10 or 11 years if a student begins at age 3 or 4, in truly open schools there are

no "graduation" or promotion requirements other than to generally be in school

approximately the 175 days per year requested by most state regulations (a year

in a year round school signifies within a 12-month period, not a 9-month session,
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as in most schools), and hopefully make progress in the affective, psychomotor,

and cognitive domains. The effort is to have each student receive personalized
programming according to his or her relevant needs, interests, and abilities on
a continuous self-paced basis. Therefore, there are no promotion or retention
standards during these years. School is considered a continuous 11-year flow of

individual growth and development.

Starting with the 12th year (assuming a student enrolls at age 3), or the llth,
10th, or 9th year of "formal education" depending upon whether the student begins
school at age 4, 5, or 6, if not at age 3, slightly more rigid requirements are
imposed upon the student in order to receive a "high school diploma" which will
entitle the individual to apply for certain jobs or colleges. Unfortunately,

most of the conventional requirements of the past are based ypon invalid stumbling

blocks originating from unresearched national decisions. However, at the present
time, it can be anticipated that the great majority of students will stay the
':raditional four years beyond the 8 to 11 years of school already complete; for
most students this means starting the final four years at approximately age 14

or 15. Since "time" spent in school is not,really a valid evaluaticm as related

to achievement, students should be able to speed up or slow dovn their work. For

;1xample, students may go more than 175 days per year, or may achieve significant
growth at a r_pid pace in less than 175 days, or may have more pressing needs or
3pportuniLles elsewhere and thus should "graduate" in less than four years. By

the same rationale, they should be able to stay longer than the four years usually

enrolled. In all cases, four years is only a general guideline base from which
to make judgments.

A student should be entitled to a diploma if enrolled four years of approximately
175 days whether actually studying most of the hours within the building, or part
of dhem in the local community or some other area of the world. During this time
the school and the parents may expect the student to make progress in the affec-
tive, psychomotor, and ,:ognitive domains through the areas of study selected;
the goals and achievement of this progress are determined by conferences held
between the students, consultants, and advisors. A student may spend more than

the four years in school if the student and faculty deem it profitable. The final

awarding of the diploma remains the authority of the school if there are conflic-
ting points of view. Hopefully the four year syndrome and state laws will be
revised to provide more meaningful options for those who are not able to benefit

from additional time in a high school.

If a student wishes to leave in less than four years, the request should be made
through the administrator in Charge of enrollment. A conference generally should
be held with the student, parents, and some of the staff to determine if this
seems to be in the test interest of the youth. Usually, a student desiring to
leave in less than four years should plan this with his advisors and the adminis-
tration in advance so that decisions related to expectations can be made and goal

achievements set. Again, in all cases, the school should reserve the right to

make final judgment. However, increasing numbers of young people should graduate

early. Often physical maturity leads to resentment of compulsion, boredom, and

inactivity.

Open schools do not give credits or Carnegie Units or other such standard badges

of completion of courses. Because there are no formal classes set up and required
by the school, the "courses" a student pursues must be determined on an individual

basis. The work the student completes can be recorded on the transcript of record
in terms of areas of study as identified by the "title" given to the experience



pursued. The school is more interested in "learning experiences" than in the

completion of an arbitrary "course."

However, students should be forewarned and aware of the regulations imposed in

most schools and colleges throughout the United States. Though open high schools

are not concerned with credits and required courses, most high schools are. There-

fore, if students contemplate possible transfer, in mak:Lng decisions about learning

opportunities, they should be well aware of the fact that most schools generally

require the following: 4 credits or four 9-month years of English; 3 credits or

three 9-month years of social studies,; 1 or 2 credits or one or two 9-month years

of '-)oth math and science; two years of physical education, but often without the

rewrard of credits; and 1 to 3 courses each year or 1 to 3 credits, usually totaling

5-7 credits, of "elective" courses. These can be addition:11 ones in the areas

.ibove, or can be in such subject fieds as business, art, 'music, industrial arts,

home economics, or foreign language- In summary then, in schools housing the

traditional grades 9-12, students are generally expected to enroll in five ccurses

per year, earning at least four "credits" per year as determined by the teachers

of each course, or 16 credits plus years of physical education. Requirements

do vary from state to state.

Humane schools believe these requl'rements are irreLevant co many. There is nc

research to support them. The bell f is that if there acre requirements, they should

I), more balanced: art, music, hume economics, and the ocher subjects should he

included. Certainly four years of English, no art, and only two years of physical

education is not the best requirement for ALL students. Some schools have a series

of prerequisites--a course which must be completed before another course can be

taken: algebra before geometry, art I before art II. Flexible schools try to

avoid all such mandates, but students should realize that most schools still have

them. Further, open schools would rather have students work in interrelated areas

such as humanities, environment, and human relations, rather than in subject areas

such as math, science, and music. Knowledge is interrelated, and as much as

possible, students should work out "course titles" with broad interrelated possi-

bilities and experiences. It is possible for a student to concentrate in nothing

but one subject, but students are encouraged to select over their years in school

a balance in the diet; in other words, the philosophical recommendation is that

students should take some work in all areas related to the old subject disciplines.

Thus, home economics, industrial arts, art, music, physical education, business,

foreign language, English, social studies, theater arts, science, math, and other

such areas should receive attention from most all students. If requirements were

to be imposed, they would be balanced.

If a student takes work approved at his home school, but which might not be accepted

by another school, and a sudden unexpected transfer of the father would imperil

high school graduation from another building, flexible schools should act in benefit

of the student and give "traditional credit and course titles" on the transcript to

be forwarded to the other school. This translation can be achieved by the school

counselor with the approval of the student, his advisor, and the administration.

The final decision related to the translation is that of the school, in case of

conflicting views. Remember, however, the counselor cannot translate nothing into

something; the student should be reminded that he is expected to pursue learning

opportunities. These opportunities are, however, very flexible and varied, and if

approved by the student, advisor, and parents, the choice is generally accepted as

7r.)priate by the school for transfer and graduation requirements. For example,

:.;.t is ;.,;y to translate work in astrology into English, social studies, or other

oi transcript need. Broader titles, such as Creativity, Expression,



Environment, Systems, and Comulunication can also be thusly interpreted.

As will be state:d in the appraising amd reporting student progress chapter, the

final decision and responsibility for selection of courses lies with nhe students

and parents. TUe school should offer advice or counseling when desin-d; if a

student decides not to take Eng__ n the "junior and senior years." it is accept-

able to Le open program, but the student should realize that sore hirh schools

(in case ai :ransfer) and some c-lleges recuire four years of English The open

school miglAt suggest less than f-)1.1.7 years of English in order to take art, music,

and other subjects, but the studanz should thoroughly understand that art is not

as important as English in most schoolsonly in humane programs and n art

schools.

For those anticipating entering college or university, technical-voc. tional

schools, business or fine arts schools, the general and specific catalogs

from thes_ institutions should Ea consulted. Students should clearly understand

that thougu generally college entrance requirements follow the patter-1 as listed

of 4 years of English, 2 years of social studies, 2 years of math, 2 years of

science, physical education, and elective courses, particularly in the areas of

the foreign languages, that individually they do differ. A number of them want

heavy concentrations in math and science; others prefer work in the humanities.

An engineering student obvtous1:- is expected to pursue more math than one inter-

ested in being an English teacher. Some colleges, particularly two-year public

community colleges and many staLe institucions, have an open enrollment policy;

in other words, anyone may ente with only a high school diploma or its equiva-

lency. Others, especially certain private schools, have very rigid requirements.

Vocational, technical, business, and fine arts types of schools generally have

flexible enrollment policies. Most prefer high school work in the area in which

the student expects to specialize; some require a great deal of work in the spe-

cialization area before entering, but othets require none. For example, if

students want to become foreign language interpreters, they can enroll in most

foreign language institutes as beginners. Though educators know all these things,

the students in an open school must have the same knowledge.

As indicated, credits, such as one credit in English, are not given in humane

schools. However, credit can be talked about in terms of recording the progress

made toward a goal the student is trying to achieve. For example, it is to his

or her credit if the student has learned to count in Spanish. If students are

concerned about Carnegie type "one credit" for English courses, they can consult

with the teacher to request or see that they are doing approximately the same

work that would be one credit in a traditional school as related to transferring

or college entrance. However, they should not request credit from their teachers

in terms of how much credit do we get? No "credit" should be recorded on tran-

scripts of students, and only in cases where the student would be prevented from

pursuing other work because of the lack of a "paper record of such credits" would

the work need to be translated into credits by the office.

Remember, too, that free schools are often experimental schools, and a student who

makes the decision to enroll for certain benefits should be ready to accept the

risks that go with new programs. In these schools the student must have the

courage of an EDUCATIONAL PIONEER and thus be ready to accept the possible benefits

and consequences of such a program.

Athletic eligibility is considered under the same philosophy. All students

enrolled should be eligible up to the age cutoff date or total years of competition.
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The only reason 7:0 honor thesE regilations is to prevent "professional high school

players," but th.ey should be fiel:fle. However, no attention should be given to

those requirmnents based on grades in subjects and passing credits. Football may

be the single mosr: important subjct for Pete, in the affective, psychomotor, and

cognitive domEirs. As long as football is part of the curriculum and paid for by

the sc:nool, hE can play football .ad:r the same criteria as he can enroll in math.

Obviously in th:l..E philosophy, etlE: ,r1n-Are notion of prerequisites is obsolete

except in perhap- very limited d. .L:mstancEs.

Regarding ente, the school s,liould operate on an open, volunteer attendance

policy. Anyone pz-esently living witain the confines of the legal school district

should be eligible for enrollment- :However, if space is limited, enrollment

policies may be established; the :school should reserve the right to accept or

reject enrollment, not on the balsis of rac,L, religion, or economic status, but

on the maximum enrollment figY7E,s EEt by the school.

If the school h room, almost elEryone should be accepted. However, when the

school is overnrcwded with waitl- lists, some students must be rejected. Factors

such as "mutually beneficial" to aoth school and student, diagnostic needs of a

particular student, support by :ne parent of an open program, balanced economic

and racial percentages, location of the home, transportation considerations, the

percentage of college degree families, and balanced percentages of age and sex

enrollments for experimental punposes and program development are among those

to consider when accepting or rej< -ting a student.

The majority of students in the district will fall in the age range of 5 through

18, tne old kindergarten through 12th grade. However, there must be at least

limited efforts to develop 3 and 4-year-old programs. Birthdate should make little

difference; as long as there is room and the student is near, at, or over age 3,

he or she should enroll at any time. But because the demand is usually so great

and staffs so small, limitations are necessary. Though the age cutoff dates in

most states as now written are absurd, when enrollment cuts are made, birthdate

may be considered. If the child could be sure of staying in the open district,

no problem is encountered. However, if the youngster would transfer before com-

pleting the traditional first grade, the child could be denied entrance in another

district because of age; thus early enrollment could be a potential disservice to

that child. In all cases, though, every effort should be made to accept everyone

and to consider individual differences whenever possible, but practical realiza-

tions of time, space, staff, budget, and laws must be faced. For example, public

free schools now receive no financial support for the 3, 4, and full-day 5-year-old

early childhood programs. Private free schools can charge limited tuition.

Open schools should be connected to college programs more closely. Many high

school students, with permission of nearby colleges,should take college courses.

Some of the college teacher education majors should receive part of their learning

experience in free schools. Hopefully, more non-major and teacher education under-

graduates will participate in open programs, as well as graduate students in pro-

fessional education. The start may take place by an eventual merger on a formal or

informal basis of the new experimental colleges and the new experimental teacher

education centers within the colleges. The goal is to eventually have open schools

available for precollege, general college, and undergraduate and graduate teacher

education students. Under a confederation, school districts and nearby colleges

could establish three interrelated divisions: precollege division, general college

division, and teacher education division. This could insure students that from age

3 through graduate school they could attend open schools with flexible entrance,
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transfer, and graduaLin I
must realize their
present. Much of the
and decision making wi-L.

-licies. In all these fluid arrangements, open schools

.3.71s in regard to limitations imposed by society at

,-...m depends heavily upon discussion, counseling, guidance,

student.

Parent input is impc711._ if they have specific concerns. For example, even though

the school does net rw ath mandatory, Mom and Dad can counsel the student into

that area if they fee:_ --ngly about it. Sometimes students can be led to an

area ehrough guile alL L:ng. The student who wants to learn to make biscuits

must read the recipe. ...nly mix, blend, stir, tablespoonful, and other such

words become meaningft 1 he vocabulary and reading becomes important. Math

even enters the of a cup. Additionally, diagnostic teams of teachers

should meet often to possible prescriptions for motivating the student

toward an area of conc. However, parents and staff should refrain from pressure

tactics unless that ap7 h seems best--remembering that it seldom is the answer.

Finally, the school sil.L

absolutely crucial. II

and he can't sign the
M.D.'s will decide to

reserve the right to "require" something if it is felt

_Iriver in an auto accident is badly hurt and unconscious,

-fission slip, nor can any next of kin be located, the

-ate, assuming that the patient wants to live rather than

die. The fact that the, pctient would rather die is not known to the doctor, or

perhaps would be reject.ed as a reaction from shock if he did awaken, and surgery

would go on anyway. The staff should try not to "force" a student to take any

subject, but should reserve the right in what they determine as a "life or death"

unconscious situation t: T.:Ike such a final decision--though it should rarely be

used. What becomes the focal point, then, revolves around the question of

what seems essential fcr the intellectual and emotional development of each patient.

The biochemists can say thal: protein, oxygen, and other such items in specific

amounts and forms are essen:Aal for life, and can be fairly certain. But what

can educators say for certain, especially related to curricular decisions. Many

educators have opinions; Tzost might say reading is essential, but is it really--

in the present and develt,..-7ing age of technology?

What subjects are really essential? Is art really essential for intellectual and

emotional health? Is the study of the War of 1812 really essential? If so, how

much study of it is es5-,-ential? When is it essential--at age 8, or 12, or 17, or

every year? Why is it_ i. important? Is it important for all, or just a few, or

maybe many? Curricula:: Qiecisions force the schools to accepttremendous challenges

and tremendous responsf:Joilities as the staff assumes they can make valid judgments

about young people whim could have profound effects on their future.

The ultimate answer again relates to humaneness and relevancy. If each individual

has a program designed as nearly as possible for that person, considering factors

found in society, and if the individual has great input into those decisions so

that motivation and retention are considered, then credits, graduation require-

ments, entrance ages, and all other group prescribed solutions really have rela-

tively little value in the education of youth and adults. If the biochemists are

correct, that each individual is so different in so many ways, then the only

plausible answer for educators is to treat problems of entrance, graduation, and

adult vocational preparation on an individual basis. Thus schools should reject

the notion of credits u,r-cf Jie imposition of unresearched state requirement

designed for the masses_ tot for the individual.

One of the questions c127n,_ lady posed to staffs of open schols relates to the

ac,7eptance of a more t1e curriculum policy by the colLeges. The general
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concern is that graduates of open schools could not be accepted at the leading

colleges and universities. This has not been proven to be true. In fact, surveys

show just the opposite. Communities all over the United States are ready for this

change.

As just one small bit of evidence that the country will accept rel.fision in educa-

tion, included here is a letter sent to a random selection of colleges and universi-

ties throughout North America regarding entrance to college without grade point

averages, Carnegie Units, class rank, and traditional grades. It is essential

that graduates of open concept programs be admitted by other criteria, for these

schools believe vel:y strongly that traditional rankings are a distinct form of

discrimination. They do not separate the Catholics from the Lutherans, the Blacks

from the Whites, or the Rich from the Poor; therefore, they refuse to partake in

a syscem which calls for discrimination between the Smarties and the Dummies, and

that is all that grade point and class rank accomplish. Unfortunately, the case

will probably have to be heard by the Supreme Court one day, but there is great

confidence in the ultimate verdict. In the meantime, more and more educators and

parents are agreeing with this position of revolt against discrimination.

The response from colleges who agree with more flexible admission policies has

been overwhelmingly favorable. All were willing to consider students on the basis

of different evaluations. In the early years of operating without class ranks

and G.P.A.'s, applicants from open schools have not been rejected for admission

by the college of their choice because of the lack of rank or averages. Some

students do not make their first choice on the basis of ken competition, S.A.T.

scores, or other personal fac"cors, but all eventually are accepted by a college

satisfactory to the student.

Further, all of the students who have graduated "early"--those who leave in less

than four years--have found that the opportunities which developed proved to be

sound judgments on their part and a humane policy by the schools. Students have

been able to solve personal problems, enter colleges in winter and spring terms,

enroll in vocational opportunities, start full time jobs which eased financial

difficulties, and in many additional ways capitalize on the decision. Other

students have found that the best policy for them has been to remain four or more

years in "high school."

The early efforts at new "graduation" criteria have been tremendously rewarding;

if the future continues as bright, perhaps the impact of the open schools which

are attempting to break the lockstep will have made a significant contribution

to education in the United States.

Below, as a specific illustration of the statements above, is a letter sent to

admissions directors in the early phase of the Wilson program which shows what

every'high school can achieve. Following the letter are excerpts from the answers

received from the colleges. The admission directors are most willing on an

individual basis to consider acceptance of all students who present applications

for enrollment.

Letter to College and University Admissions Offices - September, 1968.

Dear Sir:

The Wilson Campus School is a laboratory arm of the School of Education at Mankato

State College, and as a school supposedly funded by the state legislature for the
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primary purpose of being involved in research and experimentation in education,

has decided to undergo vast revision this year. In the past, this school operated

a good cormentional program. Until July, 1968, we had self-contained classrooms,
a regular period 1, 2, 3 type of schedule, study halls, ABC report cards, honor

rolls, and the other usual programs found in conventional schools. Because we were

doing very little different than the public schools in the state, the possibility
of closing the laboratory school was given much consideration. After deliberation,
it was decided to keep the school in operation, but to make it into an open evalua-

tion oriented endeavor.

We are enclosing a brief summary of the efforts we have undertaken since July, 1968.

We have started the three-,four-, five-year-old programs as indicated. We are

building the entire schedule, K-12, on a daily basis. We have developed team
teaching; instruction is primarily through small group and individual efforts.
We have students taking self-directed and partially-directed classes. We allow
them a great deal of freedom and are working with the students to assume the same
amount of responsibility.

We do not believe in failing any students; generally a failure is the fault of the
school for not providing the kind of program which would be of value. Many times

these students have problems in the affective domain which need to be corrected
before the cognitive areas can be improved. The student is not given credit for
the completion of the experience until he has accomplished it to the satisfaction
of the teacher. Therefore, he does not fail--he just does not complete it; nor
does he make the honor roll, as we do not have one. We are interested in individual

growth, not group comparison.

One of the many changes is an attempt to improve the evaluation of students by

providing something better than the traditional ABC report cards, K-12. The

system involves many individual conferences between the teacher and the student,

and the student and his advisor. The conferences culminate with individual parent
conferences. The entire program is based on a diagnosis and prescription philo-

sophy. One of the major efforts is to individualize instruction and to develop
self-paced, continuous progress programs. We feel that this is the best plan for

the majority of the students, and that grade point averages, class rank, and ABC
grades have little place in the evaluation of individual students. "Grades" only

had success as long as we were concerned with,group.structure and group prescription.

The effort at evaluation is based on an initial diagnosis of the individual student's

needs, interests, and abilities. Based on the diagnosis, we then try to prescribe

an individual program for each student. Generally, every two weeks we try to
evaluate the progress made by the individual student, and on the basis of that
evaluation, continue the original program, or prescribe a new one, as determined

by the amount of progress the individual has achieved in the preceding program.
We feel that if we are truly going to personalize programs for boys and girls, we
must be student oriented; they should not be forced to fit an adult-designed curri-

culum offering little relevance to the student. Of course, for students who are
planning to go to a specific college, we suggest that they take the courses that
fit the demands cf that school.

Whether we are successful or not remains to be tested. This is the purpose, as we

see it, of a laboratory school in the state; no matter how good we may think current
educational programs are, we feel that Wilson should be different. The role should
be to pioneer new approaches to education; we are not going to know if the idea may
be a better way unless someone makes an effort to try.
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It is easy to evaluate K-8 children; we keep folders on each student; the teachers

and parents are continually informed of the student's progress. However, at the

high school level, in addition to completing =the same evaluation as we do K-8, we

are attempting to work out a format which will satisfy employers and college admis-

sion offices as to a record of the student's success in high school, and indicate

a prediction for future potential. At the present time we have not created a

finalized format, but generally see it first as a description of the program

undertaken by the student, and second, as an expression for the future. We expect

to be able to state the objectives the sL:udent attained; we probably will include

standardized test results and subjective teacher evaluations as well. We see

this as a much more meaningful description o -he student than a grade point average

and class rank.

Our purpose in writing you at this time is to request your reaction to these

queotions:

(1) Because we are a laboratory school for the state, would you be willing to

accept students on the basis of an evaluation which would not include con-

ventional requirements such as class rank and grade point average?

(2) We are attempting to pattern a program through which we might find a more

meanil::gful way of admitting students to college and at the same time relieve

the high school program from being restrict,,,,d by college entrance regulations.

We do not want to hurt any student's chance of enrolling in college, but we

do sincerely feel that grade point averages have no place in individualized

education. Would you be interested in joining with Wilson and other colleges

and universities to develop a meaningful format?

Because we are a small school, we are not sure if there will be any students apply-

ing for admission at your institution .this year. However, we are interested in

corresponding with a cross section of the United States so that what we develop

here would be applicable anywhere. Additionally, since the change in direction

here, many students are interested in going to college wherever they might have an

opportunity to participate in a learning environment similar to that which we hope

we are developing at Wilson.

We look forward to your reply to these proposals, and would be interested in

working with you in an attempt to improve the evaluation procedures for individual

high school students.

Sincerely,

Don Glines, Ph.D.
Director, Wilson Campus School

Responses from colleges and Universities

"Suffice it to say, however, that you can rest assured, as far as

is concerned, that the absence of the usual badges such as rank and grade Average

will not work against your students--we lean heavily on other kinds of evaluations

anyway, so that your own recommendations, and those of your staff, CEEB scores,

particularly in achievement tests, can help ,_(1 provide many of the answers we

normally seek in the usual fumbling of the admission process.
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"I think we would be interested in joining with you and other colleges to pattern
some kind of program; certainly if we oannot do this institutionally, I can work
with you personally, for I am much interested in the directions in which you are
moving (indeed, your letter did much to destroy some stereotypes I had about
places like Mankato, Minnesota!)"

"Please know that this institution would give every consideration to graduates of
the Wilson Campus School who might seek admission to the University of

"We realize you would not be furnishing us with grades or class ranks in the usual
sense.

"We would have to know the specific pattern of subject matter the student has
completed. We of course would have to have test data (Ye require the ACT). The
key thing we would have to know is whether or not this student is recommended to
us. In other words, do you believe he would be successful in his academic endeavors
at the University of ? We would insist that you give us such a state-
ment, in the absence of grades and class rank which we have been using as predic-

tors for success here."

"Thank you for your letter of December 12 in which you have described your efforts
to revitalize the experimental nature of the Wilson Campus School. I assure you
of our enthusiastic support for your activity and our willingness to cooperate in
any way possible.

"Specifically, we would be more than willing to consider applicants for admission
to from your school even though they might not present the traditional
credentials. I assume you would be able to provide us with sufficient information
concerning such candidates and their academic achievement so that we might make
appropriate evaluations of their eligibility for admission. We would continue to
require them to complete the Scholastic Aptitude Test and three achievement tests
of the College Entrance Examinotion Board.

"We would be willing to consider joining you and others in the development of a
program leading to more meaningful ways of college admission. I hope you will keep

us informed of your progress from time to time."

"Many of the points that you have raised in ;our letter have also been discussed
by the faculty and administration at concerning educational programs
for young men and women entering college; therefore, I think that there should be
no problem in working with you in having your students accepted at

based upon your recommendation. We are attempting at to de-emphasize
the grades similar to your program; therefore, we do not figure a grade point
average on any of our students here at

"There would not be any difficulty in accepting Wilson students on
the basis of an evaluation presented by th= school supplemented by the student's
SAT scores and an interview by an admissions staff member. We would also be
interested in joining other colleges in an attp.mpt to improve the admissions
process."
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"Thank you for your information concerning the program at Wilson. You have pre-

pared a very interesting and provocative statement of your plans and procedures.

, too, is an institut-Lon interested in innovative and expertmental

procedures. We therefore look with a great deal of favor on 7:aur type of program,

and would be happy to work with you on college admissions that do not include

conventional requirements.

"I would be happy to further explore the problems and possibilities of your program

as a college admissions concern. Frankly, if we have a reasonable description of-

the type and amount of work attempted by the student, plus your own evaluation and

anecdotal record of students, plus the CEEB, SAT or other standardized test score,

I think that a decision that is fair to all concerned can be made."

"I am certain that our Committee on Admissions would be most willing to consider

your students on the basis of an evaluation which would not include the conven-

tional class rank and grade point average. In lieu thereof, I am sure that we

will find much additional data to assist us in evaluating these students.

"I am certain that we would be very interested in at least discussing the possi-

bility of joining with you in an effort to pattern a program which may lead toward

different and more meaningful ways of admitting students to college."

"I was most interested in yoL11- recent letter telling us about the Wilson. Campus

School. The program sounds exciting and I feel sure that the youngsters going

on with their education from your institution will have benefited greatly from

their experiences there. Is attempting to put into practice on a

somewhat larger scale what you are attempting to do in your laboratory school.

I am taking this opportunity of inviting you to visit the for I

am sure we can both grow through the exchange of ideas."

"Any university will take an anecdotal record in lieu of A's, B's, and C's. The

Eight Year Study (the Harvard Report) indicated this many years ago. All a

university would like is an accurate description of the student's accomplishment

and level of performance."

"In our admissions program, we are not inflexible regarding secondary school

transcript requirements, and over the years we have had a considerable amount

of experience with so-called unconventi.onal secondary schools that follow a

system of written evaluations rather than grades and no ranking procedures wht-

soever. We can work with this kind of unorthodox reporting system quite satis-

factorily, and the candidate in question is not in any way handicapped as a result.

I might ada in passing that has moved away from a conventional grading

system this year, and we are now operating entirely on a credit-no credit plan."

"Thank you for your truly enjoyable letter. Even though your students have not

applied at , we would be happy to accept them. I only wish that more

educators would try Some of the things you people are doing. Keep up the good

work!"
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Chapter 16

Reporting Student Progress

This chapter offers no magic solutions. But among the most often asked questions

are those relating to student progress: "In these open type schools where grades,

class rank, and report cards are not given, relying instead on individual confer-

ences, how do you ever evaluate and report what the student has or has not achieved?

We don't want theory or what might be done. We know there are probably many

possible solutions; but right now we desire a workable model to consider so that

perhaps we can blend various ideas as a way of starting."

Therefore, for purposes of this chapter, rather than describe the numerous plans,

one procedure for appraising and reporting student progress is presented, followed

by some suggestions for alternatives. Without spending hours, weeks, or months of

planning and discussion trying to perfect a system, methods must be quickly accepted

by a school eliminating report cards in order to allow the new program to function.

Schools have tried required parent conferences, "blank Check" parent information

requests, and other types of written forms. None have been 100 per cent satisfac-

tory, but all have usually been better than A, B, C type marks.

No one is asked to accept the suggestions which follow as the final ultimate form.

Rather they are presented here as a practical example of how a staff can undertake

change. A decision must first be made to abandofl the traditional reporting

system; next, several experimental efforts are usually ,..acessary before a staff

finally is somewhat satisfied with the results. Usually within a year or two,

if not sooner, the staff again finds their system obsolete, or Ln need of further

revision. Staffs adopting oper sc01 patterns must consider new methods of

student evaluation and need conctet: suggestions for how to begin; they then must

wrestle with their own format.

For example, the present "Experience Record" form which is included in this chapter

will not be in use long as schools will soon be able to eliminate most all refer-

ences to traditional subjects and present team arrangements. Local school termi-

nologies such ,a5 expressive, creative, system, environment, and communication have

generally just caused colleges confusion at this time, and further require a

tremendous amount of clerical work and interpretation. Thus, as a compromise,

for the moment, it is probably easier to use the traditional subject listings,

though soon should come some type of interrelated report. The combinations presented

here are not necessarily desirable in all schools; they may happen to fit a particu-

lar development in one school at a given moment in its history. It does give a way

to record "course titles" without reference to ABC, or credits, or grade in school,

or even length in time, such as weeks spent in a course, or whether the experience

was a mini involvement, a midi effort, or a maxi in-depth study. The presented

Experience Record, though, satisfies many needs now as it does give future employers

a perspective of the areas of interest and balance of the diet selected by a student

while enrolled. The following paragraphs describe a philosophy and methods which

might be used in a school in 1970. Hopefully, they will offer ideas ior a creative

staff to help develop new means of evaluation in the effort to overcome tradition.

What is worse about staying with the traditional labels is that they perpetuate

the continuance of segmented knowledge. Instead of being considered a person, or

an individual, Mr. X is known as thtl art teacher who teaches the art courses; this
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must cease. People--adults and youngsterr--should ievelop relevant curricular

experiences by pursuing common interests withou': reg-Td to labels for courses or

teachers. The day is coming; therefore, this me'.hod of re.)rding experiences is

not what we ought to be doing, but is only bowing to the reality that as we start

the 70's, only a minority of students, faculty, and parents are willing for such

a "bold," but long overdue, conservative step. Thus the forms here are immediately

usable as a transition step for those who need to mov,2 through an evolutionary

strategy.

The plan suggested here calls for two, three, or four formal attempts at appraising

and reporting student progress each calendar year. In addition, ,_.:czens of other

informal evaluation sessions related to each student's progress should be held.

Theoretically, each student each day should appraise and report, at least to and

by himself, and/or with the teacher and advisor, and/or parent, the progress made

daily. From a practical point of view, this does not happen. However, as much

evaluation as possible is encouraged under the guidelines described below.

On selected dates--perhaps March 10, June 10, August 10, and December 10 of each

calendar year--or any dates desired--student progress reports may be given to the

students to be taken home to the parents. These evaluations are carbonized in

quintuplicate; the blue (or any color) copy goes to the parent, the red copy to

the file of the advisor selected by the student, and the yellow copy to the student

file in each team center. The fourth green copy is the school record. It is

maintained in the planning center until course information is copied on the perma-

nent record, and for reference for parent or administrator couferences. They can

be discarded at periodic times and replaced by later reports, but preferably are

kept to help figure records for students transferring to traditional schools-

The fifth buff copy is a preliminary form which goes to the advisor fairly Jn

after the decision to become involved in new programs during each reporting
period--or whenever a student selects other experiences; this provides the advisor

information on student goals set or experiences desired, and gives assur:,nce.that

all staff members are consulting with each student regarding selected learning

opportunities. The final report during each period of time is completed through

individual conferences held between each student and teacher prior to the chosen

dates. The advisor keeps all of the advisor copies for all the four "high school"

years. This becomes a bulky but extremely valuable package of student progress

and forms a basis for evaluations for the future. For "elementary" students, the

forms are kept for a year and gradually replaced by the new reports of the following

year.

The report months chosen are not magic and other dates can be and are used. Some

set date has been found helpful to assure an appraisal that may otherwise be neg-

lected; it does aid in communication between various team members, advisors, stu-

dents, and parents. Because of the coming of 12-month schools, four seasonal

dates might be selected: spring, summer, fall, and winter. Further, as student

interns are usually available at present from colleges for one quarter only, and

because teacher contracts in most districts are still issued on a fiscal year basis,

it is sometimes desirable to have the evaluations near the end Of each college

quarter so there is still time for any desired parent conferences or comments

related to student work with a college intern. However, if only one or two such

reports are developed, information may be accumulated through comments left in the

student's folder.

The formal evaluation form consists of four parts. At the time the student deter-

mines, in conjunction with the teacher-consultant or team of teacher-consultants,



what he or she desires to pursue, the general goals, desires, or objectives in

very abbreviated form are listed for the affective, psychomotor, and cognitive
domains (they do not need to be identified as such, but the staff should be aware
of progress in all areas and discuss them with the students). These generally are
short descriptions; they can be in behavioral terms or only in descriptive notes
which might merely say "still exploring possibilities," but at least the advisor

has some information on the advisee. There should generally not be excessive
pressure on the student to start, but there is a need for communication. The

total summary is only one page. Toward the evaluation date, the student and
teacher sit down to discuss whether the original goals have been exceeded, reached,

or not attained. This progress is then noted in the second section of the report.

During or after the conference with the student, there is a third section where
the teacher can make additional remarks from his or her own point of view. The

report is then sent to the advisor. In this way the student's counselor-advisor
receives copies from all the learning teams or teachers with whom the student

works. Tha "subject" teacher-consultants only know what the child is doing in

depth in the :pecific team; the advisor, however, may have 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 or more

reports, depanding upon the amount of involvement of each student.

The fourth sect- of each report is filled in by the advisor-counselor during
the conference held with each advisee. Time is taken from a specific school day
to provide an opportunity for therqe sessions to occur. The reports are then
forwarded to the planning center where the red, blue, yellow, and green sections

are separated. The buff has already been torn off after the first weeks of the
experience and forwarded to the advisor as the preliminary report. The blue is
made available for the student to take home or for the parent to pick up. The

red is returned to the counselor-advisor. The yellow is returned to the team
center; the green is maintained in the planning center to record any pertinent
information in each student's permanent record folder.

At the bottom of the regular one page Progress Report is a space for teachers to
rlord "titles" of any "experiences" taken during the report period and to mark

them "completed," "continuing," or "discontinued." The completed experiences are
placed on the Experience Record described later. Further, there is a note at the
bottom of the page to encourage parent comments, by a letter from home or personal

conference.

Teachers are encouraged to hold conferences more often and most do. Some students
are involved often with one-to-one evaluation sessions, while others have less

need. Sometimes the conferences are informal and no record, or at least no formal

record, is kept other than perhaps teacher notes in the student folder. However,

many times the teachers fill in with the student the formal four section report,
and they do complete the preliminary copy. This can be done once a week, for

example, if desirable. It can also be routed to the counselor and parent. How-

ever, from a practical view, this.informal report is usually filled in for only
the first three sections and not sent to the counselor, office, and home, except
for the preliminary report, and is usually done on a less expensive dittoed form,

rather than the mote expensive carbonized edition.

It has been determined that it seems hest to set some formal time for evaluations
(the once each traditional quarter approach) rather than let the evaluations
happen whenever the student and teacher feel that it is the best time. Several
teachers usually fail to communicate often enough if left on their own.
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Therefore, the two, three, or four formal evaluations on specific dates insure

that appraisals are completed; however, the informal "do it when it seems best"

philosophy is also maintained by providing for other evaluations to take place

as needed, and by arranging for these to be very informal, s,:..s_mi-formal, or

complete circuit carbonized type of formal reports, depending upon the perceptions

of the student and consultant. In the completely open "free" school, these formal

reports are not necessary, and certainly not at a specific date or certain periods

of time. Schools which can escape the formality should certainly be encouraged to

follow the informal or "no report" approach, but at this moment in time, most

schools still believe they need some reporting structure; the system described

here is one alternative among many.

Parent conferences are still used as a supplement. If the parents desire to

know more, they may make an appointment with a teacher, the advisor, or a team

of teachers, or most any combination of school and student personnel which may

seem desirable, The school administration or nn individual teacher working through

the advisor may likewise initiate the request for a conference with the home,

either at school or in the home, with or without the student, depending upon the

circumstances.

In no case in appraising and reporting student progress are A, B, C or percentage

or numerical type grades used, nor is any grade point average, class rank, or

other comparative analysis made. As a student progresses through work in math,

for example, the teacher may suggest a 10 question "test" over the work. The

teachec may even mark 4 correct, but hopefully not 6 wrong. The consultant and

student then sit down to analyze why the 4 were correct and the 6 wrong. If the

6 wrong are important, the student receives help on how to overcme the deficiency.

The student does not fail in terms of an "F" grade, but the student may have

"failed" at that moment to reach the goals set and/or obligations contracted,

though "contracts" are not the recommended method except in certain instances.

The student may need to review the work again or have new goals set; the effort

is to have the individual work at it until it is learned or until it is determined

that the additional effort is not of that much value--the purpose of evaluation is

not to determine gl:ades for report cards.

Students sometimes ask for an analysis of how they are doing compared to others.

Typing is an easy illustration. The teacher may say that the approximate mean

of students who type at this school is 45 words a minute with two errors. The

student can then check to see how his or her skill in typing is progressing as

compared with other students who type.

Informal conferences, from which plans develop that seem important enough to record,

ot information helpful in further discussions can be jotted down in the "subiect"

team file; parent comments can go directly to one teacher, a team, the advisor,

or eventually to the administration--depending upon the content and value of the

comments as related to the individual and/or the general school program, but the

advisor is kept informed of all pertinent information. Parent conference summaries

can receive the same type of followup.

For students in what used to be the traditional K-8 years, there is no concern

over "passing" or "credits"; schools should just be continuous progress opportuni-

ties. "Courses" taken are recorded on the Experience Record kept in the permanent

file tor that purpose, along with other records such as test scores and subjective

evaluations. Other records are kept in the team folders and the advisor folders.

For the subjective Advisor Evaluation, the same process is followed except a short
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yearly written summary statement is made by each advisor for the permanent office

record 90 that -Ltere is a cou.lpite profile for each student by the time he gradu-

ates. This summary should indicate the individual's growth and development in the

affective, psychomotor, and cognitive domains, and the perceived potential for

future learning opportunities.

The advisor who has the student during the traditional junior year pulls together

a three year summary of the high school years, so that students applying for

college admittance in the fall of their "senior" year, or for early graduation,

or for jobs have a profile to submit. This needs to be done again at the end of

the senior year. The profile is not as complicated as it may seem. For high

school students during the first year, a short separate summary of the student's

progress is spelled out. Another short summary is made the second year. The

information of the third year is combined with the two previous years so that one

sheet is still a composite profile. Then the fourth year, the additional informa-

tion needs to be added to the previous three year picture; thus a composite of the

individual is easily available as each advisor only has a few to write.

Each year a list of the experiences that a student has taken is recorded in the

student's planning center (office) folder. These are listed under each sibject,

interdisciplinary team, or other such arrangement. but as suggested earlier, the

easiest way now to satisfy the colleges is to list each of the experiences under

a traditional subject column. Each time a student completes a "course" or
"experience," whether the person spent 4 weeks, 14 weeks, or 40 weeks studying

the subject in depth or only giving it a surface coverage, it is listed under the

most appropriate column; completion is based upon meeting the responsibilities
and work agreed to with the instructor. In this manner, a student may have under

Industrial Arts long lists of courses in that area, and also under Art and Home

Economics, but may have a blank under Spanish. This easily shows anyone the

interest and involvement of each student.

A college, for example, would receive two items: (1) a summary Advisor Evaluation;

the one page subjective opinion statement of the student as seen by the teachers

and advisor including the probability of success in future school work, and (2)

a list of the experiences pursued during the four years (the Experience Record),

including a section for standardized test scores; student activities are listed

under the most appropriate subject column. These pages of information would

replace the discriminatory G.P.A., class rank, and A, 11, C syndrome. In addition,

the college would be requested to _send for any other specific Information they

needed, depending upon the individual college. The same kind of information would

and/or could be sent to prospective employers, vocational schools, interest

schools, or any other "beyond high school" use the student might need. This

would serve as the student's "placement file" until he or she established one

through further work or school experiences.

For a student in the traditional pre-high school years, he or she will have sub-

jective evaluations in the subject folder and in the advisor folder--the Experience

Record, and the Quarterly Records--the same as the high school student. The only

difference is that in the last four years the yearly summary is prepared more

carefully in terms of college or employer criteria.

If a student should transfer in the pre-high school years, his Experience Record

list is completed and the Advisor Evaluation is prepared. If the student is going

to an open concept, nongraded school, that is all that is needed. However, if

transferring to a traditional school, a "grade placement" recommendation is sent
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to that school, as determined by the advisor, or in consultation with other teachers,

if it is not for the "normal" yearly growth promotion to the next traditional grade

level.

The flexible high school will generally be satisfied with the above type report

as is the flexible college. However, there are many rigid schools who are all

upset if standard information is not received. Open-schools should refuse to

send grades, class rank, and other, but if essential, should fill out a standard

transcript for the individual. In other words, in order to help the student in

an emergency, the school interprets and transcribes the transcript so that a mini

course in Zen, a midi course in astrology, and a midi course in humanities may

be converted into English II, worth 1 credit. This way the person who is forced

to transfer at the end of the "junior" year to a traditional school can have a

transcript prepared that shows traditional credits in English, social studies,

math, and other requirements, but only if absolutely necessary. We know there

are no magic requirements for all students, but for the school that still pretends

that there are, play the same game and make out a transcript to help the student.

This transcript can be prepared by the school counselor and a school administrator

with any help from teachers that may be desired.

Rareiy is this needed for colleges, but it can be done, again to help the student.

The same applies to eligibility rules, scholarships, and other. All students

enrolled are eligible; tirus the forms are filled out accordingly. The same can

be applied to the horrid practice of signing insurance forms to set insurance

rates which is not the business of the school. When a scholarship is involved,

schools can create a class rank that is a subjectively accurate evaluation and

amounts tc the same placement as one devised by any percentage system. It is

done by a composite of subjective teacher evaluation at the time it is needed.

Seldom will a G.P.A. be essential, but it can be arrived at through test scores

and subjective ratings of teachers. In other words, the student is protected if

he continues work in a flexible organization which is really concerned about the

individual. If he moves to a rigid, content oriented program, make compromises

if necessary and fill out the appropriate forms. Let it be clearly understood

that the school should not prepare a dishonest transcript. In other words, if

a student has taken absolutely no math or nothing in any way related to math,

the school should not create one credii. in math. If a student has taken only

two years of English and is rather weak in that area, the .school should not create

two more credits in English. However, if a student has taken three years of

English and does well in it, grant a fourtl_ year of credit if the student desires

to broaden his or her background in another area; or if a student takes a heavy

concentration of art and music, much of the reading and writing for those fields

can be translated into an English credit, the same as cau humanities and other

similar courses.

In Chapter 15 the "safe regulations" as spelled out by many states and colleges

were listed. These are usually wrong and therefore should not be forced as

requirements. However, though a balanced diet is recommended--some art, some

home economics, some English, some of everything--the parents and students must

assume the final responsibility for the selection of courses. The school should

counsel, but not require or make the decision. If a student lacks a course in

English for admission to a certain college, he must bear the consequences of his

choice. Because most state colleges still have open admission policies, he can

go to college, but he may not get into some "special" college with very specific

requirements without first taking additional work.
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Schools have tried to make out lengthy behavioral objective evaluations showing

exactly what the student has accomplished in each area. Three things were wrong:

(1) the folder became so bulky that even though excellent information, the

colleges did not want such a volume; (2) it took hours of clerical time for the

teachers; and (3) most important, standardized behavioral objectives could not be

prepared ahead of time, such as skills in math, and then checked off as the

student completed them. This works in a group required program, but where an

individual program is really followed, it means individual behavioral objectives

for each student in every undertaking, and at present this did not seem feasible

nor necessarily desirabla.

The above descriptions are still analogous to the P-38. This is not a jet way of

appraising and reporting student progress. Most schools are still trying to move

into the jet era. And like the P-38, which was merely a stop-gap measure, this

-type of reporting system may prove to be the same. It seems to be working well

now, as the P-38 worked well for two years, but soon we should be able to discard

the P-38 for at least an early stage jet. Some schools may find it necessary to

continue to fly the P-38 until others develop a new method thaz they can agree

to and afford to buy. If a school works only on one change, namely, reporting

student progress, it is much easier to develop a jet form; but if the school is

small and is working on massive eaanges, then sometimes the staff must be content

temporarily with the P-38 in some areas.

Attached are examples of the kinds of forms that can be used; following these

forms are suggestions for other alternatives that are available--a P-51 model

instead of a P-38. In spite of the deficiencies in their present reporting

systems, open schools would never return to A, B., C, class rank, G.P.A., credit

kinds of forms. The solution is eventually to develop a new model, not go back

to the old. Certainly though, some of the information formerly recorded on the

traditional transcripts is of value and should be included where appropriate.

Included on the next few pages are samples of three evaluation forms which when

used as a package form a complete temporary and permanent record system for the

student, parent, school, advisor, college, and employer.

The Progress Report is the summary of student progress as described in this chap-

ter. The Advisor Evaluation is the cumulative summary written by the advisor

each year. The Experience Record is the temporary method used to list "course

titles" completed in the various areas and includes activities and test results.

The completior of an experience is determined by the goals set and agreements

reached between the student and instructor or team, and as recorded on the Progress

Report.

The Progress Report does not go to the college or transfer school, but the

Experience Record and Advisor Evaluation are senr to colleges, tr,Insfer schools,

employers, or other interested and qualified parties, upon request of the student.

They form a tentative placement file for the individual.

Tbe fourth sample, the Subjective Conversion Process, is a method for determining

G.P.A.'s and class rank in the extremely few times it may be absolutely essential.

It includes the procedures, the possible need, and the rationale behind suc'a an

effort.
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Name of Student
(Last Name)

Advisor

PROGRESS REPORT

Subjc:ct/Team Center
(First Name)

F W Sp Su Instructor(s)
(Year)

A. Goals set by student and teacher. Date

B. Adjustment/accomplishments toward goals as viewed by Date

student and teacher.

C. Additional comments by teacher.

D. Advisor comments.

E. Disposition of the experience:
Experience Titles 1.

2.

3.

Comments

Completed Continuing Discontinued

NOTE TO PARENTS: If you wish to hold a conference with the above-named instructor(s)
regarding this report, please call the school and make your request.

If you prefer, you may wish to respond with a written statement.



ADVISOR EVALUATION
Cumulative Yearly Summary

Date
(*NoteUse reproducible pen,
pencil, or typewriter)

Student's Name

Advisor's Name

This is a subjective evaluation made by a teacher with whom the student has counseled

during the past year. It is cumulative in that it includes a summary of previous

evaluations of advisors, and it represents our best kno,,Tledge ns to the developmen

of the student as of the current date.

(1) Growth and Development in the Affective Domain: (Examples: self-image, responsi-

bility, self-direction, motivation, creativity, person relationships, critical

thinking.)

(2) Growth and Development in the Psychomotor Domain: (Examples: physical maturity,

handicaps, fine and gross motor coordination and skills, strength, athletic

abthty.)

(3) Progress and Achievement in the Co nitiva Domain: (Examples: knowledge, interest,

skill in subject areas--art, English, home, ec., math.)

(4) Observations Regarding Future Interests and Goals: (Examples: work, vocational

school, fine arts school, large university, sr.all college, financial factors,

marriage.)
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Subjective Conversion Process

Hopefully schools will not have a need for this conversion p.1.-Jck.t55, but occasion-

ally outside forces such as a special college or a scholarship request demands a

G.P.A. or class rank. If one is ever needed, it can be obtained in the following

manner: (1) The school counselor interviews those instructors who know the student

and receives a subjective rating as to what traditional mark (A,B,C) the student

would probably have earned in that subject field, as judged by the instructor.

Both current and past instr-vctors who may still be in school and who know the

student will be interviewed. (2) The school counselor may get subjective estimates

from teachers and the student's advisor as to a "guesstimate" C.P.A. and class

rank. (3) The school counselor can look through the student's files ann the Pro-

gress Reports. (4) The ITED, SAT and other test results may be studied. (5) The

counselor is sometimes aided by other records such as those received for transfer

students. (6) The counselor should interview the student regarding the student's

own self-analysis. (7) From the above six sources, the counselor can reach a

determination as to a G.P.A. and class rank.

The above procedures will seldom be necessary for the students under the following

conditions: (1) the student who does not attend college; (2) the student who goes

to an open enrollment college, junior college, vocational school, or fine arts

s:lhool; (3) the student who goes to a mnaller liberal arts school which relies

heavily on entrance examinations; (4) the student who attends a more flexible,

open concept college. Thus only a few individual circumstances will demand tho

tl:aditional rankings.

When open concept school graduates do run into C.P.A. and class rank difficulties,

there are three things that can be done: (1) Parents and/or the school can go to

court and battle the system; (2) the student may alter his plans--go to another

college, try for another scholarship, apply for another job--remember the family

accepted some risks by attending an open concept school; (3) take the easier way

out by allowing tho school to determine a G.P.A. and class rank.

G.P.A.'s and class rank figured as above are not false, as all such evaluations

which claim to be objective are based on subjective opinions. For example, when

the English student is given a B on a theme, the instructor has given a subjective

grade. When the history professor gives 100 "objective questions," his selection

of the 100 is subjective; so is his decision to maLe 92 an A and 91 a B. The

traditional school claims it has an objective analysis because it gave numbers

to subjective decisions. All the opc=ln school is doing is creating "objective"

C.P.A.'s by determining them after the completion of the experiences rather than

at the ti.r.e of the specific graing period by going back and interviewing, study-

ing reports, and evaluating tests. Though it is realized that colleges see these

numbers as an indication of ability to do college work, not all students attend

college; in the open concept programs, these rankings ale as destructive as

separating by race, religion, or eccnomic factors; therefore. seldom wil3 thess

be necessary. The combinatio.: of the student's Experience Record and Advisor

Evaluation should provide the kind of information which will enable colleges

and/or emplo:ers to make intelligent decisions regarding that student's chances

for success. The admissions director or employer who feelS that he cannot make

a judgment based upon these records should write to the school.'for adu, _Lonal

personal information.
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Other Alternatives

There are, of course, many other methods for appraising and rerorting student

progress. The main point is to eliminate the A, B, C, class rank syndrome. For

those not preferring the approach and forms just described, presented now are

steps which can be taken which are alternatives of the previous ple-A. These are

more moderate in their approach and provide for a more gradual transition. Much

of what is presented is repetition, but it does allow for a different path to

eventually achieving the same goals. It is based more on the parent conference
approach and offers guidelines in this direction.

(1) In preparing for appraising and reporting student progress through parent

conferences, teaching teams should meet to plan for the conferences, to decide

on formats of report forms to be given to the individual student advisors, and
to discuss the format and the method of scheduling the individual conferences.

(2) Each teacher should individually evaluate each Child in much more detail

than when completing the old report cards. They should try to diagnose and pre-

scribe. They should say, "This is where he was when he came to me in September,

this is where he is now, this is where he ems to be headed"; then the next
question to ask, based on the strengths and weaknesses of the individual, "Does

the progress seem to match the student's interests, needs, and abilities?" The

adults should identify the prescription being used for each child to maximize

his strengths and overcome his weaknesses. They should try to know the student

as well as they know themselves.

(3) Each teacher should then have an individual conference with each s udent to

discuss his or,her Progress to date, and to suggest future directions. :he stu-

dent should have an opportunity to discuss with the instructor his or her feelings

toward the success he or she has had rlring the school year. Take time for many

of these short individual conferences with students--in the long run they are

superior to large group classes.

(4) Record the information about each child on the evaluation form which is

being used for each class, or subject, or team. Staffs should not be interested

in above average, average, and below average ratings, but instead should be

concerned about individual progress. Each check sheet should identify skills
and concepts being pursued by the individual learner. Thec;a can be combinations

of behavioral objectives, check lists of skills, chapter content, completed pro-
jects, or other, depending upon what has been accomplished in curriculum and

individualization to date. They can primarily be written teacher comments, but

they must be specific enough to indicate that this seems to be the diagnosis for

the particular child, and th,s seems to be the appropriate prescription. For

example, the patient hEts appendicitis is the diagnosis--the prescription, surgery

next week.

(5) The team should then meet to make sure each advisor understands the forms or

check sheets used by various teachers in the team. Individual records for each

student from each of the subject areas or various consultants are given to the

advisor to review in detail. Every student should have sevey:al folders in selool.

One should be his permanent folder which is kept in the Planning Center; another
should be a yearly progress folder which is kept by the advisor as a record of

achievement and growth during the year in all areas. Others should be kept by

each individual teacher for each child in the particular subject area. For example,

each student should have a math, English, and art folder, or one in the creative,
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expressive, and system centers, if interrelated, as well as the yearly progress

folder, and the permanent one.

(6) After the advisor has reviewed each of the folders for his or her individual

couni.elees, the aivisors of each team should meet as a group about those whom they

are most perplexed at present; however, over the year, every student ought to be

carefully considered by the team. This type of team approach will enable teachers

to ultimately know students much better than was ever possible under the "my

student and my classroom" approach.

(7) The advisor then can prepare for conferences with the parents, and can pre-

pare reports for other teachers, schools, and colleges, The advisor can comment

on all courses taken by the student as well as provide a summary of the knowledge

possessed about problems and growth in the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor

domains. The advisor may or may not want to have the student as well as the

parent attend parent conferences. The form of the conferences can be individualized

to suit each teacher, and whether individual teachers are scheduled out part of

each day, or whether parts of the school are closed for half days or several 6

or whether meetings are held in the evenings for some with compensatory time fc

teachers for the night conferences is not terribly important. Whatever manner

members of the teams feel that they as a team, and as individual teachers can be

most effective Should be the criterion; the evaluation approaches should be

arranged to fit their patterns. Generally, conferences for half a day seem to

be effective for most people. If each of the advisors hbve 12 to 20 advisees,

they should decide whether they want 15, 20, or 30 minute conferences, depending

upon the need. The length of written redorts can be varied in the same manner.

(8) When conducting parent conferences, if a parent is satisfied with

ference, fie.e. If the parent is satisfied with all but one roport and

see that individual teacher, an additional conference can be scheduled

parent is completely dissatisfied and wants to see all of the teachers

should attempt to set up a team conference at the school's convenience

the con-
wants to

. If the
, the school

(9) By the end of the first year, these evaluations should be quite sophisticated.

Over the years, they will c(atinue to improve; all these steps may not be possible

on the first attempt, but each teacher and each advisor must do their very best to

know each individual as thoroughly as possible; the teacher-advisors must be able

to report on a diagnosis-prescription basis the progress of each child to each

parent. Remember the students have chosen the teacher-counselor in most cases as

one they can relate to and one ', whom they have confidence. Each advisor who

feels that perhaps he or she does not know a particular advisee as well as neces-

sary, must be sure to have more individual conferences with that student soon.

This system makes each teacher a counselor-consultant-advisor. Schools can then

use their trained counselors in true counseling roles, and not as glorified clerks,

as many now are forced to operate.

One method for scheduling coLferences is for schools to plan on two parent con-

ferences a year--one in the fall and one in the spring. In addItion, one or more

of the teams may decide they desire a third or fourth conference, and indi:idual

advisors ot individual teache-rs may schedule conferences whenever they desire or

as needed. The types and numbers oL rEports sent to other ins' .1-.utions it.ay also

be varied. As another alternative to formally scheduling "you .2ome" conf-

ences, parents can be given two tc four "blank checks" for the year, and wne ,

they want a conference, they a biank Check. They send in the reque.'

information to the scho i; a check list response showing the amount of success

1.84
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toward experience completion and to what degree of satisfaction can easily be

gathered and mailed home. If the parents are satisfied, no personal conference

is necessary. If they want more information, they can call for a session witL

the advisor had/or teachers.

(10) The teams should agree in general as to the forms that are used, but each

teacher should individualize the report according to the objectives sought. In

other words, individual teachers may create their own report forms, but the team

Ciould be in agreement as to the general type of report to be used, so that inter-

preLation by all concerned may be facilitated. The individual student folders

as compiled by the advisors are passed on to next year's counselor, with any per-

tinent permanent information recorded in the individual's file iv the office.

This information can be forwarded in the case of transfer or graduation.

High school teachers may use individual forms for conferences as agreed to

generally by team, but individualized for teachers and subjects. However,

the high scho,,,., staff must also reach agreement as to a written form that can be

sent on tocolleges and employers. Schools should attempt to reach agreement with

colleges which serve their constituents as to the format ar;ceptable to both the

high school and college as a method of evaluating students. While nev)tiations

are unaerway with traditional colleges the first yeai, separate lists with A, B,

C marks can be recorded on forms to be used in Lse ace of the students applies

to an obsolete college that will accept nothing except grade point averages.

The school can go back and figure up a G.P.A. for that student, as schools should

not deny any individual the opportnnity to apply to any college he desires.

Though the college is wrong in requiring grade point averages and grades, high

schools are drie ores who must be flexible enough in the present stage of deve.:op-

ment to provide whatever the students need to get into college. Hopefully most

of them will accert the proposed forms. Schools have found that the better

colleges are most willing to work wiih schools and accepL the students without

itile usual rituals. The true open schools do not give any grades of any kind or

l'-ep a separate file of ABC's. The philosophy says no group comparison report

oo none are given. All students whc desire always get into a collego.

In addltion to the achievement evaluation, there can be a separate attached form

filled out by the counselor which would cover student activities and other informa-

tion of value for the colleges. The schools can include cover letters explaining

the nature of their programs and ask for college cooperation in accLpting students

in these pilot efforts. High school teache-y.'% should try to make their evaluations

meaningful to the colleges and tell them mc than was ever possnle with the A,

B, C type of report.

Depending upon the forms being used, if a student were eking seven courses, for

example, the college may receive 4 report for each subject as prepared by the

teachers of that subject on a cumulative basis, plus one summary sheet on acf,vi-

ties and otL,r objectives. Thus a college might rereive eight statements about

the student, lthough four smaller composite pages go bettEr with the .ollege

admissicas offices. The size of these forms should be determined by Lhe team; a

start i, needed in each school, and even though all usually need revision after

the first effort, they can be used nationally to get the movemnt started. Ulti-

mately, much of this type of reporting can be somewhat formalized, but the first

attempts at evaluation shcald be by hand, and individualiad for students and

school programs as much as possible.

One thing to remember is that no student should get a D or F grade or the equiva-

lent. In other words, a student does not pass or fail--either he completes the

iiO
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course to the satisfaction of both the student and the teacher, and thus one of

these forms is filled out for him, indicating completion, or he just has no record

at all, indicating he never took the course, or at least never completed it. If

a student is having difficulty in a course he is pursuing, then it must be deter-

mined whether or not the course and objectives are right for that student or

whelher they shou)d be modified. Generally speaking, if a student is doing poor

work, it is the fault of the school by having the student in the wrong requirement,

or having failed to personalize the program, or having provided the wrong prescrip-

tion. When we are sure it is the student's fault, and this is sometimes true wIth

students who have problems in the area of the affective domain, we ought to do

everything we can to overcome the difficulty the student is having so that he can

pursue work that is meaningful to him. Usually advancement in the cognitive area

ill occur when the hang-ups in the affective and psychomotor domains are cured.

If a school is in a community where some parents are just extra hard-core about

report cards, there is a way to solve the situation. DEVELOP THE CONCEPT OF OP-

TIONAL REPORT CARDS. Why should those who don't want them be forced to receive

them because of a group of resisters. Have a parent meeting one night; the admin-

istrator can preach no report cards, followed by a panel of teachers and parents

who also sell the no report card system. buring the question session which
follows, almost always there are a few who insist on having a report card. At

that moment, when the going gets rough, say, "If there are still some of you who

want report cards, even though the school doesn't advise them, leaYe the name of

the student and parent in the box at the back of the room"; the school can then

compile a list of those students and tell teachers if they have one of them,

mark their papers with red pencil, keep grades, and every nine weeks send home

a report. For those who do not put their name in the box, prepare oral coafer-

ences or other type written reports. This optional method generally worki, beauti-

fully. Use tt, same concept on hall passes, attendance slips, and other. The best

schools '
l't have any; nc student has to bring a note from home or carry a pass,

but i some parents insist, let them sead a note.

Hopefully some of these ideas 'All help more schools eliminate report cards and

passes. One day in the near future they will be a thing of the past. In the

m.Ontime, a few pioneers must explore the possibilities. Schoolg which have

abandoned the report card system realize the relaxed, less pressured atmosphere,

and are convinced that both the affective and cognitive domains will in the long

run greatly improve.
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Chapter 17

Year Round Schools

The year round school is coming; the lighted community school is coming; the

school in the community is coming. These three concepts cannot be denied during

the 70's. Common sense indicates those directions are essential, and economics,
technology, environmenta] concerns, and the need for human and physical resources
will overcome all the traditional arguments against their implementatic.I.

In the long haul these concepts will save money and provide for human 1-esoL
to a greater potential than ever before. S-..lhools open seven days a week and

late into the night--all night in some cocamunities--will provide meeting places,

learning opportunities, exercise and leisure time pursuits. When the school
moves into the community--intn the art centers, the businesses, the industries,
the music halls, the parks--te conventional school house can be reduced in size

or can accommodate a heavier load than present--for students will be out in the
community for much of their week; additionally, as technology increases, more
learning will occur at home through computers, retrieval systems, and quiet
independent study.

Books could be written on the lighted school and the school in the community
concepts, as well as the year round school, but rather than describe any of these
in detail, this chapter will attempt only to highlight the advantages of the year
round school as an introduction to the exciting breakthroughs that will descend

upon education in the decade of the 70'5 . Only a few school districts have had
experience with the yea:: round school, and many of them have only been in opera-
tion a year or two. But the notion is not new and much thinking has gone into
the planning stages. Presently there does not seem to be a best way. Thus

educators should look at the efforts throughout the nation where individual
schools, school districts, or state departments have made major studies or have
piloted these effort2; from there it is up to each school district staff to glean
idee7 that would work in developing a year round school in their community.

Those who have worked in twelve month scnools have uncovered some amazing "little"

differences that are beginning to pay off. Continuous progress year round schools,
for example, have discovered that the stock market peaks and depressions begin
to disappear as a group syndrome. In nine month schools, administrators can
fairly accurately predict that in early November and late February, faculty morale
will hit bottom. In November the staff is too far away from the start of school
to be fresh from the summer; cnere are problems in their classes or with school
policies, and Christmas vacation and June seem like years away. In February the
winter weather coupled with midyear fatigue and no vacation in sight until Easter

causes another let down.

In a continuous twelve month program, teachers' vacations are staggered. They

are not all hired at the same time, do not take three month summer vacations at
the same time; they still hit the same individual ups and downs, put the school
as a whole remains more on an wlen keel. Further, there is not the frustration
of retraining a whole group of new teachers in the fall, or siding out an entire
group in the summer. Nor is there the problem with students having the same up
and down an.. :/.:arting and stopping and registration peaks, with the famous three
weeks of drop-add. Students coming and going as individuals prevents the _alamity
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of mass exodus and entrance, and saves many hours of wasted time getting started

each fall and closing each spring.

However, most school districts have failed to truly explore the advantages; they

have gotten cold feet when they tried to study the issues and then ran into con-

version problems related to money, community attitucks, bussing,vacations, course
scheduling, and all the rest. This chapter is not going to explain how to handie
these mechanical details, but rest assured they can be solved. Ratner, th-.1 focus

is going to be on the humaneness concept of a year round school; if there were no
other a0vantages, that one word should be enough to force implementation. Fortu-

nately the other advantages are there too. Much of what will appear in the follow-

ing paragraphs was first published in the August/September, 1970. issue of the

Instructor magazine. More detail_ is added here, but the general comments are the

same. Further, some repetition will appear from other chapters, but it reoccurs

here as a further illustration of how all the 69 changes listed in the glossary

must be interwoven if innovation and revision in schools is to be sccessfully

accomplished.

As the title of this book denotes, humaneness is the relevant word in education

today. ASCD's yearbook, To Nuture humaneness, keynotes the emphasis for the

schools of the 70's. The affective domain is more important than the cognitive,

though both interlock and help earl' other. In developing a humane school, one
of the most important concepts is the': of the year round school. Remember,

though, that while the school is open for learning opportunities twelve months

of the year, closing perhaps for only a two week winter vacation break, one week

in the spring, one in the sammer, and one in the fall tc provide a littla group
retooling timethus students could r'ttend almost every day of the year--forced

twelve month schooling is not advocated here. Rather students should attend

school during the twelve month period when it is most appropriate to individual

and family needs. Thus a student could take the summer off as in the past, or

go all twelve months; it is anticipated that among the faculty and students,

some will always be on vacation, in the community through relevancy projects
perhaps sponsored by or with the school, or taking a day off.

From an economic point of view, *ne year round school makes sense. We can no

longer tolerate use of school buildings one-fourth of each day, one-half of the

ciays of the year, and three-fourths of the months of tLe year. We buy portable

cla3srooms and adopt split shifts in some districts, yet the schoolhouse sits

empty the major portion of the I-lours of the year.

Beyond the economic factors is the realization that year round education provides

for students and teachers learning opportunities never before available on a

constant, immediate basis. No longer is the student restricted to,learning from
8;30 to 3:00, from September to June.

But even more than economics and opportunities is the notion that f education is

ever to reach a professional statu: in an envLronment where humaneness dominates
the theme of education, then schools must remain open all year round. For years

we have preached concern for individual needs, interests, abiliti, and diffrences.

We claim we have these cliches as basic goalscentered around empathy, concern,

relevancy for the individual; yet in school after school, college ater college,

year after year, all over the country, students are requi-red to be in school from

September to June to sit in group-prescribed, group-paced instruction.

Group diagnosis (all seventh graders need math), group prescrip Lon (all seventh

graders must take math), hall passes, study halls to enforce ri id regimentatioh--



the typical procedures by which most schools still operate today--will be the death

knell of what we now call free, required public education. Perhaps it is best tilat

the present nine month American school system decays; it could not be much worse;

further decay may be a blessing in disguise by finally forcing the sadly needed

rejuvenation of education.

The three advantages of the year round school mentioned thus far, those of eco-

nomics, continuous self-paced learning opportunities provided to both students

and teachers, and humane considerations are real, As just one small example of the

humane aspect, look at the problem of the carp.2nter. In Minnesota the January

temperature sometimes reaches a mintAs 30 to 40 degrees; the snow often is piled

high. It is rather difficult f-r the carpenter to build houses in these conditions.

He must work six or seven days a week during the s'immer to construct Minnesota's

buildings and to earn a living for his family, for he is slowed or idled in his

profession during the worst periods of consr_ruction weather.

iiut can be take a family vacation in January? Can he go swimming in February in

Puerto .".ico or in some other place that many might choose? The response, of course,

if he is a family man, is a big NO. Why? The answer is obvious; the ritual of

the public school, not based upon any research o any consideration of humaneness

for the indiv-Idual, says that the children of the family cannot miss January and/ur

February. The child must be in school. He canno-c miss those magic Tonths; he

cannot miss the lectures, the homework, and the think-and-do books. Under F.-:eat

stress, the child and family face conflict and punishment if school is skipped.

The children must flunk, or be retained a grade, or not be able to "catch up."

Why don't educators in Florida let their families take vacation in .'anuary so some

can go North for cnowmobiling, skiing, and ice fishing?

All of these obsolete superstitions are based upon traditions and (2onvenience.

Students are the pawns of administrators, teachers, and board members who look

for the easy way out. Johnny cannot miss school because of the group-paced reqUirE!-

ments and group-paced instruction. Yes, some students are absent because of illness,

and we overlook some of their "missed work"; but lm3k at the pressure put upon the

child to "catch up" so that they can regurgitate cognit!_ve answers on final exaMs

at the same time the other students take them.

What research, what evidence do we have that Pete and Sally cannot learn in

and August? Why not let the family vacation in January? It is not only the carpen-

ter. What about the railroad worker low on seniority who receives a January vaca-

tion, or the schJol superintendent who can best take a vacation and who should

change jobs in a nine month system in January, or November, not in July? Limited

summer school programs, whether enrichment or remedial, ar not the answer. Forced

ruarter plans are not the answer either, though they are much better than the

September-to-June syndrome. If schools truly operate on a personalized prograin,

individualized instructi,A, and co,,tinuous progress philosophy, the year round

environment becomes a realisti i:ractical, humane concept which most school Cis-

tricts can undertake immediately. Nuts and bolts details as to teacher contracts,

student enrollments, staggering vacations, cleaning buildings, and all the other

minutiae, though important and realistic considerations, :an be overcome by committed

school boards and accatcrs.

Some schools in l9i0 are really serious when they say they believe that schools

must truly be significantly different if they are not only going to survive, but

if they are really to be significantly better. Staffs are becoming determined

to develop a humane school. The year round concept Ls only one of the many
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necessary changes, but without adopting it, much of the humaneness philosophy

could not be implemented. On the other hary'_, some of the other revisions are

essential too; otherwise the ritual of closing schools in summer, or continuing

to hold separate summer sessions would be hard to break. Worthwhil...1 changes are

interwoven to the point that they affect many aspects of the learni7tg environment.

For example, one of the humane approaches that interweaves with the \rear rouud

school has been to let students choose their own teachers, but the six factors

mentioned earlier in this book do relate to the mechanics of matching vacation

periods--personality (the student and teacher must relate); perception (,the stu-

dent and teacher must perceive similar goals and relationships); age (some students

do better with the young swinger in the Fthort skirt--others with grandma); sex

(some are better with male teachers, some with femaie); interest (common topics

of concern); skill (the teacher/student abilities must match). The opportunity

for students to choose their own counselor, who is also a regular teacher--an

adult to talk to--turther complicates the system. Each teacher is concerned w'3.th

a few students who choose that adult, but if their vacations do not jive, and

rarely do they, then temporary advisors must be arranged; thus the mechanical

organization of blending teacher and student vacation periods does Iffect the

ievelopment of year round education.

Students developirg their own curriula as ,--.uch as possible, including those anti-

cipating completion of the traditional senior year in 1984--also complicates the

mechanical process. But if relevancy is the key, and twenty-five years of reseArch

validates the notion that students learn best those things which are relevant and

meaningful at this moment in time, and if inflividualized instruction, independent

study, and mnall r oup mini-courses are factors, then these are realities which

must be considered in planning and implementing a year round school. Further,

concPpts such os "with freedom goes responsibility and courtesy," optional attend-

ance, self-direction, decision making, open campus, and individual choice are all

part of a humane year round school, but they again complicate the process of

organization.

Mechanically, nongraded schools built around interrelated team centers, consultants

working as members of cross-discipline teams, home economics, art, industrial arts,

physical education, and other former "second class citizens" being treated equally

with English and social studies, individual evaluation,no report cards, class rank,

grade point averages, emphasis on the affective first, the psychomotor second, and

the cognitive last, all have an impact on t. a arrangements for the year-round

school, as does the belief that learning how to learn, and learning that learning

is fun are more important than the so-called "basic skills."

Further, producing daily smorgasbord schedules, tht.3 building over 240 in the year

round school instead of one master schedule as MOSE high schools build each year

or instead of one assignment to the self-contained elementary room or instead of

one computer development of the inflexible flexible modular flexible schedule which

provides five patterns of one schedule; writing and converting to individualized

materials; remodeling traditional rooms; improving the physical environment with

carpets, plants, animals, and bright colors; decentralizing the .acision making

process with new roles for administrators, faculty, Parent, and student groups;

developing a lighted community school; revolutionizing Leacher education programs--

these ideas all affect the year round school concept. The mechanics of being open

twelve months is not enough. The entire program--the philosophy, the curr,cula,

the leaining methuds, the organization, the facilities, and the evaluation proce-

dured--must be dramatically, rapidly, massively revi6ed.
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There are many year round efforts now under way. Before deciding which direction
to take, the school or d'strict (hopefully soon most all districts in North America)
planning a year round school should investigate many of them. For example, as of

:970, the Atlanta and Fulton County, Georgia, schools have adopted a quarter plan
for the secondary students where the ineividual may choose to attend three of the

four quarters. Jefferson County Schools, Louisville, Kentucky, have adopted a
year round school concept for K-12. The 45-15 plan in Valley View District in
Lockport, Illinois, is an imaginative way to solve space problems. The State

Department of New York has been a leader in developing alternative plans for imple-

menting year roun1 programs. Pennsylvania is now pushing the ye_r round school, as
evidenced by the Second Annual Seminar on iear Round Education held in Harrisburg

in April, 1970.

A number of other states and school districts are heavily involved in studying

the year round school. In Michigan, for example, several communities Euch as
Northvi'-- and Utica have made exhaustive studies of the feasibility and advantages

of extended year schoo:L. Many writers are advocating the year round school, and

thus articles and bookl:s are becoming available. Probably the most prolific

summary of the entire present movement on year ro,-7d schools, as of 1970, has been

compiled by the Utica, Michigan School District (.s: Glinke, Bibliography).

A recent publication titled The Year-Round School, produced by the Association of
School Administrators, points to the platform adopted by that organization which
calls for "extended use of all school facilities for educational and recreational

purposes." It also includes a quotation from a 1966 address given by President

Johnson:

Tomorrow's school will be a school without walls--a school built of
doors which open to the entire community.

Tomorrow's school will reach out to the places that enrich the human
spirit--to the museums, the theaters, the art galleries, to the parks

and rivers and mountains.

It will ally itself with the city, its busy streets and factories, its

assembly lines and laboratories--so that the world of work d-es not
seem an alien place for the student.

Tomorrow's school will be the center of community life, for grownups
as well as children--"a shopping center of human services." It might
have a ::ommunity health clinic or a public library, a theater and

recreation facilities.

It will provide formal education for all citizensand it will not close

its doors any more at three o'clock. IT WILL EMPLOY ITS BUILDINGS ROUND
THE CLOCK AND ITS TEACHERS ROUND THE YEAR.

While all the many studies and plans .11: round education that have been

developed have much to offer, and for W_1 school districts there is no doubt

that the multiple trial.s, or quarters, or 45-15 systems fit best at this moment

in time because of me:h;ni,:al siL.uations such as enrollments, finances, and

facilities, in the next years there will be a decided trend toward the year

ound continuous progsc plgram now under way. The ability to come and go at

any time as needs dictAte thre-.zghout ale year is a tremendous advantage that far

outweighs quarter or otheT: plan.
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But further, more leaders are becoming committed to the notion thai7 all 69 concepts

listed in the glossary must be implemented for a district to truly develop not just

a mechanical -;ear round school, but rather a humane year round approach. These

educators a:e ex:ted about the prospects of what can ultimately be done to further

cxpand and improve the quality of the programs described above. Most irportant

is that the twelve r-onC_ pioneers will never be forced to turn back the clock to

the obsolete Sept( D June formula, but instead can continue the search for

truly better, rele, meaningful year round personalized, individualized approaches

for all students.
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Chapter 18

Reforming College Education

Probably the most unanimous agreement that could be reached in 1970 among the

nation's public school teachers, undergraduate and graduate students, and other

past college enrollees is that the educational institutions most resistant to

change, and the ones most in need of revision ar2 the colleges and universities

of the United States. Obviously there would be. those who disagree, and most

unfortunately, those who are the most vocal and Tr:0st politically resistant are

the faculty members of dhe institutions who hold dhe majority of the seats in

the faculty senate and important committees.

Coupled with timid administrations, or administrations entangled with the various

external and internal pressures, law and regulations, and the fact that there

are no alternatives for the student (especially those without money), the col-

leges sit tight. They know bat if an individual wants a doctorate, that person

must have their college signed union card; therefore, if the student doesn't like

the way things are run, the choice is to quit. No one is forced to attend col-

lege. If on a grant-in-aid, the student dare not protest too strongly for fear

of losing financial support.

Add to dhese factors the student unrest over Vietnam, the minority studies

demands, the drug problem, bombings on college campuses, strikes and demonstra-

tions, shootings by National Guard troops and polilm, and presidential commissions

on campus unrest; it is easy to see why significant change in the organization

and curriculum of these institutions ha8 been massively stalled. On the other

hand, it is interesting to speculate hov) much longer student protest will center

on Vietnam, the society in general, and "minority" recognition rather than the

requirements and methods of teaching. In 1970, a common practice is to allow

no more than dhree absences without an M.D.'s signature. No wonder a revolt is

on the horizon.

The suspicion is great that unrest will soon turn to the learning programs.

Chances are taat demands to have input on the hiring and firing of professors,

the right to evaluate professors, the right to have a hand in the selection of

the administration, the right to help determine a relevant curricula, and the

insistence on a thorough review of all college requirements and policies will be

paramount in the next round of student protest; already dormitory living regnia7

tions, hours, dress codes, car policies, drop-add procedures, and grading systems

have come under attack and have been modified. These have been only small begin-

nings. The explosion is yet to come; and what will be a shocking surprise to

many is that if the unrest is in the form of peaceful dissent and involvement in

discussions, committees, and meetings, and if the demonstrations go no further

than for the entire student body to walk across the street and sit on the curb,

the students will be supported by a growing number of educators and parents. The

irrelevancy of most college four year programs is appalling in the majority of

cases.

There have been limited reform efforts at the college level. Several institutions

have developed open programs and have tried to pioneer the college of the future.

The smaller cluster type structures inside a larger university or paracolleges

within a university have been other examples of the recognition that change is
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needed. But in about 99 per cent of the state college and university levels, the

public domain has had little alternative, If the student was forced by one or

more circumstances, such as finances, to go to the state institution nearest his

home, he or she had to grin and bear it. Obviously not all of the campus scene

over the years had been bad. Many students have learned a great deal and have

fond memories of four to eight years in the ivy towers. But now has come the

recognition, that in spite of all the good these institutions have achieved, the

time has come for immediate reform,

In the remaining paragraphs no effort is made to solve all the ills of what we

nave mistakenly called "higher education." No profound words of wisdom or de-

tailed analysis of the situation with specific blue prints for reform are intended.

The nation has very few models of change which to observe. The movement toward

new directions in college education is just gathering steam. But it is coming

as evidenced by magazine issues such as the September, 1970, Kappan, which was

devoted to teacher education specifically and colleges in general, by the inno-

vations occurring in the smaller liberal arts schools, by the college-within-a-

university plans, the school-within-a-school effortF, and by the smouldering

student unrest.

Further, federal funds have become more heavily involved than ever before. The

3 million dollar research program in teacher education by the U. S. Office of

Education's National Center for Educational Research and Development cannot help

but have some effect. The Teachers Corps is committed to the notif)n thai: schools

won't change until teachers change and teachers won't change until schools of

education change. To this extent it has pledged its entire funding of 31 million

dollars for a single fiscal year only to educational institutions willing to

make basic changes in the way they prepare and certify teachers. Whether their

present efforts toward competency-based education is the right answer is ques-

tionable, but certainly the ideas will cause reform in teacher education and in

the colleges as a whole. Add to this the facts that present private funders

such as the Ford Foundation are calling for reform in higher education as evi-

denced through speeches by their current leaders, and the demand that the

National Association of Secondary School Principals is making for radical change

in urban schools mean that conventional college programs are living on borrowed

time. Technological developments, the attacks on compulsory attendance laws,

and the schools-without-walls movements will hasten the end of many cherished

traditions.

The major purpose of including this chapter is primarily to draw attention to the

need for massive reform at the post high school level, and to offer some observa-

tions of ways this might be developed. A general look will first be given toward

possible workable solutions in reorganizing the total college, and then at teacher

education within that college. No one has the magic wand now. We can dream; we

can draw from the experiences of the few colleges which have dnanged, and from

the nine federally funded programs developed in schools of education in a variety

of universities, along with other types of alternatives provided in various uni-

versities. Hopefully these comments will spark some dreaming as to what possibly

can be done to innovate at the college level. And, of course, many of these same

ideas can be applied to vocational schools, community colleges, and fine arts and

business schools. There is a commonality df need in most all post high school

institutions.

For purposes of discussion, assume a university of 15,000 students. Right away

this begins to say "too big." Second, it begins to say "no alternatives," as
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it probably is run in the same fashion for all 15,000. But we know that in
individualizing education, having the same process for 15,000 is wrong. There

are a dozen ways to attach the problem of change in both big universities or

small colleges. Whether the size is 2,000, 15,000, or 40,0C , the basic concepts

work the same. For example, the institutions can be divided and subdivided into

two units or 12 units. But the important point is that they not be left alone.
For ease of illustration, only one example of one way to reform a major educational

complex will be presented, but it should lead to speculation as to other methods.

This university of 15,000, serving predominantly a farming area, though growing

yearly in diversi:ied enrollment, coull easily be divided into two colleges.

One central administration for the uniliersity could coordinate finances, build-

ing utilization, and policies which would need to affect both colleges. Both

colleges could have vice-presidents in charge, responsible directly to the

executive vice-president and president. But there the similarities would end.

College A and college B would be opposites, as could a college C and 0 if they

were desired in a further subdivision, or as parts of college B. The more alter-

natives, the more options for individuals, the more humane the institution. But

for ease of starting almost overnight, two may be the limit--at least for the

first year of a major breakthrough.

Of the 15,000 students in the university, perhaps 11,000 might enter college A.

It would remain a fairly large, structured institution, staying pretty much in

its traditional mold. In other words, those status quo professors who still

wanted to lecture on the M-W-F routine could stay in college A. A B C grades,

class rank,,G.P.A.'s, registration, and required textbooks could be retained;

those studen*s who were satisfied with the present large, rigid university

system could have that choice as an alternative.

College B, on the other hand, could become a completely viable institution to

meet the demands of the students. Its 3-4,000 enrollment would retain some of

the features of the smaller college. It would have its own faculty. It could

operate on individualized instruction with great amounts of independent study.

It could eliminate grades and class rank; most prerequisites could be abolished.

Daily schedules could be developed; interrelated curricula and teams of instruc-

tors would work together. Students could have heavy concentrations of off-campus

experiences through internships and problems courses and one-to-one conferences

with instructors. Requirements would be much more flexible and tailored to

individual goals. Quarters, semesters, summer school would be replaced by the

12 month school. In other words, all the 69 changes listed in the glossary
would be part of college B, plus several additional ones which could be added

because of the age and maturity of the college students--and especially at the

graduate level.

Within college B (or a separate college C could be formed, which might be a modi-

fication for about 1000 students),a different college C type program could be

established if desirable. For example, suppose in a large state college there are
some students who really wanted to go to a small private liberal arts college but

just couldn't afford it. Further, they did not want the rigid structure of a
large university, but did not care for the complete openness of college B. Would

it be wrong to pull out a small faculty-within-a-faculty to develop a compromise

program between open and closed organizations to meet the needs of 1000 students?
Since college students, including teacher education majors, at this moment in
their development need a Summerhill--a completely open type self-directed program.
Reaching these students through this type of option may have tremendous effect on
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the future of the United States. Many of them have certainly been potentially

or actually lost to present effortsto improve the North American society by

being driven out of the conventional system. Do we believe in alternatives in

America? Should students be penalized for lack of money when it is possible

to achieve the desired program within the present budget? Are state colleges

here to serve the student, or are the students here to serve the state college?

In applying this to teacher education, if colleges A and B were formed, and

perhaps college C, each could have their own teacher education program. For

example, college A could house dhose college professors and those students who

still wanted to teach in the self-contained room, or with 5:: minute periods,

rigid regulations, and all the rest. But those education professors and those

students who wanted a more open flexible system could enroll in college B where

they could receive their entire college training in an atmosphere similar to

that in which they hoped to teach. This would overcome one great obstacle

presently facing teacher education: the number of courses presently taken in

the school of arts and sciences. In some institutions, 80 per cent of the

courses, including the obsolete special methods, are taught outside the school

of education. Thus even if the education professors change, they can effect

only 20 per cent of the student's program.

Then, too, isn't it amazing that to teach "grade 12" the instructor needs all

kinds of Mickey Mouse certification requirements, including many education hours;

the school of education professors usually have taken these too. But why can a

person teach "grade 13" students, only three months older, in a liberal arts

institution, with no education courses and no state department certification

requirements? Something is completely false somewhere in the preparation of

learners-teachers-consultants.

Now, what if the university refuses to split into two or more colleges, even if

the athletic officials are assured mat all their star athletes can play

for the university of 15,000: the university could have just one tt_ as now,

or it could have one team from college A in a "big time" conference 1 one from

college B in a "small time" conference, or college B could eliminate )otball in

favor of cooperation instead of competition--at any rate things lik potball,

dormitories, shared building space, and all the other mechanics can )e worked

out by committed leadership.

The school of education, by itself, can internally reorganize even f the college

doesn't. One easy illustration provides for 70-80 per cent of the school of

education remaining structured; but the other 20-30 per cent of the professors

could set up their own school-within-a-schoolcalled perhaps, the Center for

Personalized Education. The key would be that this small group of teachers and

students could set up a completely individualized teacher education program

within the limits of the hours they have the students.

Thus many of the courses could be team taught in blocks of time with much inde-

pendent study and smal2 groups and conferences by arrangement. If the staff can

be manipulated to the point that sociology, English, and other personnel from arts

and science course numbers can be used by instructors with majors in the field,

much more of the students' programs can be taught in the center. Ultimately the

goal should be to make the center as personalized, flexible, and relevant as pos-

sible so that teachers can be trained by the same method they are expected to

use when they go out to teach; if they want to work in an open school, they must

learn in an open environment. For years teachers have been told not to lecture
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to adolescents, while they as future teachers are being taught by the lecture

method. It is time for reform in teacher education.

No one knows for sure how future teachers-consultants-advisors-counselors should

learn. How are warm empathetic bodies developed? How are they taught "indirect-

ress" as opposed to "direct" methods of teaching? How are they prepared for one-

to-one relationships? Students select advisors on the basis of personality and

being able to get along with that adult. Fortunately, at this moment in educa-

tional improvement, there seem to be at least six major areas which can be identi-

fied as essential phases for training teachers to work in the open schools.

One definite area is that of learning about learning; adults trying to help

students learn really need to understand the learning process--not the theories,

but what is the research. What do we know about learning--about motivation and

reinforcement--what do we not know; how do we apply the knowledge in working with

youth? This area has been greatly neglected; it needs more than 3-6 credits

through lectures in educational psychology classes.

Another broad field is that of human relations. Heavy dcies r-e ,eded 'n qoci-

elegy and psychology, in group dynamics, in openness, and in knowiedge and

experience as related to how to interact with youngsters. Evaluations and

observations in this area--a screening of potential teachers--ought to be an

extensive part of the admission process.

A third need is that of individualization of instruction. This concentration

would eliminate all the former methods, special methods, audio visual and other

such courses. We are not talking about a 3 hour class, but a heavy concentration

on how to do it. Separate courses are not needed for each subject area--the

process is the same in most disciplines.

The fourth area involves at least a year of internship plus other school in the

community experiences. Students should work with youngsters all through their

college career to help make certain that this is what they want. They can work

a quarter as teacher aides, a quarter as student interns, and a quarter as

resident interns, for example, in an open school. They can work in orphanages,

on playgrounds, on Indian reservations, in ghettos--wherever relevant experiences

with youngsters can be obtained.

A fifth area relates to strong interrelated cognitive experiences. The teacher

must know Spanish as Spanish, if that person is going to help another learn

Spanish, but must also see how Spanish can be interrelated with French, English,

social studies, art, music, drama, home economics, and math to name but a fow.

Thus the broader the base of the cognitive background, the more potential for

interrelationship.. Spanish can be taught as Spanish for the cognitive training,

and art as art to the Spanish major for the interrelated cognitive background,

but the two must be taught together in interrelated team experiences as part of

the method of helping the future teacher learn how to do it.

The sixth area which must be part of the new teacher education efforts is that of

research and evaluation. Future teachers must know how to evaluate individual

students, evaluate curricular experiences, evaluate themselves, and evaluate the

total program. This either must be organized as a separate concentration in daeir

preparation experiences, or must be interwoven with the other teams, but they must

be trained and committed to research and evaluation.
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During the Caree to five years of college, the future teacher should learn in an

environment similar to that in which he is expected to help others learn. The

six areas mentioned above can be the basAs of interrelated teams of "instructors."

The old adage again says that the learner learns best when he teaches, and he

learns best how to help a learner learn if he has learned in the system through

which he will probably perform. The future teacher does not learn to be a con-

sultant, guide, advisor by sitting in a desk for four years listening to pearls

of wisdom and reading books. If he is expected to work on a one-to-one basis

with students, he should have the same experience as a learner. He should work

in open labs and have independent study opportunities; he should perform often

in small groups, and only from time to time be involved in large group

presentations.

One of the definite needs will be the elimination of present departmental assign-

ments in most colleges. If schools are tn be nongraded, and if curriculum is to

be interrelated, it is awfully hard to envision how a secondary education depart-

ment can be separated from an elementary education department, or psychology from

educational psychology. How do you separate a 6th grader from a 7th grader?

How ao you teach a on the middle school in the elementary department and

a course on the junior high in the secondary department when they are both pre-

tending to be talking about some strange animals called 7th and 8th graders? How

do you teach administration of the secondary school separate from administration

of the elementary school? Whatever the new arrangement, it should be apparent

that ten or twelve separate isolated departments can no longer remain a viable

part of teacher education in the 70's.

Nor can the dropout be allowed to escape with no effort to help. The new relevant

educational program could offer an associate arts degree in education for those

who completed two years of college, including a one quarter internship as a

teacher aide They would be certified as learning assistants and used in para-

professional roles. Schools could then pick up well trained persons for a variety

of roles in the new open concept programs with differentiated staffing. This

person, especially the females, would not be lost to education by lack of money

or marriage, and many later would probably return to finish additional college

work. What a tremendous human resource for the nation, and what a.human alterna-

tive for persons.

Unfortunately it will take another five years of struggle, chaos, and frustration

as a number of pioneer schools of education look for more creative ways to help

develop future teacher-consultants. The pilot plograms now under way have given

the nation a start. New ones are joining each year. Five years ago the great

need was to develop open public schools, for even if teachers were trained for

Chem, there were still very few in existence. But now at Che dawn of the 70's,

there are open schools, and the emergency need is for those innovators in teacher

education to swing into high gear to provide alternatives for future teachers at

a rather rapid, dramatic pace.

It often seems that it will never happen, but there is hope. Perhaps a fitting

way to close this plea for reform in teacher education, and to give hope that it

is coming is to present here the statements recently made by Dr. Ben Buck, Dean

of the School of Education at Mankato, Minnesota State College. Dr. Buck committed

the college, which is currently the 18th biggest producer cf teachers in the

United States to the start of a completely different approach toward teacher

education. What plan will evolve yet remains to be determined at this writing.
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But as a summary to this chapter, excerpts from ":he statement reproduced here

as released by the Mankato State News Bureau may give further support to the

hope expressed that finally humane college reforms are on the verge of reality.

Mankato State Reshapes Teacher Education

Work to reshape teacher education into an approach which those spearheading it

hope will develop into a model for the nation is being started this fall quarter

at Mankato State College. The activity is aimed at giving students in teacher

preparation a Choice in the type of school for which they wish to train--

traditional, ultra innovative, or somewhere in between.

"It has been obvious to us for a long time that we should no longer prepare

teachers for only one type of public elementary and secondary school," said

Dr. Benjamin A. Buck, dean of the School of Education. "Public schools are

now in existence which range from the completely flexible type to the very

traditional."

With this in mind, a three-pronged approach has been developed to draw in a mass

of information and ideas by the end of the fall quarter as a basis for reshaping

the teacher education program. The triple approach will consist of a dean's

advisory committee, department chairmen, and faculty as sources and sounding

boards. Students and public schools will be involved too. Plans are to have a

pilot program in operation by fall, 1971, in which a sizeable number of elementary

and secondary teachers will be going through the new program in teacher education.

Buck expects a phase-in period of two or three years in which all of the teacher

preparation students will make the transition.

"The purpose is to provide alternatives to individuals preparing to teach," he

said. "Some individuals will want to prepare to teach in highly innovative

schools such as Wilson. Some will want to stay a while longer in the traditional

school districts. Then there is the entire gamut in between--the various school

districts offering moderate change, and all the rest."

Buck envisions that those going into teacher preparation will take a basic core

of experiences and then branch out to specialize in the type of school that

interests them most--"several different programs of teacher preparation in opera-

tion simultaneously which would prepare teachers for all types of existing public

schools, and probably for some schools which do not now exist."

"We are not now preparing teachers for the types of schools that exist," he said.

"We are not training teachers for the inLer city schools. We aren't training

teachers for Wilson. What we're saying is that many of the innovative things in

education fail in tha public schools because we don't have teachers to do the

job. So if we're expecting public schools to do a better job of preparing their

students and if this change is necessary to do the job, then we had better pro-

vide the kind of teachers who will help them carry the ball."

The Dean's Advisory Committee for Reshaping Teacher Education for the 19701s has

the assignment of thoroughly reviewing the presf;nt teacher education program and

the School of Education and coming in with a proposal by this Christmas. "We

encourage the committee to get ideas from their colleagues, so the plan they

finally evolve should renresent the thinkitig of the entire faculty," said Buck.

Faculty members will be encouraged to present plans individually for reshaping

teacher education.
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Another component itvolved is a proposal for a center for Curriculum Design in

Teacher Education which would exist permanently to conduct continuina study in

new methods, evaluation, and change. Looking ahead, the center would also be

intended to determine what kinds of teachers the schools of the future will need.

"We feel that we are charged with reshaping teacher education on this campus,"

he said. "We Jve Mankato State has been in the forefront in this business

of preparing t,.,achers, but we know with the rapidity of change today that we're

going to have to work with a concerted effort to keep ourselves in the forefront

and probably place ourselves into an even greater position of leadership in

teacher preparation."

"We intend to develop a model which will be a model for the nation."
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Chapter 19

Theory into Practice

This chapter is designed for the school just beginaing to change. It is not a

far out 1980 look, nor does it attempt to add great depth schools already

heavily involved in change and iLnovation. But as most schools ia Ncrth America

are still run on 55 minute period schedules, or self-contained elementary rooms,

or MWF college approaches, the 1970's will see a growing demand for help fLom

these institutions, especially help on how to start. Therefore, the effort here

is to assist staffs see how they can take only one subject atea, without worryirT

about interrelating or other such aspects, ani develop a different approach.

The frustrations of beginning the reform: the problems, the philosophy, and the

need for national leadership and involvement are presented in the early pages of

this chapter. The later paragraphs attempt to give an overview of some specific

ideas that most staffs might use as a starting point. Physical educAtion was

the subject chosen as the vehicle, primarily because of the struggle educators

from that field are having in visualizing how th,ay can adapt to the retooling

of the schools. The problems and ideas can be applied to any subject field;

though all subjects need revision, physical education does seem to be in particu-

lar difficulty, and hopefully here can serve as an example of how staffs can

begin to put the theory of this book into practice.

For the past several years, a number of the educators who have been labeled

"innovatcrs" have been debating whether required seventh grade general music or

required seventh grade physical education was the worst taught class in the

schools. In the opinion of many, overall the seventh grade still is the poorest

year for students, and required general music at that level is the worst single

course. But unfortunately, physical education seems to be the poorest taught

subject on a K-12 basis. For that reason a number of educators have be2n carry-

ing on a running battle with the American Association of Health, Physical Educa-

tion and Recreation and former leading physical education schools.

During this period the author has submitted five reports to physical education

organizations offering constructive criticism of the physical education profes-

sion: "Innovations, Lifelines of Physical Education"; "Our Overseas Challenge";

"Horse and Buggy or Space Age Physical Education"; "The Forward Look in Physical

Education"; "A Pattern for Change in Health and Physical Education." As might

be expected only one received major attention, and that was the one which was

the least critical and probably tha least constructive of the group. Further,

nothing ever came of the ideas. None of the national or state organizations nor

any of the colleges responded to pleas for innovation in physical education at

the action level--conferences, yes; but new programs, no.

Speeches have been given to physical education groups at national, state, and

local meetings. There has been some impact at tue elementary level, but gener-

ally acceptance of change in physical education has been painfully slow; it is

just now that the sleeping giant is beginning to stir. Fortunately some organi-

zations and some colleges are looking anew at the field and are actually making

some efforts to retool, but to date only a handful of projects have succeeded

and generally with very little impact on the program for Monday in the red

schoolhouse.
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In these early paragraphs, the first effor c. is to briefly describe what is wrong

in physical education; then an attempt is made to give some suggestions as to how

to imp:ove physical education programs, with emphasis on individualizing the

approach. Most an: subject could be substituted, but physical education can

serve here as an example of the type of searching which must precede any major

change. Thus this chapter is a further effort to relate some of the dissatisfac-

tion which must accompany change, and then to point out some of the kinds of

specific steps which can be implemented to achieve improvement.

The negative comments whic.r follow are not intended to criticize the many excel-

lent men who have worked so hard to improve physical education. A nuffiber of

them have spent a lifetime in the field. Physical educators like Dr. H. Harrison

Clarke and Dr. Arthur A. Esslinger of the University of Oregon, Dr. Joy Kistler,

formerly of L.S.U., and Dr. Charles McCloy, formerly of Iowa University, to name

a few, devoted lifetimes toward improving physical education; there could be a

long list of other contributors. But in spite of all these hours and years of

work by outstandIng and dedicated individuals, physical education is still proba-

bly the poorest taught subject in the schools today. It has been the least well

received as part of the school program and is fighting to stay in the required

high school curriculum in many states. A minotity of those teaching physical

education belong to the national ,.,rofessional organizations attempting to improve.

Most physical education programs are still utilizing the same 1930 vintage model

that many individuals have experienced. The majority of students have had no

elementary school physical education program; it has been taught by the "self-

contained" teacher. In junior high, the physical educators have thrown out the

ball, although junior high is the best of the poor physical education programs;

in most: scl:.00ls students still play touch football, basketball, and softball

for three years, with a little track and rhythmics thrown in. A minority of

schools include gymnastics and wrestling and/or a few weeks of individual sports.

The high school program has been controlled by athletics; most athletes have no

physical eilucation program because they participate in sports for three years.

Athletics still control physical education in most public high schools. Obviously

there are exceptions, and there have been schools which developed excellent

programs for the 50's and 60's, but unfortunately, most of them are not geared

for the 70's.

There is another problem in physical education. There is no spark, no real clash

of ideas. There have been many great individuals and there are excellent tradi-

tional books in the field. But as of today, there is no dynamic leadership, and

nationally there are very few excellent programs.
Controversial leaders are

needed, whether or not the majority agree with all their ideas. Change agents

are needed--those who will argue and fuss and force an examination of the present

gym class rituals. Education is Changing; physical education must too, but somo-

one must rise to give the spark. Physical educators need to argue more, and then

act.

Physical education is still involved in a mechanical circle. There have been

improvements in physical fitness in the past few years. This is wonderful--most

educators are for improving physical fitness. But in spite of this improvement,

there Ills not been developed a really challenging kind of physlcal education

program. The profession continues to go around the same circle of problems.

Recently a national figure in physical education spoke about some of the deplora-

ble conditions in physical education. This was fine; more physical education
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leaders need to point out present weaknesses in their own profession as a step

toward the future. But, unfortunately, the man had given basically the same talk

fifteen yean earlicr. What has been done in these fifteen years? Yes, physical

education has improved, but not fast enough or far enough, and certainly not as

much as other fields. We must speed up the process.

A further example of the lack of effort in the past was the disappointing report
of physical education in the 1966 ASCD publication titled New Curriculum Develop-

ments. There seemed to be little that was new or significant in the field of

physical education for that curriculum report. There is a lack of creative ideas;

there is a lack of a fresh approach in physical education. There has been the

President's Council, but it has had little effect thus far on moving physical

educa-Aon forward at the daily classroom level.

There is still an unfortunate participation attitude regarding physical activity.

Many in America sit at a desk. We drive a car. We get involved in traffic jams.

There are no facilities nearby in the neighborhood. To do pushups at home at

night is a very lonely effort. Most have night meetings and fail to take time

for physical eduLation, even though we know we should.

What might we do about some of these problems in physical education? First of

all, we could have a National Dreamer's Conference. We need to get out on Cloud

Nine. To the conference we should invite anthropologists, psychologists, philo-

sophers, physicians, political scientists, sociologists, and health and physical

education experts. We need to talk about what health and physical education and

recreation should be like in 1970. We need to dream about what it might be like

in the year 2000. We should put the best efforts and best thoughts into creating

the kinds of exciting, dynamic, individualiz,-Id physical education programs such

as are needed throughout the United States.

A second thing that should occur is a new AAHPER--a new national association--

an organization with teeth. The \HPER tries to compromise too many

philosophies. The new organiz be more outspoken. Membership would

increase because there would b i. with exciting ideas AAHPER needs

to lead out with new programs at -. _iational level. There is aeed to develop

curriculum projects, to plan national summer institutes, and to increase the

amount of federal aid. Another direction should be to fuss at poor college

programs. The majority of those institutions producing teachers are mediocre

or below average in terms of good teacher-training programs; their graduates do

not develop excellent programs. From the national level we could work to elimi-

nate extra pay for coaches and put them on a 12-7 day instead, thus improving

physical education programs. Coaches should not teach five or six physical

education classes and then try to coach three hours. There is no way but to

let the classes they teach suffer, regardless of whether they are assigned physi-

cal education, math, or any other subjec'- responsibilities.

The AAHPER should hire new types of national leadership. They should hire

needlers--real dhange agents. They should hire dreamers--people with creative,

innovative new ideas. They should hire implementers--people good at seeing that

things are accomplished. These three, as a start, could form a national team

for innovation. Their coordinated leadership would undertake major national

projects.

One national project would involve sitx elementary schools, six junior highs, and

six high schools chosen from around the United States. These eighteen schools



would be picked because they are doing exciting things now, or are planning

exciting innovations in physical education. They would be in districts where

good programs are supported locally. Each of these schools would work with one

of the eighteen universities chosen from throughout the United States; the

criteria for universities would include a reputation for creative talent on

their staffs. The schools and universities, working as a team, would be joined

by local, state, and national HPER associations, who would give all kinds of

support, publicity, consultants, and anything else needed. These eighteen

programs would get underway immediately with each one perhaps innovating in a

different direction. They would develop eighteen programs as pilot efforts,and

if successful, these could be disseminated throughout the United States. Physi-

cal education should start now. Operation Headstart showed us that we can do

this in a very short time. We could have this project underway with very little

effort. At least two school years world be needed for total fulfillment. We

need crash efforts now.

We have a few new ideas in physical education but not enough. We need more and

we need to rekindle some old ideas that were never adopted. Perceptual motor

theories, for example, spell out the significance of motor activities for ages

three through seven. Most school districts do not have full-time elementar

specialists for each school, yet they are the most important years. In the

studies of kindergarten children, the greatest deficiency of many has been in

the area of motor encoding. But where is the physical educator in most kind6r-

garten and first year classes in the United States? It is further interesting

to note that the perceptual motor material has been quite important in remedial

work with the retarded children projects, even at the junior high school level.

We do have some new materials in health education, but most schools are not

involved with them yet. We should be using the concept approach to teaching

health. We need mcre of the School Health Education Study efforts.

Physical education clasEes in the secondary schools should be optional. Even

where physical education is optional in the elementary schools, if a good program

is available, students choose to participate. If we provide a firm base and

good attitude in the elementary school, if we show the necessity of physical

education, if we have interesting and challenging programs, we will not need to

lobby to keep physical education required. Arrangements can be made for those

who always avoid physical education, but there would be few of these persons if

programs were tailored on the basis of need, interest, and ability. A few schools

have all subjects, including physical education, optional K-12, and students do

choose the subjects providing relevancy.

The movement education approach offers the most refreshing idea in physical edu-

cation, but this is having difficulty gaining acceptance. Fortunately universi-

ties like Simon Fraser are now developing movement education programs, and

starting where it is most important--at the elementary level.

A new revised journal would help. The present AAHPER Journal is rather inadequate

as far as aiding the development of a challenging, creatiV6-, and- innovative type

profession. It does not stimulate. In summary, when one surveys the field of

new ideas in physical education, there is not much available.

Though a 1960 concept, most physical educators are not heavily involved in

teaming except at the coaching level. Schools need to have team teaching and

daily scheduling as part of the physical education programs. For example, if

180 boys and girls are assigned to a block of time for physical education, they
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might have six teachers. These six should not divide these students into groups

of thirty and work in isolation. They should work as a team to be able to create

dynamic individualized programs through the benefit of professional interaction.

In teaming the instructors pool their abilities, ideas, successes, and failures.

They plan, instruct, and evaluate together. They teach some classes in large

groups because there are a few times when 100 or 180 can uork together in a physi-

cal education activity. They teach classes in small groups because there are

times five or ten make the best group. They use independent study and individu-

alized activities where students can work on their own, either as part of a class

or during unscheduled time. Open instructional labs and recreation labs are a

great blessing in physical education. Most programs can function best in an

individualized open lab situation. Team teaching can provide the developmental

and corrective programs lacking in most schools. It allows the best instructor,

whether male or female, to teach the class. Further, they can vary the amount

of time for instruction. Some days they may need ninety minutes for their

classes; other days perhaps only forty minutes are required. Teachers should

be able to request the time they need on any given day. Five fifty-five minute

periods are not the best way to teach physical education. In optional attendance

schools, students spend as much time as desired in physical education--all day

if they wish.

Further, the old football, basketball, softball curriculum needs to be replaced

by more appropriate programs for individuals. As we look at the world of

2000 A.D., HOME FITNESS PROGRAMS--with treadmills as part of the basic furniture

--need to have priorities for city dwellers. Neighborhood clubs should be

stressed. Large group sports should receive less attention, as should expensive

space and equipment individual sports. The programs that should be stressed are

those physical activities which an individual can do by himself in small spaces.

Then should come family home activities that are becoming possible in our society,

such as inexpensive indoor home swimming pools; the neighborhood club concept is

next in importance, followed by individual traditional ac-ivities. Last to be

taught in the upper years should be football type activities. This does not mean

team sports should not be offered as part of some programs, but they should be

included after the others are provided for, not as first priority. The home

fitness lab, physiology of exercise, and a real commitment to daily activity,

with equipment, space, and activities that are possible at home, should have

priority.

There is need for a new kind of publicity. We need neighborhood handball courts.

We need local exercise clubs. The things we don't have reflect the present

physical education programs. Generally the publicity is poor. When people vote,

they often vote agai_st physical education; when people do things they sit; they

watch TV rather than play handball or take a walk. We need to mirror physical

education programs in the community. Parents will pay heavy prices for tickets

to professional football games and for stadiums to support the teams. They pay

weekend motel prices and drive long distances to see the games. They watch five

or six TV games each weekend; but they won't vote money for physical education

teachers for the KINDERGARTEN.

Many physical educators hold key positions at the local leadership level. They

have important parts in the Change process. Some must be research and development

men; they must invent new ideas. Others must be diffusors. They must help to

spread the new ideas. The mechanics of Change are difficult. It takes four weeks,

eight weeks, sometimes three months or a year to get people to understand why we
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are changing and how we can change. Some must adopt and work with materials to

see that they are actually improving what happens to boys and girls. Some must

get busy and do what has not been done.

We need a national explosion in health and physical education. If many physical

educators began massive excited national movements under dynamic leadership, the

programs we dream about could become a reality.

Turning now from the negative to the positive, if what has been indicated above

is basically true, and if some of the above broad suggestions make sense, the

question still faces the practicing physical educator: "What can I do right now

in my position and in the gymnasium?"

Here are some specific suggestions:

(1) See to it that there is an excellent "kindergarten through second grade"

physical education program in the district where highly trained physical

educators work on the individual/diagnosis/prescription basis with each

child. The high school program may have to suffer during this adjustment

period by giving up staff, money, equipment, and facilities to the elementary

school. With adult volunteers and paraprofessionals, the a/lilt-youngster

ratio must be reduced to 1-10.

(2) Within the situation available, give 150 per cent for a 37,2,: or two, rather

than 80-100 per cent, to the instructional physical educat-.'on program. This

is essential while implementing rapid dhange; be prepare-R. _o accept many

periods of frustretion.

(3) Refuse to teach five classes and coach, even for extra pev--or at least

coach only one sport.

(4) Individualize instruction--have every child in an individually prescribed

program.

All this can be accomplished; presented below first is a real r easy illustration

of individualization; illustrations of a more complex nature ,_cilow later.

Calisthenics are a simple way to start demonstrating how individualization can

occur.

In most physical education programs around the states, the 7.tudents come out of

the dressing room at a given time and line up for roll call. The instr-_cor often

has group warmup or group developmental calisthenics. As soon as the instructor

has done this, he has made a serious error. Yet about 90 per cent of the physical

education programs in America still operate that way. The group prescription in

the physical education classes generally does damage to individuals. The dosage

for the advanced physical fitness students is not tough enough and yet it is too

strenuous for the less fit individuals. Having everyone do the same type of sit

up can often do further damage to the child's physique, as it may be just the

opposite type of sit up from what be needs for his particular posture ot develop-

mental problem.

What must be done in physical education is to individually diagnose and prescribe

for the needs of each individual the same as a doctor would diagnose and prescribe

for his patient. In the area of calisthenics, the l_nstructor can give a series

of fitness tests, can evaluate posture, can give skills tests, and can make sub-

jective analysis of the needs of the individual. Based on the best possible

judgment and test results, each individual student can be given a cq.listhenics

prescription based on his particular needs. The specific exerc .a to be performed,



the number of repetitions, and information as to when to increase the repetition

can be described on this sheet for the individual.

Armed with this information, rather than exit from the locker room and line up

for roll call and calisthenics, the student can come out and begin working on his

individual prescription. As he does each of the exercises, he can record his

progress for that day. The instructor is free to move around the gymnasium

helping individuals and evaluating the progress of individuals.

Some students may need to be on an individual developmental program most of the

week. Othets can be on it only three times a week, while many may spend only 10-

15 minutes each class meeting. Group work can be provided where individuals have

common needs and can work together on certain exercises. Fun activities or a

break away from the traditional calisthenics can be provided those remedial stu-

dents by occasional group activities in a sport suited generally to the develop-

mental level of the individuals involved. One reason why coaches must not teach

five physical education classes and coach in addition is that they must create

individual prescriptions for all the students in the class as well as their

athletic teams. The way it is now, administrators dump one-third more students

into physical education than other classes on the basis that physical education

is play and does not require preparation by the teachers. When the instructor

finds himself writing 200 individual prescriptions, plus 50 more for the track

team, he gives up and instead as an escape, plans group activity oriented physical

education programs during the five periods so that he may sp-and more time on

individualizing with his track team. Obviously a brand l'eew prescription is not

needed everyday, no more than the doctor changes the prescription for his patient

everyday, but an individual prescription needs to be made, then reviewed from

time to time, and an alternative prescripi-ion prepared when the present one

either ceases to be adequate, has overcome that problem, or proves that it is

not getting the job done.

Relating this type of individualization to class activities, it is practically

unnecessary to require a group to come to physical education at any given time.

Generally physical education is taught in an open lab environment. The students

come to the lab during the time they are nc.it scheduled in other activities and

work at their own program and at their own pace. It has been found, for example,

aat a student accomplishes more attending three 90-minute lab periods, than in

five 55-minute traditional periods. The girls enjoy coming more because schools

provide hair dryers and mirrors, and allow them enough time to shower at the end

of the 90-minute period so that they can look pretty when they leave the.locker

room, instead of worrying over damp hair, lack of make-up, or a rushed job of

getting dressed and back to class. We also know that physical education in

kindergarten is more important than in the high school. The same kind of individ-

ualization and open lab activities can take.place in the elementary as well as in

the high school. However, more structured scheduling, grouping, and 1-10 ratios

are essential at the 5-6-7-year-old levels to make sure they know when to get to

physical education and how to perform. Obviously they need more direction than

seniors, but When allowed creative time in the gymnasium, they do a beautiful job.

As students come to physical education for their so-called regular activities,

the instructor must do the same kind of diagnosis and prescription as related to

the sport activities appropriate for the individuals, as he has with the calis-

thenics program. Flag football, for example, which is the common curriculum all

over the United States in the 7th grade, is not appropriate for all 7th graders.

As was mentioned before, some 7th graders are 9th graders and some are 5th graders,



and some can ehrow the ball :0 yards and some 15, and some like flag football and

some do not. To put 1l 7th graders into a group taught flag football class is

an absolute tragedy.

Therefore, the coach must decide which ones of the students are ready for flag

football, at what level of flag football, and what skills are needed. During the

open lab period, it does not matter whether 6th, 7th, or 8th graders come into the

gymnasium cr on the play field. The question revolves around whether the individual

is ready for the instructional part or game part of the flag football program that

the instructor and students have planned for that day. Individuals and small

groups of students can be worked with in the open lab situati.on. There are usuaily

enough in the gym to form groups when the instructor or st ents so desire. Many

students work part of the time cn their own in independent _:_ltivities because they

are the only ones with that need or at that level. At other times they combine

with students of like abilities for participation in a game or for small group

instruction on a similar skill. When students are allowed to self-plan and direct

their own physical education program, the level of indIvidualization is muCh

easier for the instructor and much more relevant for the student.

If the instructor feels he mus:- have the group sent at a certain time in a daily

scheduled school, he can request that particular time by turning into the

scheduling team his need for that particular day; thus it is still possible to

get large groups or a certain homogeneous group when needed. Of course, in the

traditional schedule, teachers can easily do this because the same students come

everyday and here the instructor must merely plan appropriate activities for the

group sent to him.

When the individuals finally arrive, regardless of how they got there, some should

work most of the period on individual developmental activities such as calisthenics,

weight training, and rope climbiag. Other students should spend part of the

period on individual work and then participate in a sm:211 group activity such as

badminton, basketball, relays, or instruction in a certain skill of a sport such

as the forehand in tennis or a certain step in dancing. When a large group is

needed, such as for volleyball tournaments involving six or twelve teams, the

instructors may request the students who have learned volleyball to the level of

performance required in the type of tournament planned. In other words, there

is a need for some homogeneous large grouping in physical education, some '4-

genaous large grouping, some sex grouping--sometimes the boys and girls bLd Lc

separated for certain activities and sometimes they should be together, but in

the assignment to physical education there should not be a separation into boys

and girls physical education; instead the staff should work as a team--and some-

times the large grouping should be on the basis of interest in a certain activity.

Small groups should function similarly, sometimes homogeneous and sometimes

heterogeneous. Individual activities should be prescriptions for that particular

person based on need, interest, and ability. Loop films, tape recorders, film

strips, and movies should all be available in the resource center for students to

study physical education activities, as well as a number of books and pamphlets

for them to read; in other words, several types of instructional materials should

be included in this center. It is possible for most students to learn tennis

without an instructor if they have a self-instructional Unipac type package. Lab

experiences are obviously needed in physical education; the large group, small

group, and independent study can be either sitting or activity oriented. The lab

experiences generally are activity involved. Research projects should be under-

taken by the staff whenever possible to determine results of specific programs
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with specific students. Except for a required prescription, the activities chosen
by the students, especially in the upper years, should be on a s-:,.lf-selection

smorgasbord basis. The more home fitness, lifelong individual or two-man activi-
ties which are planned, the less grouping is a problem, and the more carrycver

for the student into the world of Cie 80's and 90's.

It is possible to spell out in physical education a complete individualizel pro-

gram for all students in all activities. Sometimes in this individualized program
the student is with a large group, sometimes he is with a small group, sometimes

he works on his own, and sometimes he has a specific lab problem assigned. More

of the gym floor work is done individually or in small groups. There is nothing

theoretical about an individualized program in physical education. It is possible

if the administrator will give the physical education person uo more of a load

than any other teacher is expected to carry, and if the instructor is dedicated

toward improvement for each individual. The instructor who is more concerned
about athletics and/or does not have time for 200 individuals on the gymnasium

floor has been the cause of the sad plight that we find physical education in

throughout the United States.

In summary, in order to correct these deficiencies in physical education, instruc-

tors should be given a load no greater than instructors in other subjects; teacher

aides should be available in physical education as well as, if not before, other

classes. The person who is coaching should not teach five physical education
classes in addition, and should not be paid extra for coaching, but instead

should have built in as part of his load the coaching experience. The instructor

can writ- self-instructional materials and should purchase through school funds
loop films, tapes, and other types of media. A whole new vista in physical educa-

tion is possible.

There is need for an entire book to be written on this subject; it should spell

out in detail how physical education can be an innovative, exciting, individual-

ized experience for all students. As we personalize programs in the schools and
.

give students choices, we find that many of them do not eler-- phys

Their experiences in the area of the psv domain .iave be _1 sc., -ad Lhat

affective domain has been damaged, and thus -cue cognitive, motor, and affective

domains never reach the potential of their merger. Physical education programs

can be individualized and personalized to the extent that students want to get

into the program. There is no need for the pressure of required physical educa-
tion after the early :2ars for most students, if the right program is started it,

the kindergarten. Where student has difficulty in physical education in

upper years of schoo: , it _Lo often best to let him drop the activity. for awhill
and than get him back into it when the affective domain has been satisfied.

Requiring a student wh,o is negative toward physical education and who lacks sical

in the aotivity to take ancther semester in a group prescribed traditionally
oriented physical education program is another one of the errors we make in

education.

With a real commitmenc toward better paysical education programs through a phil--

sophy of individualizaion, and armed with a book describing specifically how ±-1_

can be done in each activity, written by innovative physical educat-)rs, most azay

school -r-n America can :aremendously overhaul its entire physical education prog.ram.
It can be done; many muld write such a book if given time, but the hope of thts

brief cEapter is that it will sparll scTie administrators and some physical educators

to rethiak their entire attitude toward their programs in health and physical _-:.--,duca-

tion. Further, hopefully it will serve as an example of how to start putting 'theory



into practiceof what can and must be done in alJ subjects in the schools still

operating group paced and sometimes group ability paced required programs.

individualizaLicn is a practical goal for all schools.
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Chapter 20

Research and Childhood

Combining research and early childhood into a few short pages is like trying to

condense a twelve volume history of the world into one page; the purpose in these

few paragraphs, then is not to go into a long discourse on research and evaluation

and early childhood, but primarily to draw attention to these two areas which have

been woefully neglected in education and to plead their case. Additionally, some

of the omments should offer suggestions as to how schools and school districts

can immediately begin to improve in the area of early childhood, so these two

types do make natural partners for the 70's.

In the area of early childhood, at long last, we are finally beginning to focus

national resources on the problems and opportunities associated with learning

experiences at young ages. Many books have been written, psychologists like

Piaget have contributed immensely, and Operation Head Start has given hope.

Even more we are gathering tremendous research in this area; many diagnostic

tests and prescriptive materials are now available to educators. Studies done

such as the one by Kirschner and Associates from Albuquerque, which surveyed 58

communities from July 1968 to January 1970 and reported 1496 changes LI local

education and health institutions "consistent with Head Start's goal of assisting

poor children and their families to develop their capabilities more fully" are

bringing to the nation fresh insights to 7hildren ages 0 - a. We are learning

that "le early clAldhood years are the most crucial in an ind!vidual's life.

Even the latest study of "Sesame Street" by the Educational Testing Service gave

excellent support to that effort to upgrade the learning of disadvantaged children.

Among the many evaluation results were the following findings: children who

watched the program showed greater gains in learning than children who did not,

and this was true for disadvantaged inner-city children, advantaged suburban chil-

dren, isolated rural children, and children whose first language was not English;

children who watched the show gained most; 3-year-old children had greater gains

than older children; those who watched the programs with their mothers and then

discussed it gained more than those who did not. One of the conclusions stated

that the TV program is "one of the most remarkable educational experiments ever

undertaken."

Yet there are still some states without publicly supported kindergartens, and

many districts without programs for five year olds. Practically no communities

have publicly supported programs for the 4's and 3's. The 5's programs are usually

limited to 21/2-3 hours; then the 6's are stuffed into a rigid graded classroom

where they are divided into groups and where many receive the wrong prescription.

In the next ten years, school districts throughout ehe United States will give

great attention to the needs and interests of ages 3, 4, and 5. Philosophies will

be dramatically overhauled. If money is short, the senior class will be cutback

before the Undergarten. These trends are developing. In the meantime, what can

be done immediately?

A few schools now have all day programs for the 5's at public expense. They have

done it by a reorganization of the structure. For example, by eliminating self-

contained rooms, they have freed space to be used more flexibly. They have been

able to create industrial arts and home economics areas. The staff is better
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utilized. Physical education specialists, industrial arts specialists, science

areas, and all other important programs for elementary dnildren can be developed

by the same staff in the same building with the same budget, although more money

should be fought for to improve the oppoctunities.

By reallocating staff, more adults can work with kindergarten children, many of

whom will be men. Daddy is badly needed in the kindergarten. Motor subjects

like physical education take priority along with the affective. In the all day

kindergarten, reading and math skills can be taught to those who are ready, and

most children are ready sometime during dhe year. By using parent volunteers

and by hiring paraprofessionals the adult-youngster ratio can be reduced to 1-10,

which is about maximum.

Programs for 3 and 4 year olds can be started by having older students help. This

is especially true when schools can arrange, as some have, programs where junior

and senior high students, both boys and girls, as part of their home economics or

family living or psychology or sociology classPs, meet many of their class goals

by working weekly with the young students. Babysitting, child care, child growth

and development units, for example, provide axcellent year rould help. The more

the secondary program features independent study and individualized approaches,

the more feasible this becomes; obviously location near the junior or senior high

helps, but this is not a real problem through a slight bussing arrangement.

Schools have even purchased twelve passenger vans to run students back and forth

to projects for the school tTL the community concept, and the early childhood

program can be one of the opportunities.

Through such arrangements, public schools are actually conducting part-day 3 and

4 year old programs and full days for 5 year olds at no extra cost for the district.

By the use oi parent volunteers, student help from class work and other volunteers,

paraT)rofessionals, student teachers where available, and robbing some money and

positions from the high school budget, exciting beginnings can be made. The

imaginative districts with a real commitment are developing programs for young

children.

Further, much more freedom is being allowed early childhood students. They are

learning to be more self-directing. They go by themselves all over the building

in some programs. They select industrial arts and home economics; they learn to

sew on the sewing machines and use the simple power machines in shop. They decide

when they want to go for a snack. There are programs in operation--not theoretical,

but practical examples--where young children select teachers and wander throughout

the building with more freedom than given high school students in many of the

current districts.

What schools are finding as they work with these youngsters is thac. individually

they are so different thnt they, more than any others, need personalized programs;

they develop in such different stages. Some are ready to read at age 4 while

others are better off to wait until age 7. Some are big and strong and have excel-

lent motor development, while others are two years behind general expectations in

physical and motor growth. Some handle freedom and responsibility beautifully;

they can be turned loose most of the day and fairly well self-direct their activi-

ties, while others still need constant supervision, structkire, and direction.

The mechanics of operating such a program are still in flux in a number of districts.

In some they move from room to room; in others they operate from a home base, but

move during the day to various centers; still others are kept in one gelleral area
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but with many alternatives within the center. More districts are now turning to

the possibility of 6 year olds (the 1st graders) staying in the early childhood

center as headquarters and fanning out from there. Much has to do with the physi-

cal layout of the building as well as staff attitudes. Group structure is still

needed in the first months of such a program, but periods of freedom are built in

to give the youngsters opportunities to learn to make Choices.

There are no recommendations to give which fit every student and all districts.

Obviously 3 and 4 year olds generally need more supervision and guidance than 5

and 6 year olds. Assuming that districts will attempt to start pre-kindergarten
programs in tha near future, and realizing that many of the present "kindergarten"

and "first grade" experiences are appropriate, the following suggestions for

starting limited 4, expanded 5, and modified 6 year old programs are offered.

(1) There should be a headquarters or home for early childhood where the students

can spend the day, be taught certain skills, play, return to when lost, hang their

coats, or generally seek security or feel at ease. However, remember, that some

of the students will only report there to ,..:heck in at the start of school and

check out at the end, and perhaps be there for some activities during the day, but

many may spend the majority of a day in the shop, science, home economics, physi-

cal education, and math areas, rather than the early childhood center. Depending

upon staff, many of the activities can ba available in the center, but most early
Childhood areas don't have space or adults ior exttmsive industrial arts, home

economics, and physical education activities.

(2) The former first graders can become part of the early childhood program, or

they can be left outside it. More and more it seems advisable to keep the students

in an early childhood pool and then let them out into the self-direction program

as individuals; thus some would leave at age 5, some at age 6, and a few at ages

4 or 7. This really begins to provide for individual differences. Those who read

early and are responsible can walk down to shop by themselves with no difficulty;

those who are shy, or irresponsible, who can't read, who need security can stay

in the pool or suite of rooms as many hours or years as desirable, and can be

taken to other areas of the school in groups.

(3) Generally the 4, 5, and 6 year olds should be moved in groups part or all of

the time until at,out Christmas in the nine month year. The 4 year olds need more

group movement to home economics, for example, when they are first learning to

operate in that area. The 5's need less of this, but during the kindergarten
year they usually should be moved in small groups so that they expetience activi-

ties in all the areas. This gives them a chance to discover where the art,
industrial arts, home economics, physical education, science, math, and other

rooms, materials, and teachers are locatf..:d. Many of these activities can be

carried on in the center, and should be, but the center activities should be sup-

plemented or substituted for by experiences in the special areas. Learning to

accept freedom of choice should bc,. a major goal in the early years.

(4) The 6's need modified group wovement in the fali, depending upon the indi-

vidgal. Some know how to read, they know the teachers, and they know what things

they want to learn; the first day they are off and running like strong "third

graders." Some, of course, are still completely lost and seem to fit better into

the shelter of the early childhood center. Most are still in between; therefore,

whether they operate from an advisor they have chosen as they do in some schools

or from a "homeroom" base, or from the early childhood center, they can he given

daily schedules where during the week about half of their time is scheduled into
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equal amounts in all the traditio:lal subject areas--some art, some reading, some

math, some science, some home economics, and on--and then the other half of the

time during the week they choose when and where they want to go and for how long.

By Christmas most are generally ready for a complete self-selection program.

It is amazing how well 5 and 6 year olds can accept responsibility and be self-

directing. All they need are opportunities to show and develop it. Always remem-

ber that some are ready at age 4 and some are not at age 7, but the general pattern

is that most can handle greater amounts of freedom within the center and lesser

amounts in wandering the building; however, most usually become quite self-directing

during the early part of the old "1st grade"; they do not need constant supervision

and direction. Then, too, some 9 year olds need tight structure, whereas the 6

year old is quite independent. Again, plan the program for the iudividual--not

for kindergarten or 1st grade or 3rd grade groups. For the district just beginning

to give freedom to 5's and o's, keeping the 6's as part of the early childhood

program, moving them out first as groups, and then giving them freedom as individ-

uals seems to work well.,

(5) The early childhood center should be about 2/3's carpeted so that all kinds

of floor activities are possible. About 1/3 should be loft with easily cleaned

floors for extremely messy acti_vities, and for programs where wood or asphalt

tile or other is a more appropr_ate surface. The room should have bright multi-

colored walls, at.i lots of interesting live plants and animals. Guinea pigs are

just excellent pets to live in the center and many should be available for Chose

students who enjoy a furry friend.

The above suggestions are not earthshaking nor in detail; the major message is

merely to convey the need for 3 and 4 year old, and even 2 year old publicly

supported programs, and for full day 5 year old offerings. PurLher it is to

suggest that most 6's can be treated with great amounts of freedom and responsi-

bility and can function with amazing self-direction. These "open" early child-

hood programs are now available in a few school systems, but in the coming years

they will be quite common. The real tragedy is where no programs or only tradi-

tionally planned group half day kindergartens and self-contained first grades are

the rule, with no alternatives or options for students or parents other than

private schools. Each district is obligated to look anew at their efforts for

these eazly age youngsters.

That evaluation effort leads to the second part of this dhapter relating to research.

As was discussed earlier in the book, practically all of the conventional programs

exist without adequate research support. Even worse, school districts are doing

practically nothing to dhange the picture. Education must develop a research and

evaluation stance--and that stance must be more than Iowa Basic Skills Tests.

Innovation is needed in evaluation and more staff and money must be dhanneled in

that direction. More reliance must be placed on subjective analysis and more con-

cern must be given to the affective and psychomotor domains.

Why do schools give class rank? It is a horrid form of discrimination. As dis-

cussed in Chapter 16, most schools don't separate the Catholics from the Lutherans,

though maybe they should; we try not to separate the 1-!.ch from the poor in the

public schools; we are trying to prevent separation of the blacks and the whites.

If we really believe in non-discriminatory practices, then how can we justi2y

separating the smarties from the dummies--and that is all class rank and grades

do. Soon court cases will resolve this failure of educators. But in the mean-

time do we have any research to validate the giving of grades in a humane school?
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The answer is again, no research! The answer is the same in examining almost any

of the practices of the public schools.

Educators can immediately do three things to beef up their research and evaluation

potential. Depending upon the size of the school or school district, one or more

persons with research ability along with clerical aides should be hired. It can

be done within the current budget, but it again does mean a re-allocation of allot-

ments. This job or these positions are responsible for inhouse research and

evaluation. Surveys, testing, report writing, and resource contacts can be part

of the job descriptions. It is amazing what one or several individuals with cler-

ical aide can do in a building. This inhouse data provides immediate feedback

related to many concerns.

A second thing is for the distriet to set aside a small amount of money the first

year, gradually increasing the total until a first class evaluation effort is

built in as part of the district essentials.

A third effort can be made by contacting nearby colleges and offering idaster and

doctoral candidates the students and problems to be researched; college classes

can gather data; university professors can analyze small parts of the program to

gather information for a book or their teaching; contracts can be signed with

colleges to provide outhouse evaluation.

Of course, some systems are now putting large sums into accountability and

assessment packages. This is fine that they want evaluation of their programs,

but almost all deal with tests which study group comparisons in reading an0 math

skills. What about evaluating whether the students like school, or whether they

are learning to learn, or whether they now accept more responsibility than the

year before, and what effect the current programs, policies, and staffs have on

these factors.

Only a few universities have Laken the lead in providing research and evaluation

centers in education. Only a few of the few have done much at all with the affec-

tive and psychomotor domains. But even more, what have the public districts done

to evaluate at the day-by-day grass roots levels in the schools. A 4andful of

big districts have research offices, usually pitifully understaffedlland charged

with cognitive results. Several districts have placed evaluation dilectors in

specific schools. But in probably over 90 per cent of the districts very little

or no money or staff at all have been provided for research and evalilliation. The

allocation of both staff positions and budget monies clearly indicatqs this

catastrophe.

Schools can start research and evaluation programs if the commitment is there.

True, they may be small efforts in the first years, but if we really believe that

the functions are important, then they must be programmed into the budget.

These merely introductory comments in this chapter hopefully at least make educa-

tors again reflect on glaring deficiencies in the present conwmtional school

systems. Nothing has even been mentioned in this book in any datail for tpecific

reform in "vocational education" and community colleges, other tl-an that presented

in the pages relating to reforming college education. There are many other omitted

areas, not because of their importance, but because of time and kactical experi-

ence factors. But educators must change all these facets of the total Educational

system.
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As innovative, humane schools are created, the plea is again repeated not to make

the same mistakes of the past system and omit crucial areas of need or revision.

Early childhood options for 2-3-4-5-6-7 year olds are non-existent in most dis-

tricts; research and evaluation is non-existent in most districts. The few

exciting school districts in the United States are taking giant steps forward

to fill these gaps and further get on with the task of developing significantly

different and better educational opportunities.
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Chapter 21

Nuts and Bolts

This chapter will certainly be questioned by some, probably will be controversial

to all, and seem to conflict with previous statements made in this book. Thus

the easiest thing would be to omit these comments, for actually the material does

not read as a true chapter, but rather as a series of items picked at random.

The main reason for including these odds and ends is that as more and more persons

become interested in the process of starting massive change in schools, educators

constantly raise questions that really are minor nuts and bolts problems, but

ironically do cause all kinds of friction during the changeover in most schools.

For example, often principals will say, "We now think we understand how to indi-

vidualize instruction, but what can we do about _ommunication systems regarding

assemblies, attendance, announcements, and niv sT.J.:_jents?"

The eas answer is that each school must won:, )ut :hese soluticns to the satis-

factior of the specific Ftaff. But instead of ignoring the entire prollem of

nuts ar _J. bolts, or only =iving the author's pe--..-s%:nal preferences, sever items

have bean selected here _from representative scriaoc.-7s to show what kinds of diffi-

culties arise at the practical everyday level an( how various staffs temporarily

resolved these areas of conflict until more per=ent agreements could be reached.

Seldom have any of these minor areas stopped the total innovation effort, but

they have caused arguments and upsets among the staff. Even after two years,

many members of a staff are not happy with the solutions reached as of that date,

but at least the school develops a base from which to operate. The first topic

deals with the orientation of groups of students, especially following long

vacations; the others deal with homerooms, group names for scheduling purposes,

assemblies, visitation policies, parent communication regarding. ,!ourse require-

ments, and student selection of advisors.

GROUP ORIENTATION: The first two weeks of school in the fall normally find changes

of staff and students (even in year round schools, this big switch usually occurs

in September because these programs are still in the minority nationwide). Thus

the simple way to organize is to place students in temporary "homerooms" by age

level to help get the mechanics underway for new staff and students, and to make

any massive changes in program agreed to by the staff. In a true year round

school, this may only need to be a very short introduction, or especially geared

fcr persons new to the school.

It is helpfuJ to schedule students into "must" orientation assemblies the first

three days where each of the various teams get a chance to introduce staff members

and discuss with or present to the students the "shoppers guides" of possible

experiences, or policies in that team or those areas of concern. This way the

staff is assured that each student is at least exposed to the potentials of all

areas, and that the student has been encouraged to visit the various centers and

discuss programs of study with many teachers. Further, each has had an opportunity

to at least see, if not meet personally, all staff members.

Other than these group assemblies, the students window-shop on their own during

the first weeks and follow the optional choice program. During the second week,

they request their new advisors and then later record their chosen areas of study.
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These can ba changed at any time, but an initial selection seems to help raost

everyone off to a good start.

Though this may seem rigid, remember the year should still be considered a twelve

month year--the student can continue straight through until August, even if in

only a separate summer program, and then in September continue the same experience

with the same advisor with no interruption, other than vacation, except where a

staff member has left. This two week "group period" is merely a concession that

in reality until we have complete differentiated staffing and true year round

schools, most districts are still locked into group teacher contracts, parent

transfers, and "summer vacations"; thus this time allows any -scessary retooling

of staff and program. Perhaps it is a poor analogy, but the lbly line in the

auto plant stops for a period of time to convert to the new molei,. The short

interruption is merely a retooling process to allow the latest to roll

into hig_2 sneed production.

These group orientations are especially helpful for young studef-L75: the aditional

K-1 persons should usually have some of these group sessions pez.ioally through-

out the year until the various individuals are able to be pretty seLf-directing.

They should be allowed great amounts of freedom, however, during tse yE=s and

should choose their own teachers and classes. As was discussed in C:aaptet7 20,

most schools find it best, especially if they don't have 3 and 4-T2aL.-o1C., and

full day 5-year-old programs,to group structure about half of eakmh ek cf the

"grade 1" age level students iuto each area of study on a balancefL 1lLet c-f equal

amounts of time so that the young folk have a chance tn receive '.Dazic orfsntation

in all the various centers, at least in the fall.

During these shopping weeks, terms such as 7th grade, homerooms, and others can

still be used whcn external or internal forces deem this best. Generally, though,

these terms and organizations are only for expediency. For example, on the dis-

trict census cards which help determine state aid, most still mandate recording

of a "grade level," for state aid is often a different amount for various grades.

As more schools and society in general become truly involved in all aspects of

the year round school, non-grading, and individualizatior, these "old practices,"

even on a temporary basis, will not be as necsssary, but at the moment they some-

times are forced upon innovators; therefore, the program most operate within the

confines of reality; hopefully the total flexibility concept for which we are

striving will soon be possible all over North America.

ADVISORY: A period of time, such as from 8:45-8:55, may be referred to as Advisory.

Attendance of all students should be encouraged, as advisors have a definite respon-

sibility tc point out to each of their advisees the advantage of attending Advisory

as a means of echool communication, as an opportunity to receive messages, as a

means of making individual appointments with the advisor or setting up group coun-

seling sessions, hear announcements regarding school programs, allow for the offi-

cial attendance to be taken, discuss improvements in the school, conduct group

seminars related to relevant interests, or plan student involvement in areas of

concern.

Students who do not come to school in time for Advisory must check with their

advisor by noon of the dame day to mark off attendance so that state aid can be

claimed; attendance slips may be collected at noon. Students should be encouraged

to see their advisor for at east a minute so that they can dat-imine if there

are messages or appointments.
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However, even though under this system Advisory is optional, the same as all other

classes, students and teachers should be encouraged not to wander the halls from

8:45-8:55. Teachers should be in the centers available to students, not in the

coffee room. Students should usually be in individual or group sessions during

this time, or planning their day. Where there is no Advisory period, subjectively
the opinion is strong that there is a definite communication gap. At least during

these ten minutes there is a chance to say hello and help students plan their daily

schedules; the success of the entire program is built around communication between

the advisor and the advisee.

Unless there is a very special reason, the intercom should not be used at anl- time,

but certainly no other time than very limited comments during the ten minutc

Advisory. As there is seldom ever a need to use it except for emergencies,

"Do not open until Xmas" sign is a good way to put this policy into effect. ur-

ther, there is little need for a daily bulletin; a weekly or on a need basis _s

usually ample, and then it should be held to a half page. Both the intercom and

bulletin goal, can be attained if students communicate with their advisor each day.

Messages for individuals and small groups of students should be sent to their

advisor, not advertised through a bulletin. Notices about new experience offerings

can be announced on team bulletin boards or other such arrangements.

Responsibility and involvement are the keys here. The advisor should stress the

importance of being in school during Advisory and should see that the ten minutes

are profitably spent. The students won't come unless they are required, if all

that happens is the taking of attendance. Advisory should not be required as

being contrary to general philosophy. Some students need to sleep late; others

may have out of the building programs early in the morning; others may have no

group classes scheduled and would rather spend the time at home doing independent

study. They are not required to stay until 3:15 p.m.; therefore, they should not

be required to be in school at 8:45 a.m.

However, advisors should make it clear to their advisees that attendance is

important in terms of state aid; even more important, hopefully school each day

will be of value. Therefore, whether they come to Advisory or arrive later, they

must understand why they are asked to check in with their advisor who hopefully

communicates well enough with his or her advisees that they will want to visit

with the adult they have selected; remember, over 80 per cent of the students

usually get their first or second choice of advisor. For those students who never

report in for attendance or communication, the advisor must seek them out for a

conference. It ruins the financial reimbursements and raises questions about the

advisor-student relationship. Schools still do have to face partial realities

:egarding state aid. If the student does not report in by noon, in many states

attendance cannot be claimed. The students and staff must understand that yearly

the school receives, depending upon the state, perhaps $390 for high school stu-

dents and $260 for elementary students. Though this is not the major criteria
for measuring success,schools do need enrollment figures and money if they are to

stay open under existing state regulations; each individual must understand that

there are two major reasons fo.:, one attendance check per day--state aid, and all

school or one-to-one communication.

GROUP NAMING: Generally speaking, schools should not use the labels 2nd grade or

10th grade. There is no such person in the program, nor is there any content that

relates ze such a name. Further, substitutes such as graduation year--76's, 80's,

72's--are merely stop-gap efforts. They are almost as out of step as the "2nd

grade." Further, every effort should be made not to use the words special education

or ear/y childhood.
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The program calls for work with individuals. Therefore, usually there is no reason

for group names to be applied randomly such as 2nd grade or 78's. Instead the

discussion should be about lly or Billy. However, there are a few external and

rarely, but possible, internal situations which demand a label. In almost every

case, these have .lothing to do with the program. But there ara times when, because

of the "cutside society," grade level names will be necessary. One axample used

before is that of the state aid census cards. Another time involves high school

athletic teams. Occasionally, the Gray-Y will want to send information to the

"5th and 6th grades." The research comparative studies with other districts now

and then demand "3rd graders."

Therefore, advisors should explain to the_ir advisees that they need to know that,

if they transferred to a traditional schcol, they would be in the 7tn grade.

Further explanation is needed that sometLmes there will be a call for 7th graders

as a class, but these are only for reasons related to living in the community.

Regarding the school program, these terms should not he used by studeats and

teachers--not for scheduling, identification of subject content progress (there

is no 6th grade science curricula), or other such requests or discussions.

School persons must learn to talk about individuals. Remember the traditional

"academic" achievement spread of 7th graders is grade 3 through grade 13. The

physiological age spread of the chronological ages of boys 9-12 is age 7 through

age 15. How can we pretend we need all 7th graders for English or all 5th

graders for softball?

The course groupings for which students register are usually based on interest

and/or need, and in almost all cases are automatically nongraded as we break down

scope and sequence syndromes. For example, for what "grade level" is the Indian

Cultures experience designed? Use of names such as Instrumental Ensemble (which

is already nongraded), Astrology, Zen A, Zen B, Fractions, Vikings, or whatever

to identify groups of students who may need to meet together from time to time

for discussion or instruction, but have no relationship to grade levels, is

certainly within the philosophy.

If none of the above work, for a given situation, at a given time, terminology

can be developed for the particular group involved. If it is really important

that a similar age level of students meet, perhaps because that general group

seems to desire common sessions, then age classification can be used--all the

students who closely fit the 11-12 year old title can be requested as 11-12 year

olds,not 6th and 7th graders. It is necessary to put theory into practice. Work

with individuals; work with non-graded groups; work with age mixtures. When

graded groups are needed for some very specific purpose, use the 9th grade level

tag, but use it sparingly. How can we truly individualize if we continue to call

for the 77's for class day after day? Once in a while, yes. Consistently, no.

ASSEMBLIES AND LARGE GROUPS: Assemblies and large groups should be kept to a

minimum, but there are good reasons for having them from time to time. A film

on pollution of lakes in the United States should be of interest to almost

citizens and could be shown in a large group. The police captain speaking on

drugs could be another type of large group appropriate for almost all to hear.

Assemblies relating to college could be of interest to a wide variety of age levels,

not just "12th graders." The Wizard of 02 type of performance is another example

of the large group common thread class or assembly, as would be the announcement

of new school policies, or motivational or inspirational assemblies.

Large groups related to class work can be scheduled by including the name(s) of

the course(s). Large groups open to all can be labeled by the title or topic;

assemblies can thus be labeled, too.



When is desirable e- -iecessary to limjr the assembly--the entire studen17 body

is desired but there f need for split asemblies for iack of seating, or for

appr Late presentat-L of topics--the assemblies should be labeled overlapping

and suggestive. Thus, an assembly on drugs could be labeled Drugs 10's-I9's nd

the ether, Drugs 3's-12's. The overlan leaves the flexible choice up to the stu-

&:nt. It means that student can choose to go to either one, but tells that

Ccle r)resentation in the, 10-19 assembly will generally be in language aimed at

cder students and the 3-12 to the younger. It also does not force a magic cur:

off, but tells the 9-10-11-12-13s, for example, that they can atteu.A whicheve-:

they prefer. However, they should also understand that generally tt-,?, drug con-

ference for 3's to perhaps 12's and then 12's to 19's is the way the speaker ha..

probably organized his vocabulary, but remembering that some 11's are 14 in the

knowledge of drugs and some 14's are only 11, and thus could attend whichcver

sessions would be appropriate to their level of interest, knowledge, and maturit:

in the area of drugs. An 11-year-old might attend the younger session on drugs,

but the older assembly on Indians.

Related to groupings, generally I.Q.'s should not be considered. Research indi-

cates that there are now about 50 known I.Q.'s for each individual and that

probably the total will rise to as many as 120. All the old I.Q. did was confuse

and label, though it is generally true that all other things being equal, the

student under the old system with an 140 I.Q. could do far better work in the

basal reader than the student with a 90. However, with technology, drugs, and

environmental changes, researchers indicate that the United States probably now

has the scientific capacity to give everyone a minimum traditional I.Q. of 130.

Further, studies show that a student in math may have a low I.Q. in abstract

reasoning but an adequate one in the numerical and computing areas. Biochemistry

has proven to be the greatest support of individualization. We are all dif-

ferent physically--we know that--and the research is now being applied to intel-

lectual and emotional development. Therefore, seldom should student assemblies

or large or small groupings consider the old I.Q. formula.

VISITATION POLICIES: The letter below could be an indication to the staff of

present plans for visitors for a given year, as well as informative for guests.

Though visitations are a tremendous burden, outstanding innovative schools are

swamped. Thus the staff should see this as a compliment to the program, as an

opportunity for an exchange of ideas from other school districts, for outsiders

evaluative type comments, and for a chance to disseminate inn( Jations or good

programs. However, too many visitors mean there is no time to develop new pro-

grams or work with individual students. Therefore, there must be an effort to

control the numbers. Comments and suggestions as to visitation policies should

be welcomed, as should help with and for the student guides and spacial guests

who might be with the school several days.

A type of letter sent to visitors is presented here for illustrative purposes.

Dear Visitors:

The school will be pleased to have you visit on
(Day) (Date)

In order to coordinate the day, we must request that you be here by 9:00 a.m. so

that we can gather all the visiting groups together by 9:15. We realize this

means that some of you coming from a distance must be up with the robins--or polar

bears. We are sorry if this inconveniences you. When you arrive, please report
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to the Planning Center where you can register and leave your coats. If you arrive

early, coffee is available in the snack bar. At 9:15 you should be in Room 7 for

a 30-minute orientation. From 9:45 to 10:30 student guides will take you on a

tour of the buildtng and program. From 10:30 until 3:00, you are generally left

completely on you= own, to visit those areas which most interest you, to talk

with the students, and to interact with the faculty. We encourage you to make

several trips around the building during these hours as the program changes so

often you may miss an important part of it if you stay in one spot or make only

one tour. If any group would like to have a question-answer evaluation period

before you leave, please let us know when you arrive so that we can arrange a

session for 2:30 or 3:00 p.m.

Unless special arrangements have been made, we expect that you will be here all

day, as we find an hour or two hour visit or even a half day just leaves many

"outsiders" confused. After your first visit here, you are welcome to come again

even for short periods, but still by appointment. Further, we generally restrict

visits to Tuesday and Thursday with occasional out-of-state okays for Friday

and/or Monday to utilize weekend travel time. We try to avoid any visitors on

Wednesdays and preferably not on Mondays and Fridays as we have found that we

cannot find time to improve the program if we are constantly engaged in visita-

tions. We are sorry to be so inflexible--it does not seem to fit with a school

that advertises itself as flexible--but we have found that until visitors under-

stand the program, an orientation period is essential. We do not have extra

staff FIssigned for visitation so that it is almost impossible to handle one group

at 9:00, another at 9:20, another at 9:45, and another at 10:15, throughout five

days of the week. We have tried just letting people drop in and wander through

the building, but this has caused many public relations problems. We usually

have more than 500 visitors a month, and unless there has been some formal

orientation the first time, we have been unable to date to provide a satisfactory

experience. Perhaps with growing technology we will be able to provide more

flexibility.

On days we have small groups, you may purchase the usual school hot lunch some-

time between 11 and 1 for 50. On the other hand, the facilities are not great;

you may prefer to eat at other hours from the snack bar, as food service is

available all day, or you might wish to eat lunch downtown, or skip lunch. In

case this is your first trip, we have enclosed a map of town to help you find the

building. You may park anywhere on the streets around school except in the yellow

zones. Please be sure each member of your group receives the information in this

letter. If we do not hear from you, we will assume that you will be here on the

above date. If for some reason you are unable to come, please let us know so that

someone else wishing to visit may use this time. We look forward to seeing you

and hope you enjoy your visit to the school.

PARENT COMMUNICATION: One of the problems which innovative schools always have

is how to inform parents of the changes, and how to get them to understand the

,*tew efforts. The usual large and small group and individual parent conferences

t.hould be continued, as well as newsletters and open house policies for visita-

tions. One way t-o keep them informed of philosophies, policies, and programs is

to send home ,,lienever the time seems relevant a communique related to the topic

at hand. Below is a type of sample that could be sent home to reconfirm and re-

inforce programs underway. If students and parents really understand the philo-

sophy, there is usually still some opposition, but not a revolt. It is when they

do not understand well enough to at least accept the possible risk that the school

is in trouble. One such effort related to experience selection is presented here.
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To: Parents and Students

Attached is a sheet for students to inaicate what experiences or "courses" they

wish to participate in and with what consultants they prefer to study at the

present time. Theoretically, we should not be signing up for classeG or making

any abrupt changes at the moment, as with the 12 month concept, stndents should

just continue at their own pace and, as they complete various goals and experi-

ences, they should begin new ones at the moment that is most appropriate. How-

ever, we are still handicapped by the fact that teacher contracts are on the nine

month and summer session system. This means we have new staff for the students

to work with as well as returning teachers. In addition, we have new transfer

students attending for the first time along with students who are returning

after a three-month vacation. Remember that students can continue the same

program they had in June or August h,fore vacation interrupted and often with

the same instructor; thus many students will register for exactly what they have

been doing; as we move toward a true 12 month school, we will not "reregister"

each year. Being realistic, however, we are taking the first week for group

orientation followed by a course enrollment period. Before registration occurs

for the coming year, we believe it will be to the benefit of both student and

parent to read the reconfirmation of the school philosophy regarding requirements

as presented below.

1. There are no required courses for any age level or for graduation. The

responsibility for the decision as to what area to study rests with the student

and parent. The school will offer counsel wherever it is desired, but we do not

know what is the best combination for every student. Therefore, students should

consult their parents regarding their choices, as parents must sign the registra-

tion form. Students should then consult with their advisors, as the advisor must

sign the form; finally the students must consult with themselves, as they must

confirm the selection. The school does reserve the right to re3uire a student to

participate in an experience if we feel it is in the best interest of the student,

but we try not to use this authority.

2. We believe in a balanced diet. We prefer that all students take some art,

music, industrial arts, home economics, physical education, theatre arts, math,

science, English, social studies, environmental stue4es, and other such studies.

Furthermore, we feel that these should be interrelated as much as possible.

Knowledge is not segmented. Therefore, an interrelated art, music, and litera-

ture program under a humanities approach makes more sense than to take a separate

course in music, one in art, and one in literature. Trying to take 14 different

subjects at one time is rather difficult. By interrelating there is much more

opportunity, but if a student sticks to the traditional subject areas, rather

than take all 14 at once, we prefer 5-7 at a time, changing studies several times

during the school years so that the student would eventually become involved in

all the areas. The research is quite clear that students learn best those things

that are relevant and meaningful at this moment in time. The drop in, drop out

philosophy is encouraged in all areas for students who just want periodic experi-

ences without the pressure of registering.

3. For younger childrez, selfimage, success, and peer reLationships are much more

important than reading and math. When the affective and psychomotor areas are in

good shape, students seldom have difficulty with the knowledge, content, and skill

areas in reading, math, and science. Not all the "first grade" children should
take reading and math every day, and some should not take it at all, while others

should have heavy doses. The child needs individual diagnosis and prescription

for learning such as the M.D. completes reIated to health problems.



4. At the high school level we award a regular state diploma if the students

generally spend four years here progressing in the experiences they have chosen.

They can leave in less than four years or stay more than four years by arrange-

ment. However, though the state requirements and those of most colleges are
wrong, and we have the evidence of this, parents and students should be forewarned
in case of transfer that most high schools require four years of Englisll, three

years of social studies, two years of physical education, one year of math, one

year of science, and seven elective courses. If there is any possibility of

transfer, then it would be wise if students took these courses. If they stay

here, they can select those which are relevant.

5. Entrance to college, vocational school, fine arts school, and other special

institutions is governed by the individual school or college. Students should

cor.sult catalogs of the schools where they think they might be interested in

attending. Many colleges now have an open enrollment policy; all that is needed

is a high school diploma or its equivalent. However, some colleges still require

certain courses for admission. As a general rule of thumb, most colleges want

on the transcript three or four years of English, two or three years of social
studies; two years of math; two years of science; two years of physical education;

and preferably some foreign language. Therefore, in making decisions about the
Olild's future, everyone should be aware that we believe home economics, art,
music, business, and industrial arts are just as important as the requirements
above; we would recommend that students take less English and some art or take

interrelated courses where English and art can be combined. However, if families

are worried about college admissions, the safe bet is to take the courses formerly

thought to be most important--English, social studies, and math.

6. We have just completed a six-page statement about graduation requirements and

philosophy. Students still confused about what to take car seek help from the

school. We hope this statement makes it clear that we believe students should
take some type of balance of all the subjects and that no one area is more impor-

tant than another. However, many schools will follow the rigid and erroneous
state requirements, and some colleges still do have very tight entrance procedures.

Thus, in deciding what to take while here, parents should work with their students

on an individual basis and urge involvement in all areas; but if they are at all

concerned about what other schools require, they should consider the outline

presented above.

SELECTING ADVISORS AND COURSES:

Students should be reminded that over 80 per cent will receive their first or

second choice of advisors; only one or two per cent will be assigned their 5th

choice, but as this is a possibility, students should be urged to select their

5th choice as carefully as their first. Experiences may be selected with no

restrictions other than those imposed by the adults.

Attached are the instructions as to the mechanics for the experience and advisor

selection process. If there are any problems with the procedures, please communi-

cate with the planning center.

Packets of material for students to use in selecting their courses have been

placed in the teachers' mailboxes this afternoon. Please distribute these MaLE-

rials to the students during the Friday morning Advisory. If there are any

students who are absent when the materials are passed out, make sure they too
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receive the necessary materials. Instruct the students to return the registration

cards to their new Advisory on the following Friday.

The temporary advisors should alert the students in their Advisory on Friday

morning that we will ask all students to select their permanent advisors during

Advisory on Monday. It is very important that they all be present at that time

so that we can complete the task as quickly as possible. Attached are specimen

copies of the Choice of Advisors sheet which will be used on Monday. Please post

these so that students will know which staff members are available for them to

choose.

We will provide each Advisory with a supply of Choice of Advisor sheets tomorrow

(Friday). Please turn in to the Planning Center the completed sheets as soon as

Advisory has ended on Monday. We would like to begin tabulating the results and

making the final advisor assignments. Barring some unforeseen problems, we hope

to have the permanent choices posted and distributed by Thursday afternoon. This

means then that students will report to their newly assigned advisors at 8:45 a.m.

Friday.

When students report to Advisory next Friday morning, they will bring with them

their registration card. We ask that each advisor meet with each advisee at some

time on Thursday or Friday to discuss the courses they have selected. After dis-

cussion of their registration, keep the pink copy for the advisor file, but turn

in the white copy to the Planning Center so that we may compile master lists. We

would appreciate it if the signed copies were turned in no later than Monday

following their assignment.

We will be contacting each advisor this Monday and Tuesday to present those lists

of students who have requested the adult as an advisor. We feel it is in the

best interest of both the student and the adult if the advisor is consulted before

final assignments are made.

CHOICE OF ADVISOR

Instructions: From the list
your advisor. Place the
your second choice, etc.

of adults below, choose
number 1 before youT first
You should give u 5 choices.

Student's Name

the person you would like as
choice, the number 2 before

1. Mr. Barker 16. Mrs. Doescher 31. Mr. Knedel

2. Mrs. Barker 17. Mr. Ellingson 32. Mrs. Knight

3. Mr. Barkhurst 18. Mrs. Erdal 33. Mrs. Lawson

4. Mrs. Bayless 19. Mr. Erikson 34. Mrs. Matthees

5. Mr. Beebe 20. Miss Gabrielson 35. Mrs. Palmer

6. Mr. Biewen 21. Mr. Harder 36. Miss Petersen

7. Mr. Bjorgum 22. Mr. Herke 37. Miss Russ

8. Mrs. Bonniwell 23. Mr. Holden 38. Mrs. Schmidt

9. Mr. Bothof 24. Mrs. Holmes 39. Miss Schommer

10. Mr. Broughten Mr. Jeffrey 40. Mr. Schuck

11. Mr. Bull

__25.

26. Dr. Jekel 41. Mr. Sorensen

12. Mr. Butler 27. Miss Jensen 42. Mr. Tartaglia

13. Mrs. Chinburg 28. Mr. Jensen 43. Mr. Ulwelling

14. Miss Courts 29. Mrs. Jondahl 44. Mr. Wolthuis

15. Dr. Darling 30. Dr. Kline 45. Miss Zeilke
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A short study of a typical student selected advisor system is presented here as

further explanation of how the nuts and bolts mechanical conflicts are corrected,

as well as further evidence of the value of even simple inhouse evaluation as

was suggested in Chapter 20.

1. Rationale: Students at this school are confronted with freedom ani flexibility

unknown to most students in the United States. 3ecause these students must contin-

ually make decisions concerning their educational program, the advisor system has

been devised to offer assistance to each student in meeting any aspect of their

individualized program. Under the advisor system, students select a teacher who

they feel can give them guidance or assistance in planning and operating the

educational program they have proposed. In reality, the advisor may only be a

person the student can use as a sounding board or as a friend to talk with in

time of need. Regardless of how the advisor-student relationship is used, it

is a primary key _o the success of a program in terms of the individual student.

2. Objectives for thisyear: To devise an advisor selection system which will:

(1) Give the students at least two weeks to become familiar with the fai-ulty

before choosing advisors. (2) Assign not more than 12 students to an advisor.

(3) Assign at least 75% of the studeats their first or second choice of advisors.

(4) Assign all students to one of the five advisors they had chosen. (5) Assign

at least two students of the same sex to an advisory group. (6) Allow any stu-

dent or advisor to ask for a 1w assignment if :;ustified reasons are given to the

advisor coordinator. (7) Identify the primary factors for students selecting a

teacher as their first choice advisor. (8) Provide information at certain inter-

vals concerning the effectiveness of the advisor assignments made.

3. Procedure: (1) The faculty was consulted concerning how they would like the

advisor system handled for the school year. They recommended that no advisor be

given more than 12 advisees. (2) The faculty were then given instructions con-

cerning advisor selection. (3) During the first weeks of school, each student

was assigned a temporary advisor for initial guidance. (4) On Friday of the

second week of school, students were able to see a list of the 46 advisors they

might select the following Monday. (5) On Mon&_y of the third week of school,

students were directed to choose five faculty members they would like as advisors.

The students were to indicate their first choice with a 1; their fifth choice with

a 5. (6) Immediately after choosing their advisors, the students completed a

survey revealing the factors most important in choosing their first choice advisor.

(7) The advisor selection sheets and the sheets pertaining to factors in selecting

advisors were Jeturned to the office on Monday morning. (8) All five choices of

advisors by students were then tallied on individual sheets designated by each

teacher's name. (9) After all tallies were completed, assignment of students to

advisors were made in the following manner: (a) Teachers receiving the fewest

choices in all five selection columns were assigned these students. (b) Students

who needed special guidance were assigned to their first or second choice advisor.

(c) Teachers were then assigned the remaining students who chose them as a first

choice. Once a teacher had received 12 advisees, his list was temporarily frozen.

(d) The remaining unassigned students were examined carefully in terms of their

five choices. It was necessary at this point to assign these students to their

second, third, fourth, and fifth choices--depending on now many students had

already been assigned to these advisors. (e) Once all assignments had been made,

each list of students was carefully examined in terms of misfits by sex or person-

ality conflicts. Some changes were necessary at this point. (10) Then the lists

of students assigned to each advisor were taken individually to that advisor for
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confirmation. Two advisors asked for changes to be made, and the changes were

mutually acceptable. (11) After these changes were made, the lists of advisees

were again studied and modified where deemed necessary. (12) Three students asked

for a change of advisor, and these changes were also approved. (13) Students will

be periodically surveyed at random as to the relationship they have established

with their advisc.r.

4. Results Concerning Objectives: (1) Students were given two weeks to become

acquainted with the staff before selecting advisors. (2) Ten advisors were

assigned more than 12 students; seven were assigned 13 students; two were

assigned 14 students, and one was assigned 15 students. (3) 81% of the students

received their first or second choice of advisors. (4) All students were assigned

to one of the five advisors they had chosen. Ten per cent of the students

received their third choice, 6.6% of the students received their fourth choice,

and 2.4% of the students received their fifth choice. (5) None of the Advisories

had just one boy or one girl assigned to the group. (6) Three students asked for

a new advisor assignment. Two advisors asked for a change in the list of their

advisees. (7) From the data returned, it would seem that the primary factors

involved in choosing an advisor are (a) feeling at ease with the advisor and (b)

the personality of the advisor. Factors such as parents suggesting the advisor,

a teacher suggesting the advisor, age, sex, and knowing you wouldn't have this

person for a teacher seemed to have little influence on most of the students.

(8) A 20% random survey of students in traditional grades 1-12 was made concern-

ing their attitudes toward the advisor system. The results of this survey are

as follows: (a) 92.4% were satisfied with the 8:45-8:55 advisory session; 7.6%

were uncertain. (b) 80.77 were able to meet with their advisor when the need

arose; 11.7% were uncertain; 7.6% were unable to meet with their advisor when

the need arose. (c) 88.6% felt at ease when talking with their advisor; 10% were
uncertain; 1.2% were not at ease when talking with their advisor. (d) 79% felt

their advisor was interested in them; 19.8% were uncertain; 1.2% felt their ad-

visor was not interested in them. (e) 81.8% would like their advisor to know if

they were having difficulties; 15.8% were uncertain; 2.4% would not like their

advisor to know if they were having difficulties. (0 88.3% felt they received

help from their advisor when it was needed; 7.7% were uncertain; 3.7% felt they

did not receive help from their advisor when it was needed. (g) 69.3% felt their

advisor was interested in what they did after their advisor helped them; 26.9%

were uncertain; 3.8% felt their advisor was not interested in what they did after

their advisor helped them. (h) 44.2% felt their advisor knew hat they were doing

during the day; 38.2% were uncertain; 17.6% felt their advisor chi not know what

they were doing during the day. (i) 98.8% were satisfied with their present

adviGor; 1.2% were uncertain. (j) 18.7% suggested changes to be made. The only

suggestion made more than once was that each advisory group should not have

students who varied in age more than a few years.

5. Recommendations: (1) Students should be given a longer period of time before

choosing their permanent advisor. Particular reference is made at this point in

regard to new students and new teachers. The new student was especially at a

disadvantage in trying to get to know all of the staff. At least two weeks is

needed for these students to become barely familiar with the staff. Each team

should plan a way to orientate the students to all members of the teams during

the first week of school, either in the auditorium or in each team's center.

(2) A temporary advisor should again be assigned at the beginning of the school

year to help students through any initial confusion or difficulty. All regular

staff members, M.A.T.'s and M.S.'s should be included in this temporary assign-

ment. Returning students should be temporarily assigned to their former advisor,
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if he or she is still employed. If these students should decide to retain their

former advisor for the current year, such assignments should be given priority.

This would lower the number of students to be assigned later and would lessen

the administrative task of making final assignments. Lists of possible choices

for advisors should be posted throughout the school for students to be studying

for two weeks before they make their choice of advisor. (3) All students needing

special guidance should be identified before the advisor selection process takes

place and these students should be given their first choice. (4) Students needing

special guidance should not be assigned to M.A.T. or M.S. interns unless it is

absolutely necessary, since these interns are only available for one year. These

students need to establish a stable advisory relationship which does not change

each year. (5) Students who would be traditionally classified as seniors should

be carefully assigned to advisors to avoid assigning too many to one advisor.

Each advisor must write a detailed composite report for each senior assigned to

him. If too many seniors were assigned to an advisor, the teacher may find it

difficult to complete a quality composite on each senior. If possible, seniors

should be assigned to returning staff members who should be able to offer a more

comprehensive composite for each senior. (6) All new staff (including M.A.T. and

M.S. interns) should possibly be given a lighter load than the returning staff.

(7) The number of students to be assigned to each advisor should again be aimed

at a maximum of 12. However, if an advisor feels he can work with a few more

than this number, such an assignment should be allowed. Some advisors with

poorly-functioning students may find five advisees a heavy load, while other

advisors with 15 well-functioning advisees may feel at ease. (8) More than two

days are needed for the administration to make advisor assignments once the ad-

visor selection sheets have been collected. Preferably four or five days are

needed to sift through advisor requests of students and to finally make proper

assignments for all students. Additional secretarial help would also lessen the

load considerably. (9) A problem exists where several advisors have only a few
students choosing them and then perhaps as a fourth or fifth choice. If the

student assignment load is to be somewhat equalized among advisors, some fourth

and fifth choice students must be assigned. Perhaps an answer to this problem

will develop as the situation is considered. The only possible way now envisioned

is not to assign any students to such teachers. However, if this were done, the

(somewhat) equalized advisee load concept would be shattered. (10) Confidentiality

in regard to students choosing advisors should be maintained. However, an indi-

vidual teacher should be informed in private as to which students chose him and

for which of the five choices. Perhaps this information coupled with the results

of the advisor selection factor survey will indicate ways in which the teacher

might work more effectively with students. (11) Once the initial assignment of

advisors has been made, the changes of advisor should be made with justified

reasons by the use of the drop-add procedure. The advisor coordinator should be

consulted before such a change is made. (12) All new students should be surveyed

as to whether the relationship they have established with their advisor after six

weeks warrants any modifications. (13) A great concern is centered around the

younger children (6, 7, and 8 year olds) in the school system and the extreme

importance,placed on their choice of advisor. These younger children need careful

guidance and perhaps merit a guarantee of first or second choice advisors. Further

study, however, is needed before a definite conclusion can be made. (14) The pos-

sibility of involving the graduate college classes from educational administration

in a project such as this should be explored. Potential administrators from these

classes could benefit from the project and more time would be available for the

school administration. However, students from college classes would have limited

familiarity with the students. (15) Questions still unanswered are: (a) What role

should student interns play in the advisor system? (b) Should small groups of
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close friends be assigned to the same advisor? (c) Should we give more considera-

tion to the number of advisees who need special guidance than to the total number

of students assigned to an advisor? (d) Should a teacher who receives massive

requests as an advisor be transferred to a school counselor role rather than

remain in a teaching role?

Summary: There are many other similar topics which could be included. Innovators

have not been very innovative in the nuts and bolts areas. Perhaps soon creative

educators will attack these mundane but at the moment practical factors. Previously

the energy has gone toward the creation of new programs more closely related to

learning, but as the world of technology grows in education, perhaps some of the

above can be handled through video tapes, computers, information retrieval systems,

and other methods. The major message here is not to let these mechanical items

become excuses or frustrations which prevent change in individual schools. There

are solutions to the nuts and bolts problems; patience in these areas is among

the needed virtues. A solution will be found, but as some studies have indicated,

most changes take anywhere from one to five years to achieve to some degree of

satisfaction.
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Chapter 22

Magic 69 Glossary

In this chapter is an annotated list of 69 elements of change, key words, revisions,

cliches, concepts, ideas, or whatever term the reader chooses to use. The author

has found these elements of change to be crucial; however, some educators have

preferred to identify these elements into perhaps 6 or more broad areas, whereas

others have separated them sometimes into as many as over 100 smaller units. The

total number is not important but the philosophy expressed through them is crucial.

Part of Chapter 1 carried a discussion of Bill Alexander's comments on mini, midi,

and maxi schools. If we accept the conventional schools of the 40's and the 50's

as mini schools, then the 69 items listed in this chapter are certainly those

concepts which were the very basic essential factors for incorporation into the

midi sLhools of the 60's.

The gloosary presented in this chapter is not to be considered as a a.11 inclusive

list, FA certainly not as the picture of the school of the future. 7.:!lany of the

elemenr:_ are now being questioned as to their value for the 70's. Cat-tainly the-2e

will b many replacements, and probably more than i-eplacements, adci.!i-f_ons for tria_

futurisLic schools. With the experiences of the 1960's now past the

dreamers are really beginning to focus on the Schools of Tomorrow. Ls expected

that by 1975 there will be some exciting and fantastic new proposa1 5 -c cause

educators to reach for new heights in education for the 80's and 9C'Ti--an age

when the physical schoolhouse will shrink in size and the community/ -=r1 world

schoolhouse will expand through transportation and te hnological de\eaopments,

with a whole new emphasis on humaneness.

Perhaps now, before listing the 69 changes used in the midi schools of the 60's,

it is appropriate to briefly review the entire concept of change in education, in

the total society, and in the lives of individuals; hopefully this summary might

lead to the bibliography--a list of books full of challenging ideas which will

push forward the creation of humane schools in the 70's.

Thus, if the general thesis of this book is correct--that schools must change,

can be changed, and by a mechanism much more recognizable than previously admitted

--then the question might he raised as to whether it is really necessary to follow

a somewhat formalized change system. In the author's view, such a plan is neces-

sary. The plus 60 elements of an innovatire school of the 60's must be woven into

a pattern. For example, it does seem necessary to first envision possible new

programs; we then must challenge the present to see if the current effort needs

revision; then a rationale must be developed, and fourth, a plan or blueprint

needs to be designed. Next the organizational methods take over, and as a sixth

step, the program or school is created. After creation comes evaluation, and then

reflection.

Haven't educators always planned improvements? Haven't we continually had critics?

What has happened recently to cause such a tremendous ferment of dissatisfaction

with the present schools? Why are individuals and groups now advocating an

entirely new approach to education?
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Probably the best way to answer these and other questions would be tc insert right
here a chapter on Social Change in North America. But the bibliography which
follows in Section D contains some tremendous books on this topic by individuals
who are much more insightful in the areas of social analysis. Therefore, in reach-
ing toward the glossary in this chapter, perhaps first a generalized summary of
many of the concepts contained throughout the book might be a way of answering
the reform coming in society, while perhaps opening an entire new round of thought
on education's role in this reform. The suggestions which serve as guidelines
for renovation should lead to serious reflection, and either confirm or reject
the beliefs about change; somehow, there must be further revision, not only of the

schools, but of the entire change process; there must develop a method to insure
constant ongoing innovation in all districts.

One of the most striking facts is that in order to be successful in change and to

truly develop a significantly different program, the schools must engage in mas-

sive retooling. Everything in the school is affected. Most schools have tried

make only a few changes at a time. But now we know that a dramatic amount of
quantity as well as quality must be included in the effort. The extent of this

quantity is fu_rther reflected by the extensive list of elements of change--notions
which must currently be considered when changing a school, but as stated, ones
wlich may -.ot 'De the key factors in future educational programs.

One of the obvious cliches in the present society pointing to the need for educa-
tional reform is the.rapid time table of change in all phases of American life.
For example, if we try to put change on some type of historical continuum, only

10 years ago did man leave his cave; five years ago, writing was invented; two
years ago, electricity was discovered; yesterday morning, the airplar was invented;

last night the radio appeared; this morning we saw the first television: less than
a minute ago, in this fantastic pace of change, the jet airplane appeared; and in

the last second, we have come upon the world of manned space travel.

Another way of looking at this unbelievable rate of change in the North American
society is to look at the geologists time table, where we learn that in the
development of the earth and life, what man has experienced is only a fraction
of what he is destined to experience. If we put life on a one year continuum, at

the start of the year, on New Year's Day, the earth coalesces. On Independence
Day we have rock solidification; on Thanksgiving Day, the first life appears; on
December 31, at 10:00 p.m., the forebearers of man make their appearance; 42
seconds before midnight, the birth of Christ occurs; in the 7/100's of a second
which just passed, scientists learned half of what they know. In the next 7/100's

of a second, it is predicted that they will double all that they know. With this

fantastic rate of change, education must change too.

The problem with education today is that most educators are still operating no
better than a 1930 model. Though the 1930 automobile was good, most people would

not care to drive it as their major car now. It might be fun for a novelty, but

not as the basic mode of transportation. And yet, in the schools we still use

the 1930 model as the pattern of operation. We need to dream; what would we do

if we could start all over? What kind of a school would we develop with all the
knowledge, with all the resources, and with all the money, time, talent, and
research that we now have available? Would we still develop self-contained class-
rooms with egg crate facilities and halls and walls? Would we still develop a

high school built around bells ringing and hall passes? Would we still insist on

the same curricula and the same obsolete requirements now operational in most
schools? Most educators say no; if we could start all over, we would develop a
different educational program.
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But the problem is, how do we change the existing schools now? Part of the answer

is that we need some change agents. We need people whJ 'can cl_arly state why

schools cannot continue to remain 1930 models. We must become somewhat frustrated.

Ue must work a little harder. We must accept the fact that we must anticipate and
participatein a tremendous era of revision in the American schools.

One of the reasons that we haven't impr3ve.d faster and done a better job is that

we really haven'f had any basic clash of ideas in American education. Yes, we

have had some individual philosophies that have varied. Certainly we have argued

about the methods of teaching reading, 1.7ut as one visits schlocls around the

courtry, generally speaking, education about the same in most states in Ameriza.

Wa have: come to accept a standard or status a certain kind f school, and we

have established certain criteria for tnis school.

There have been and are great individua-s in education. Many of them have spent

a lifetime devoted to providing better ..chools. There have been many efforts.

Eit until the last few years, we have really lacked dynamic leaderzhip on a

ilationwide scale. The individual speakThg out has been lost in the wilderness.
Ua have had few really worthwhile progr7ims. Even though millions of students

have survived the present System, how m'Jch bettr,Ir could their educational oppor-

::unities have been if change had occurred much earlier. T,:haL has been the impact

of recent educational improvements? E.-v-e they reached the cLassroom level? What

bas happened to Sally and Henry each cr3 every day? Because we have lacked a

reL dash of "basic ideas and issues cLA a natioral scale, the schools have con-

tinued to hum along pretty much in the same old way.

Finally we have recognized a few leaders who have been able to muster some sup-
port; thus the change movement is growing; we are headed for some tremendous

clashes of ideas. In fact, we have already begun; these clashes should be

healthy for education. They are going to make educatcrs reflect upon the present
schools, reflect upon the challenge to change, and reflect upon all the new ideas

that have been proposed. We must decide if these new innovations are really

better, and if they are, we must decide how we can implement them rapidly in the

changing national society.

In considering change, it is usually helpful to look briefly at past events.

For example, when we look through the history of American education, we come

upon such proposals as these: (1) to provide learning experiences which appeal
to the natural interests of children--instead of fixed, unvarying content, (2)

to permit children to plan their own learning experiences instead of accepting
only adult chosen activities, (3) to vary instruction for individual children

and groups instead of teaching the same content at the same pace to all, (4) to

teach with the aim of promoting a better understanding of the relationships

among subjects and to the home and community, and (5) to teach through a variety

of learning experiences instead of a single textbook. Do these five statements

really seem radical now? Do they appear to be statements that we cannot accept?

Most all current educators probably would agree that these goals should form

parts of the present programs;lsome schools have already implemented these ideas,
and yet, these are statements basically taken from the platform of the progres-

sive education association, back in the 1930's. Why does it take 30 or 40 or 50

years to recognize excellent id' as? Fortunately, educators are beginning to move

at a mon:, rapid pace.

Wk7. Thust move at a different pace if we are going to solve the problems

2ity, suburbia, eXurbia, and the rural areas. When we consider that
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in some regions of the country, 65 per cent of the people live on one per cent

of the land, that in spite of a decreasing population overall in the _nner city,

the school population in that area has often increased by 50 per cent, and

usually frcm the so-called "minority groups." When we consider the t-remendous

turnover in population III the inner city, when we consider that schocls in the

inner city are much more expens:1-- to operate, when we consider :hat the first

violfnist in a major symphony orchest7=a co-uld not teach violin in mar-7 districts

because he doesn't have the prop,ar education courses, when we consider we haven't

learned hcw to involve the parenes of the students in most schools, ue suddenly

learn we have what seems to be insurmountable problems to correct.

As we look at suburbia, what are we doing for the students who do nc) fit into

the college prep curricula, which, unfortunately, most of the suburhln schools

still foL_Iow fairly rigidly. EJW we have the new exurbia, where the people are

leaving --_:burbia and moving beyond to set up different types of commtalities,

hoping to escape both the problems of the inner city and suburbia. s we reach

into rural America and see the problems of rural poverty, their current schools,

and the general problems of sparsely populated communities, and then as we

realize tilLat 3 per cent of the population produces basically all of che needed

agricultural commodities, we certainly recognize that we must do some-thing to

improve rural America; but even more pressing, what are we going to co to im-

prove education for the vast majority of students who attend schools in the

inner city, in suburbia, and in exurbia? Certainly, we have miles to go as we

reflect upon the need for change in the United States today.

In considering the task of accomplishing the changes needed, we must have a dif-

ferent kind of leadership. We need superintendents and principals and teachers

who are willing to break traditions. We need principals who will launch the

ship without champagne. The original questions remain, however; how are we

going to change the old buildings now in operation with all their conventional

facilities, programs, and faculties? Can we build and develop new schools with

different principals, different faculties, different programs, and different

facilities?

We must have leadership who can envision a new kind of school; this leadership

must create a new philosophical environment before change can be implemented.

This leadership must plan flexible blueprints heading toward the 21st century;

it must organize differently; it must see that programs are implemented more

rapidly. This means a tremendous amount of in-service training. We can't con-

tinue with some of the crude subjective and objective evaluations that are still

in vogue; we cannot rely on comparisons of group standards and obsolete I.Q.'s.

The new leadership must give direction in all of these phases if we are to truly

develop change in education.

Further, the new leadership must help to develop teaching strategies where there

is a differunt learning climate. We don't want rainy classrooms, where teachers

act as spoon-feeders and speakers to groups of 25-35 children. We want them to

be in sunny climates where teachers are listeners, motivators, and consultants

concerned about individuals. We want them to get help from the computer so they

can diagnose, and prescribe, and offer better alternatives than we have in the

past.

The new curricula must ask questions related to scope versus depth. Is it impor-

tant that we cover history from the prehistoric monsters to uhe latest development

in Vietnam? Is it more important to study in depth some rather important issues
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in the developmer. of man? Are we. ,oing to continue to treat all the 8th graders

the same? Are we gping to continue to have curricula that is even labeled 8th

grade? Are we gong to develop s(41,..-? aced materials that emphasize critical

thinking and procees? Are we going to be concerned in the curricula about man's

quest for values? The new kind of school is going to reflect the curriculum

changes which are being suggested trc-gh th-e social change in the United States.

The patterns for _71structing st_ide C3 in the school are certainly going to change;

the ore.LnizationE re going tc Wal-A more flexible. We are going to have things

like flexible sz:-,duling, fle=b1.2. t=aching. flexible learning, flexible grouping,

flexible pacing, -1..7A flexible evaluation procedures. We are going to have teachers

involved in planning together. We are going to develop the concept of student

freedom and responsibility; the psi:terns by which we move students throughout

the year are going to be radically different than in today's schools. Students

will determine most of the de,:i5t-)ns.

And as we have sLiz:, the facilitis must change. No school should be built now

with permanent halLs or permanent L.-nterior walls. They ought to be completely

flexible arrangements so that over :he summer, or over the weekend, over night,

or over any given year, very easil- the walls, the ventilation, the fixtures,

the lights, and all can he moved. We can't continue to lock people into school

buildings 60 years hence; building: must be much more flexible than they have

been in the past. We need to take a look at the high rise schools where multiple

occupancy may be practiced; on the bottom floors we will have shops, and above

the shops parking areas, and above Lhe parking areas housing areas, and on the

very top of the high rise the school, with an inflatable dome for the gymnasium

and artificial turf on the athletic fields,.which are on top of the skyscraper.

We are developing tile with "hair," so that all schools will have acoustical

flooring; they will all be acoustically dampened. We are no longer going to be

arguing about whether carpeting or an equivalent substitute is appropriate. We

are going to make more use of pre-fabricated walls, and systems such as the

School Construction System Development type arrangement. We are going to build

instant campuses and construct schools in 60 to 70 days. We are going to make

more use of portable pools. Every child ought to have an opportunity, with the

technology we have now, for swimming during school, if we decide this is a valu-

able program for boys and 3irls. We can no longer justify lack of these kinds

of facilities in any of the school districts today. The new accomplishments in

architecture and engineering are a tremendous asset. As we consider programs

for the 2Ist century, we must reflect the need for an entirely different type of

construction.

We now realize that change must become a continuous process, a rolling stone, a

rocket to the moon, or whatever analogy we wish to make. We cannot any longer

tolerate schools improving in spurts whenever a sputnik comes along, or a pro-

gressive education movement causes a little discomfort for a few years, or war

time needs spell out certain deficiencies in the schools. Educational change is

going to be a constant on-going process where we improve every day, every week,

every year, making truly significant reforms. When the sputniks come along, we

will not have to dramatically retool because we will already be in the process

of retooling. Right now we are so badly in need of truly experimental schools,

ones which ere way out on the cutting edge of change.

This need indicates the possible adoption of massive improvements. We realize

that perhaps these wil] not be appropriate in the late 70's or 80's, as we
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continue to pursue new ter ways to e.ducate the youths and adults of the

socfiety. However, a lr ent time, ye do have directions and goals toward

which we ought to be mo :)ased upon current knowledge about boys and girls

and educational programs

There are many ways to Tt to indicate what some of these improvements might

be. In this chapter We .:_lassifying them in six categories: philosophy;

instruction; learning; st--''Iure; technology; and reporting. There seem to be

about 8-12 revisions LE of these six components which constitute a school.

Following now is a glosLs, , or list, or short statements about some of the re-

visions of the 60's. W. Ld not quarrel over the wording, or whether or not

the item is a "change"; of these statements or notions or titles, in some

way or another, whether ee are combined with other ideas or treated as isolated

notions, seems to have .7:ole in the schools as we start the 70's. Hopefully,

each staff will compile own specific list for their particular school.

Each faculty member, as of the process of staff involvement, ought to develop

his or her own individua_ 2._ot, and then compile it with the other staff members'

and proceed then to hamwe t a glossary of changes for that school. No staff

should completely accept list here; these are merely notions which perhaps

constitute a change of dt:_tion in the schools, when properly implemented. They

have been useful in clar-Lfying thoughts as to the kind of school we ought to have

now. If a school staff really does becolz)e significantly involved in the on-going

process of improvement, this list should soon be outdated.

Component I -- PHILOSOPHY

The innovative schools have a carefully prepared statement of philosophy and pur-

pose; the convictions expressed consider the following and other elements.

Element 1. The school is c_zmitted to the concept of HUMANENESS.

Schools of the past have rc;I:aced the options and alternatives through rules, regu-

lations, and requirements, =id thus have become inhumane institutions. The new

humane schools have increaaed the options, alternatives, responsibilities, and

self-direction opportunities. Self-selection has become an accepted concept in

individualization.

Element 2. The school in committed to ON-GOING INNOVATION.

Significant improvement q_znerally occurs when there is a deep philosophical com-

mitment that schools must be better, and that often, better means developing

significantly different designs. Change as a continuous progress thus must be

institutionalized.

Element 3. The school is committed to INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION.

No longer a cliche in college textbooks, it is now possible and desirable to

individualize instruction. Materials and teacher training are the major hin-

drances. Each student should be working on activities designed for his indi-

vidual needs, interests, and abilities. "Required for all" courses are basically

eliminated; where required courses are demanded, assignments are individualized.

Element 4. The school L. _-:-1-allaitted to CONTINUOUS PROGRESS.

Students should work thrt materials without regard for the "chapter" others are

studyIng. Through SELF-ACING, as soon as they conplete one set of materials they

move right on to the ne= -,-hout waiting for the class or a ..,ro.up test. The mate-

rial- al.e often student ped, and the length of time svnt on them are usually

delte ained by. -7.11.c. studEat in onsultation with the teacher.



Element 5. The school is committed to new ROLE PERCEPTIONS.
Teachers are seen as motivators and guides primarily working with small groups

and individuals. They are no longer spoon-feeders of knowledge involved in large,

group paced instruction or with classes of 25. They readily admit they do not

always "know" what the adult of the late 20th and F...arly 21st century must study.

Element 6. The school is committed to new TIME PRIORITIES,
All students do not need five 55-minute periods each week in high school for each

subject, or 71/4 hours of reading and language activities per week in the elementary.

Individual time priorities are developed rather than group. "How much time does

Sally need in a particular subject--not how much time does the first grade need."

Element 7. The school is committed to the concept of STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY.

Students should have at least a 50/50 relationship in making decisions about cur-

riculum, policy, evaluation, new programs, and individual needs. Students accept

responsibility when they have the right to share in the planning of school experi-

ences. They learn that with freedom goes responsibility and courtesy.

Element 8. The school is committed to the concept of SELF-DIRECTION.
_

The different world of the 21st century will demand more than ever that individuals

be self-directing and self-educating. They must be given opportunities to learn

those skills through independent study and responsibility time, not hall passes

and tardies.

Element 9. The school is committed to positive approaches to MOTIVATION and

SUCCESS.
New approaches to motivation and incentive are replacing gold stars, report cards,

grades, failure, and pressure. Comparisons of unequals creates false values.

Marking a paper "two correct" is better than marking it "eight wrong." Each

child should find some measure of success each and every school day. Involving

the student in making decisions part of the day as to what he wants to do, rather

than insist on teacher, school, or group requirements, is one way to help insure

success.

Element 10. The school is committed to EXPERIMENTATION.
Most school methods are presently based on tradition, not extensive research or

thoughtful philosophy (ex. bell ringing). Experimental efforts are adding in-

sight; magic regulations such as kindergarten entrance dates are being replaced

by more logical and rational approaches.

Element 11. The school is committed to becoming a COMMUNITY CENTER.

Schools must become community investments to the extent that they are open where

needed, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 12 months a year. Closing schools at

4 p.m. weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays, and June to September does not make sense.

Element 12. The school is committed to becoming a SCHOOL IN THE COMMUNITY.

Students often learn best ouside school walls. Smaller buildings should be con-

structed and more programs developed which find students working on farms, in

automobile garages, in art museums, in business offices, and other centers in the

community.

Element 13. The school is committed to a TWELVE MONTH PPOGRAM.

Learning programs ought to be offered on a twelve month, self-paced basis where

the learning objective is the criterion, not the hours in school or the month it

was learned. As an easy way to start, students should only be required to be
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there the state minimum number of days, such as 170 of the 365--minus the usual

illness days--and should be able to take vacation in November or January, or

March, or August or at any time it is needed, for as long as it is necessary or

desirable. This is simple in a continuous progress school.

Component II -- INSTRUCTION

The innovative schools are involved in projects implementing current research

findings, and are further researching new developments concerning instruction

and learning; a few of the elements thought essential to explore now are listed

below.

Element 1. The school is committed to exploring INTERACTION ANALYSIS.

Research indicates that most classrooms are dominated by teacher talk and student

quiet work assignments. Yet these methods do not appear as productive as self-

directed study and student intoraction, which is presently very limited. Inter-

action and other method studies are underway in concerned schools.

Element 2. The school is committed to HUMAN RELATIONS.
Teacher and student perceptions of each other, teacher and student personalities,

and the appropriate matches are crucial. The way adults perceive children appears

to have a great deal to do with the way the child learns. Placing the child in
contact with multiple personalities in team situations seems to enhance the pos-

sibility of the appropriate match of perception and personalities.

Element 3. The school is committed to developing skills of INDIVIDUAL DIAGNOSIS.

Individual diagnosis of each child is absolutely essential if individualized
instruction, continuous progress, and self-pacing methods are to be utilized.

Some good diagnostic tests are emerging in the early childhood area, but much

more objectivity is needed in determining needs, interests, and abilities. Stu-

dents in school must be treated as patients in the medical office--each must be

considered individually.

Element 4. The school is committed to INDIVIDUAL PRESCRIPTION.
Intenaoven with individual diagnosis is the necessity of individually prescribing

programs for each individual. The schools must have a pharmacy of learning

experiences. Matching curricula, requirements, choices, teacher personalities,
and techniques with student personalities and learning styles is essential. A

few schools are experimenting with computer decision making as an aide to pro-

viding alternatives. Other schools are developing subjective prescription sheets.

Element 5. The school is committed to writing LEARNING OBJECTIVES.
The innovative schools have concluded that general goals and objectives such as

to appreciate, to understand, to know, to enjoy are no longer adequate as

measures of specific student behavior. Teachers and students are writing per-
formance or behavioral objectives that are measurable in clearly identifiable

terms for each learning activity. A person who ----- is a person who , or,

given , the student is able to . However, behavioral objectives are

not always necessary or desirable. In fact, more and more of the humane schools

are moving toward agreements reached between the student and teacher, most of
which are student developed, and often are best not written in a formula.

Element 6. The school is committed to applying new research regarding

INTELLIGENCE.
Intelligence scores and readiness for learning can be affected. Ttlere are
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probably about 120 distinct abilities for each individual, 50 of which are now

known. The spread of abilities, characteristics, and achievements forces indi-

vidualization of instruction. Innovative schools are exploring intelligence

studies.

Element 7. The school is committed to aiding EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION.

Research on characteristics and achievement of students gives new perception to

the importance of the early childllood years. Learning experiences must be struc-

tured to insure that the child's skills awl functions are developed before under-

taking "first grade" programs for which he is not ready. Entering kindergarten

children, age 5, actually range from 3-8. Innovative elementary schools are

starting new 3-6 year old programs, and secondary schools are supporting with

staff and time.

Element 8. The school is committed to analyzing the APPROPRIATE DOMAIN.

Investigation into the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains draws atten-

tion to the need to carefully consider the tasks being assigned. Students with

learning problems often have difficulty in the affective and psychomotoi domains,

but educators are still predominantly prescribing work in the cognitive. Schools

are experimenting with combination prescriptions in the three domains.

Element 9. The school is committed to PHASE TEACHING.

There is no conclusive research to juatify classes of 25-30 all day in each sub-

ject. The evidence now points to teaching in five phases in each subject--large

group, small group, independent study, laboratory, and one-to-one conference as

being superior to groups of 30. Innovative schools are piloting efforts to find

appropriate time allotments for instruction. The answer varies with the individ-

ual, but there are some general percentages which can be used as guidelines.

Element 10. The school is committed to MULTI-MEDIA LEARNING.

Learning seems to improve for most individuals when multi-media approaches are

used: visuals, listening tapes, records, television, video tapes, graphs--see,

hear, feel, taste, smell approaches. Though not a new ides, the innovative

schools are increasing the use of these approaches and conducting studies to

determine differences in achievement. The computer math projects where "first

graders" are learning through "technological teachers" are examples.

Element 11. The school is committed to BUDGETING FEEDBACK.

Budgets should provide funds for planning for change. Many of the present inno-

vations can be handled by a re-deployment of present finances. Other new ideas

need additional money. In addition to budgeting for planning change and for

actually developing it, funds must be available for evaluative feedback as to

whether the program is actually worth the money invested, in terms of time and

achievement, and in comparison with previous programs or other new ones.

Element 12. The school is committed to HUMANE ACCOUNTABILITY.

The accountability movement has many desirable features. Schools should know

whether they are successful. However, the present accountability based on read-

ing and math s:Alls only is wrong. Humaneness calls for learning which hits

affective and psychomotor development as well as cognitive, and at individual

rather than group goals.

Component III -- LEARNING

The innovative schools are studying learning and learning theory and revising

the entire curriculum as a result of recent research and experimentation.
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Element 1. The school is committed to LEARNING ABOUT LEARNING.

Though there is still a great deal unknown about the way learning occurs, concerned

schools are involved in extensive in-service sessions to increase staff knowledge

of what is known. Teachers or specialists on the staff who understand learning

psychology are being used as translators to help teachers build programs around

how learning seems to occur for various individuals. The staff is fully aware of

and involved in the many research projects attempting to learn more about learning.

Element 2. The school is committed to RELEVANT REQUIREMENTS.

There are very few things taught in a school which everyone must know. There are

some things that most students probably should know, and other concepts, skills,

or knowledges that some or a few should study. Perhaps 90 per cent of what is

now buing taught is not relevant for every individual in the society of 1980-2020,

and almost that much is irrelevant for many individuals in the 70's. The innova-

tive schools are attempting to solve the problem of curricular relevancy.

Element 3. The school is committed to PERSONALIZED PROGRAMS.

Each day, week, month, or year, depending upon the need, diagnostic discussions

are held with and without the students to attempt to determine the best prescrip-

tion for each child at that moment in time. It is thus assumed that a student

may, for example, have two hours of individualized reading, 11/2 hours of physical

education, and one hour of responsibility time prescribed for a given day or

longer, rather than the conventional hour each of English, history, math, science,

physical education, and study. This means that such traditional courses as 7th

grade English required of all are a thing of the past in the new kinds of schools.

Element 4. The school is committed to utilizing new CURRICULAR PROJECTS.

There are a great number of national curriculum projects attempting to develop

better instructional materials in most subject areas. Almost all are better

than the former basic and supplementary textbooks and therefore should be used;

unfortunately most all are still written for group-paced instruction, and thus

must be revised by teachers for continuous progress programs. Level four learners

who develop their own objectives and media should not be forced to use any of the

projects, regardless of how good they are, if the student approach is more mean-

ingful to that individual. Studerts should be encouraged to write their own cur-

ricula as they find a need to learn.

Element 5. The school is committed to MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACHES.

Though most new national curriculum projects are developed around the structure

of a single discipline, the forward trend schools are emerging with an inter-

disciplinary approach, or at least a multi-disciplinary one. The innovative

curriculum schools are merging the former fourteen separate subjects. Ultimately

the materials will all be individualized so that they can be interrelated in

almost any combination, or treated separately--ultimately one curricula, developed

by an interrelated team or teachers and a student or students who select certain

learning goals.

Element 6. The school is committed to ASSESSING INSTRUCTIONAL PACKETS.

Before accepting new curriculum materials, the innovative schools are using

various criteria to determine which one, which ones, or which parts of which ones

of the many curriculum packages available should be selected. Currently the items

to consider the worth of a particular program are being listed by some evaluations

under the following ten steps or criteria for decision making: problem, assess-

ment, direction, availability, learning, conten., environment, practical, decision,

and action.
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Element 7. The school is committed to CONCEPTS AND CREATIVITY.

Specific content is not particularly important in most subjects today, but con-

cepts and themes still are valid. Africa as content becomes rapidly irrelevant--

Africa in 1940 and Africa in 1970; but it is of value as a tool for developing

basic concepts such as modernization. Schools are actually working to learn how

to "teach" creativity, long a goal but with little accomplishment. The present

creative students have had heavy dropout rates in the conventional schools.

Element 8. The school is committed to PROCESS, INQUIRY and ANALYSIS.

Knowing the process of how to find an answer, knowing how to inquire, to seek

information, to discover answers, to analyze results--process, inquiry, discovery,

and analysis are important approaches to learning. The good new curriculum pro-

jects and the good new schools are developing materials designed to develop these

learning styles.

Element 9. The school is committed to MULTIPLE STUDENT RESOURCES.

Students receiving "A's" and "D's" and spread ten years in achievement scores

should not be expected to compete in the same curriculum. Neither should they

be grouped by tracks. The exciting schools, realizing the extreme variance in

learning frames of reference, have eliminated tha required textbook and instead

have substituted individualized materials aimed at a wide variety of abilities

and interests, yet often focusing on the same themes or concepts.

Element 10. The school is committed to preparing SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL PACKETS.

Self-instructional learning act'ivities must be prepared by innovative teachers.

They are not available in most areas commercially. Le!arning kits, Unipacs, con-

tracts, learning activities packages, individually prescribed assignments, and

capsules are being used; rigid curriculum guides are partly being replaced by

flexible materials students can study without personal teacher instruction or

teacher presence. However, these packets should only be used when they make

sense to the particular teacher-student-content mix. Entire required for all

courses built on contract or unipac approaches are as wrong as the single

textbook. They only supplement the pharmacy--they do not serve as "the

pharmacy."

Element 11. The school is committed to STUDENT QUEST.

After any basic teacher required and prepared study has been completed by the

student, and after he has perhaps pursued depth concepts suggested by the instruc-

tor, the student should be able to continue in the same topic which has been left

open-ended by the instructor; he may decide to QUEST an entire course--never

meeting in a formal class situation--a course not required. Students who QUEST

generally develop their own objectives, content, and methodology, and prepare

their own lesson plans.

Element 12. The school is committed to STUDENT EXCHANGE.

Students learn more out of the school building in the environment conducive to

the subject being studied; in learning a foreign language, for example, students

should spend blocks of time in foreign countries, and foreign students should

come to the United States--not just one or two, but entire classes and large

groups. Depending upon community resources, students in as many subjects as

possible should pursue part of the course outside the school building. Living

on an Indian reservation for a period of time is generally superior to reading

a book about Indians, but combinations of all media are probably best.

Element 13. The school is committed to GAMING and SIMULATION.

These two notions by themselves are not that crucial; however, here they are



symbolic representatives of attempts to find new and better patterns of class-

room instruction.

Element 14. The school is committed to SELF-SELECTION and WINDOW SHOPPING.

Schools providing smorgasbord scheduling and optional attendance allow students

to self-seleet the courses they want to study that day or year and the materials

with which they prefer to work. This is practical on K-12 basis, but is im-

plemented a little differently at various levels of individual development.

Window shopping eliminates the need for pre-registration and original drop/adds.

Students search until they finally find the right program for a period of time--

they then indicate what they have decided to pursue. They then register and do

not change until they switch an entire area--from English to Industrial Arts.

This is noted on the office records. If they take English 12 years, they never

have to drop/add or re-register once the original signup has been completed.

Component TV -- STRUCTURE

The innovative schools are developing new staff patterns, new schedule arrange-

ments, and new methods of interaction and relationships.

Element 1. The school is committed to DAILY MAORGASBORD SCHEDULING MENUS, or to

NON-SCHEDULING.
Schedules should be built daily based on the instructional tasks planned by

teams of teachers, and by student identified needs and individual choices. In

this type of open schedule, about 20 per cent of the time is planned by the

teacher. The other 80 per cent of the time the schedule is open to approximately

10-25 choices, depending upon the individual level of maturity. The best daily

schedules find students self-selecting from a smorgasbord offering--the restau-

rant menu. There are now about seven methods to accomplish this, biAt each calls

for a compromise; any of the seve.,1 uow considered improvements over period

1-2-3 type schedules or self-contalnad rooms. Dramatic breakthroughs should

occur in scheduljng in innovative schools in the 70's. Non-scheduling appears

to be the next important step.

Element 2. The school is committed to NON-GRADING.
Approximately 15 ner cant of the students presently achieve at their designated

grade level. Achievement scores range from "3rd grade to 13th grade" for

"typical 7th graders." Therefore, the organization must be a non-graded mix

of students, and the materials individualized to provide appropriate opportuni-

ties for the "other 85 per cent" erroneously diagnosed under the graded system.

The task of the teacher is to spread the range of achievement without crc-ating

competitive or caste systems. The old country schoolhouse was a great mix.

K-12 schools, or overlapping "grade level" schools, have more to offer than

K-6, 7-9, 10-12 artificial separations.

Element 3. The school is committed to TEAM TEACHING.
Two or more teachers, and their aide(s), planning and teaching together, maximizes

teacher strengths, minimizes weaknesses; it provides multiple personalities for

students, and improved perception for teachers. Teaming eliminates the concept

of the self-contained room at all levels, K-12. It is an excellent way to inter-

relate curricula by teaming various disciplines and provides student choice as to

personality, perception, age, sex, interest, and skill.

Element 4. The school is committed to TEAM PLANNING.
Team planning can Occur in a variety of situations, but is essential in innovative
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schools. The learning team can plan a daily sc_hedule and program for a group of

students; a multi-curriculum team can plar_ inLerdjscip_Lnary approaches; a single

curricular team can plan experiences in a particular subject field; a design team

can plan for the overall development of the school program; f-am planning is

absolutely essential to success in team teaching. Team plar,,Amg is a way to begin

teaming without actually doing team teaching. It avoids some teacher personality

conflicts; in the actual teaching act, team planning without team teaching, while

providing many of the values of the latter, does lose those gained by teaching

together. In the long haul, team planning is more important f )an teLm teaching.

Element 5. The school is committed to TEAM LEARNING.

This is formalizing a carry over from the rural school--the concept of students

teaching students. Many students learn parts of the curriculum better from

their classmates than they do from the teacher; they learn by discussing con-

cepts with their peers. Small group, quest, and lab experiences can all be

structured to provide for planned team learning and tutoring.

Element 6. The school is committed to FLEXIBLE GROUPING.

Homogeneous, heterogeneous, sex, interest, and sociogram grouping are all wrong

if used as permanent methods of organization; all are correct if used flexibly

and alternated depending upon the instructional plans for the day; eventually

flexible grouping leads to a pooling of individual students; from the pool

generate teacher requests for students, student reuest for teachers, or indi-

vidual choice options.

Element 7. The school is committed to the use of AUXILIARY PERSONNEL.

Use of para-professionals (teacher aides or other types of generally non-certified

adults) is essential to the development of improved programs. Some serve in th

role of an instructional assistant and actually teach; others fill clerical po-

tions; still others serve in general supervisory positions (ex. playgrounds);

some serve as special aides, persons who may serve as artists or audio visual

technicians. Smaller schools often must combine these functions. If aides are

not available as additional budget, the professional teacher ration should be

changed so that the adult-student ratio can be increased by employing aides.

In any case, the certified teachers with whom the aide will work should inter-

view and recommend hiring of the aides.

Element 8. The school is committed to DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING.

The better school districts are moving to twelve month contracts and a shortening

of the time actually spent in direct contact with children each day, to allow for

team planning and curriculum, development to occur during the school day and

throughout the twelve month school year. Schools are staffed somewhat like

hospitals: there are master teachers who diagnose and prescribe (doctors);

there are staff teachers who carry out the prescription, but who are not quali-

fied to perform some of the required tasks (nurses); there are para-professionals

who relieve the professionals from tasks not requiring as much training (nurses

aides); there are specialists such as automation technicians, psychologists,

artists, and other (lab technicians and hospital specialists). There are candy-

stripers who volunteer (parent or older student volunteers). Many of the above

individuals are hired on a twelve month basis, but some will work fewer months

of the year. This means teacher training must change; the innovative schools

are now working with colleges on internship programs.

Element 9. The school is committed to INTERSCHOOL COOPERATION.

Smaller schools and smaller districts cannot individually provide all the services
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and technological developments neededin today's schools; neither can they indi-
vidually develop enough creative ideas to improve education rapidly; large dis-
tricts, though possibly providing more services, also cannot keep abreast of all
the innovations. But schools and school districts working together can; a con-
federation of schools and/or districts can share financial costs, technological
development, specialized services, and innovative ideas in almost all situations.

Element 10. The school is committed to new DISTRICT PATTERNS.
New patterns of school district organization are merging to replace the unsatis-
factory 6-3 or 8-4. Though no one knows the best system, if there is one, there
is evidence the 6-3-3 is not the answer. Current trends lean toward the educa-
tional park concept K-12, at least implemented that way in program if not in
facilities. Other systems, looking toward the middle school trend, are adopting
a 4-4-4 pattern. Further, neighborhood attendance lines are finally being
eliminated in favor of matching school philosophies with individual learning
styles. The point here is that the innovative schools are searching for better
arrangements !-:han 6-3-3 with required neighborhood attendance lines. Many
educators now 'selieve a preK-14 is best.

Element 11. The school is committed to NEW ATTENDANCE LAWS.
It is more and mo:fe apparent that requiring all students ages 7 through 16, or
whatever ages are picked by J. state, tc be in school every day, especially in a
predetermined neighborhood school is not the best treatment of all students.
Optional attendance policies, more flexibility in state laws and in selection of
schools is necessary. The racial and bussing arguments have temporarily inter-
rupted this reform, but it will come. Many 14-17 year olds do not belong in the
present compulsive, inactive schools.

Component V -- TECHNOLOGY

The innovative schools are turning to automation and to new open learning
facilities.

Element 1. The school is committed to huge STUDENT MEDIA CENTERS.
Innovative schools are dewaloping exciting media centers to house 30-50 per cent
of the student body for many individual activities. They replace libraries, which
have always been underdeveloped, and study halls, which havehad no other function
than to police. These air-conditioned, carpeted, soft furniture learning centers
have absolute quiet zones, semi-quiet browsing and study areas, and noise areas,
in addition to housing the listening-viewing automation facilities for the school.
Wet carrels and automated systems play an important role. Print and non-print
mixes are now essential.

Element 2. The school is committed to TEACHER PLANNING CENTERS.
The new school plans call for teacher planning centers to replace the "classroom
for each teacher" concept. In team planning there must be areas where teachers
can easily communicate. These centers should have quiet individual work areas,
group conference areas, individual conference areas, and relaxation areas. When
possible they should be close to the media/resource center areas, and to the
teaching pods.

Element 3. The school is committed to MODIFIED OPEN PODS.
Large open learning areas with arrangements for large and small groups, independent
study, and individual laboratory experiences are replacing the classrooms designed
for 25 or 30 students. Large open noise areas with no mousey quiet or extra noisy
zones are wrong too. Where partitions are used, they are of the easily movable
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type, rather than permanent construction, and usually demountable rather than

folding. In the coming years, as programs and functions change, the form must

readily change too. As construction occurs, it is only for the 70's, and there-

fore should be easily remodeled for the 80's. Form should support function

Completely open pods as constructed in some districts do not support all functions.

Element 4. The school is committed to ACOUSTICAL FLOORING.
The developments in carpeting have made mandatory the use of some type of acous-

tical flooring, which not only deadens sound, but provides a greatly improved

aesthetic environment. In the past schools have often had acoustical ceilings

and walls, but the greatest noise problems usually are from the floors.

Element 5. The school is committed to FLEXIBLE FURNISHINGS.
New developments in furnishings are finally allowing the gradual replacement of

the traditional large, hard to move rigid student desk or table with more flexible

seating possibilities. Schools should no longer order masses of the usual style

desks and straight hard library tables and chairs. Both wet and dry carrels,

soft furniture, carpet and other improve teaching arrangement possibilities.

Birds and plants are important school furnishings too. All science laboratories,

bookcases, and shelving, for example, should have plug-ins where needed and be

on wheels for complete rearrangement as ideas develop and programs change.

Element 6. The school is committed to COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING.

The use of computers will dramatically change the role for teachers from imparters

of information to resource stimulators for individuals and small groups. It will

relieve teachers of clerical and repetitious drill and provide a tremendous aid

to the individualization of instruction. Already some complete courses can be

taught by a computer. The potential of these programs on a national hookup is

just developing.

Element 7. The school is committed to RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS.
Closely allied with computers, immediate access to viewing and listening tapes

within a school, retrieval of information from local and national sources, and

finger tip availability to large group material on an individualized basis will

further revolutionize the role of thc teacher. Though CAI, CBI, and retrieval

systems are extremely expensive, schools are now using them. The innovative

schools are installing or making plans to install these systems, but ones which

are flexible so that they can provide for individualized instruction, not mas's

media feedback to individuals of group required content.

Element 8. The school is committed to TELE-COMMUNICATION.
In spite of present limitations and disappointments, there is an exciting future

for instructional and educational television. Tele-lecture and tele-writing

systems now provide opportunities for resource persons and instruction to a

degree of excellence never before possible many small schools. In the 1990's

students will have much of their learning at home, perhaps only attending the

"schoolhow7;e" two days a week.

Element 9. The school is committed to an increase in AUTOMATION BUDGETS.

Micro-image, micro-transparencies, micro-fiche and other types of technological

developments are going to continue to force change in education. Schools must

reflect the need for these items by increasing the percentage of the budget spent

in their development. While awaiting the more expensive pieces of equipment, the

innovative school makes sure that teachers and students have plentiful access to

tape recorders, overhead and loop film projectors, films, and huge amounts of
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library type materials, includirn. a flrod of paperback and other short term

resources. Video tape recorders offer perhaps the greatest immediate potential

for all around, practical school use.

Component VI -- REPORTING

The innovative schools are developing new systems of student evaluation, program

evaluation, and information reporting.

Element 1. The school is committed to INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS REPORTS.

The group type comparative report cards have been replaced in innovative elemen-

tary and middle schools by diagnostic/prescriptive parent-team confel-ences, be-

havioral objectives measurements, individual diagnostic testing, and subjective

analysis ratings. High schools are just beginning to modify their forms as they

fight against college-based traditions and iliperstitions such as Carnegie units,

G.P.A.'s, ABC report cards, aad class rank. The individualized reports focus

on the progress of the single student, and not on a subjective comparison with

a group. The evaluation is determined in a 1-1 conference with the student and

reviewed with the advisor°

Element 2. The school is committed to planned STUD7NT CONFERENCES.

The school provides time, through flexible team and schedule patterns for teachers

to confer individually with students during the school day. These are planned as

regular phases of the instructional program, not only in emergency or request

situations. Great rewards seem to be occurring as a result of a 10-15 minute

one-to-one conference each week or two, as opposed to no conference and five

periods of 45 or 55 minute groups of 25 for instruction meetings. Evaluation

conferences are especially helpful; but general "bull sessions" are also needed

to open up lines of communication. Instructional tutoring conferences are an

important phase too.

Element 3. The school is committed to INDIVIDUALLY PACED TESTING.

Students should take tests that are as individually designed as possible. Inno-

vative courses conducted on a continuous progress, self-paced basis allow each

student to be evaluated whenever he is ready, not on some group schedule. Group

testing of a diagnostic :ature still has a place; group testing as a summary is

valid, but the questions are general, such as "write all you know about your

pursued area of independent study." Subjective group attitude surveys relating

to studeut opinions are appropriate as informational devices, but the innovative

schools have eliminated the practice of trying to test all students on chapter

two at the same time. No one fails tests; they are merely means of evaluating

how much a student knows about the subject being considered.

Element 4. The school i$ committed to COUNSELING COUNSELORS.

Counselors are developing open counseling centers, becoming parts of teaching

teams, giving large and small group instruction, writing unipacs, diagnosing and

prescribing for individual students, and guiding students toward career oriented

opportunities where students find success. Heavy emphasis is placed on the ele-

mentary school level, and the concern is with appropriate learning experiences

for each individual, not dogmatic subjective requirements. Some counselors are

becoming psychologists; their preparation should reflect this. But the exciting

counselor is the OMBUDSMAN who wanders the halls like a pied piper, visiting

with kids: Counselors are no longer glorified clerks who sit in a cubbyhole

figuring out requirementa and averages.
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Element 5. The school is committed to TEACHER ADVISORS.

The ratio of 1-300 for school counselors does not work. Students selecr a teacher

--an adult to talk to--who acts as the student's counselor-advisor. They provide

that immediate contact. The "trained" counselor can then be used for special roles.

Element 6. The school is committed to INFORMATION FEEDBACK.

Innovative schools are making numerous changes. In many cases the actual Measur-

able impact on the classroom has been rather negligible. Some critics are claim-

ing that the changes are tad, not fundamental. The good experimental schools

are now attempting to insure some measurement of what is happening to students

as a result of all of the attempted innovations and research designs. This in-

formation must be accurately reported as feedback in the evaluation cycle. The

good schools have statistical and interpretive analysis of the results of new

programs.

Element 7. The school is committed to using EVALUATION MODELS.

In the attempt to gather information about programs and students, innovative

schools are developing models to measure whether their programs are enabling

them to meet their objectives. One currently in use is where context, input,

process, and product evaluations are used as steps in an on-going and revolving

cycle. Evaluation models must go far beyond what is now in vo6ue, and certainly

encompass more than a "national assessment" concept.

Element 8. The school is committed to different PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT.

A new era of public relations has been opened by the demand to explain new inno-

vations to the public. The best critics and ambassadors of the new programs are

the students, and thus they must be involved first in the public relations plans.

"Honest sessions," truly informing parents and students of the many present

deficiencies in the schools, and the real successes or failures achieved with

new programs, are important phases of public relations. One of the greatest

boons is that of opening attendance areas. If parents are dissatisfied, they

are permitted to transfer students. Much pressure on innovation has been re-

leased by such policies. The new schools are thus attempting to develop new

public relations programs, and new types of rIA's, and other parent organizations.

Parent volunteers are an important part ot ne innovative schools programs.

Element 9. The school is committed to INFORMATION ACTION.

Many schools gather information about their programs, but seldom use it to stimu-

late new developments. For example, we have ,nown for years the current foreign

language and physical education courses in the public schools were not reaching

their stated objectives for the majority of individuals. The truly innovative

schools are attempting to develop new curric lum materials, teaching methods,

and other in areas where the resulting infu. nation feedback demanded action.

Element 10. The school is committed to CLIENT ORIENTED EVALUATION.

For years schools gave studentsABCDFmarks and set behavior standards. Stu-

dents were not asked to do the same for the teachers. The innovative schools are

developing procedures for student evaluation of teachers; not only are students

selecting thetrown teachers, but they are marking rating scales to help identify

strong and weak teacher characteristics. Teachers are rating teachers. No

longer will the principal and superintendent determine teacher competency. Fur-

ther, teachers are evaluating administrators. The whole process relates to

client-oriented evaluation.

Thus ends the list of 69 suggestions for school improvement; more could be added;

some of the above could be combined. But if schools can implement these 69, they

will be off to a good start. More are coming in the. 70's and 80'a.
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Chapter 23

The Reachable Star

President John F. Kennedy, speaking in 1963 about the signing of the treaty to

end the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, said as part of that

address; "But history and our own conscience will judge us harshly if we do

not now make every effort to test our hope by action, and this is the place to

begin. According to the ancient Chinese proverb, 'a journey of a thousand miles

must begin with a single step.' My fellow American, let us take that first step."

That challenge of John Kennedy in many ways has been the theme of this entire

book. Changing the schools of the United States is a journey of a thousand miles,

but: it will never occur unless some educators, some parents, and some students

take that single step. A few have begun. But history should now record, that

most schools, not just a few, at this moment in time, reaching the decade of the

70's, took that first step--the step toward the long overdue massive reform of

American education.

The 1960's found a minority of schools making an effort through team teaching,

nongrading, flexible scheduling, individualized instruction, carpeted buildings,

and open pod designs. But these did not go far enough or fast enough, nor were

they joined by the majority. They struggled againsttremendous odds--lack of

experience, untrained teachers, limited budgets, lack of parent understanding,

and the failure of Che educational world to support their pioneer efforts. But

they did achieve the break-through that now makes it possible for educators

throughout the nation during this decade of the 70's to show that with true

commitment, hard work, cooperation, and student and parent support that we really

can develop relevant and humane schools.

Those starting will take much abuse. Needed are sensitive but tough hides. A

number of people from all walks of life have had dreams--have had great dreams--

ones that we cannot give up. One of those dreams is that someday the young

people in the United States can be part of the fulfillment of an educational

dream.

In 1968, educators and parents said that it would be virtually impossible to

create almost overnight the Wilson School in Mankato, Minnesota, described in

Chapter 3. But it was successfully accomplished, using the same ideas, philo-

sophies, gimmicks, and planning as has been described in the various chapters

of this book. History can record that one school, as did others, during the

years 1968-1970, took that first step; a significantly different school was suc-

cessfully operating with the 69 elements of change listed in the glossary. To

be sure, many of those 69 elements needed improvement or expansion in the day by

day implementation efforts, but theory was put into practice and the notions did

play viable roles in creating a more humane school.

Wilson, as an "innovative upside down school," may altogether cease to exist in

the future. The legislature is now studying whether to close laboratory schools,

though at the moment it appears that Wilson will survive because of its current

efforts; the present college administration may leave; the director will certainly

eventually depart, along with more than half of the staff. These people have

already received job offers from throughout the United States. The school could
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continue to become even a bolder, different, better humane school, or it could

revert back to a more structured form, depending upon the persons who are Involved

in its future. Those who leave will help spread the word of change, will help

create new Wilson schools, much further advanced than the present form, and will

be instrumental in the complete revision of teacher education. Thus even if Wilson

ceases or reverts, all the frustrations and efforts were of tremendous value for

the state and nation and the further encouragement of educationel reform in the

60's.

However, assuming the school remains open as a viable, change-oriented institu-

tion, visitors have asked what next? At the moment these "next plans" are in the

formative stages, but several things seem apparent and several alternatives appear

immediately open. One is that schools-within-a-school of various types could be

formed. Even though the school is very open, as described in Chapter 3, it is

not open enough for some students and teachers. Therefore, a possible step may

be the identification of a unit where the adults and youngsters have no courses

or enrollment, no teachers of "subjects," no pressures from home or school prog-

ress reports or daily schedules or any other school road blocks. These would

just be adults and young people living together during the day with a "head-

quarters" within the present program where they could design their own inter-

related learning with utilization of the building and the world as a community.

Individual students and adults are now operating chis way, but they are still

hamstrung by some pressures of the existing system. They need an open-open maxi

school design.

Some students perhaps need to stay in the present open program--it is working

just fine for them, as they have all the options of doing what they want, but

within an organizational structure which provides some guidance through teams,

daily schedules, advisors, and progress conferences. Within this same midi

school approach, some students may need more planning Caen they now receive, so

it is possible that students may be given the option of following a "balanced

requirements" approach where they can receive more help in determining what

learning experiences best fit their current needs. During the switchover to

self-direction, they could select "courses" more teacher designed within a

broad requirement of experiences in all the various teams over a period of years.

Additionally, the younger children may profit from a larger mini school as a home

base, with movement into the midi or maxi school as individuals rather than as

groups. This would allow more flexibility to truly meet individual needs.

Further, greater expansion of the school in the community and the lighted school

concepts is a must. This may be accomplished through t' vehicle of environmental

studies, a pilot program of which is now underway. Additionally, greater staff

allocation and priority ia funding must go to support significant research and

evaluation. As in most all school districts, even in those where these areas are

included in planning and operation, they are still funded at indefensible levels.

But even bolder steps may occur within the next few months. For example, the four-

teenth massive rearrangement of physical facilities in a thirty month period may

see the entire media center, both print and non-print moving to the area now

befug used by the systems team; the communication team may move to the current

print part of the iibrary; Spanish and social studies may move to the non-print

part of the currEnt media area; Lae systems team may move to an area now partly

occupied by the environmental tt:am; and the expressive and creative teams may do

some internal juggling to provide a two room more open awareness center, as well

as a number of other minor changes. Or none of L'he above may occur, but instead
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the present communication team may move into the media center and then purposely

disintegrate.

More than physical rearrangement would be the elimination of the team structure

such as the Creative Team, or the reduction of the five teams to three or four,

leading toward an interrelated effort for the individual, and the elimination of

teachers tied to a subiect to teach or a named team. Adults would still work more

in their areas of specialties, but would be free to help students learn whatever

interested them. In other words, the old "art teacher" may "teach" a "course" in

philosophy, or Spanish, or humanities; he may work with any other adults with any

individual or groups of students who seek a meaningful relationship with topics

and adults. Any adult or any youngster could teach. Adults become truly learners,

consultants, motivators, participants, and guides, not presentors of knowledge.

The physical changes suggested would move most all the staff together in combina-

tions of physical space which could be used as takeoff points for whatever curric-

ulum became relevant at that moment either within one room, several rooms, some-

where in the building, in the community, or anywhere in the world. The key to

teacher teaming would be "splinter teams" without names, formed through content,

interest, and personality matches. Learning experiences could still receive a

"title" for reference and communication. How can we justify eliminating "10th

grade," yet still hire "English teachers?" The schedule would be reduced to

notices of special events or desirable communication about groupF. The advantages

of such a plan are tremendous; students and staff could be as open as necessary,

yet any student who still wanted chemistry as chemistry could seek out a staff

member who could help with chemistry. The continuum for increasing the provisions

for individual differences grows longer and longer with each of these kinds of

steps. Teams of adults and/or students would still meet, but on a need basis,

not by artificial arrangements; students would be much more involved; parent

education nights would continue to help get the pressure off the student so that

the experiences really are student developed, not Dad's choice.

The problem of writing such a book as this one is that hopefully by the time this

book reaches print, Chapter 3, titled "The Current Effort," will be a description

of the "old Wilson." One of the major messages contained in this manuscript is

that we must build in mechanisms for constant, ongoing significant change, The

traditional schools have designed new facilities, written curriculum guides, and

bought different books, but the general format has remained the same. The inno-

vative schools have worked and worked aver a three-year period to develop "a

model," and then have, in the name of quality and stability, stopped being inno-

vative. Wilsm must show how schools can leap dramatically ahead in giant efforts.

If continual significant retooling which provides significant improvement is not

a built-in mechanism, the school should close--and the same Should be true for

all public school systems in the United States.

The important factor for the future, then is not rah, rah Wilson and its present

faculty, nor its potential plans for improvement, as in a truly dynamic, ongoing

change program, complete revisions of ideas aIe possible almost overnight. The

important thing is that Wilson, during a three-year period, caused a dramatic

impact on teacher eT_Lcation at Mankato State, on the comunity of Mankato, and

on schools throughout Minnesota and the nation. Thousands of visitors came; two

North Central Accreditation teams, looking at Mankato State, had the highest

praise for Wilson as a model for change for the college and the nation; the staff

went on consulting trips throughout the United States; articles written by the

author were published in the August, 1970, Instructor magazine, the March, 1969,

Kappan, and the November, 1970, Educational Leadership, among others. Outside
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visitors have written about Wilson in a July, 1969, National Observer newspaper,

in the March, 1970, Earth Science Curriculum Project Newsletter, in a 1969 issue

of the Minneapolis Tribune newspaper, in the September, 1970, Examen (a Mexico

City based journal of cultural and educational information), in many articles in

the local town and college news releases, and in other national publications.

Even with all this, the school is now planning major changes to move beyond the

present stop-gap measures and build in a method to eliminate already obsolete

programs.

Hopefully this will not appear as an egotistical effort to promote one schoo

it is not. The references are only included as evidence to support the view that

what has been presented in this book is practical, and to further show than an

ever increasing number of teachrs, parents, and students are ready and anxious

for dramatic reform. These mentioned articles are further intended as encourage-

ment to those who have not yet taken that single step, or if they have, to urge

them to travel farther along the journey of a thousand miles. Regardless of the

future of Wilson, these three years of frustration and success have been reward-

ing and challenging, and only further prove that the efforts started to.-.;. a handt-J1

of schools in the late 50's and early 60's, and increased in the late 60's are

no longer more proposed panaceas which will be used for a while and then collapse

into the pages of unsuccessful adventures, similar to the fates of many previous

efforts to reform education. This time, the decade of the 70's and 80's will

not only see dramatic chnge, but change that is relevant and humane.

Wilson School is already well i- obsolescence in its present state. The next

step is to revitalize the entire, -pproach to education: adults as human beings,

not as 4th grade or art teachers; truly interrelated concepts with the elimina-

tion of artificial teams, enrollments, and courses; students out in the community

and the community into the school on a continuous extensive basis; a school so

individualized and so personalized that schedules are not necessary; learning

experiences that are really relevant growing out of sincere interests, and studies

that are not merely self-paced camouflages of the old group scope and sequence

instruction; yet providing a method as an easy vehicle for the formation of

groups whenever desired; students in a true partnership as adult-youngster,

person-to-person, human relationships rather than the old teacher-pupil concept;

the world as a school for learning and not just the stuffy subject centered

buildings; instant technological assistance; a true understanding of freedom;

cooperation rather than compeftition; communication related to learning growth

without unnecessary pressure; and, and, and--this will hopefully be the Wilson

of 1971 and 72, as well as a description of most of the schools of the nation, so

that by 1975 we can really move into the world of the 80's and 90's--a world that

will hopefully be significantly different.

The Wilson of Chapter 3 is far beyond most schools in moving toward these con-

cepts--certainly further than the current conventional or flexible modular systems.

Even though that school Is now attempting further change to eliminate its own

obsolescence, the kinds'of suggestions made in Section B are still valid, as most

school districts will be forced to undergo a transition period from where they are

now to where they decide to step. The practical guidelines in that section should

provide further incentive for creative educational engineers who are seeking

mechanisms for changing the structural base; the suggestions should help these

persons determine the best method for transforming their schools into relevant,

humane environments.
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Can the unreachable star of the impossible dream really become a reachable one?

Some educators are satisfied with their present star. SOME al.,- but yet see

no way to reach a higher one. But for those willing to try, that unreachable

star is now within reach.

Dale Wasserman wrote the musical, Man of La Mancha, music by Mitch Leigh and

lyrics by Joe Darion and published by the Sam Fox Company of New York. It is

the lyrics of one song in that musical that provides the motivation to accept

that the challenge of John F. Kennedy and the ancient Chinese proverb--to start

that journey of a thousand miles. It is the combination of music and lyrics

which provides the inspiration to dream the impossible dream, to reach the

unreachable stars.

The words are presented at the end of this chapter as a summary philosophy to

all that has been said in the pages of this book. If there still remains any

doubt about the feasibility of such efforts, the extensive but far from exhaus-

tive bibliography listed on the closing pages should provide additional reinforce-

ment, inspiration, and challenge, as education for the 70's seeks to reach the

unreachable stars. I the next few paragraphs two quoted outside viewpoints are

given through articles about Wilson. Perhaps these can serve as a road map

leading toward the challenge of the sometimes seemingly hopeless quest.

"Nothing is Too 'Far Out' to be Tried in the Wilson School"

By John Morton
The National Observer

At the Wilson School in Mankato, a high-school student spent the first two months

of his junior year in the student center drinking pop, playing cards, and listen-

ing to rock music on the juke box.

He could have attended classes in science, English, and histo..y just down the

hall. But it is the policy of Wilson School not to force a student into anything.

Indeed, he even has the option on a given day of not coming to school at all.

There is no dress code--some youngsters come to school barefoot--no report cards,

and none of the traditional grouping into grades ciccording to age. Students from

3 to 18 share the same building and some of the same classes. Individual programs

of study are decided on by the students themselves; th,...y also help design most of

the courses. With attendance optional, a teacher who fails to attract students

may be asked to look for work elsewhere.

'It's DifferenL1--This may sound like student power and permissiveness run wild,

but some of what occurs at Wilson School may be a harbinger of education's future.

Run by Mankato State College as a laboratory school, Wilson probably is the most

innovative publicly supported school in the country.

The man behind Wilson Schoel is Dmald E. Glines, one of the country's foremost
apostles of educational innovation, who was hired a year ago with a few restraints.

"I will not say 'Tilson School is better than a traditional one," says Dr. Glines.

"I am just saying it is different. We are trying to find something better. We

can do that only by trying something different."

Wilson School's reputation has grown and is sure to grow more during the coming

year when teachers, school board members, and administrators from around the

country are permitted to study it in large numbers for the first time.
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There are other experimental schools, of course, Almost every state boasts at

least a liandful of public schools trying out new programs of some kind. The Nova

School near Fort Lauderdale, Florida, for example, a pioneer in innovation, is

ungraded from grades one through twelve and soon will open an elementary school

housing 700 pupils in one room.

The Matzke School in a Houston suburb is using a building without interior walls

for its team-teaching approach. Marshall High School in Portland, Oregon, uses

a flexible schedule that includes classes of varying size, duration, and intensity.

Schools in University City, Missouri, a St. Louis suburb, have variable daily

schedules and give students considerable freedom and responsibility.

Most such schools, however, try from one to a half dozen new concepts; the Wilson

School is trying to pull together all manner of innovations in one place. Ideas

rollick around among administrators, faculty, and students so rapidly that no

single month's education program is exactly like another's. The philosophical

ground shifts so fast that a formal statement of it mimeographed in May was out

of date by July.

The 600 students, drawn from Mankato families on a volunteer basis, don't enroll

or register at Wilson--they "shop around" for three or four weeks to see which

teachers and fields of study they like. The teachers will suggest programs they

think the students might like, and the students add their own ideas.

If nothing the teacher suggests suits a particular si:adent, something special

will be worked out for him. A student also can devise with a teacher one or more

of three or four weeks' duration "mini-courses" in a particular field, fc:- example,

Ininority rights or major themes of the 1/oetry in rock songs.

"The teachers act as consultants, guids. motivrLtors," says Dr. Glines. "They

advise, they suggest, but they do not force unless it comes down to the same sort

of situation a doctor faces when he has a patient who will die within the hour if

he does not do something."

bven this final veto is not exercised during the high-school years. Dr*. Glines

is fond of saying,that a high-school student at Wilson can take nothing but

basket weaving, if he insists, and still graduate. But the youngster is kept

advised of the limitations this kind of program will impose on employment or

acceptance at college.

After four weeks of "shopping," a student is supposed to tell what he has decided

to study-

A Time of Leos Freedom--SI:udents in lower grades have less freedom. Those in the

preschool program and in --Jhat would be kindergarten and the first grade in a tra-

ditional graded school follow curriculums which teachers help decide, based on

individual evaluation. These youngsters, however, still are turned loose to

select courses on a daily basis and associate with older students.

Pupils decide on their own what they want to take; however, teachers reserve a

veto power. A "second grader," for example, will be required to take remedial

reading if he needs it, even if he does not want to. Similarly, if he lacks gross

or fine motor development, he might be forced to take physical education or indus-

trial arts. Offering industrial arts in primary grades is itself an innovation.
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These younger students earn "responsibility hours" in which they can study on

their own, visit other classes, go to the student center or just roam the halls.

"In the school I use to go to you had to stay in c-le room all the time," confides

Leo Bosard, a fourth grader, as if describing the deprivations of reform school.

"Here you get to mcve around a lot and go different places."

To Dr. Glines and his staff, this mix and movement among young and old is an inno-

vation that gives younger students someone to admire and promotes tolerance and

helpfulness in the older ones.

A Generation Gap--Not all of the older students seem pleased, however. "There

is too much of a generation gap," says Tammy 011rich, a senior. And Beb Een, a

junior, complains: "In their responsibility period they are supposed to be study-

ing, but instead they are running up and down the halls, jumping on che furniture,

playing cowboys and Indians--'Pow! Pow: Pow!"

How well do students do at Wilson? The program is only a year old and the real

measure will come as Wilson gradua4,:es attend college. Several already have

taken college-level courses at Mankato State as part of their high-school work

and have done well.

Some students, randomly sampled, say that once they became used to responsibility,

they learned at least as well and probably better than they could bave a tra-

ditional school. None of them would welcome a return to a traditional system,

citing the excitement and challenge of experimentation and freedom. "It works

out about the same," says one. "Those wh, goof off here would goof off in a

traditional school."

Mrs. Jo Lawson, an English teacher, had been fearfIll that the broad middle band

of average students might suffer without the "push" of a traditional, structured

program. "So I concentrated on them for a while," she says. "They just middled

along, about the way they would in a traditimal system."

No One is Failing--The significant thing about Wilson Schools's students, says

Dr. Glines, is that none of t%em is fainng, only achieving educational goals

at different speeds. "How can you fail a child in the third grade?" asks

Dr. Clines. "It's incredible: The teacher has failed, not the child--99.9

pelcent of the problems are caused by the teachers and the schools."

Starting this summer, Wilson is r '.rating on a 12-mcnth school year. A student

can decide to go to school in August, skip September, come back i---, October, or

whichever other arrangement suits him and his parents. "What's so magic about

going to school in January?" asks Dr. Glines. "Kids can learn just as well in

August."

Having students drift in and out in this fashion wo/ld pose problems for tradi-

tionally operated schools. So would optional attendance, since a student could

hardly keep up with a class marching forward together with regular atrendance

and allotments of study.

Such traditional classroom practices dro-oke a tone of disbelief 'n Dr. Clines'

voice. "All over America you can walk i-ito a classroom and see c.ts on the

same page, working on the same problem, as if all 25 had the same abilities,

same interests, and the same gc Lhenever a school claims it's payiL; .n-

tion to individual diffei mces, it is usually hogwash."



Dr. Glines often compares the typical American public-school education to a hypo-

thetical situation in which a physician prescribes flu shots for all 25 patients

waiting in his office, even though they might suffer from heart disease, ulcers,

and a variety of other afflictions.

He preac-as flexibility, and Wilson School reflects his beliefs. Thus, erratic

attendance of students poses no problems. Each student is permitted to progress
at his own speed to the limit of his abilities and interest.

Each cLy's schedule is devised and posted the previous afternoon, which gives

students a chance to think about what they want to do next. Seminars are common,

but formal classroom situations are scheduled only when a teacher has a specific

reason for wanting all of his students togethe_. It happens rarely.

A student completes a course whenever the teacher and he agree that he has achieved

the goal he has for himself. This-provides maximum flexibility--for the

student who can f- Ish a typical 36-week chemistry course in six weeks, as well

as the one who needs 45 weeks. As for transferring credits and grades to colleges,
almost all college-admissions counselors queried have agreed to accept the teachers'

subjective evaluations of a student.

"The great majority of high-school students will co7"nlete their studies in four

years," says'Dr. Glines. "But there will be some who will do it in three and
others who will take five."

As for lad who spent the first tuo months of his junior year dealing cards,

he soon was beset by nagging fears about never getting out of high school. So

he began to study.

"I am still a quarter behind," he says, 'but I am going to school this summer to

catc::, up."

"Smorgasbord School"
By John F. Thompson

Earth Science Curriculum Prolect Newsletter

Would you b4lieve a school without any attendance requirements? Where the students

have total freedom to create their own curriculum as they will learn it? Would

you believe teachers whose primary purpose it i to serve as resources for students

and who issue no report cards or grades? ESCP-stalff members visited such a school

in March and were excited by what they observed. The school is Wilson Campus

School, at Mankato State College, Mankato, Minnesota. The principal of this

school is Dr. Don E. Glines, who often lists himself as "vita president for heresy,"

rather than as principal.

The school start,>.d with its present philosophy in September 1968 when Glines tore

up the standard -hedule and decreed that the school would becone innovati,,e and

creative or close its doors. some of the staff were not ready for the drastic
change, but most of the students were. Instead of taking a few innovations and
implementing them gradually over several years, Glines implemented 69 innovations

at one time. In reflecting on the experience, he feels that doing all of these

things at once was easier and 7-1nre efferl:tive in the long run t'an working piece-

meal at change. This is not to say that growing pains were not felt in all quarters

but as the school progresses toward the end of its second year, the program is

functioning very well.
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The Wilson School includes 550 pre-school through twelfth grade students and has

a faculty of 33. The students have not been pre-selected and include young people

of all abilities and handicaps--among them, children previously in special educa-

tion classes. Twenty-eight percent of the students are faculty children, and the

rest are from the local community. Wilson operates on a 12-month basis.

A schedule for the school is made up daily. Students may request special mini-

courses or special help sessions, teachers may offer special lectures on events,

or the room and teacher may just be open all day for an activity without pre-

determined structure. Several students requested a mini-course in electronics,

for example, so one is being given. One teacher decided to put on a play and

advertised for students who might be interested. He expected a few senior high

students to appear and was surprised when many elementary students came also.

All will be included in the production. Several students asked to go to Chicago

to see Hair. They were told that, if they could raise the money, they could go.

They did and they went. When they returned, they put on an adaption (31: the play

for the rest of the school.

Another group wanted to go to Mexico to study Spanish and Mexican culture. Again,

the students raised the necessary money and aent for six wee,(s of study there.

A bus load of Mexican students will be at Wilson in April for an exchange of

learning and cultural experiences.

A computer ter7tinal is in constant use by students from "third grade" up. High

school students, in addition to the many options available at Wilson, have access

to the entire community and college campus. Many are working on topics of interest

with professors, as well as with some of the agencies in the city when th c! stu-

dents' projects concern local community problems.

The teach ,-- ina,(!ated that most students take the subjects they would normally

take ir a more conventional setting, but study topics of their own -ether than

of the teacher's choosing. If they are aot sure what to study, the teachers serve

as resource persons and offer suggestions. Students with no interest in an area

do not have to study it. Plans call for an environmental studies v.rea which will

partially eliminate science as a separate subject and will combine social studies

and science in a manner more relevant to students. A creative arts section will

begin this year and will include art, music, and writing.

Elementary students are taking industrial arts. Since no teacher was prepared to

teach this subject to younger children, the teachers learned along with the stu-

dents and have now found activities that elementary students are interested in.

Thus the teachers hnve now obtained necessary materials and tools. Home economics

includes outdoor cooking, which is very popular with bo-s as well as girls.

Perhaps one of the most impressive aspects of the school is the spirit of coopera-

tion among the students at all levels. Not only do the teachers and students make

an effort to get to know each other, but the older students are generally very

willing to answer the younger students' questions about their projects. This

means that the effective student-teacher ratio is mu2h higher than it would be

in a conventional setting with tl same number of teachers and students.

An rctivity we observed in the science wing illustrates the students' cooperation

and their real involvement in t':a :csarning process. Each of several students was

going to check out for the we nd a baby rabbit from a litter that had been born

at the school three weeks beiore. They were asking the ralbit's owner numerous
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questions about such things as diet and temperature for the babies. One girl

asked, "Can the rabbit stay with my kitten?" The group discussed this question
and determined that it woulan't be a good idea. So the girl immediately arranged
for another student to keep her kitten for the weekend.

Several questions are often repeated to staff members. ople want to know how

the Wilson approach works in areas like mathematics, how it works with special

education students, and what the difficulties are in securing college admission

without the usual grade point averages and class ranks. First, in mathematics a

programmed sequence is used so that each s.tudent can work at his own speed and

level. When he decides he'd like to jork on math, he talks with his math teachers

who gives him the c,lit that he and the teacher have decided on. When he comT-1.±tes

the unit, the studenL asks his teacher for the unit test. If he has pro-rlefilE ith

the unit, his teachu: is available for consulj.ation. On the day of our visit,

some students wanted help with division, sc they set up an appointment with their

teacher for the following day.

One of the teachers Tho had tau0t special education when the school had operated

more conventionally could answer the question on her subject: she commented that

at first she had feared for her students survival under the new program. Now

her students are indistinguishable from the others and participate in the same

activities the others do. Occasionally a colleague will come to her with news
of an outstanding job that one of her former pupils is doing. The teacher herseif

is not considered a special education teacher anymore, and she participates in

all phases of the program as do her colleagueo. Another former special education

teacher related an experience with one of her students who had special problems

in reading. This student liked to be able to come when-wer he wanted to and work

on reading. Consequently, he spent more time on reading than he probably would

have under a conventional system. The teacher said this boy showed the best
progress she had ever seen in a student with his reading difficulties.

The administration of the Wilson Campus School realized that the usual grade and

class rank information required by colleges of applicants for admission would not

be available for Wilson's graduates. Not wishing to hurt their students' chances
for ad-Assion, the' sent letters to a random selection of colleges and universi-

ties regarding enrollment without the usual selection criteria. The response

from the colleges indicated that the absence of grades would not present any diffi-

culties, so long as sufficient information would be provided for the college to

make an appropriate evaluation of the student. This necessary information c,omes

from teachers' descriptions of their diagnoses of individual students' needs and

the prescriptions of the courses to be followed to meet those needs. Each student

selects an advisor from among the entire staff, and this teacher helps the student

make wise choices and evaluates his accomplishments in regard to his interests,

needs, and abilities. Students applying for admission are being accepted at tbe

-^lleees of their choice. About 65 percent of Wilson's students do enter college.

We do not have space to re]ate all of the innovations to be found at Wilson. For

a better description (but not a perfect one, for as Glires says, things change so

fast that anything wrii.ten is out of date almost before it is published) send $5

for a copy of _Implementing Different and Better Schools by Don E. G.Lines to Campus

Publishers, Box 1005, Mankato, Minnesota 56001. A better procedure is to visit

the school and observe it firsthand. The school averz:ges about /00 visitors per

week, so you might arrange your visit ahead of time. Mankato is about 80 miles

south of Minn.: )olis.
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The school is the only one of its kind that we know of, but one that offers great

promise as an alternative to present educational practices. If you know of any

oLhers, we'd appreciate hearing about them. Wc believe each school district

should offer this type of alternative, and Glines book gives some prctical sug-

gestions as to how to institlite such a program. Preparing teachers for such a

school is our task--one we eagerly look forward to . . . and we thought our

Burbank Class (see the article by John Thompson in ESCP Newsletter 21) was

innovative!

Other reports could have been included, some more recent than these two which

range from 9 to 18 months out of date, but they do provide samplings of the nation-

wide inrest in change, along with the other publications about Wilson previously

mentioned; they do give additional opinions of Wilson by "neutral' observers, and

hopefully do encourage many more to try. If during the 60's, this school along

with the many others located in almost every state in the country, managed to

achieve rapid change wtthin the usual parameters of any public school district--

co:It, generally conservative comrunity attitude, traditional facil-: inher-

ited staff and students, rigid state financial regulations, limited xibility

in funds, state department and co:if.ge entrance rituals, and scholarship awards

and athletic eligibility--in other words, all the usual rules, regulations, and

requirements that have continually hampered education--then hopefully the ability

to develop these different schools throughout Lhe United States will give others

the courage to reach out and go far beyond what has been accomplished to date.

Remember, the programs which have been described in these pages are practical,

workable models for public schools. They can be achieved within the present

public school system. The entire book has stressed this point--reform the North

American public school system now--it ,ari be done. A number of church affiliated

schools have been able to achieve dramatic success within their restrictions too.

And, of course, persons who are able to start or participate in the current
private "free schools" movement can go far beyoni the suggestions in this book.

But the author believes in free public schools; thus the focus of this manuscript

is on changing the local public district and the nearby "neighborhood" school.

Now that these individual and nat:onal breakthroughs have occurred, perhaps more

creative and committed educators, social scientists, and others will help lead

some schools to the cutting edge of improvement during the 1970's, so that perhaps
by the 1980's, we truly will be on the way to solving many of the educational and

social ills of the nation. There is still hope--but the dreams are accomplished

through action. The words quoted here from the Mat. of La Mancha so vividly express

this belief.

"To dream the impossible dream; to fight the unbearable foe; to bear with unbear-

able sorrow; to run where the brave dare not go; to right the unrightable wrong;

to love pure chaste from afar; to try when your arms are too weary; to reach the

unreachable star. This is my quest to follow that star; no matter how hopeless,

no matter how far; to fight for thc ,-ight, without question or pause; to be will-

ing to march into hell for a heavenly cause; and I know if I'll only be true; to

this glorious quest; that my heart will be peaceful and calm; when I'm laid to

reFt. And the world will be better for this; that on:: man, scornec. and covered

with scars; still strove with his last ounce of courave, to reach tVe unreachable

stars."

Let history record, that by taking that single step, we as a nation, during the

decade of the 70's, were well on the road toward achieving that -rip of one

thousand miles.
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Chapter 24

Literature Answering Why

Books included in tis section of the bibliography help to support the position

expressed in Section B--that the entire educational system needs complete re-

analysis and the introduction of new approaches. Not all the authors agree as

to the causes, the nature of the problems, or how t.o remedy those they describe,

but they do try to explain why they see -;hange as a necessity. A number of the

books seldom mention education, but instead are socioiogical or psychological

interpretations of the individual and society.

In most all cases, though, the books ask questions about current conditions in

the United States. Reading literature of this nature helped the writer develop

several of thAl views expressed in chapters 1-7. They have done the same for

many others. and are listed here with the hope that they will aid more educators

in the gruging campaign to reshape the schools of the nation.

Ab'rams, The City is the Frontier. Harper and Row, New York, 1965.

Alexander. The Changing Secondary School Curulo. Holt, Rinehart and Winston

New York. 1967.

Almy. Young Children's Thinking: Studies of Some Aspects of Piaget's Theory.

Teachers College Press. Columbia University, New York. 1966.

Anderson. The Woild of Teachiag. Harcourt, Brace & World. New York. 1966.

Armour. A Diabolical Dictionary of Education. World ikiolishing Co. Cleveiand,

Ohio. 1969.

ASCD. The Elementary School We Need. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1965.

ASCD. The High School We Need. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1959.

ASCD. Humanizing the Secondary School. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1969.

ASCD. The Junior Hit;11 5chool We Saw: One Day in the Eighth Grade. NEA.

Washington, D.C. 1964.

ASCD. Learning and Mental Health in the School. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1966.

ASCD. To Nurture Humaness. .EA. Washington, D.C. 1970.

Ashton-Warner. Myself. Simon & Schuster. New York. 1967.

Axelrod. The Search for Relevance. Jossey-Bass. San Franciso, Calif. 1969.

Beck. Education for 1::.evance: The Schools and Social Change. Houghton Mifflin.

New York. 1968.

Beebe. The Quality of Education in Developing Countries. Harvard University

Press. Cambridge. 1966.
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Bell. Toward the Year 2000. Daedalus Library. Houghton Mifflin. New York. 1968.

Bendiner. The Politics of Schoo7,s--A Crisis iu Self Government. Harper & Row.

New York. 1969.

Berg. Education and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery. Praeger. New York. 1970.

Bettelheim. The Children of the Dream. MacMillan Co. Toronto. 1969.

Bhola. Innovation Research and Theory. Ohio State University Press. Columbus,

Ohio. 1966.

Biber. Challenges Ahead for Yuung Children. NAEYC. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1969.

Birmingham. Our Time is Now: Notes from the High School Underground. Praeger.

New York. 1970.

Bloom. Stability and Change in Human Characteristics. Wiley and Sons. New York.

1964.

Brameld. The Use of Explosive Ideas in Education: Culture, Class and Evolution.

University of Pittsburgh Press. Pictsburg. 1965.

Bretton. Legacy of tile Liberal Spirit. Charles Scribner & Sons. New York. 1943.

Brenton. What's Happened to Teacher. Coward-McCann. New York. 1970.

Bricker. ShainCwLL.ict.pgg_um:Ne3Urderstandings about the Person. Department

of Psychology, George Peabody College. Nashville, Tenn. 1968.

Bruner. Studies *n Cognitive Growth. Wiley. New Yor]r.. 1966.

Cahn. Our Brother's Keepe. : The Indian in White America. New Community Press.

Washington, D.C. 1969.

Carkhuff. Helping and Human Relations. Holt, Rinehart & Winston. New York. 1969.

Carter, Mexican Americans in School: A History of Educatioaallat. CEEB.

Princeton, New Jersey. 1970.

Chan. Learning to Read: The Great Debate. McGraw-Hill. New York. 1970.

Clarke. Nature and Extent of Individual Differences and Their Significance for

Physical Education and Athletics. School of Physical Education.

University of Oregon. Eugene. 1957.

Chickering. Education and Identity. jossey-Bass. San Franci;co, Calif. 1969.

Coleman. The Adolescent Society. MacMillan, New York. 1961.

Coleman. Equal Education.:11 Opportunity. Harvard Unive,sity Press. Cambridge,

Mass. 1969.

Coles. Children of Crisis: A Study of Courage and Fear. Little, Brown Company.

1:sw York. 1967,
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Coles. Wages of Neglect. Quadrangle Books. Chicago. 1969.

Committee for Economic r_evelopment. The Schools and the Challenge of Innovation.
Mcflraw-Hill. New York. 1969.

Coombs. The World Educational Crisis: A Systems Analysis. Oxford University
Press. 1968.

Crary. Humanizing the School. Random House. New York. 1969.

Crosby. The WayLiders. Delacorte Press. New York. .1968.

Crow. Educating the Culturally Disadvantaged Child. David McKay. New York. 1966.

Cruickshank. Misfits in the Public Schools. Syracuse University Press.
Syr:,:.cuse, New York. 1969.

Cruse. The Crisis of Negro Intellectual. Morrow and Co. New York. 1967.

Cureton. The Physiological Effects of Exercise 1.-jarams on Adults. Charles Thomas.

Sprlingfield, Ill. 1969.

Cutts. Research in Reading for the Middle Grades. USDHEW. Washington, D.C. 196=

Davitz. Psychology of the Educational ProcesL,-. McGr..w-Hill. New York. 1970.

DeGrazie. Revolution in Teaching: New Theory, Technology, and Curricula.
Bantam Books. New York. 1964.

LeLoria. Custer Died for Your Sins. Macmillan Co. New York. 1969.

Dennison. The Lives of Children. Random House. New York. 1969.

Downey. The Task of Public Education: The Perceptions of People. University of

'hicago. 1960.

Dreikurs. Psychology in the Classroom. Harper and Row. New York. 1968.

Drucker. The Age of Discontinuity. Harper and Row. New York. 1968.

Dunfee. Elementary School Social Studies: A Guide to Current Research. ASCD.

Wat,:ington, D.C. 1970.

Eble. A Per.act Education: Growing Up in Utopia. Macmillan Co. New York. 1966.

Education U.S.A. High School Student Unrest. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1970.

Education U.S.A. Somebody Better Do Somethi-..a. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1970.

Education U.S.A. Urban School CrisiL 'tEW Task Force Report. NEA. Washington,

D. C. 1970.

Elam. Education and the 31:yucture of Knowledge. Rand McNally & Co. Chicago. 196

Elam. Employment Relations 4igher Education. Phi Delta Kappan. Bloomington,

Indiana. 1969.
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Elam. Values of American Education. Phi Delta Kappan. Bloomin,7,ton, Indiana. 1964.

Erikson. Identity: Youth and Crisis. Norton. ':Tew York. 1968.

Eszterhas. luirteen Seconds, Confrontation at Kent State. Dodd, Mead Co.

New York. 193,

Eurich. High School The Shape oi the Future in American Secondary

Education. L.A.-11:,n Publishing Corp. New York. 1969.

Fantini. re Disadvantad: Ch,Alenge to Education. Harper and Row. New York, 1968.

Franklin. The Negro in 20th Century AmericF. Random House. New York. 1966.

Fredericks. Low Blood Sugar and You. Constel_ation International. New York. 1969.

Friedenberg. Coming of Age in America, Random House. New York. 1967.

Full. Controversv_in American Education: An Anthology of Current Issues.

Macmillan Co. New York. 1967.

Gardner. Self-Renewal. Harper and Row. New York. 1964.

Gardner. No Easy Victories. Harper and Row. New York. 1968.

Ginsburg. Piaget's Theory of Intellectual Development. Prentice Hall. Englewood

Cliffs, N. J. 1969.

Glueck. Delinquents and Nondelinquents by Perspective. Harvard University Press.

Cambridge. 1968.

Goldberg. Effects of Ability Grouping. Teachers College eress. Columbia

University. New York. 1966.

Goldhammer. Issues and Problems in Contemporary Educational Administration.

CASEA. University of Oregon, Eugene. 1967.

Goodlad. School Curriculum Reform in the United States. Fund for the Advancement

of Education. 477 Madison, New York. 1964.

Goodman. The New Reformation. Random House. New York. 1970.

Gordon. My Country School Diary. Delta Dell. New York. 1970.

Goulet. Educational, Change: Reality and Promise. Citation Press. New York. 1968.

Gross. Radical School Reform. Simo and Schuster. New York. 1969.

Gross. The Reyoluti-n1 in Lhe Schools. Harcourt, Brace & World. New York. 1964.

Gunderson. Research in Reacling Readiness. USDHEW. Washington, D.C. 1964.

Hahn. Review of Research on Creativity. Minnesota Research Unit. University

of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 1968.
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Halversou. Curriculum Innovations, 1966, Trends and Issues. Syracuse University

Press. 1966.

Harrington. The Other America. Macmillan Co. New York. 1962.

Harris. Casebook on Reading Disability. David McKay. New York. 1970.

Hart. The Classroom Disaster. Teachers College Press. New York. 1969.

Hart. Student Unrest: Threat or Promise. ASCD. Washington, D.C. 1970.

Hartup. The Young Child--Reviews of Research. NAEYC, NEA. Washington, O.C. 1967.

Havelock. A Guide to Innovation in Education. Institute for Social Research.
University of Michigan. Ann Arbor. 1969.

Havighurst. A Profile of the Large-City High School. NASSP, NEA. Washington,

D.C. 1970.

Havighurst. Metropolitanism. NSEE 67th Yearbook. University of Chicago Press. 1968.

Herdon. The Way It Spozed To Be. Simon Schuster. New York. 1968.

Hillson. Elementary Education Current Issues and Research. Free Press of

New York. New York. 1967.

Hillway. Handbook of Educational Research. Houghton Mifflin. New York. 1969.

Hoffman. Review of Child Development Research. Russell Sage Foundation.

New York. 1966.

Hofstader. Anti-Intellectualism in American Life. Random House. New York. 1964.

Holt. How Children Fail. Pitman. New York. 1964.

Holt. How Children Learn. Pitman. New York. 1967.

Holt. Summerhill; For and Against. Harold Hart Publishers. New York. 1970.

Holt. The Underachieving School. Pitman. New York. 1969.

Holt. What Do I Do Monday? E. P. Dutton Co. New York. 1970.

Howe. Picking Up the Options. NAESP, NEA. Washington, D.C. 1968.

Innes. The Economic Returns to Education. CASEA. University of Oregon, Eugene. 1965.

Jackson. Life in Classrooms. Holt, Rinehart and Winston. New York. 1968.

James. Children in Trouble--A National Scandal. David McKay Co. New York. 1969.

Jencks. The Academic Revolution. Doubleday. New York. 1968.

Jones. Fantasy and Feeling in Education: An Answer to Bruner. Harper & Row.

New York. 1968.
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Joseph. The Me Nobody Knows: Children's Voices From the Ghetto. World Publishers.
Cleveland, Ohio. 1969.

Kane. The Physioloay of Readiness. P.A.S.S. 1964.

Katz. No Time For Youth: Growth and Constraint in College. Jossey-Bass,
San Francisco, Calif. 1968.

Kennedy (Ch.) Indian Education: A National Tragedy--A National Challenge.
Subcommittee Report. United States Senate. 1969.

Keppel. The Necessary Revolution in American Education. Harper and Row.
New York. 1966.

Kimball. Education and the New America. Random House. New York. 1962.

Kinney. The Ideal School. Kagg Press. Wilmette, Illinois. 1969.

Kozol. Death at an Early Age. Houghton Mifflin. New York. 1967.

Larsen. School Environment Research. University of Michigan Press. Ann Arbor. 1966.

Laruer. Poverty-Views from the Left. Morrow & Co. New York. 1968.

Leacock. Teaching and Learning in City Schools. Basic. New York. 1969.

LeBenne. Educational Implications of Self-Concept Theory. Goodyear Publishing
Co. Pacific Palisades, Calif. 1969.

Leeper. Good Schools and Young Children. Macmillan Co. New York. 1969.

Leonard. Education and Ecstasy. Delacorte-Dell. New York. 1968.

LeShan. The Conspiracy Against Childhood. Atheneum. New York. 1967.

Lessinger. Every Kid a Winner, Accountability in Educat on. Simon and Schuster.

New York. 1970.

Levenson. The Spiral Pendulum. Rand McNally. Chicago. 1968.

Lewis. Pedro Martinez. Random House. New York. 1967.

Libarle. The High School Revolutionarigs. Random House. New York. 1970.

Lippett. Various publications from the Center for Utilization of Scientific
Knowledge. University of Michigan. Ann Arbor.

Loughary. Man-Machine _Systems in Education. Harper & Row. New York. 1966.

Maslow. New Knwoledge in Human Values. Harper & Row. New York. 1959.

Maslow. Toward a Psychology of Being. Van Nostrand-Reinhold. New York. 1968.

Massialas. Current Research in Social Studies. Indiana University Press.
Bloomington, Indiana. 1964.
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Mayer. All You Know Is Facts. Harper & Row. New York. 1969.

Mayer. The Schools. Harper & Sons. New York. 1961.

McClelland. The Achieving Society. Van Nostrand Co. Pril.ceton, New Jersey. 1961.

McLuhan. Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man. McGraw-Hill. New York. 1964.

Michael. Cybernation: The Silent Conquest. Center for the Study of Democratic

Institutions. Santa Barbara, Calif. 1962.

Michael. The Next Generation. Rar_dom House. New York. 1965.

Miel. The Shortchanged Children of Suburbia. Institute of Hunan Relations.

New York. 1967.

Miller. System Analysis of Education in Kentucky. College of Education,

University of Kentucky. Lexington. 1968.

Minuchin. The Psychological Impact of School Experience. Basic. New York. 1969.

Montessori. The Absorbent Mind. Winston. 1967.

Morphet. Implications for Education_ofIrlasEectIejlhaTIgrely. Citation

Press. New York. 1967.

Morphet. Prospective Changes in Society by 1980. Citation Press. New York. 1967.
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NASSP Bulletin. The Coming Crisis in Secondary Education. NEA. Washington, D.C.

May, 1965.

NASSP Bulletin. Reassessing Human Potential. NEA, Washington, D.C. May, 1966.

National Council Teachers of English. The National Interest and the Teaching of
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National Society for the Study of Education. The Changing American Schools.

Sixty-Fifth Yearbook, NSSE. University of Chicago Press. 1966.

New Schools Exchange. Newsletter. 301 E. Canon Perdido, Santa Barbara, Calif.

93101.

Overly. The Unstudied Curriculum. ASCD, NEA. Washington, D.C. 1970.

Pennsylvania Dept. of Education. Proceedings of Second Seminar on Year-Round

Education. Harrisburg, Pa. 1970.

Peter. The Peter Principle. William Morrow Co. Yew York. 1969.

Piaget. The Child's Conception of Movement aad Speed. Basic, New York. 1970.
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Postman. Teaching as a Subversive Activity. Delacorte Press. New York. 1963.

Resnik. Turning on the System. Random House. New York. 1970.

Robinson. Reading: Seventy-Five Years of Progress. University of Chicago Press.

1966.

Rogers. Freedom to Learn. Charles Merrill Pub. Columbus, Ohio. 1969.

Rogers. Person to Person: The Problem of Being_Human. Real People. 1967.

Rosenthal. Pygmalion in the Classroom. Holt, Rinehart & Winston. New York. 1968.

Russell. Change and Challenge in American Education. Houghton Mifflin. Boston.

1965.

Russell. Research on Teaching Readin . In N. L. Gage (Ed.) Handbook of Research

on Reading. Rand McNally. Chicago. 1963.

Ryan. DDn't Smile Until Christmas. University of Chicago Press. Chicago. 1970.
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Saylar. Humanizing the Secondary Scllool. ASCD, NEA. Washington, D.C. 1968.

Schrag. Village School Downtown. Beacon Press. Boston. 1967.

Schwab. College Curriculum and Student Protest. University of Chicago Press. 1969.

Schwebel. Who Can Be Educated? Grove. New York. 1968.
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House. New York. 1969.
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Chapter 25

Books Suggesting How

The books included in this part of the bibliography attempt to answer some of

the questions related to the topics coveY7ed in Section C. What chz:Inges can be

made now? How can we accomplish the task? Varying points of view are included,

as there is no one answer to the best mechanism, nor are there researched recipes

that can be passed on for all to absorb. Rather, this general list should be of

value in giving creative educators insights as to gLidelines for achieving mas-

sive change in the schools where they are employed.

The key is to pull out those ideas which can be moulded into a pattern for a

committed person in a given individual school within a specific community. Most

all these books illustrate two points in common--that schools do need dramatic

revision, and that theory can be put into practice at an amazingly rapid pace.

Administration Series. Successful School Management. (Series of 24 separate

"how" pamphlets) Prentice Hall. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1969.

Abt. Serious Games. Viking Press. New York. 1969.

Alexander. The High School of the Future: A Memorial to Kimball Wiles.

Charles Merill. Columbus, Ohio. 1969.

Alexander. Independ(Int Study in Se::.ondarv Schools. Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

New York. 1967.

Alexander. Innovations in Secondary Education. Holt, Rinehart Li Winston.

New York. 1970.

Alexander. Shaping Curriculum: Blueprint for Tomorrow. College of Education.

University of Florida. Gainesville.

Allen. Microteaching. Addison-Wesley. Reading, Mass. 1970.

Allen. Planning for Play. MIT Press. Cambridge, Mass, 1969.

Allen. Read Along With Me. Teachers College Press. Columbia University.

New York. 1965.

Almy. Logical Thinking in Second Grade. Teachers College Press. Columbia

University. New York. 1970.

Amidon. Imoroving_Teaching: The Analysis_of Classroom Verbal Interaction.

Holt, Rinehart & Winston. New York. 1966.

Amidon. Interaction Analysis: Theory, Research, Application. Addison-Wesley,

Reading, Mass. 1968.

Anderson. Creativity in Childhood and Adolescence: A Diversity of Approaches.

Science and Behavior Books. Palo Alto, Calif. 1965.
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Anderson. Current Research on Instruction. 7'rentice-Hall. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey. 1969.

ASCD. Curriculum Materials 1970. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1970.

ASCD. Evaluation as Feedback and Guide. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1967.

ASCD. Human Variability and Learning. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1961.

ASCD. Individualizing_Instrnclon. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1964.

ASCD. New Curriculum Developments. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1965.

ASCD.-Perceiving, Behavingo Becoming. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1961.

Bandura. Social Learning and Personality Development. Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

New York. 1963.

Banghart. Educational Systems Analysis. Macmillan Co. New York. 1969.

Barnes. Research for the Practioner in Education. NAESP, NEA. Washington, D.C.

1969.

Barron. Creative Person and Creative Process. Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

New York. 1969.

Bassett. Innovation in Primary Education. Wiley-Interscience. New York. 1970.

Beatty. Improving Educational Assessments and an Inventory of Measures of

Affective Behavior. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1969.

Beggs. Decatur-Lakeview High School: A Practical Application of the Trump Plan.

Prentice-Hall. New York. 1964.

Beggs. Flexible Scheduling.. Indiana University Press. Bloomington. 1965.

Beggs. Independent Study. Indiana University Press. Bloomington. 1965.

Beggs. Nongraded Schools in Action. Indiana University Press. Bloomington. 1967.

Beggs. Team Teaching.. Indiana University Press. Bloomington. 1965.

Benne. The Planning of Change. Holt, Rinehart, & Winston. New York. 1962.

Bennis. Interpersonal Dynamics. Irwin Publishing Co. Homewood, Illinois. 1964.

Bennis. Personal and Organizational Change Through Group Methods: The Laboratory

Approach. Wiley. New York. 1965.

Bennis. The Temporary Society. Harper and Row. New York. 1968.

Benyon. Intensive Programming for Slow Learners. Charles E. Merrill. Columbus,

Ohio. 1968.

Biggs. Freedom to Learn. Addison-Wesley. Reading, Mass. 1969.
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Billet. Improving the Secondary-School Curriculum. Atherton Press. New York. 1970.

Blake. Group Dynamics: Key to Decision MakIng. Gui1d Publishing Co.

Poughkeepsie, New York. 1961.

Blake. The Managerial Grid. Guild Publishing Co. Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1964.

Bloom. Tay domy of EducetionLi Objectives: The Classification of Educational

Goals; Cognitive Domain. McKay. New York. 1958.

Borton. Reach, Touch and Teach. McGraw-Hill. New York. 1970.

Brian. Increasing Your Administrative Skills in School Management Daaling with

Instructional Programs. Prentice-Hall. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1966.

Brigaton. Increasing Your Accuracy in Teacher Evaluation. Prentice-Hall.

Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1963.

Brown. The Appropriate Placement School: A Sophisticated Non-Graded Curriculum.

Parker Publishing Co. West Nyack, New York. 1965.

Brown. Education by. Appointment. Parker Publishing Co. West Nyack, N. Y.

Brown. The Non-graded High School. Prentice-Hall. New York, 1963.

Burner. The Process of Education. Harvard Press. Cambridge, Mass. 1960.

Bush. Aids to Psycholinguistic Teaching Charles E. Merrill. Columbus, Ohio. 1969.

Bush. A New Design for Hip School Education. McGraw-Hill. New York. 1964.

Busnell. rhe Computer in American Education. Wiley. New York. 1967.

Butler. Current Research in Early Childhood Education: A Compilation and

'Walysis for Program Planners. Elementary-Kindergarten-Nursery Educators.

NEA, Washington, D.C. 1970.

Calvin. :Programmed Instruction. University of Indiana Press. Bloomington. 1969.

Carlson. Adoption of Educational Innovation. CASEA. University of Oregon.

Eugene, Oregon. 1965.

Carlson. Change Process in the Public Schools. CASEA. University of Oregon.

Eugene, Oregon. 1965.

Carter. Diagnosis and Treatment of the Disabled Reader. Macmillan. New York. 1970.

Chaney. Motoric Aids to Perceptual Training. Charles E. Merrill. Columbus,

Ohio. 1968.
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Random House. New York. 1969.
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Education. Washington, D.0 1966.
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11:search. Macmillan. New Ycrk. 1970.

Council for Educational Facility Planners. Guide for Planning Edu.ational

Pacilities. Columbus, Ohio. 1969.

Cratty. Motor Activit and the Education of the Retardates, Lea Febriger.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1969.

Cratty. Perceptual-Motor Eehavior and Educational Processes. Charles Thomas.

Springfield, Illinois. 1969.

Cruickshank. The Teacher of Brain-Ihjured Children: A Discussion of the Basis

for Competency. Syracuse University Press. Syracuse, N.Y. 1966.

Darrow. Approaches to Individualized Reading. Appleton. New York. 1960.

Davis. Changing Curriculum in Mathematics. ASCD, NEA. Washington, D.C. 1966.

Davis. How to Organize an Effective Team Teaching Program. Prentice-Hall.

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1966.
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Greater Cleveland. 1966.
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1966.
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NEA. Washington, D.C. 1970.
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EFL. Middle Schools. 477 Madison Avenue, New York.

EFL. Schools Without Walls. 477 Madison Avenue, New York.

EFL. SCSD Interim Report. 477 Madison Avenue, New York.

EFL. The School Library. 477 Madison Avenue, New York.

Eiss. Behavioral Objectives in the Affective Domain. National Science Teachers

Association. Washington, D.C. 1969.

Eksrein. From Learning for Love to Love of Learning. Brunner. New York. 1969.

Epic Forum. Evaluative Programs for Innovative Curriculums. Project Epic.

1034 East Adams, Tucson, Arizona.

Esbensen. Working with Individualized Instruction. Fearon Publishing Co.

Palo Alto, Calif. 1968.

Espenschade. Motor Development. Merrill Publishing. Columbus, Ohio. 1967.

Eurich. Reforming American Education. Harper and Row. New York. 1969.

Fallon. Forty States Innovate to Improve Reading Programs. Phi Delta Kappa.

Bloomington, Indiana. 1970.

Fantini. Makin Urban Schools Work. Holt, Rinehart & Winston. New York. 1968.

Farr. Measurement and Evaluation in Reading. Harcourt, Brace. New York. 1970.

Fedder. No I.22.zer DeprivedEducating Disadvantaged. Teachers College Press.

New York. 1970.

Fenton. Teaching_ the New Social Studies in the Secondary Schools, an Inductive

/2,22Lo;_L__Ich. Holt, Rinehart, & Winston. New York. 1966.

Feyereisen. Supervision and Curriculum Renewal--A Systems Ap?roach. Appleton-

Century Croft. New York. 1970.



Finn. Educational Technology Innovation. Government Printing Office. Washington,

D. C. 1967

Flanagan. Behavioral Objectives. (four volumes) Westinghouse Learning Corp.

New York. 1970.

Flanders. Analyzing Teacher Behavior. Addison-Wesley. Reading, Mass. 1970.

Flanders. The Role of the Teacher in the Classroom. Association for Productive

Teaching. Minneapolis. 1967.

Flavell. The Developmental Psychology of Jean Piaget. Van Nostrand. Toronto. 1964.

Flo-cida Educational Research and Development Council. Project Ideals (eleven "how"

pamphlets) Available from College of Education, University of Florida. 1969.

Frankfort. The Classraums of Miss Ellen Frankfort. Prentice-Hall. Englewood

Cliffs, N. J. 1970.

Frazier. A Curriculum for Children. NAESP, NEA. Washington, D.C. 1969.

Frazier. The New Elementary School. NAESP, NEA. Washington, D.C. 1967.

Frost. Curricula for the Seventies. Houghton Mifflin. New York. 1969.

Frostig. The Frostig Program for the Development of Visual Perception.
3600 Washington Blvd., Indianapolis, Indiana. 1964.

Gagne. The Conditions of Learning. Holt, Rinehart, & Winston. New York. 1965.

Gagne. Learnin_g_and Individual Differences. Merrill Books. Columbus, Ohio. 1967.

Gattegno. Towards a Visu Outerbridge and Dienstfrey. New York. 1959.

Gattagno. What We Owe Chilc. Outerbridge. Neu York. J_,J70.

Getzels. Creativity and Intelligence: Explorations with Gifted Students.
Wiley. New York. 1962.

Gibb. "Fear and Facade." Science and Human Affairs. Science and Behavior Books.

Palo Alto, Calif, 1965.

Glasser. Schools Without Failure. Harper and Row. New York. 1969.

Gleason. Linguistics and English Gr?.mmar. Holt, Rinehart & Winston. New York.

1965.

Glinke. A History and Recent Development of the Year Round School Movement in the

United States. Mimeographed Publication. Utica, Michigan Public Schools.

1970.

Goldhammer. The Jackson County Story. CASEA. University of Oregon. Eugene. 1964.

Goodlad. The Challenge'of Curricular Change. CEEB. 477 Madison Avenue,

New York. 1966.
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Goodlad. Computers and Information Services in Education. Harcourt, Brace and

World. New York. 1966.

Goodlad. The Non-Graded Elementary School. Harcourt, Brace and World. New York.

1963.

Gordon. Studying the Child in School. Wiley. New 'York. 1966.

Grambs. Intergroup Education: Methods and Materials. Prentice-Hall. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey. 1968.

Greenberg. Teaching with Feeling. Scribners. New York. 1970.

Greenway. Exercises. Freestone Publishing Co. 301 E. Canon Perdido, Santa

Barbara, Calif. 197C.

Grooms. Perspectives on the Middle School. Charles Merrill. Columbus, Ohio. 1967.

Haberman. Dance--An Art in Academe. Teachers College Press. New York. 1970.

Hainstock. Teaching Montessori in the Home. Random House. New York. 1968.

Handy. Network Analysis for Educational Management. Prentice-Hall. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey. 1969.

Haney. Changing Curriculum in Science. ASCD, NEA. Washington, D.C. 1966.

Hartley. Educational Planning - Programming - Budgeting. Prentice-Hall.

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1968.

Harvard Review. New Insights for Executive Achievement. Harvard Business Review.

Des Moines, Iowa.

Havelock. Planning for Innovation. Institute for Sociai Research. University of

Michigan. Ann Arbor. 1969.

Havighurst. Dev,d1opmenta1 Tasks and Education. David McKay Co. New York. 1962.

Heath. New Curricula. Harper and Row. New York. , 1964.

Hechinger. Pre-School Education Today. Doubleday and Co. New York. 1966.

Henderson. Teachers Should Care. Harper and Row. New York. 1970.

Herrick. Strategies of Curriculum Development. Charles Merrill. Columbus, Ohio.

1965.

Hilgard, Theories of Learning and Instruction. NSSE 63rd Yearbook. University

of Chicago Press. 1964.

Hillson. Change and Innovation in Elementary School Organization. Holt, Rinehart

& Winston. New York. 1965.

Hough. Teaching: Description and Analysis. Addison-Wesley. Reading, Mass. 1970.
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Howes. Individualization of Instruction: A Teaching Strategy. Macmillan Co.

New York. 1970.

Hunt. Intelligence and Experience. Ronald Press. New York- 1961.

Hunter. Motivation Theor for TeE-..chers, Reinforcement Theor for Teachers, and

Retention Theory for Teachers. T.I.P. Publizations. Box 514,

El Segunao, Calif. 1967. (Three separate booklets)

Hunter. Student Teaching. Holt, Rinehart & Winston. New York. 1964.

Hyman. Ways of Teaching. Lippincott. Philadelphia. 1970.

IDEA. The British Infant School. Kettering Foundation. DayL a, Ohio. 1970.

Ilg. School Readiness Behavior Tests Used at the Gesell Institute. Harper and

Row. Evanston, Illinois. 1964.

Inhelder. The Growth of Logical Thinking from Chi!ldhood to Adolescence.

Basic Books. New York. 1958.

Ismail. Motor Aptitude and Intelligence Performance. Charles Merrill. Columbus,

Ohio. 1967.

Jacobs. When Children Think. Teachers College Press. New York. 1970.

Johnson. Developing Individualized Instructional Material. Westinghouse Learning

Corp. New York. 1970.

?

Jones. Guiding Your Child from Two to Five. Harcourt, Brace & World. New York.

1967.

Jones. How to Run a More Efficient School Office. Prenice-Hall. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey. 1966.

Jones. Physical Education in the Primary School. University of London Press. 1966.

Joyce. The Teacher and His Staff. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1967.

Kagen. Creativity and Learning. Beacon Press. Boston. 1967.

Kagen. Readings in Child Development and Personality. Harper and Row. New York.

1965.

Kaluger. Reading and Learning Disabilities. Charles E. Merrill. Columbus, Ohio.

1969.

Kephart. Movement Patterns and Motor Education. Appleton-Century-Crofts.

New York. 1969.

Kephart, The Slow Learner in the Classroom. Harper and Row. New York. 1960.

Kephart. Success Through Play. Harper and Row. New York. 1960.

Kimbrough. Political Power and Educational Decision-Making. Rand McNally.

Chicago. 1964.
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King. The Curriculum and the Disciples of Knowledge. John Wiley and Sons.

New York. 1966.

Kohl. The Open Classroom. Random House. New York. 1969.

Kohl. Teaching the Uateachable. Random House. New York. 1970.

Kuethe. The Teaching Learning Process. Scott Foresman. New York. 1968.

Landauer. Readings in Physiological Psychology. McGraw Hill. New York. 1967.

Lange. Programmed Instruction. NSSE 66th Yearbook. University of Chicago Press.

1967.

Lanvin. The Predict:ion of Academic Performance. Russell Sage Foundation.

New York. 1965.

Lawler. Strategies for Planned Curricular Innovation. Teachers College Press.

New York. 1970.

Lederman. Anger and the Rocking Chair. McGraw-Hill. New York. 1959.

Leonard. Planning for Education in Litchfield Park in 2000 A.D. Arizona State

University Bureau of Publication. Tempe. 1967.

Lewis. Resolving Social Conflict. Uarper and Row. New York. 1948.

Lincoln. Motor Development Scale. Stoelting Co. Chicago., 1964.

Lippett. Dynamics of Planned Change. Harcourt, Brace & World. New York. 1958.

Loretan. Teaching the Disadvantaged. Teachers College I7ess. Columbia University

New York. 1966.

MacKintosh. How Children Learn to Read. USDHEW. Washington, D.C. 1964.

Mager. Developing Attitude Toward Learning. Fearon Publishing Co., Palo Alto,

California. 1968.

Mager. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Fearon Publishing Co. Palo Alto,

California. 1962.

Mann. Managing Maior Change in Organizations. Foundation for Research on Human

Behavior. Ann Arbor, Michigan. 1961.

Manning. Toward a Humanistic Curriculum. Harper and Row. New York. 1970.

Martin. Curriculum Ilprovement and Innovation. Bentley, Inc. Cambridge, Mass.

1966.

McAshan. Writing Behavioral Objectives. Harper and Raw. New York. 1970.

Meeker. The Structure of Intellect: Its Interpretation and Uses. Charles E.

Merrill. Columbus, Ohio. 1969.
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Meierhenry. Media and Educational lnnwration. University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

1964.

METDP. A Short Summary of Ten Model Teacher Education Programs. U.S. Government

Printing Office. Washington, D.C. 1970.

Michael. Teaching for Creative Endeavor. University of Indiana Press.

Bloomington. 1967.

Michaelis. New Directions to Elunentary School Curriculum. Prentice-Hall.

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1967.

Miles. Innovation in Education. Teachers College Press. Columbia University.

New Yollc. 1964.

Miller. A Multidisciplinary Focus on Educational Change. University of Kentucky.

Lexington. 1966.

Miller. The Nongraded School: Analysis and Study. Harper and Row. Evanston,

Illinois. 1966.

Miller. Perspective on Educational Change. Appleton-Century-Crofts. New York.

1967.

Moffett. A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades K-12: A Handbook

for Teachers. Houghton Mifflin. New York. 1968.

Morine. A Primer for Inner City Schools. McGraw-Hill. New York. 1970.

Morphet. Cooperative Planninq; for Education in 1980. Citation Press. New York.

1968.

Morphet. Educational Organization and Administration. Prentice-Hall. Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey, 1967.

Morphet. The Educational Program. Citation Press. New York. 1967.

Morphet. Emerging Designs for Education. Citation Press. New York. 1968.

Morphet. Planning and Effecting Needed Changes in Education. Citation Press

New York. 1967.

NASSP Bulletin. The Assistant Principalship. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1970.

NASSP Bulletin. A Directory of Social Studies Projects. NEA. Washington, D.C.

March, 1967.

National Council for Social Studies. Social Studies Curriculum: Prospects and

Problems. Washington, D.C. 1970.

NSPRA. Communication Ideas in Action. NEA. Washington, D.C. 1970.

Nations Schools. How High Schools Innovate. Chicago. April, 1967.

NEA. Improving the Instruction of Culturally Different Learners. Division of

Educational Technology. Washington, D.C. 1970.
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NEA. The Nongraded School. DESP. Washington, D.C. 1968.

Neill. F,:eedor. Not License. Hart. New York. 1966.

Neill. Summerhill. Hart Publishing Co. New York. 1960.

New Life for Old Schools. Report of Research Council for Great Cities. Chicago.

1965.

Northwestern University Press. Innovation in Teacher Education. Evanston, Ill.

1965.

Olivero. Educational Manpower. Indiana University F 3S. Bloomington. 1970.

Oppenheim Questionnaire Design and ALtitude Measurement. Basic Books, Inc.

New York. 1966.

Orem. Montessori and the S ecial Child. Capricorn Press. Minneapolis. 1969.

Osgood. The Measurement of Meaning. University of Illinois Press. Urbana. 1957.

Ovard. Administration of the Changing Secondary School. Macmillan Company.

New York. 1967.

Ovard. Chan e and the Seconder School. Administrator, Macmillan Company.

New York. 1968.

Owens. Organizational Behavior in Schools. Prentice-Hall. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey. 1970.

Parker. Process as Content: Curriculum Design and Application of Knowledge.

Rand McNally. Chicago. 1966.

Parker. Schooling for Individual Excellence. Nelson. Camden, N. J. 1965.

Parsons, Schools Can Change. Sterling Institute. Boston. 1970.

Passow. Intellectual Development: Another Look. NEA, WashingtoL, A.Jo4.

Passow. Reaching the Disadvantaged Learner. Teachers College Press. Columbia

University. New York. 1970.

Peter. Prescriptive Teaching. McGraw-Hill. New York. 1966.

Peterson. Effective Team Teaching. Parker Publishing Co. West Nyack. N.Y. 1966.

Petrequin. Individualizing Learning Through Modular-Flexible Prograirming.

McGraw-Hill. New York. 1968.

Piaget. The Child's Concep_tion of Numbers. Philosophical Library. International

Universities Press, Inc. New York. 1964.

Piaget. The Child"s Conception of Space. Routledge and ICE:gen. New York. 1948.

Plaget. The Early Growth of Logic in the Child. Harper and Row. Evanston,

Illinois. 1964.
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Piaget. Vie Origin of Intelligence in Children. International University Press,

Inc. New York.

Piaget. Science of Education and the Psychology of the Child. Orion Press.

New York. 1970.

Plowden. Children and Their Primary Schools. British Information Service.

845 3rd Avenue, New York. 1967.

Price. Major Concepts for Social Studies. Syracuse University Press. 1965.

Pullias. A Teacher Is Many Things. Ind;ana University Press. Bloomington. 1970.

Raths. Values and Teaching: Working with Values in the Classroom. Merrill.

Columbus, Ohio. 1966.

Richardson. In the Early World. Pantheon Books. New York. 1970.

Riessman. Helping the Disadvantaged Pupil to Learn More Easily. Prentice-Hall.

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1966.

Robison. Net7 Directions in the Kindergarten. Teachers College

Field. Teachers

Press. Columbia

College Press.

University. New York. 1965.

Robison. Precedents and Promise in the Curriculum
Columbia University. New York. 1966.

Rogers. Teaching in the British Primary School- Macmillan Co. New York. 1970.

Rossi. Letter to a Teacher. Random House. New York. 1970.

Saettler. A History of Instructional Technology, McGraw-Hill. New York. 1968.

Schillaci & Culkin. Films Deliver. (Paperback) Cit,-tir- PresF .,rk. 11r0

SQhmuck. Organizational Training for a School Faculty. CASEA. University of

Oregon. Eugene. 1970.

Shaplin. Team Tetching- Harper and Row. New York. 1964.

Shulman. Learninf by D7f.scovery, A Critical Apyraisal. Rand McNally. Chicgo

Simpson. Learning o 1,arn. Merrill. Columbus, Ohio. 1968.

Skf:nner. The Technoloazof Teachina. Appleton-Century-Crofts. New York. 1958.

Smith. Teacher -)iagnosis of Educational Difficulties. Charles E. Merrill.

Columbus, Jhio. 19,69.

oc2-al Science Educ,ition Consortium. Child Development and Social Science

Education. University of Colorado. 1967.

Ste:a.fler. Readings in Child Behavior and Development. Harcourt, Brace and. World.

New York_ 1964.



Stephens. Directive Teachins of Children with Learning and Behavioral Handicaps.

Charles E. Merrill. Columbus, Ohio. 1970.

Stern. People in Context: Measuring Person Environment. Wiley. New York. 1970.

Stoddard. The Dual Progress Plan. Harper and Row. New York. 1961.

Stuart. Neurophysiological Insights Lito Teaching. Pacific Books. Palo Alto,

California. 1963.

Stufflebeam. Evaluation as Enlightenment for Decision Making Ohio State

University. 1968.

Swenson. Flexible Scheduling. Prentice-Hall Management Series. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey. 1966.

Taba. Curriculum Development. Harcourt, Brace & World. New York. 1962.

Taba. Thinking in ElementasySclool Children. San Francisco State College. 1964.

Tewksbury. Nongrading in the Elementary School. Charles E. Merrill, Columbus,

Ohio. 1967.

Thelan. Classroom Grouping for Teachability. Wiley and Sons. New York. 1967.

Thomas. Temperament and Behavior Disorders in Children. F. E. Peacock.

Itasca, Illinois. 1968.

Thornton. New Media and College Teaching. DAVI, NEA. Washington, D.C. 1969.

TIP. Teachers_We Need. College of Education, Ohio State University. 1968.

Torrance. En,2ouraging Creativity in the Classroom. 'Brown Co. Dubuque. 1970.

Torrance. Mental Health and Achievement: Increasing Potential and Reducing

School Dropout. Wiley and Sons. New York. 1965.

Torrance. Rewarding Creative Behavior: Eperiment in Classroom Creativity.

Prentice-Hall. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1967.

Townsend. Up the Organization. Knopf Co. New York. 1970.

Trubowitz. Handbook for Teaching in the Ghetto School. Quadrangle. Chicago. 1968.

Trump. Evaluating (Mimeographed) NASSP, NEA. Washington, D.C.

1967.

Trump. Flexible Scheduling: Fad or Fundamental. (Mimeographed) NASSP, NEA.

Washington, D.C. 1963.

Trump. Focus on Change. Rand McNally. Chicago. 1961.

Trump. Problems Faced in Organizing Schools Difierently. (Mimeographed) NASSP,

NEA. Washington, D.C. 1966.
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Tyler. Perspectives of Curriculum Evaluation. Rand McNally. Chicago. 1967.

Ullman. Case Studies in Behavior Modification. Holt, Rinehart & Winston,

New York. 1965.

Ulrich. Control of Human Behavior. Scott Foresman. Glenview, Ill. 1966.

Umans. The Management of Education. Doubleday and Co. New York. 1970.

Umans. Shaping Curriculum: Some Attempts to Build the School of the Future.

New York City Board of Education. 1968.

Vander Eyken. The Pre-School Years. Penguin Books. Baltimore. 1967.

Veatch. How to Teach Reading_ with Children's Books. Teachers College Press.

Columbia University. New York. 1964.

Veldman. Fortran Programming_for the Behavioral Sciences. Holt, Rinehart and

Winston. New York. 1967.

Von Hilsheimer. How' to Live with Your Special Child. Acropolis Books.

Washington, D.C. 1970.

Wahlquist. Innovations in the Preparation of College Teachers. Phi Delta

Kappaa. Bloomington, Indiana. 1970.

Wa/ ace. Mode3 of Thinking in Young Children. Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

New Zork. 1966.

Wallach. Risk Taking_! A Study in Cognition and Personality. Holt, Rinehart

and Winston. New York. 1966.

Washburne. Winnetka--The History and Significance of an Educar.ional Experiment.

Prentice-Hall. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1963.

Watson. Change in School Systems. National Training Laboratories. NEA.

Washington, D.C. 1967.

Watson. Concepts for Social Change. National Training laboratories. NEA.

Washington, D.C. 1967.

Webb. Unobtrusive Measures: Nonreactive Measures in the Social Sciences.

Rand McNally. Chicago. 1966.

Wellington. The Underachiever: Challenges and Guidelines. Rand McNally.

Chicago. 1965.

Wiles. The Changing Curriculum of the American High School. Prentice-Hall.

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1963.

Williams. The Emergent Middle School. Holt, Rinehart and Winston. New York. 1967.

Wood. The Administration of Education Innovation. CASE1. University of Oregon.

Eugene. 1967.
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Yonemura.

Zimmerman.

Developinp, Language Programs for Youn_g Disadvantaged Children. Teachers

College Press. Columbia University. New York. 1969.

Preschool Language Manual/Picture Book/Scale. Charles E. Merrill.

Columbus, Ohio. 1969.

There are many other sources of information through periodicals, mimeographed

information from schools, pamphlets from national education organizations, and

the resource handouts of college professors. Below are listed examples of addi-

tional mass bibliographies which may be of value for those interested in change.

fto of the factors in the revision of schools are those of keeping bibliographies

current, and then informing teachers, students, and parents about the latest con-

cepts proposed and the newest research available; these types of efforts tend to

lend support to an ongoing claange philosophy in the continuing attempt to improve.

1. Major Works on Change in Education--An Annotated Bibliography. Institute for

Social Change. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Havelock, Ed.

2. Bibliography of the Process of Change. Center For Innovation. New York State

Department of Education. Albany, New York. Kurland and Miller, Eds.

3. Bibliouaphy on Organizational Trends in Schools. Center for the Study of

Iustruction. National Education Association. Washingcc,T1, D.C. Anderson, Ed.

4. New Educational Materials. Citation Press. 50 West 44th Street, New York,

New York.

5. New York University List of Books in Education. Citation Press. 50 West

44th Street, New York, New York.

6. Educators Purchasing Master. Volume I: Instructional Materials. Volume II:

Instructional Equipment. Fisher Publishing Co. Englewood, Colorado.

7. Learning Directory. Westinghouse Learning Corporation. 100 Park Avenue,

New York, New York.

8. EPIE Reports. EPIE institute. 386 Park Avenue South, New York, New York.

9. Library of Contemporary Education. Riverside, New Jersey.
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